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Preface 
 
 
The first Russian novel I read was Turgenev’s  A Nest of Gentry. I was impressed by its tone, 
and the liveliness of the descriptions, but foremost by the actual beauty (I know no other term) 
of its presentation of the tragic events changing the lives of the hero and heroine. This is a 
quality, so I discovered upon reading more of his work, that is inherent to Turgenev’s way of 
describing his characters’ lives. He is profoundly interested in the role of tragedy and its 
effects on the human being. During the research project in which my ever-growing fascination 
with Turgenev culminated, and of which this book is the palpable result, I have tried to 
develop a model that allows for a textual analysis of the means by which Turgenev presents 
tragedy. I hope to have avoided taking the analysis to the point of dissecting the novels, in a 
fashion that would call to mind Rudin’s dissecting the other characters’ personalities in 
Turgenev’s first novel. I hope to have provided tools for an understanding of the novels that 
will only enhance their great value as aesthetic renderings of the essential themes of human 
existence. 
 
I want to thank everyone who has supported me during my research. I would like to name a 
number of persons in specific. First of all, I thank my promotor Joost van Baak for 
introducing me to Russian literature, for encouraging me to start the PhD project and for 
continuously supporting the process of its development with many good advices. We share a 
deep interest in nature and during our meetings we often not only discussed the field of 
literature, but also exchanged the experiences we had during trips into the sometimes 
seemingly more accessible fields that are the home of larks and roe deer. 
I want to thank Sander Brouwer for reading and rereading my output and for providing 
innumerous useful threads of thought often leading to illuminating views of both Turgenev’s 
and other Russian authors’ work. 
I owe a special debt to Allan Wilcox, who gave his time and effort to correct the English text 
of this dissertation. Furthermore, I thank Rainer Grübel for discussing with me parts of this 
study at an earlier stage and Aage Hansen Löve for answering my questions concerning his 
ideas on the functioning of poetic mechanisms in larger prose texts.  I also want to express my 
gratitude to Geramé Wouters for providing me with otherwise inaccessible materials.  
 
Before turning to a discussion of the novels I have to make a few technical remarks.  
All translations of quotations from Russian texts are my own, unless otherwise indicated. 
I have chosen to spell Russian names, both of fictional characters and of real persons, 
according to the official transliteration (ISO/R9 – 1968). Of course, in quotations of other 
authors, in which Russian names occur, I have retained their spelling. 
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Introduction 
Two Turgenevs? 

 
 
More than a century and a half has passed since Turgenev entered the literary scene. Since 
then he has become a renowned author, whose work is appreciated both in Russia and in the 
rest of the world. Yet, when one examines the reception history of Turgenev’s work,  a 
curious phenomenon repeatedly seems to present itself. I have in mind the more or less strict 
separation of Turgenev’s novels from the rest of his oeuvre. The novels are regarded as 
Turgenev’s contributions to Russian Realism. Indeed the novels fit the credo of Realism: a 
depiction of the life of the Russian intelligentsia, aimed at the analysis of possible new 
promising types among them. The discussion of social questions, and the description of the 
ideas of those parties that claimed to offer answers to the main political and social problems 
of the time, play an important role in the novels. This element of social discussion is not 
found in Turgenev’s short prose. Instead the focus there is on more universal, existential 
problems such as the psychological effects of passion, the confrontation with (the fear of) 
death, and, especially in the later stories, the supernatural. 

The reception history of the novels has predominantly considered them in the light of the 
social debate that was going on at the time of their appearance. This is particularly true of 
their reception by Turgenev’s contemporaries, but this general approach has continued until 
now. Studies of the novels invariably contain a certain amount of information regarding the 
social and political environment in which the novels were written and received. This context 
serves as a reference point for evaluations of the characters and events. Examples of this 
approach are found not only in many Soviet studies but also in Western criticism (for 
instance Victor Ripp 1980 and Seeley 1991). 

In periods of heightened aesthetic interest in literature, such as the post-realist period, 
critics’ attention shifted to the short prose. Literary criticism at the beginning of the twentieth 
century was inclined to treat the short stories as the better part of Turgenev’s work, 
displaying his gift for drawing detailed psychological portraits more successfully. For 
example, in a contribution to the five volume History of Russian Literature of the Nineteenth 
Century that appeared in 1910-11, A. E. Gruzinskij states that Turgenev was more an artist 
than a chronicler of his time and that he was more interested in psychological portraits than in 
contemporary social questions. He concludes: “Turgenev was not a social writer; he was 
primarily a poet and artist” (“Тургенев не был ‘писателем-гражданином’ […] больше 
всего он был художником-поэтом” – Gruzinskij/Ovsjaniko-Kulikovskij 1911/1969: 279). 

In a similar fashion, Vladimir Fišer argues that, although Turgenev wrote the novels to 
meet the demands of Realism, he was not really interested in the social engagement of his 
heroes (Fišer 1920). This, he says, is evident from the novels’ structure, in which the love 
between hero and heroine is central while the heroes’ social activities are only noted in 
passing: 

 
While depicting the personal side of his heroes’ lives in his novels, Turgenev feels at home, but he 
seems to avoid portraying them on a wide arena of activity, although that apparently was in fact 
supposed to provide the basis of the novel’s design. […] Obviously, Turgenev the artist needs his 
heroes’ social activity only as an outside force that defines a human in a certain way. His attention 
is concentrated on individuals; everything else is kept at a distance. What is interesting is how an 
individual lives, loves and dies; for the sake of fullness and expressiveness of image conditions of 
time and place that are in and of themselves perhaps not very important are taken into account 
(Fišer 1920: 31). 
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Regarded in this way, the novels appear as a somewhat artificial combination of the content 
of a short story with a loose socio-historical framework.   

Another example of contrasting the novels and the short prose is Marina Ledkovsky’s The 
Other Turgenev (1973). Her study is one of those that appeared in the West in the seventies 
and early eighties as part of a (re)discovery of Turgenev’s short prose. The “other Turgenev” 
whom the title of Ledkovsky’s study refers to is Turgenev the short prose writer as opposed 
to Turgenev the novelist. As was the case with Fišer’s approach, the result of the comparison 
between the short prose and the novels results in a negative view of the novels. Ledkovsky 
holds that the concrete and explicit historical setting of the novels limits their interest for the 
modern reader, while the more universal themes of the short prose have a more lasting 
appeal: 

  
It is rather significant that Turgenev’s “realistic” works, in which he exposed the latest political 
and social trends of the contemporary Russian scene, have tended to become outdated at different 
periods since their publication. […] This aspect of Turgenev’s work nevertheless belongs to 
valuable historical material which acquires meaningful novelty in times of similar socio-political 
crises. The true measure of Turgenev’s achievement, though, rests in his concern with the eternal 
themes of individual existence in an impersonal universe, on which he concentrates exclusively in 
his novellas and “mysterious tales”, but which are found in all his work and lend it freshness for all 
times. (Ledkovsky 1973: 137-8) 
 

This conclusion suggests that Turgenev’s short prose offers the best of his skills as a writer. 
Of course there are many studies of Turgenev’s work that do not compare the novels and 
stories in this manner. Nevertheless, it has become standard for discussions of the novels to 
concentrate on the relationship between these works and the reality of the Russian life they 
refer to. As a consequence, the novels have received a status aparte that is determined by 
their ‘realism’. 

It is to this division that I refer in the subtitle of this Introduction, and this division is what, 
in my opinion, should be seriously questioned. Should we, as the reception history suggests, 
discriminate between Turgenev the novelist, or Realist, and Turgenev the ‘poet’? A closer 
examination of the relationship between the short prose and the novels shows that such a 
division is unjust, not only because Turgenev usually worked simultaneously on a novel and 
one or more short stories, but also because the novels and stories are connected, both 
thematically and by character-type. M. Kleman (1936: 96-7) and Eva Kagan-Kans (1975: 9) 
have stated that each novel is thematically connected with a group of stories written in the 
same period, such that it is possible to see the stories as studies for the novel. Although I 
agree with A. Batjuto that this is not true of all the novels, but only of the first three of them 
(Batjuto 1972: 241-2), this does not invalidate the point. Where the characters are concerned, 
certain types of character recur in several novels and stories. This applies not only to minor, 
usually somewhat exaggerated characters such as the foreign doctor and the unsympathetic 
priest, but also to the major characters. For instance, Rudin resembles Jakov Pasynkov 
(“Jakov Pasynkov”), and both the personality and the fate of Bazarov are similar to those of 
Jakov in “The story of father Aleksej” (Koschmal 1984: 141-45). 

Furthermore, some of Turgenev’s basic philosophical ideas concerning the polar forces of 
egoism and altruism as displayed in nature and in man (voiced in his famous essay on 
“Hamlet and Don Quixote” - see 1.2) are also found, in a more condensed form, in the 
novels. The best known example is the likeness of the heroes in the novels to one or other of 
these two literary figures (see for instance Kagan-Kans 1975 and Mann 1986), but another, 
less well-known example is the insect imagery that Turgenev uses both in the essay and in a 
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number of his literary works, including On the Eve (see my analysis of this novel in chapter 
Four). 

A final example of the interconnectedness of Turgenev’s novels and short prose is the 
occurrence of a stable set of images throughout Turgenev’s work. Walter Koschmal (1984) 
and Vladimir Toporov (2000) have identified a large number of images with a consistent 
symbolic significance that are found throughout Turgenev’s work. An example of such 
imagery is the significance that certain physical traits acquire. For example, a hooked nose 
consistently signals a person’s association with the supernatural (see Koschmal 1984: 49-58). 

These examples of consistency in theme, character and imagery in stories and novels bear 
witness to the basic unity of Turgenev’s work.1 I think that the roots of this unity lie in 
Turgenev’s philosophical ideas, specifically in the less-abstract aspects of his world view. 
The basic premise of my investigation is that this world view determines the character of 
Turgenev’s work as a whole and should therefore form the basis of research into his work. It 
is from this point of view that I will approach Turgenev’s novels. The presentation of the 
methodology (in Chapter One) takes as its starting point an outline of those among 
Turgenev’s philosophical ideas that I consider most fundamental. Central to these ideas is the 
concept of nature as a dual force balanced between the wish for self-preservation that 
characterizes the individual creature, and the need for sacrificing the individual to the benefit 
of sustaining the whole. This concept of nature, which derives from the German romantic 
tradition, develops in Turgenev’s work into a tragic conflict between man’s expectations of 
life, and nature’s laws. Whereas man strives to achieve his individual goals (to lead a life that 
is successful from his point of view), nature’s laws make the destruction of individuality 
(ultimately in death) inescapable. 

This conflict between the individual and cosmic forces is a basic theme throughout 
Turgenev’s work. As indicated above, this fact has been acknowledged for the short prose, 
but it has yet to receive its due place in the reception of the novels. 

In recent years there has been a trend towards ‘poetic’ analysis of the novels. Important 
studies are those of Irene Masing-Delic (1985, 1987), Jane Costlow (1990) and James 
Woodward (1990). The analysis of the novels’ imagery in these studies reveals that they, like 
the stories, are concerned with what Ledkovsky described as “the eternal themes of individual 
existence in an impersonal universe” (Ledkovsky 1973: 137). However, these approaches 
remain unsatisfactory in one important respect: they fail to formulate the relationship between 
these ‘eternal’ themes and the historically time-bound aspect of the novels. This results in an 
understanding of the novels that is not dissimilar to that of Fišer, who saw the novels as short 
prose (that is, sharing the concerns of the short prose) contained within a socio-political shell. 
The historical substance of the novels consequently lacks a clearly defined place in the 
process of interpretation. It is therefore desirable to show how the whole of the novels’ 
material functions to communicate Turgenev’s views. I believe that the structure of the 
novels as a whole is geared towards the presentation of Turgenev’s ideas concerning the 
tragic conflict between the individual and the laws of nature. The depiction of the historical 
and cultural environment serves as the framework within which the individual’s life and 
goals are outlined. It is here, in this contemporary setting, that our attention is focused on the 
unique fate of (extraordinary) individuals. It is against this background that the poetic 

                                                 
1 In the division of Turgenev’s work into ‘universal’ short prose and ‘contemporary’ novels, the place of 
Turgenev’s drama remains in the background. This is partly due to its having been written relatively early in 
Turgenev’s literary career (between 1843 and 1852). The short prose and the novels are more directly 
interrelated. I am not including the drama in my study, therefore, but I would simply note that the drama does 
resemble the short prose in its focus on the depiction of character, often drawing upon association as an indirect 
means of characterization. This is a feature of Turgenev’s means of rendering character throughout his work.  
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structure builds a pattern of ‘typification’of the characters. From here they can be associated 
with more general types that do not need to be tied to any particular historical period. 
Examples are figures from classical and world literature, such as Oedipus, Faust and 
characters from Russian folklore, by association with whom the characters in the novels seem 
to reenact the lives of the archetypes. As a consequence, any notion of uniqueness of 
character within the comtemporary context of the novel becomes irrelevant. 

In Chapter One, I shall present a model for the textual analysis of the novels which will 
enable us to trace the textual means through which the contemporary and universal images of 
the characters are communicated. The ensuing chapters contain the analyses of the novels. I 
have decided to deal with all six novels in spite of a tendency among critics to maintain that, 
after Fathers and Sons, Turgenev changed his novelistic manner. This is because Turgenev 
himself suggested the contrary in his introduction to the 1880 edition of his six novels. 
Reacting to his contemporaries’ suggestions that he had altered his earlier method,2 he wrote: 
“On the contrary, I think I could more accurately be accused of excessive constancy and a 
sort of straightforwardness of method. The author of Rudin, written in 1855, and of Virgin 
Soil, written in 1876, is one and the same person.” (Мнe, нaпрoтив, кaжeтся, чтo мeня 
скoрee мoжнo упрeкнуть в излишнeм пoстoянствe и кaк бы прямoлинeйнoсти 
нaпрaвлeния. Автoр “Рудинa”, нaписaннoгo в 1855-м гoду, и aвтoр “Нoви”, нaписaннoй 
в 1876-м, являeтся oдним и тeм жe чeлoвeкoм - XII, 303).3 An investigation of all six 
novels on the basis of the model for textual analysis that I will discuss in the next chapter will 
allow us to establish the relationship between the earlier and later novels as far as the 
expression of Turgenev’s dual world view is concerned. 
 

                                                 
2 These contemporaries mainly aimed at the supposed decrease in Turgenev’s interest in the current socio-
political situation in Russia, which they saw reflected in the supernatural themes of Smoke, and of the short 
stories of the sixties and seventies.  
3 This reference has been taken from Polnoe sobranie sočinenij v dvadcati vos’mi tomach, Mosvka, 1960-1968. 
The Roman numeral indicates the volume, and the Arabic numeral the page number.    
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Chapter I 
Methodology 

 
 

In the introductory words to her study of Turgenev’s first four novels, Jane Costlow argues 
that she intends to offer a reading of the novels that gives insight into “Turgenev’s aesthetics” 
and the ways in which Turgenev’s “psychological convictions inform his artistic choices” 
(Costlow 1990: 8). As she makes clear herself, she uses close reading as the source of her 
observations. I certainly think that Costlow is right to connect Turgenev’s basic convictions 
about life and humankind with his “artistic choices”. However, her study focuses on the 
novels’ poetic structure, thus designating that as the medium by means of which Turgenev’s 
views on man are expressed in the novels. The disadvantages of such an approach have 
already been noted in the Introduction, but what Costlow’s approach also lacks is a more 
careful formulation of the connection between “psychological convictions” and “artistic 
choices” in the form of a model for textual analysis that that can be used to explore the 
expression of Turgenev’s world view in his novels. 

I shall present such a model in the following paragraphs. It is based on the assumption that 
paradigmatic and syntagmatic textual mechanisms are used in Turgenev’s novels to express 
his dual world view. Before explaining this model, however, I shall outline Turgenev’s world 
view in more detail. 
 
 
1.1 Turgenev’s world view and its expression in his work 
 
Within the scope of this study it is not possible to survey in detail the intellectual background 
from which Turgenev’s philosophical ideas derive. I will give only a very broad outline and 
further refer to the excellent studies on this subject by, among others, Batjuto (1972), Kagan-
Kans (1975) and McLaughlin (1984). 

Turgenev’s concept of nature had much in common with the notions of the German 
Romantic philosophers. They describe nature as a dual force that exists in the equilibrium of 
the opposite forces of egoism and altruism. Nature constantly creates and destroys individuals 
in order to maintain the whole. Turgenev focused on the consequences that such a process has 
for the significance of the life of the individual. In doing so, he was greatly influenced by a 
wide range of thinkers, among them Pascal and Schopenhauer,4 whose views have in 
common with his a concept of the insignificance of man as compared to the infinity of space 
and the age of the universe. 

I have chosen to explore Turgenev’s basic philosophical ideas by means of a discussion of 
two philosophically-oriented texts from his own hand that reflect the core of his ideas on 
nature’s dualism and its consequences for man’s fate. These are the review of Aksakov’s 
Stories of a Rifle Hunter from the Orenburg province (“Зaписки ружeйнoгo oхoтникa 
Oрeнбургскoй губeрнии. С. Aксaкoвa” - 1853) and the well-known essay “Hamlet and Don 
Quixote” (“Гaмлeт и Дoн-Кихoт” - 1860).  

The main subject of the first is Turgenev’s discussion of the depiction of nature in 
Aksakov’s cycle of stories. At one point Turgenev includes a philosophical excursus about 

                                                 
4 Batjuto 1972 offers a detailed survey of influences. He convincingly shows that Schopenhauer, whose 
influence is often considered to be very substantive, is only one among many philosophers whose ideas 
influenced Turgenev.  He gives numerous examples from the works of Marcus Aurelius, Pascal, Goethe and 
others whose ideas are reflected in Turgenev’s views on nature and the fate of man.   
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what he considers to be the key features of nature. He describes it as a dualistic force striving 
to hold the balance between two seemingly incompatible forces, one that aims for a 
maximum of self-containedness in every individual creature and the other unifying all these 
creatures into the one universal that is nature itself. On the one hand, every single creature is 
‘egoistic’, considering itself the centre of the world and using everything around it for its own 
purposes (V, 415).5 On the other hand, each part has a fixed role to play in nature as a whole. 
In order to illustrate these ideas, Turgenev gives the example of a mosquito ‘using’ man when 
drinking his blood, while a spider in his turn has the mosquito for his lunch (ibid.). Though 
not formulated explicitly in the review, this idea carries within itself a tragic implication 
concerning man’s life: while considering himself to be the centre of the world, man is in fact 
no more than a cog in the machine of nature as a whole. The individual strivings of mankind 
are as relevant (or irrelevant) as are those of the mosquito in relation to the whole. The insect 
imagery that Turgenev uses here to show that man is really no more important than any other 
creature is found throughout his work. I will return to it in the analyses of the novels, 
especially that of On the Eve, in Chapter Four. 

In the essay “Hamlet and Don Quixote”,6 Turgenev once more outlines his ideas 
concerning nature as consisting of two opposite forces, which he now refers to as the 
centripetal and centrifugal forces (VIII, 184). The first is the aforementioned egoistic 
principle, on the basis of which a creature sees itself as the centre of things and judges 
everything only with reference to itself. The centrifugal force balances the centripetal one 
with an opposite movement, away from the egoistic centre and towards nature as a whole. 
Turgenev describes Hamlet and Don Quixote as respective representatives of these two poles 
of the human character. Hamlet represents the egoistic type, who considers all around him 
only with reference to himself and is kept from acting by his reflection. Don Quixote 
represents the altruistic type, whose orientation is always towards those around him and who 
acts without thinking. Like the centripetal and centrifugal forces of nature itself, these poles 
of human nature cannot exist without each other. However, in the individual human being, 
one of the poles is always dominant. From Turgenev’s description, it is clear that he 
considers both the Hamlets and the Don Quixotes to be equally hampered by their 
psychological make-up. Hamlet’s egoism hinders his desire to act, while Don Quixote’s 
enthusiastic activity hinders his behaving sensibly. Hamlet’s intelligence, his capacity for 
reason, is in itself a positive thing, as are Don Quixote’s altruism and enthusiasm. However, 
both characters lack balance and are therefore incapable of leading a successful life. Since 
Turgenev presents Hamlet and Don Quixote as the two fundamental human types, the 
pessimism concerning their fate extends to mankind in general. 

In the above-mentioned articles, Turgenev treats the position of man in relation to nature 
as a whole on a purely philosophical level, but these ideas are also explored, in condensed 
form, in his fictional work. They are dealt with most directly in his late prose sketches, 
Poems in Prose (Стихoтвoрeния в прoзe), written between 1877 and 1882. In these short 
scenes, mostly presenting images that have been encountered in the earlier work, the futility 
of the individual’s life is presented rather harshly. For example, in one of the sketches, 
                                                 
5 References to Turgenev’s work in this chapter refer to Polnoe sobranie sočinenij v dvadcati vos’mi tomax, 
Moskva, 1960-1968. Roman numerals indicate the volume, and Arabic numerals the page number. 
6 The importance of the essay “Hamlet and DonQuixote” as a source of information regarding Turgenev’s 
philosophical ideas has long been recognized.  Many critics have discussed the essay. See for instance Kagan-
Kans 1975, Mann 1986 and Woodward 1989: 59-69. Mann gives an overview of the critical reception of the 
essay, pointing to the predominance of interpretations of Turgenev’s typification of Hamlet and Don Quixote in 
terms of contemporary socio-political types.  Levin (1965) compares Turgenev’s interpretation of Hamlet and 
Don Quixote to those of his fellow writers and critics, including Herzen, Tolstoj, Dobroljubov and Pisarev. 
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entitled “Nature” (“Прирoдa”, 1879), a first-person narrator relates a dream in which he 
encounters Nature personified as a woman. She tells him that she cares equally for all 
creatures, and that it is all the same to her whether she gives life to a human being or to a 
worm. 

Though perhaps not as directly as in the Poems in Prose, Turgenev’s other short prose is 
also concerned with the individual’s confrontation of the cosmic forces that overrule his will. 
It may be presented  in the form of a confrontation with death or with strong passion that 
outweighs reason and in a number of cases also leads to death, as in the case of “Faust” 
(“Фaуст”, 1856). “Faust” is also an early example of a story with a supernatural element, 
many more of which followed from the mid-eighteen-sixties onward. The frequent 
occurrence of supernatural events can be interpreted as another manifestation in Turgenev’s 
texts of the incomprehensible forces that rule man’s life. I have already noted in the 
introduction that the importance of such existential themes in the short prose has long been 
acknowledged.7 

The novels, however, have persistently been interpreted as having a principally different, 
more social orientation. Illustrative of this still common attitude is Kurljandskaja’s most 
recent work on Turgenev. Although her foreword acknowledges that characteristically, in 
Turgenev’s work, “a universal and metaphysical level lies behind the concrete historical one” 
(“За планом конкретно-историческим выступает универсальный и метафизический” – 
Kurljandskaja 2001: 3), she retains the traditional split between the novels and the short 
prose. She devotes the first chapter of her book to a survey of Turgenev's philosophical ideas 
and world view as the basis for an understanding of his work. However, in the ensuing 
analyses, it is only those that deal with Poems in Prose and the short stories (interestingly, 
she analyses those with a more or less overt metaphysical element: “Klara Milič” and “The 
Song of Triumphant Love”) that consider the role of the “universal and metaphysical”. She 
also pays a substantial amount of attention to the novels, but, strikingly, the focus here is on 
the form and function of the dialogues, and the manner in which the characters communicate 
their social stances. There is no reference to a possible universal or metaphysical element. 

I have already mentioned the existence of a current of more poetically-oriented research of 
the novels, from which it becomes clear that the ‘metaphysical’ concerns of the short stories 
are also found in the novels. Important studies in this respect are those of Markovič (1982), 
Koschmal (1984) – who has compiled a large group of images in both the short stories and 
the novels – Woodward (1990) and Costlow (1990). Furthermore, Thiergen (1978), Börtnes 
(1984), Masing-Delič (1985, 1987) and others have analyzed imagery in separate novels. 
These studies show that the characters are not solely presented as having been molded 
through their socio-ideological background, but also, through association, as being typical 
characters with typical fates. So, for instance, Masing-Delič has drawn attention to features of 
Insarov’s personality and course of life that associate him with Tristan (Masing-Delič 1987). 
I have already touched upon the fact that what is missing in these studies is an account of the 
place of this imagery among the textual strategies as a whole. Its place should be formulated 
in terms of its relation to the presentation of the contemporary setting. In other words, the text 
should be treated as an artistic unity in which not only the poetic devices, but the structure as 
a whole, contributes to the expression of Turgenev’s world view. 
 
 
                                                 
7 Some short stories were also labelled as conveying a social message, however. The Notes of a Hunter, for 
example, were widely interpreted as a protest against serfdom. Černyševskij’s essay on “Asja”, “Rendez-vous of 
a Russian Man” (“Русский чeлoвeк нa rendez-vous” - 1858), in which the story serves as an a propos for a 
discussion of the superfluous man as a social and psychological category,  is also well known. 
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1.2 A different model 
 
The duality of Turgenev’s world view provides the basis for my model of analysis. It is my 
assumption that the textual make-up of the novels presents the characters, and especially the 
hero, from two perspectives – the individual and the supra-individual, or typical. The 
concrete, socio-political framework of the novels presents the characters from the ‘egoistic’ 
perspective of the individual, stressing their position as unique individuals in a specific socio-
political and cultural stratum of Russian history. The main interest is in the question of the 
extent to which a hero, with his individual character traits, could be the representative of a 
new, active type to replace to superfluous hero. 

The associations of the poetic structure create another perspective on the characters. They 
are linked to archetypes on the basis of common features and a common fate. Within this 
context, concrete circumstances are relevant only as manifestations of recurring patterns. 
Individuality fades away as the concrete person is reduced to a representative of a recurrent 
archetype. 

In this connection Jurij Lotman has drawn attention to the development of the novels’ plot 
on three different levels (Lotman 1992: 106). According to his model, the first, contemporary 
level depicts the hero as ‘a hero of his time’, a representative of a (social, ideological) group 
that received a lot of attention in a specific historical period. The second, archetypal level 
depicts the hero as representative of a recurring type, for instance Hamlet or Tristan. The 
third level that Lotman distinguishes is the cosmic. In the plot, this presents itself as death. 
Lotman states that the intrusion of one level on to another level results in a change of 
motivation: motivation on one level loses its sense when viewed from another level (ibid.).  

I consider that the archetypal and cosmic levels, as Lotman identifies them, together 
present one view, and that this differs fundamentally in orientation from the view of the first 
level. Both the archetypal and the cosmic levels present the events as determined, not by the 
unique circumstances of the moment (as they are on the contemporary level), but by an 
impersonal, universal order based on an endless repetition of the pattern of life and death. 
Man’s role in this pattern is a fixed one, leaving no room for real (that is, lasting) change 
through the hero’s actions. 

I thus arrive at a two-level model. The two levels are the contemporary and the cosmic 
level, and these correspond to the two poles of Turgenev’s world view. It should be noted 
that, on both the contemporary and the cosmic level, the hero is typical. However, these are 
two different forms of typicality. On the contemporary level the hero acts as a typical 
representative of a specific socio-political group. The existence of such a group is linked to a 
concrete historical period, as are the characteristics of the hero. The way he dresses and 
speaks, the books he reads – all these features characterise him as the representative of a 
specific group. This is especially true of the hero, but it also applies to other characters, in 
particular those who are the hero’s ideological opposites. 

On the cosmic level, the typicality of the hero is of a different kind. Here, the hero is 
connected to types that are not limited to a specific historical period; on the contrary, they 
invoke historically wide-spread cultural and/or literary images. For instance, the hero may be 
linked to Hamlet through his behavior or appearance. As a consequence, the hero’s life and 
fate are also associated with those of Hamlet, whose tragedy he will reenact.  

The contemporary and cosmic levels provide different perspectives on the hero. The 
contemporary level is oriented towards the perspective of the individual, who judges and 
organizes his life on the basis of human criteria. The cosmic level offers the metaphysical 
perspective of Nature, in which human considerations are irrelevant. In a given text, in 
principle, the two perspectives are not explicitly opposed to one another, but there are 
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moments when they will come into direct conflict. This happens, for instance, in the epilogue 
to On the Eve, where death is compared to a fisherman who catches mankind in a net. 
Because the fisherman leaves the net in the water for some time, the “fish” does not notice 
that he is already in the power of the fisherman. He realises this only when he is pulled up. 
This is life seen from the cosmic perspective; the individual (his circumstances, hopes, fears 
and wishes) is of little importance. The image suggests that life is merely a short period of 
time in which death always intervenes. 

In other instances, man’s perspective on life is visualized through the action of 
observation. Lotman gives a beautiful example of such an instance: in Fathers and Sons, the 
aristocratic Pavel Petrovič has a look at infusorians through Bazarov’s microscope: 
 

[Pavel Petrovič - MO] once even lowered his face, perfumed and cleansed with an excellent herbal 
balm, to the microscope and watched as a transparent infusorian swallowed a green speck and 
chewed it carefully with some sort of agile little fists in his throat” (“[Пaвeл Пeтрoвич] рaз дaжe 
приблизил свoe рaздушeннoe и вымытoe oтличным снaдoбьeм лицo к микрoскoпу, для тoгo 
чтoбы пoсмoтрeть, кaк прoзрaчнaя инфузoрия глoтaлa зeлeную пылинку и хлoпoтливo 
пeрeжeвывaлa ee кaкими-тo oчeнь прoвoрными кулaчкaми, нaхoдившимися у нeй в гoрлe” - 
VIII, 340). 

 
As Lotman argues, the image of the microscope demonstrates the way in which the internal 
logic of the infusiorians’ world seems senseless to the casual observer, Pavel Petrovič. 
Similarly, the inner logic of man’s life is senseless to nature, which subjects man to its own 
logic (Lotman 1992: 105). What makes sense and what does not is thus dependent upon the 
perspective. My analyses focus on the presentation of these viewpoints and the clash between 
‘sense’ and ‘senselessness’ that arises as a consequence. 

I am not suggesting that either perspective is more “Turgenevan” than the other, or that 
one presents “how things seem to be” while the other shows “how they really are”. The 
contemporary and cosmic perspectives represent the poles of Turgenev’s world view. The 
focus is on the tragedy arising from the fact that these two perspectives always co-exist but 
yet are incompatible. The human type of sense is negated by death, whereas death is part of 
the pattern of sense in the cosmic whole, and thus remains unintelligible to man. The entire 
textual make-up of the novels contributes to the expression of this world view. 
 
 
1.3 The method of textual analysis 
 
I shall now consider the manner in which the two-level model introduced above is expressed 
in the texts’ material. I will make use of a model for textual analysis developed by Aage 
Hansen-Löve (1984) and Wolf Schmid (1991, 1992). They base their work on Roman 
Jakobson’s ideas concerning the poetic function of language. Jakobson formulates the 
difference between literary and non-literary texts in linguistic terms. He states that at the 
basis of any text there lie two principles that are active during its construction: the 
paradigmatic and the syntagmatic principles. The first principle denotes the operation of 
selection from paradigms, while the second concerns the combination of the selected 
elements into syntagms. In this case, the text as a whole forms the syntagm. Jakobson argues 
that the difference between a non-literary and a literary text lies in the different function of 
equivalence. Instead of being functional only on the level of the paradigm (i.e. in the 
operation of selection), as in a non-literary text, equivalence in a literary text also plays a role 
in the syntagm, in the form of equivalential relationships. Jakobson formulated this principle 
in his famous definition of what he called “the poetic function of language”: “the poetic 
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function projects the principle of equivalence from the axis of selection [from paradigms - 
MO] into the axis of combination [of text elements into a complete text – MO]” (Jakobson 
1960: 358). In other words, he believes that equivalence plays a constitutive role in the 
production of meaning at the level of the text. 

Jakobson worked out his ideas by using, almost exclusively, examples from lyrical texts, 
but he has indicated that the same principle works in prose texts (Jakobson/Pomorska 1988: 
106-109). Pomorska has brought theory into practice by testing the applicability of 
Jakobson’s ideas as models for studying the poetics of prose. She has provided studies of the 
work of a number of major Russian novelists, including Tolstoj and Pasternak. Her primary 
focus has been on “parallelistic patterning” (Pomorska 1992: 8), involving the protagonists, 
elements of the plot and, most of all, systems of symbols. 

Apart from  Pomorska, the most consistent attempt to apply Jakobson’s approach to prose 
is the one undertaken by David Lodge (1977). Lodge, however, concentrates on the 
distinction between metaphor and metonymy, and is thus concerned more with the referential 
function of literature, distinguishing “types of description” (idem, 93-103). Lodge seems to 
have been inspired mainly by Jakobson’s investigations into aphasia, and thus focuses on the 
relationship between word and world. I will not be concerned with this matter; rather, I will 
concentrate on the field of literature and on the applicability of the pairing “paradigmatic” 
and “syntagmatic” as terms denoting equivalential and contiguous relations between the 
elements of a literary text. 

A similar approach has already been taken by Hansen-Löve and Schmid, who have 
elaborated on Jakobson’s ideas and .developed them into a model that describes the two 
meaning-generating principles in literary texts. In the process, Hansen-Löve renamed the 
paradigmatic and syntagmatic principles, thereby gearing them to the specific context of the 
literary text, and enabling a clear distinction between these terms and the linguistic context of 
the terms paradigmatic and syntagmatic. The paradigmatic principle was renamed 
‘Wortkunst’ (verbal art), deriving from the Formalist term ‘слoвeснoe искусствo’, and the 
syntagmatic principle was renamed ‘Erzälhkunst’ (narrative art), from the Formalist term 
“пoвeствoвaтeльнoe искусствo”. 

This set of terms denotes the two modes in which text elements are linked together.  
Narrative art relates elements of the text to one another on the basis of their contiguity. These 
include a wide variety of logical-causal relations, for instance between actions (A leading to 
B), or between a character’s social background, psychological make-up and appearance, on 
the one hand, and his ideological standpoint, behavior and fate on the other. These contiguous 
connections are thus of the type normally used when one tries to explain why something 
happened, or why person X acted as he did. It presupposes a linear, logical-causal 
relationship between a cause and it effects. In narrative texts, this type of connection is 
usually dominant. 

Verbal art denotes the mechanism that relates elements to one another on the basis of 
equivalence. Schmid has formulated its function as follows:  

 
Mit Wortkunst haben wir überall dort zu tun, wo – gemäss Roman Jakobsons berühmter Definition 
der “poetischen Funktion” (1960) – das Prinzip des Paradigmas, nämlich die Äquivalenz, sich 
auch im Syntagma geltend macht und dessen kausal-temporale Sukzessivität überlagert (Schmid 
1991: 49) 
 

Note that equivalence includes both similarity and opposition. As Schmid has argued, 
similarity and opposition have in common the fact that they link elements that are similar in 
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one respect and non-similar in another (Schmid 1992: 36)8. Equivalential connections are 
non-contiguous, a-causal. Relations of equivalence can be established on the level of sound, 
through rhyme and alliteration for instance, but may also encompass thematic and formal9 
equivalence. In a work of art the verbal art structure forms a network of equivalences that 
connects elements of the text, which may be far apart from each other on the temporal-causal 
line of the narration, on the basis of relations of similarity and opposition. 

Although there is a tendency for narrative art to predominate in prose texts while verbal art 
is more readily associated with poetry, narrative and verbal art cannot be equated to prose 
and poetry. What they denote is not genre but the basic principles by which meaning is 
generated in literary texts. One can encounter poetry with a strong narrative component 
(Puškin’s Evgenij Onegin, for instance) or prose in which narration is extremely reduced in 
favor of equivalential relations (as in Belyj’s Symphonies). An increase in the role of verbal 
art in a given text is usually accompanied by a diminution of motivation through narrative art. 
There may be a reduction in psychological motivation, for example, or the manipulation of 
narrative perspective. If the narrator’s perspective is that of a child, or even an animal, this 
has serious consequences for the information the reader receives. The reader will continually 
have to remind himself that this information is limited, perhaps even unreliable. Such 
narrative strategies can cause motivational gaps, and these can be filled through equivalential 
relations. 

A decrease in motivation on the basis of contiguity is a characteristic of modernist prose 
(cf. Schmid 1992). In realist prose, narrative art remains dominant, but mechanisms of 
delimitation of (motivation through) contiguous relations are still far more widespread than 
one might expect. Tolstoj’s War and Peace provides an example of limited logical-causal 
motivation of the plot. Indeed, several critics have noted that it has no clear plot (see De 
Haard 1989: 3-4). Muir states that the novel does not develop like “a drama […] building 
itself up on its own consequences”, but rather like a chronicle, recording everything that 
happens in a certain period (Muir 1928: 99-100, quoted from De Haard 1989: 3). This means 
that the logical-causal chain of events is disturbed since the elements of the plot seem not to 
have been selected on the basis of their relevance, but put together at random.  

Dostoevskij’s manipulation of narrative perspective in his novels, which Bachtin has 
labeled polyphony (Bachtin 1963), to a certain extent also effects a reduction of contiguous 
motivation. This arises from the presentation of characters who are made to utter strongly 
divergent views, almost as autonomous voices, without the narrator indicating which are 
more or less reliable. This does not necessarily result in a diminished logical-causal 
motivation of the events, whereby it is no longer possible to reconstruct the events. That 
would more likely be the effect of a more or less persistent identification of the narrative 
perspective with that of a character whose perspective is somehow limited, as in 
Raskol’nikov’s confused and feverish perception of things at the time of the murder. What it 
does result in is a chorus of possible motives for the choices that the characters make. 

Schmid states that when one reads a narrative text, it is on first instance always a reading 
along the narrative art line, i.e. following the logical-causal course of events towards the 
denouement. Schmid calls such a reading a ‘prose reading (“prosaisch lesen” – Schmid 1991: 
36). Under normal circumstances, it is only when this primary reading leaves  the reader with 
questions, “odds and ends” and holes in the motivation and logical-causal sequence of the 

                                                 
8 Imagine, for example, that two persons in a story are associated with a dog and a third with a cat. In this case a 
relation of equivalence is established between all three, the first two being like each other on certain grounds 
and the third being opposite to them. 
9 Formal equivalences involve the position of elements in the text. For instance, situations may become 
associated with each other because they occur both at the beginning and at the end of a text.  
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story, that he or she is forced to activate a ‘poetic reading’ (“poetische Lektüre” – ibid.). This 
is the kind of reading that is usually applied to poetry. It is carried out at a slow tempo, and is 
not only linear but also moves back and forth, following a possible motif and searching for 
non-linear connections. 

Thus, a poetic reading requires an active part on the side of the reader to trace the verbal 
art structure; he or she has to reconstruct the meaning that is present throughout the text. But 
on what basis can this be done? Schmid warns of a possible pitfall of poetic reading: the 
attribution of meaning through free association by the reader. In order to avoid this, the 
reader should follow the associations that are contained within the text instead of falling into 
free association apropos of the text. As a basis for his poetic reading of Puškin, Schmid has 
proposed the following guideline. The first step, he says, tracking a possible allusion or motif, 
is always a case of intuition. After this a process of “tentative extension of the equivalence” 
(Schmid 1991: 93) and “the search for further contact points” (ibid.) should lead to the 
confirmation or denial of the validity of the allusion. An important aspect of this process 
should be “compatibility with the meaning generating impulses of other allusions and other 
events” in the text (ibid.). 

Seeking confirmation of an allusion does not mean that the verbal art structure of a text 
cannot convey a meaning that is opposed to the one suggested on the narrative level. 
Confirmation of an allusion rests primarily on consistency with other motifs and allusions. It 
is not the aim of the confirmation method that it should determine a single ‘correct’ meaning 
of a text. Its purpose is simply to avoid giving disproportionate meaning or weight to a single 
(subjective) association. 

It is my assumption that, in Turgenev’s novels, verbal art does not so much fill in 
motivational gaps as offer a different perspective on the events. That is not to say that there 
are no motivational gaps (and I shall shortly be dealing with two examples of such gaps, 
namely the partly-inexplicable nature of the heroes’ superfluity, and their inexplicable 
deaths), but they function primarily as indications of the importance of verbal art for the 
interpretation of the text. I have already discussed the dualistic nature of Turgenev’s world 
view, and the presentation of its two poles in terms of a contemporary and a cosmic 
perspective. I now suggest that the primary structure of the contemporary level is through 
narrative art, while that of the cosmic perspective is through verbal art. This is in tune with 
the orientation of narrative art on contiguity and causality, and of verbal art on equivalence. 

On the contemporary level the image of the hero is governed by contiguity and relations of 
causality. His personality, character and behaviour are metonymically connected to his 
circumstances and background. This means that logical-causal connections are suggested 
between the personality of the hero and his background, between his character or appearance 
and his deeds, and so forth. He is presented as a hero of his time, whose social and political 
background determines his qualities as a possibly-productive new hero. Thus, his coming 
from a specific place at a specific time arouses expectations as to who he is. This does not 
mean that there is a metonymical connection between the hero and extra-literary reality. 
Although there are grounds for arguing that the novels were originally read as a sort of real-
life report of Russian society, this is not what the text material offers. The text creates an 
image of a hero, whereby he is presented as a typical example of a real-life group in society. 
This created image is part of the artistic, fictional structure of the literary work. 

On the cosmic level the hero is presented as the representative of an archetype to which he 
is connected metaphorically; that is, on the basis of similarities between him and his type, and 
between their respective fates. To a certain extent, the hero re-enacts the fate of the archetype. 
Most often the cosmic level concerns a hero from classical or modern literature, such as 
Oedipus or Faust. (For both, see the analysis of Fathers and Sons in chapter Five.) 
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The contemporary and cosmic levels involve fundamentally different views regarding the 
significance of the hero’s life. On the contemporary level, the focus is on the hero’s 
individual character and background. According to the logical-causal orientation of this level, 
these features determine his capacities, and his success (or lack of it), as a new active hero. At 
the basis of this outlook lies a fundamental premise of logical-causal thinking – that of the 
changeability of situations through time. The idea is that any situation may change through 
the occurrence of new events, and man is thought to be able to cause substantive change by 
means of his actions. These ideas largely influenced the presentation of events and human 
actions during the period of Realism; indeed, Schmid has described this as one of the basic 
characteristics of that period (Schmid 1992: 16). 

Opposed to this orientation is that of the cosmic level. At the basis of the presentation of 
events on this level lies a mythical orientation – the idea that all events can be reduced to 
patterns of endless repetition. Changeability is denied. As a consequence, the presentation of 
the hero on the cosmic level is determined by typicality. Unlike the contemporary level, on 
which the hero may appear as a new type able to bring real change, the cosmic level does not 
involve the idea that the hero may change the course of events through his actions. The hero’s 
hero’s significance on the contemporary level depends on the extent to which he has proved 
able to contribute to the development of Russia. Such criteria are irrelevant on the cosmic 
level. We really cannot speak of success, or lack of it, on this level. 

In this context it is interesting to consider the role of the death of the hero (which occurs as 
part of the story in four of the novels10). Lotman rightly treats the manifestation of death in 
Turgenev’s novels as part, not of the contemporary, but of the cosmic level (that is, having a 
non-logical-causal basis). The role of death is now to annihilate the significance of the 
individual’s life. Lotman stresses that the death of the hero never gives meaning to his life. 
Where the death of a martyr is motivated by his life and imparts a greater significance to it, 
death for the heroes in Turgenev’s novels comes unexpectedly and deprives their lives of 
meaning (Lotman 1992: 104-105). The death of the hero is not the ‘logical’ end of his life as 
presented on the contemporary level. Death is logical only from the cosmic point of view. It 
cuts into the hero’s life as a factor from outside. On the level of the text, this is the collision 
point between the differing views of the contemporary and cosmic levels. 

It seems to me that this clash between the concept of meaning on the contemporary level 
and the totally different notion of meaning on the cosmic level forms the main field of tension 
in the novels. The sense of the meaninglessness of the hero’s life arises from the 
incompatibility of the two notions of meaning that are both at work in the novels. What 
seems meaningful on the contemporary level (the unique circumstances of the hero’s life, his 
capacity to bring about substantive change) is meaningless on the cosmic level.  

Lotman has noted that, in this respect, Turgenev’s novels clearly oppose the general 
structure of the Russian 19th century novel, in which the social role of the hero, both as 
renewer of his environment and as redeemer of his country, is especially important (idem - 
98). Where the heroes in the novels of Dostoevskij and Gogol’ go through a process of 
purification resulting in their ‘rebirth’ (101), those in Turgenev’s novels experience an 
absolute end in death (104). In this respect Turgenev’s novels play a demythologizing role 
(idem, 100, 104-6). They deconstruct the ‘rebirth myth’ found in Gogol’s and Dostoevskij’s 
novels as well as in the works of other contemporaries of Turgenev, and present something 

                                                 
10 In the other two novels, A Nest of Gentry and Smoke, the heroes live on, but nevertheless feel as though their 
lives had already ended. So, once Lavreckij’s hope to find happiness with Liza has been shattered, he feels that 
his life is over (VII, 293). Litvinov, having left Irina, feels as if he has died and is “carrying about his own dead 
body” (IX, 314). 
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like a personal myth. This specific ‘myth’ colors the function of verbal and narrative art in all 
of Turgenev’s novels. 

The death of the hero is the most dramatic indicator of the importance of the cosmic level 
in the interpretation of the novels. The death of the heroes does not have a meaningful 
connection with their lives. It is not a heroic death, which would have given meaning to the 
life of a person. Had Insarov died in his attempts to free his country, his death would have 
been meaningful, but he dies of a fatal illness before even reaching Bulgaria. At first sight, 
Rudin’s death has the features of a heroic one: he dies on the barricades of Paris. But there 
can be no doubt that, ultimately, his death is senseless: he dies defending a deserted blockade 
with nothing but a crooked sabre. Moreover, he dies nameless (being mistaken for a Pole), 
while a heroic death would almost certainly make one famous. 

The heroes and the characters around them experience death as something that breaks into 
their lives and destroys its meaning. On the basis of the information provided on the 
contemporary level, the death of the heroes is as inexplicable to the reader as it is to the 
characters themselves. In this case, a motivation for such events can only be found in the 
notion of death on the cosmic level. 

Apart from this, there is a second indication that the meaning given on the contemporary 
level is not sufficient to provide the reader with a motivation for the heroes’ fate. This is the 
fact that the heroes in the novels are superfluous. I am not referring to the fact that superfluity 
is in itself a recurrent topic in the novels: in the literature and literary criticism of the eighteen 
fifties it was the central theme, and even in the sixties and seventies the discussion continued 
as to who was to be viewed as the new hero, so it is therefore no surprise that Turgenev also 
addresses the problem. What I am referring to is the fact that the motive for the superfluity of 
the heroes in the novels cannot be identified convincingly on the basis of the information 
provided on the contemporary level. Discussions concerning the phenomenon of the 
superfluous hero had led to several hypotheses as to its origins. The democrats regarded 
superfluity as a typical problem of the gentry, and had described its causes in socio-
psychological terms. As far as they were concerned, inertia had become an inherent trait of 
the gentry owing to their social position. Even if the gentry had become aware of the 
necessity of action, they would still have been unable to organize it. Dobroljubov labeled this 
attitude ‘oblomovščina’ after the biting portrait of the gentry that Gončarov had painted in his 
novel Oblomov (Dobroljubov 1987: II, 218-257). Earlier, Belinskij had ascribed the 
superfluity of the gentry to the fact that, as far as he could see, they had never left their 
romantic world view. Their romantic idealism had detached them from reality and blinded 
them to the necessity of change. The liberals – that is, the gentry itself – claimed that their 
superfluity was a time-bound phenomenon, caused by the repressive reign of Nicolas I. 
Under his regime it had been impossible to make a stand for change, but once the atmosphere 
changed the gentry would no longer be superfluous.  

When one turns to the heroes of Turgenev’s novels, one finds that such causes, be they 
temporarily or psychologically motivated, do not offer a sufficient explanation for their fates. 
Only the first of the heroes, Rudin, may be considered superfluous because of his romantic 
nature. As such he could be placed among the superfluous heroes in a number of Turgenev’s 
short stories, such as Čulkaturin in “Diary of a Superfluous Man” (“Днeвник лишнeгo 
чeлoвeкa”- 1850) and the first-person narrator in “Asja” (“Aся” - 1858),11 both of whom 
suffer from a lack of vigor, a psychological or mental block hindering them from acting 
                                                 
11 Batjuto mentions the psychological closeness of Rudin to the superfluous men in a number of stories, 
including “Hamlet of the Ščigrij District” (“Гaмлeт Щигрoвскoгo уeздa” - 1849), “Diary of a Superfluous 
Man”, “Jakov Pasynkov” (“Якoв Пaсынкoв” - 1855) and “A Correspondence” (“Пeрeпискa” - 1856) (Batjuto: 
1972: 252).  
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purposefully. However, the protagonists of the other novels are of different types. They 
belong to the groups that were expected to build the future of Russia. Lavreckij’s happiness is 
blocked, not by a lack of vigor, but by ill fate. Insarov and Bazarov are practical and radical, 
and their failure seems inexplicable. Litvinov is also a practical mind, far from reflection. 
Neždanov can be said to have a psychological predilection for pessimism, and the tragedy of 
his life is therefore less inexplicable, but the combination of this with his revolutionary 
activities again reveals a lack of motivation. Taken together these heroes represent all the 
promising social groups of the time, from moderate to radical, from raznočinec to gentry and 
even from Russian to foreigner. The fact that they all fail to give their life meaning can only 
be explained by seeing their superfluity as something much more deeply-rooted: the ultimate 
superfluity of every individual. A motivation of this kind is found only from the perspective 
of the cosmic level, where the individual has no significance because it is every man’s fate to 
die, and in death all individual human meaning is erased. 

In this connection, it is interesting to look further into the idea of tragedy in Turgenev’s 
work. As was pointed out by V. Markovič, the hero in a classical tragedy is set apart from the 
masses by the “catastrophic grandeur of his fate” (Markovič 1982: 167). This very fate 
differentiates his life from that of most people, and this notion of extraordinariness makes him 
into an acceptable subject for a tragedy. Markovič argues that such a notion of tragedy is 
central to the understanding of fate in Rudin and A Nest of Gentry (ibid.). As far as Rudin is 
concerned, I find this idea very plausible. Rudin is depicted as a man of extraordinary stature. 
This is thrown into relief by the comparatively commonplace characteristics of the other figures 
in the novel. Rudin’s fate is intrinsically connected to his extraordinary personality. In the case 
of Lavreckij in A Nest of Gentry, on the other hand, I find the idea of his being a classical tragic 
hero less convincing. Lavreckij’s personality and fate miss the element of grandeur that 
characterizes Rudin and the classical tragic hero in general. In fact, his is a rather ordinary 
personality. He qualifies as a tragic hero only in so far as his fate is inescapable, and he 
cooperates in its fulfilment (by marrying Varvara Pavlovna) without realising the implications 
of his deeds. To this extent, he is a tragic hero in the classical sense: we have only to think of 
Oedipus, who unintentionally married his mother and thus fulfilled the prophecy concerning his 
fate. 

Markovič states that On the Eve displays a different notion of the tragic, one in which the 
focus is not on the extraordinary fate of exceptional individuals but on the influence of blind 
fate on mankind itself. In such cases, the hero may be a very ordinary person, who becomes the 
victim of fate. Such plots were found at times of crisis in the traditional genre of tragedy and in 
the romantic ‘tragedy of fate’ (трагeдия рoкa - ibid.). Markovič rightly notes that there is one 
important difference between such tragedies and Turgenev’s concept of the tragic: in such 
‘blind fate’ tragedies, the development of the circumstances is characterized by sudden blows 
of fate. This means that the core of the tragedy is in a specific catastrophe (idem, 168). For 
Turgenev, by contrast, tragedy is part and parcel of life itself, made manifest in the inevitable 
approach of death. As Markovič formulates it: “Turgenev saw the tragic in the depths of 
peaceful, quiet and happily-trivial life” (“в глубине мирного, тихого, благополучно-
пошлого существования” - ibid.). 

This does not mean – and I need to stress this – that catastrophe does not play a role in 
Turgenev’s novels. The sudden return of Varvara Pavlovna, which scatters Lavreckij’s and 
Liza’s hopes for the future, and the influence of Irina on Litvinov, which definitively changes 
his life, can be called catastrophic. In On the Eve and Fathers and Sons, catastrophe appears in 
its most devastating form: that of unexpected death. The role of catastrophe in the novels is best 
explained within the framework of Turgenev’s world view. In terms of my own analytic 
framework, these moments can be described as those in which the cosmic level intrudes in the 
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contemporary level. The ‘catastrophe’ does not fit into the logical-causal framework of the 
contemporary level. At these moments, tragedy – that is, the intrinsic tragedy of life – comes to 
the surface of life, so to speak.  The ‘catastrophe’ can thus be qualified as the point where those 
forces that determine man’s life become visible. 

Turgenev’s work thus features a notion of the tragic in which each person’s life is a tragedy 
for the simple reason that it will inevitably be destroyed (by death) and that this destruction will 
include all the human significance and meaning that mankind invests it with. The tragedy of 
this situation is only deepened by man’s ignorance of his own position.12 

 For the sake of clarity, I want to stress the fact that narrative and verbal art are general 
textual mechanisms that function in any literary text. However, these mechanisms are not 
necessarily linked to the presentation of a world view. The works of different authors, to say 
nothing of authors from different periods, are likely to display their own specific use of the 
narrative and verbal art mechanisms. In Puškin’s The Tales of Belkin, verbal art offers a 
possible motivation for the heroes’ behavior where such a motivation is lacking when only 
the information of the narrative art structure is taken into account (Schmid 1991). Analysis of 
ornamental short prose reveals a structure in which narrative and verbal art respectively 
present modern and archaic perspectives on mankind (Schmid 1992). Therefore, my 
assumption that narrative and verbal art correspond with the two poles of Turgenev’s dual 
world view is geared specifically to this author and to his novels. An analysis of the specific 
function of the narrative and verbal art mechanisms in the novels of other Russian authors 
would no doubt reveal other, equally-interesting patterns. 
 
 
1.4 Poetic prose  
 
Before turning to a further outline of the narrative and verbal art mechanisms in Turgenev’s 
novels, a question of a more general nature requires attention. Can we assume that the model 
for textual analysis that Hansen-Löve and Schmid have developed is applicable to novels at 
all, and if it is, is it applicable to Realistic novels? To answer this question, it is important to 
consider the limits within which Schmid and Hansen-Löve have developed their ideas. 
Schmid’s two studies in poetic reading are both concerned with short prose (Puškin’s The 
Tales of Belkin -1991 and ornamental prose - 1992). Moreover, in both cases he motivated his 
poetic reading on the basis of specific features of these texts. In the case of Puškin, this is the 
mystification principle that leaves the reader with motivational lacunae; in the case of the 
ornamental prose the interest in the irrational leads to a decrease in logical-causal relations 
                                                 
12 The focus on the tragic consequences of man’s position in the universe is an important characteristic of 
Turgenev’s philosophical stance, differentiating his approach from that of the thinkers from whom he derives 
his ideas about the insignificance of man. These thinkers each provide a solution of sorts to the problem of 
insignificance. Marcus Aurelius, with whose work Turgenev was familiar (Batjuto 1972: 38-166), preaches 
stoicism; Pascal points at the consolation that can be found in religion; Schopenhauer again focuses on 
resignation. These are all means by which man can react to Nature’s indifference toward the individual. 
Turgenev does not focus on the presentation of solutions or comforting attitudes but, especially in his novels, 
presents the conflict of man and universe in full force, together with the tragedy that arises for man’s life as a 
consequence.  Nevertheless, a number of works do feature the characters’ reaction to the harshness of life, 
which has features in common with resignation. This takes two possible forms. The first is silent acceptance (as 
in A Nest of Gentry and Journey into Poles’e), and the second is an elegiac focus on the past (the narrator’s 
attitude in “First Love”). Rainer Grübel has argued that the aesthetic rendering of the lost expectations of life, as 
presented in “First Love”, forms a possible attitude towards the events, a variant of the principles of Ethos and 
Gnosis that the narrator went through when he was young (Grübel 1984: 171). Aesthesis can, in this connection, 
be regarded as a reaction stemming from the same ground as Schopenhauer’s resignation – the confrontation 
with life’s harshness and the idleness of human strivings (idem, 172). 
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and an increase in the role of verbal art. Taking this into account, we have to ask ourselves 
whether it is justified to suppose that verbal art plays such a substantive role in the novels as I 
suggest. One might argue that the Realist credo of explicit depiction and psychological 
motivation makes a substantive role for verbal art incredible. However, the relevance of the 
use of symbols, parallel structures and the like for the understanding of these works has long 
been acknowledged. Viktor Šklovskij has investigated the occurrence of parallel plot lines in 
Anna Karenina (Šklovskij 1923), and the use of symbols in War and Peace (idem, 1928). 
Krystyna Pomorska has studied the elaborate rotation symbolism in the latter novel, 
occurring in the form of objects such as spindles, turning wheels and clocks, as well as cyclic 
movement and seasonal patterns (Pomorska 1992: 70-79). These are only a few of the many 
examples of the use of equivalence and symbols in works of Russian Realism. Therefore, the 
pertinence of verbal art mechanisms to the generation of meaning in these texts is beyond 
doubt. Moreover, the examples mentioned earlier of Tolstoj’s reduction of traditional plot 
development and Dostoevskij’s polyphonic principle (paragraph 1.3) bear witness to the 
possible reduction of contiguous structures within Realist works. 

Another question concerning the applicability of the narrative/verbal art dichotomy is that 
of text length. It is self-evident that, the shorter a text is, the more effective the network of 
equivalences becomes. Hansen-Löve has argued that longer texts (‘бoльшaя фoрмa’ - 
Hansen-Löve 1984: 14) can present difficulties in the reception of the verbal art structure. 
When a prose text is not intended to be read in one session (and a novel text usually does not 
allow this within reasonable limits), the network of equivalences cannot be appreciated in its 
entirety (ibid.). Similarly, the length of the text will make it difficult for the reader to keep in 
mind all its details. For this reason, Hansen-Löve argues, sound phenomena (such as 
alliteration, assonance and rhythmic patterns) that connect elements “below the level of the 
sentence” are unlikely to form equivalential relations in longer prose texts.13 What we should 
expect, in place of these, is longer segments that can be “paradigmatised into motifs” 
(Hansen-Löve 1984: 14). Such a network is offered by thematic equivalences (such as might 
occur between plot elements or characters) and formal equivalences (between the beginning 
and end of the story, for example). In this regard, there seems to be no absolute difference 
between shorter and longer prose forms: it is equally possible to find poetic structure in 
either. 

As for Turgenev’s novels, it is interesting that, by comparison with other Realist novels, 
they are relatively short. As a consequence, one can presuppose the functioning of a poetical 
structure in a fashion similar to that that we find in short prose. In theory, the novels (with the 
exception of Virgin Soil) could be read in one session, and thus the network of equivalences 
could be seen as a whole. But perhaps more telling is the fact that at least Turgenev’s 
contemporary readers had the habit of rereading the novels several times.14 This naturally 
facilitates the capacity of the reader to see the text as a whole. Furthermore, the thematical 
closeness of a number of novels with particular short stories (mentioned above) can enhance 
the reader’s awareness of those images that are also encountered in the stories. In short, the 
length of the texts does not necessarily pose a hindrance for a poetical reading.  

But, apart from this, I think it is erroneous to suppose that verbal art plays a constitutive 
role only in texts of limited length or of a specific genre. Rather, I would argue that it is 
characteristic of ‘poeticized’ prose in general: the text requires a poetic reading, and the 
structure of the text indicates the importance of such a reading for its interpretation. In 
                                                 
13 In short prose, such effects do occur. Schmid, for instance, in his study of ornamental prose texts, pays 
considerable attention to repetition of sound, especially in a number of Čechov’s stories (1992: 81-104).  
14  For instance, Apollon Grigor’ev remarks in his critical essay on A Nest of Gentry that he has read the novel 
four times and supposes that other readers have also read the novel “more than once” (Grigor’ev 1967: 275).  
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connection with this, it is of interest to recall Jakobson’s term “poet’s prose”, which he used 
with reference to the early prose work of Pasternak (Jakobson 1987: 324). Jakobson argued 
that Pasternak’s basic disposition as a poet determined the shape of his prose. He wrote this 
in 1935, long before the appearance of Doktor Živago, but I find it equally true for that novel.  
For our research into the novels of Turgenev, it is useful to consider some features of 
Pasternak’s novel that illustrate the effects of a poeticized structure on the narrative. We will 
see that, on the level of plot, character and narrative perspective, motivation through 
contiguous relations is restricted. 

It is well-known that Doktor Živago has been criticized for deficiencies in its narrative 
structure (see Cornwell 1986: 28-31, 90-1 for a short overview over the gist of critics’ 
arguments). Among the noted “defects” is the implausibly large role played by coincidence. 
The characters continually meet in remote parts of Russia under what are, to say the least, 
unlikely circumstances. As a consequence, the causally-motivated strings of events on which 
a narrative usually relies are damaged. Motivation can only be found when the characters’ 
joint presence in the same place at the same time is seen in the light of a common fate; that is, 
in equivalential relations between the characters. The dependence upon coincidence thus 
reduces the logical-causal development of the plot. B. M. Gasparov has argued that, in 
Doktor Živago, the strategy structuring the text (формообразующий принцип –1994: 241) is 
based on the musical principle of polyphony, rather than on the logical-causal structure of 
most narrative texts (idem, 243). In music the principle of the contrapunto regulates the 
simultaneous flow of several, autonomous melodies, each which its own rhythm and timbre, 
that at times come together. In Doktor Živago this principle can be found, not only in the 
manipulation of time and the patterns of literal movement, but also the “movement of human 
fates” (idem, 245). The plot of the novel can thus be interpreted as a pattern of human lives 
that follow autonomous courses but still, from time to time, so to say, flow together.  

In the presentation of character one can also discern a lack of motivation. I. P. Smirnov 
has noted that the characters are often a mystery to each other (Smirnov 1998: 152). The 
young Živago sees Lara’s personality as something secret, and Jurij’s brother Evgraf, with his 
frequent sudden appearances and disappearances, is more literally a secret from everyone 
(idem, 152-3). Another case is that in which a person’s identity is unclear. In a conversation 
between two people, the name of a certain chief Galliulin is first corrupted into Galeev, and 
then Galileev, after which one of the two concludes that the other must mean chief Kurban, as 
there is no chief Galileev (ibid.). Such muddling of names occurs often in Doktor Živago (see 
Ščeglov 1998: 181). The effect of this is to break down the identification of the person 
designated with his or her name, which is a basic feature of poetic language. Another 
character in the novel, Palych, who is struck by amnesia, no longer knows his own identity 
(idem, 153), and the critic Ščeglov discusses another phenomenon that relies on the same 
principle of mystification – the hidden identity of two persons (Ščeglov 1998: 178). The most 
conspicuous example of this strategy is that of Antipov, who is eventually revealed to be 
Strel’nikov (idem, 179). Thus, while individual characterization is limited by a lack of 
(correct) information, an identity between certain characters is suggested, their relationship 
being established on the basis of equivalence. 

As Ščeglov rightly notes, the narrative perspective of Doktor Živago is manipulated so as 
to facilitate mystification (idem, 182-3). By changing the perspective, it is possible to present 
well-known facts as if they were new, or simply to impart a sense of mystery, on the basis of 
the narrator’s lack of information (idem, 186). This is the means whereby the fact that 
Strel’nikov and Antipov are one and the same person remains veiled for a long time although 
some of the characters know about it and even the reader has enough information to 
understand what is going on. The shift in narrative perspective thus allows for the narrator to 
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take a position in which his knowledge is limited, and this naturally contributes to the 
limitation of motivation on the narrative level of the text. 

The mechanisms discussed above are examples of how plot, presentation of character and 
narrative perspective, in short the main constituents of the narrative structure, are influenced 
by the inclusion of poetic qualities. I think this is characteristic of poeticized longer prose 
texts. Whereas, in a short prose text, the narrative structure, and the motivation on that level, 
can largely be broken down and replaced with motivation through equivalential connections, 
this is not possible for longer prose. Longer prose depends upon structuralization through a 
narrative core in order to secure its reception. Nevertheless, in a poeticized longer prose text 
this narrative structure is manipulated by poetic mechanisms. This means primarily a 
reduction in logical-causal connections to the benefit of equivalential relationships. The 
network of equivalences on which Schmid focuses in his analyses of short prose can similarly 
play a role in longer prose. 

Such mechanisms are also at work in Turgenev’s novels. Since it is only logical that their 
manifestation here will be different from the way they appear in the example text of 
Pasternak, I will discuss a number of the important ‘poeticizing’ mechanisms that are at work 
in Turgenev’s novels. 

First, there is the lack of motivation for the fate of the heroes that was observed earlier. 
The fact that both the failure of the heroes to lead successful lives and their unexpected 
deaths lack motivation on the basis of their circumstances provides an important indication 
that it is necessary to read these novels poetically. 

Second, the novels show remarkable consistency, both of plot and character. Regarding 
consistency of plot, Dale Peterson has noted the following scheme. The hero, who has spent 
time in the West or in Petersburg, enters an already-established milieu and clashes with 
(some of) the characters there. The heroine is part of the milieu. Upon meeting the hero, she 
feels attracted to his ideas and starts struggling to escape her own environment, which she has 
come to experience as more and more confining (Peterson 1975: 76).15 Other elements that 
are found repeatedly in the novels involve the strong character of the heroine as opposed to 
the usually-weaker one of the hero, and the tragic consequences of behavior that deviates 
from the norms of the environment. 

Regarding consistency among the character types that we meet in the novels, Gippius 
(1989: 144-154) has worked out a scheme of the roles played by the main characters. The 
hero in each novel is surrounded, in principal, by a group of four other characters: the 
heroine; a rival, who is usually a representative of a lower social class; an ideological 
opponent, and a friend who more-or-less shares the ideological position of the hero (idem, 
145). Although not all the positions can be filled in for each novel, and some roles seem 
awkwardly applied by Gippius (who argues, for instance, that Lemm is Lavreckij’s 
ideological opponent - 147), the overall consistency is beyond dispute. These repetitive 
patterns, recurring throughout the novels, reinforce the idea that the uniqueness of the 
situation and characters in each novel (the contemporary setting and the specific social and 

                                                 
15 The topic of the male protagonist who returns to his native environment after living far away (mostly abroad) 
is frequently encountered in nineteenth century literature, both in Russia and in the West. Valentino has pointed 
out the importance of the topos of return in the Russian tendentious novel of the eighteen sixties and seventies 
(Valentino 2001: 46). In the Russian context, the scheme usually includes the hero’s visit to the West (or to 
Petersburg, which represents the West) and his subsequent alienation from his native milieu. A typical feature of 
the Russian plot is the double image of the hero. On the one hand he is distrusted for the foreign influence he is 
under, while on the other he is regarded as a possible saviour. The saviour/destroyer dichotomy 
(спaситeль/пoгубитeль) has its roots in mythical ideas concerning the magical position of someone from 
outside (Lotman 1992: 97-101). 
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ideological position of the hero) is only an illusion, behind which lies the recurring plot of 
human existence. 

Third, there is the novelist’s manipulation of space and time. As Allen has pointed out, the 
hero’s movement is often repetitive or cyclic. In A Nest of Gentry, On the Eve and Smoke, the 
heroes and heroines travel back-and-forth to meet one another. Similarly, in Fathers and 
Sons, Bazarov restlessly circles between the homes of Arkadij, Odincova and his parents 
(Allen 1992: 78-9). As to the depiction of time, the idea of linear progression is broken down 
by elements of stasis. Generally, only a small time span is related in the novels, usually no 
more than a few months or even (as in Smoke) a few days (Allen 1992: 87). It is true that the 
novels often deal with a specific character’s past in retrospect, but these parts do not really 
interfere with the main plot.16 Moreover, there is little description of action: conversation, 
depiction of thought and description of ‘static’ elements such as landscape make up most of 
the content in these novels. Their conclusions tend to step outside the limits of the period in 
which they are set, and move towards a more timeless frame. Such is the nature of the 
generalizing remarks on man’s fate that conclude A Nest of Gentry and On the Eve (see the 
above-mentioned fisherman’s image), and the image of timelessness evoked in the final scene 
of Fathers and Sons where the flowers on Bazarov’s grave are said to speak of eternal 
reconciliation. 

A final aspect of the novels’ make-up to which I would like to draw attention is the 
narrative perspective. The narrator’s position in Turgenev’s novels seems, at first sight, to be 
omniscient. However, Markovič has argued that the narrator’s position is often closer to that 
of a close friend, someone who knows the characters very well and is capable of judging their 
behavior (Markovič 1975: 11-14). This entails a limited access to the characters’ thoughts 
and, as a consequence, a limited understanding of their motivations. As a rule, the narrator 
behaves like an observer, able to explain what the characters are doing, interpret their 
behavior, facial expressions and so on, but without access to their thoughts or inner 
motivations.  

One further important feature of the narrator is the fact that he is not a character in the 
story (Markovič 1975: 8). On a number of occasions he clearly reveals his position as 
‘outsider’ by addressing the reader directly, interrupting the course of the story, for example, 
to provide some detail of a character’s biography. As a consequence, his position is 
somewhat remote. This idea is reinforced by the retrospective position from which the story 
is related. The narrative “now” of the story does not match that of its general flow. Such a 
narrator can provide information, usually in an epilogue, as to what happens to the characters 
after the main plot has ended. This effect is further strengthened by the fact that Turgenev 
customarily sets his novels in a time some years prior to that of their actual appearance. To 
some extent, this can be explained by the fact that Turgenev usually conceived the idea for a 
novel some years before he began the writing of the manuscript. However, this does not fully 
account for his choice of a specific period. By placing events in the past, he was able to stress 
their status of ‘completed past’. Such a retrospective position applies to many of Turgenev’s 
short stories as well. When the narrator is also the main character (as in “Diary of a 
Superfluous Man”, “First Love” and “The Dog”), he tells about what happened to him in the 
past. In the case of Čulkaturin in “Diary of a Superfluous Man”, the difference in time 
increases through the mental distance between the dying man and his life. 

As a consequence, the narrator takes an elegiac stance towards his characters and the 
events in general. Markovič has described the position of the narrator as belonging “to fully 
                                                 
16 An exception can be made for A Nest of Gentry, where the elaborate description of Lavreckij’s ancestry and 
younger years takes up nine chapters. Besides this, the life stories of several other characters are given, albeit in 
a more concise form. 
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different categories of reality” (“принадлежность (повествователя и персонажей - MO) к 
совершенно разным категориям реальности” – ibid.). In this context, Markovič refers 
primarily to the narrator’s position outside the narrated world, as was explained above. But it 
can also be translated into the terms of the cosmic perspective. The narrator has an overview 
that the characters inevitably lack. He can judge their life as a whole. To a certain extent his 
position as outsider who judges the hero’s life from a (temporal and emotional) distance 
resembles the cosmic perspective. This enables the narrator to take a generalizing stance and 
link the hero’s fate to the fates of others of the same type. This is the case, for instance, in the 
final chapter of Rudin where the narrator jumps from the situation of Rudin, who has just left 
Ležnev in a stormy night, to that of “homeless wanderers” in general (“бeсприютным 
скитaльцaм” - VI, 368). This position makes it possible for the narrator to shift towards one 
in which he views man from the cosmic perspective as related in the fisherman image. 
 
The features that I have discussed above show how the major narrative components of the 
novels are influenced by ‘poetisation’: contiguity-based motivation is reduced and patterns of 
similarity are of increased importance. In the analyses of the novels that are to follow, these 
mechanisms will be explored further. 

So far I have discussed some effects of poetisation on the narrative structure of the text. 
The main feature of poetic prose, of course, lies in the importance of verbal art structures. I 
have explained that verbal art encompasses all equivalential relationships between elements 
of the text. These equivalential relationships form a network throughout the text, and every 
new association adds to, and possibly modifies, the pattern of meaning already established. 

I shall now proceed to outline the main types of equivalential relations that are 
encountered in Turgenev’s novels. Equivalences can be either intratextual or intertextual. In 
the first case there is no reference to other texts. Instead of this, a network of equivalences is 
built among situations or characters within the text. A good example of this is found in A 
Nest of Gentry, where a number of characters are compared to birds. This bird pattern 
indicates similarities among the characters associated with a particular type of bird, and 
opposition between these and characters associated with another type. Furthermore, the 
comparison of a character with a bird of prey suggests that he has, for example, a killing 
instinct, while a character who is compared with a partridge might be seen as his potential 
victim.17 

Certain images, including those of birds, the sea and insects, are found frequently 
throughout Turgenev’s work, not only in the novels but also in the stories and the later short 
prose. Koschmal refers to this phenomenon – the recurrence of a fixed set of images within 
his work – as ‘monologische Intertextualität’, which he contrasts to the ‘dialogische 
Intertextualität’ of Puškin and Dostoevskij (Koschmal 1984: 186). He describes the latter 
kind of intertextuality as quotes from the work of other authors, which are subsequently 
commented on in a sort of dialogue between the texts (ibid.). 

This does not mean that intertextual links with other authors are not an important part of 
Turgenev’s work. Within the novels reference is often made to the work of other authors, 
either by means of direct quotation or by more indirect comparison. For instance, in On the 
Eve we find a quotation from Puškin’s Songs of the Western Slavs. This quotation, together 
with a number of other associations, calls to mind the world of folkloric heroes that these 
songs represent. More common, however, is another kind of intertextuality – the association 
of the characters with heroes from world literature such as Hamlet, Faust and Oedipus. In 
these cases reference is not so much to a concrete text as to the image of such a hero that has 

                                                 
17 For a detailed survey of these associations, see the analysis of A Nest of Gentry in chapter Three.  
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developed over time. When one of Turgenev’s heroes is associated with Hamlet, it is not 
strictly Shakespeare’s Hamlet but a more generalised concept of the Hamlet type as he was 
perceived in contemporary Russia, or even Turgenev’s own notion of this type as portrayed 
in his essay “Hamlet and Don Quixote”. 

It is possible to distinguish yet a third kind of intertexuality, which I will refer to as 
intertextual reference to a cultural archetype. An example of this is the image of Venice as 
the mysterious, dual city that blends beauty with impending death that we find in On the Eve. 
This image frequently recurs in 19th century West European literature. Its use not only 
contributes to but reverberates with the whole corpus of works in which it is represented. The 
word ‘archetype’ in this case refers not to a qualification of human collectives (like the 
archetypical German or gypsy in Russian literature) but to a concept such as destructive love, 
as connected to the image of Tristan, or dual beauty as connected to the city of Venice. It is 
characteristic of these cases that the original content of the image (the actual medieval myth 
of Tristan, or the topographically concrete Venice) have receded into a vaguer idea that sees 
them only in terms of fixed characteristics. Tristan becomes the icon of destructive love, and 
Venice the icon of duality. Their archetypes exist more or less independently of their original, 
concrete sources.18 

By means of these different kinds of equivalence, the verbal art structure ‘builds’ an image 
of the hero based on association. I want to outline three kinds of associations affecting the 
image of the hero below.  

The first is where the hero is associated with characters from world literature. In the 
analyses of the novels, we will find associations with Hamlet (Virgin Soil), Don Quixote 
(Rudin), Tristan (On the Eve), Oedipus (Fathers and Sons) and others. Reference may also be 
made to heroes from Slavic folkloric texts (On the Eve, Smoke) or Russian religious life, 
especially saints (A Nest of Gentry). 

In the second, the hero can be associated with certain animals. Often these are birds or 
insects. The insect imagery usually runs along the same lines as in Turgenev’s Aksakov 
review, in which the insect represents the ultimate image of man’s insignificance in 
comparison with nature as a whole. Associations of characters with insects usually run 
counter to the ideas they have about themselves. In cases where the hero and other characters 
are associated with types of animals as opposed to concrete species, there is usually an 
opposition between predatory (хищный) and tame (ручной) animals, such that one or several 
characters belong to each category.19 As part of such a constellation an opposition may occur 
between predatory animals and their prey, an interesting aspect of which is that the hero may 
be associated with a predator at first, but later become the victim of a predator (with which 
one of the other characters is now associated!).20 

The third kind of association is where a number of characters are associated with one 
another on the basis of a certain common quality not shared by another group of characters. 
In A Nest of Gentry, for instance, differences in attitude towards music split the characters 
into two opposite groups. These groups match the division between the positive and negative 
characters of that novel. Such groupings often occur in combination with the animal 
associations of the second type. 
                                                 
18 I. Smirnov has defined a somewhat different kind of reference to a ‘cultural text’. He suggests that, as well as 
the biographical (i.e. concerning the personality of the author) and social or historical context of a text, there is 
also a “remote context” (“удаленный контекст” - Smirnov 1978: 178).  He has in mind particular mythical 
images that are usually strongly reflected in language (in proverbs, sayings and the like). He worked out his 
concept using the example of Majakovskij’s poem “How I became a dog”, pointing out the mythical 
connotations that the dog has throughout the world. 
19 For more information on this, see the analysis of Fathers and Sons. 
20 For this situation, see the analyses of Rudin and On the Eve.  
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These three different variants of association have a similar effect. They result in the 
identification of the hero and other characters with character-types. This perspective provides 
a counterbalance to that of the contemporary level, and its effects have already been 
discussed. In the ensuing analyses of the novels the presentation of the hero on both the 
contemporary and the cosmic level will be examined in detail. 

Moving beyond the material of the analyses for the moment, it can be said that in the first 
novel, Rudin, the cosmic view of the hero and his fate is developed to only a very limited 
extent. For the most part, his character and fate are portrayed in purely contemporary terms. 
By contrast, the last two novels, Smoke and Virgin Soil, exemplify the process of ‘revealing 
the device’ (oбнaжeниe приeмa), in which the cosmic perspective is very much to the fore as 
part of the narrative structure. In Smoke, the main theme of the novel may be summed up as 
the influence of irrational forces on man’s life, and this forms a determinative element on the 
level of plot. In Virgin Soil, a similar effect arises but this time on the basis of 
characterization: the hero formulates his own character in terms of his likeness to the 
archetype of Hamlet, whereby the idea of archetypicality is made explicit on the narrative art 
level. In the other three novels, we find the fullest examples of a hero viewed from a double, 
a contemporary and a cosmic perspective, communicated by the narrative and verbal art 
levels of the text. In these three novels, a reading of the narrative art level (that is, of the 
hero’s life from the perspective of his contemporary characterization) leaves a motivational 
gap. This can be filled, however, by the associations of the verbal art level, which do suggest 
a motivation in terms of the influence of the cosmic force of fate. 
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Chapter Two 
Rudin 

 
  

2.1 Introduction 
 
While describing my model for the analysis of Turgenev’s novels in the previous chapter, I 
noted that in his first novel, Rudin (Рудин - 1856), the mechanisms of narrative and verbal 
art, as generators of textual meaning, functioned somewhat differently from what the model 
suggested. In Rudin, the image of the hero, as provided by the information on the narrative 
art level and as suggested through verbal art associations, is not a twofold one. As I have 
explained, it is a characteristic of Turgenev’s novels that, through narrative art, a 
perspective on the hero is created that connects the course of his life to his personal 
circumstances (the contemporary milieu, his social and cultural background, his psyche and 
the like), while the network of associations in the verbal art structure suggests links between 
the personality and fate of the hero, on the one hand, and those of (arche)types on the other. 
The verbal art associations hint at the existence of irrational, cosmic forces (presenting 
themselves in the form of destructive passion, supernatural events and death) that govern 
the life of the hero. In line with these different perspectives, opinions as to the hero’s 
superfluity will also differ. The logical-causal orientation of the narrative art structure 
suggests that the basis of superfluity lies in contemporary (social, cultural) or otherwise 
concrete features of the specific hero (psychological flaws, for instance). The verbal art 
associations, by contrast, suggest that superfluity is inherent in man’s life since he is 
doomed to repeat the fate of other men and faces the inescapable destruction of his 
individuality. 

In Rudin, the archetypal element is hardly developed at all, and there is very little allusion 
to a cosmic basis for superfluity. Instead, the novel focuses on the presentation of the hero as 
a typical example of the superfluous man of the forties, and provides an overview of the 
significance of this type within the contemporary framework of Russian society. In my 
approach to the novel, I shall argue that its structure as a whole is geared towards the 
presentation of a complex image of Rudin as superfluous ‘hero of his time’, and that both 
narrative and verbal art cooperate in this aim. This means that these two separate generators 
of textual meaning are not differentiated as clearly as will be the case in the later novels. My 
analysis of Rudin will be adjusted to the novel’s specific structure and will thereby deviate 
from the analyses of the other novels. As will be clear by now, this will not provide a 
satisfying illustration of the application of the model I described in Chapter One, but its 
inclusion should still be of interest because Rudin occupies an important position in the 
development of Turgenev’s dual world view, as presented in the novels. 

Rudin, being the first novel, stands at the beginning of this development. As has been 
noted before by Bjalyj (Bjalyj 1962: 62-68) among others, the novel’s focus on the portrayal 
of the superfluous man as contemporary (and temporary) type makes it reminiscent of the 
character sketches of the superfluous man in Turgenev’s short prose works of the forties and 
fifties, including “Diary of a superfluous man” (“Днeвник лишнeгo чeлoвeкa” – 1850), 
“Jakov Pasynkov” (“Якoв Пaсынкoв” - 1855) and “A Correspondence” (“Пeрeпискa” - 
1856). Rudin has the same basic characteristics that the heroes in these stories display. Like 
them, he was raised in the philosophical milieu of German Romanticism; he lacks a practical 
view on life, and is unable to love. Moreover, as is also the case in these short prose works, in 
Rudin the hero’s psychological weakness is revealed through his relation to the heroine. The 
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hero cultivates his feelings for the heroine, but is unable or unwilling to give his love a 
serious or tangible form. 

Unlike the short prose, however, Rudin also provides an overview of the social 
significance of the superfluous man – of his place within Russian history. This is a major 
development from the preceding short stories, and Rudin considerably exceeds these in the 
range of its interests. Furthermore, the structure of the plot and the character types accord 
with the basic schemes for all of Turgenev’s novels that have been identified by Peterson and 
Gippius (see 1.4).21 

The social engagement of the novel is enhanced by the final scene in which Rudin dies on 
the barricades in Paris during the 1848 revolt. Turgenev added this scene for the 1860 edition 
of his work. It is reasonable to speculate that Turgenev wanted to make the social concerns of 
the novel more pronounced, thereby confirming its status as a novel, which would also 
explain why, for this edition, he had Rudin and the two ensuing novels, A Nest of Gentry and 
On the Eve, bound together in a single volume.  

Richard Freeborn has argued that the added scene gives a revolutionary dimension to the 
hero. He states that Turgenev thus created “the first true Russian revolutionary in Russian 
literature” and “was also redeeming the reputation of his own older generation” (Freeborn 
1982: 14). However, the scene cannot remove all doubts about Rudin’s (positive) nature, nor, 
so it seems, was it intended to do this. The description of his behavior (appearing on an 
already deserted barricade with a dull, crooked sabre) underscores its senseless nature. At the 
same time it hints at the very heart of Rudin’s being. His world is one of symbols and 
symbolic behavior22 (of which his appearance on the barricade is the ultimate example), just 
as he is himself a symbol of the generation of the superfluous man. Rudin’s depiction in the 
scene underscores the senseless character of his actions. Had he really turned into a 
revolutionary, then he would no longer be a superfluous man. However, it is more in tune 
with the novel’s overall tone to regard Rudin’s appearance in Paris as a final desperate 
attempt to move from words to deeds. From his last encounter with Ležnev, we know that 
there have been earlier attempts, and, far from hinting at a change in Rudin towards the 
revolutionary, his senseless death simply serves to underline their lack of success. 
 
In my analysis of Rudin, I shall explore the idea that the novel gives an assessment of the 
superfluous man of the forties, both as a psychological type and as a social type. The 
development of the hero, as the novel progresses, is geared towards the presentation of both 
these aspects. I shall discuss this in the next paragraph, where I shall examine the image of 
the hero on the contemporary level of the text. I shall argue that the novel starts from a 
portrayal of Rudin that is akin to that of Turgenev’s short prose of that period. It draws a 
picture of the superfluous man as psychological type, whose weakness is illustrated by means 
of a love story in which he is afraid to take decisive steps. In Rudin, the focus then shifts to 
the question of the social significance of this type: has the superfluous man in any respect 
contributed to the benefit of future Russia? This question first arises in the form of Rudin’s 
                                                 
21 In this connection, it is interesting to note that, in the first instance, Turgenev designated Rudin not as ‘novel’ 
but as ‘povest’’ (a term that can be used to designate both short stories and longer prose works such as 
novelettes). It must be said that Turgenev often referred to his novels as povesti (повесть, большая повесть) 
while working on the manuscripts (see Batjuto 1972: 244-250 for a possible pattern in Turgenev’s use of 
different terms), but only in the case of Rudin did he hesitate to label it a novel for a long time, even after its 
publication. In the 1860 edition of Turgenev’s work, Rudin appeared in one volume with the ensuing novels A 
Nest of Gentry and On the Eve. However, in the three following editions of 1865, 1869 and 1874, he placed in 
one volume together with the novella’s and short stories of the fifties. Only in the 1880 edition of the novels did 
Turgenev definitely include Rudin as the first of the novels. 
22 The role of symbols will be examined in detail during the course of my analysis.  
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personal account of the activities he has tried to develop, and second in the form of his friend 
Ležnev’s more general remarks about the strong and weak sides of people like him. 

My approach to the novel is based on the idea that the theme (that is, the assessment of the 
superfluous man) is stressed through the textual composition as a whole, including elements 
of the plot structure, the narrative perspective and the means of characterization through the 
mechanisms of narrative and verbal art. Before discussing aspects of the narrative perspective 
and characterization,23 I shall consider those elements of the plot structure that are relevant in 
this respect. 

As far as plot structure is concerned, the introduction of the hero is of special interest. 
Rudin first appears as a stranger when nearly all the other characters have gathered and are 
awaiting the arrival of a baron, who fails to appear. Only Ležnev is missing. As he happens to 
be the only one who has met Rudin before, it seems that his absence in this scene is designed 
to ensure that Rudin appears as a sort of mystery guest. Everybody wants to know who he is. 
This question – “Who is he?” – becomes the main focus of the novel. Almost every scene in 
the novel comprises either a discussion between Rudin and another character about his views 
concerning life, or a discussion among the other characters about the personality of Rudin. 
There are very few events. Of those that there are, the most important is the development and 
outcome of the relationship between Rudin and Natal’ja. Conversation takes up most of the 
content of this novel, and so character is revealed, not through events but through words. In 
none of the later novels does assessment of the hero depend to such an extent upon discussion 
about him, nor does any other hero speak so elaborately about his own ideas about the 
significance of his life. Only in Virgin Soil, where the hero, Neždanov, continually ponders 
the discrepancy between the person he longs to be and the person he is, do we find anything 
remotely similar. 

The stress on dialogue as the main instrument in the assessment of Rudin  accounts for the 
limited importance of more indirect means of rendering character, particularly verbal art. The 
characterization of Rudin depends for the most part upon narrative art mechanisms, and 
verbal art associations, where they occur, do not provide a substantially different or more 
complete image. This agreement is fairly uncharacteristic of Turgenev’s method of rendering 
character. As was noted by Sander Brouwer in his survey of the depiction of character in 
Turgenev’s short prose, an important characteristic of that method is that “explicit 
psychology is subordinated to the psychology suggested by the artistic texture” (Brouwer 
1996: 263). This is as true of the novels as it is of the short prose, which is why, in my model 
of analysis, I have formulated that the image of the hero is twofold, based on both explicit 
psychology through narrative art and more implicit means of characterization through verbal 
art. 

Rudin thus presents an exception to the usual schemes of presentation of character in 
Turgenev’s novels. In Rudin it is ‘explicit psychology’ that plays the major role, but this 
should not be taken to mean that the reader is presented with an unequivocal portrait of 
Rudin. The point is that the narrator’s statements about the hero are very concise. He 
describes Rudin’s outward appearance upon his introduction in Chapter III, and on several 
occasions speaks about Rudin’s gift of speech, but even on these occasions his position 
remains close to that of an observer. The portrait of Rudin depends almost entirely on the 
information provided by his own words (about life in general and the meaning of his own life 
in particular) and by what the other characters say about him. This latter information is 
clearly colored by the personal views of these characters, whose opinions are widely 

                                                 
23 The narrative perspective and characterization on the contemporary level are dealt with in paragraph 2.2. The 
paragraphs that follow that deal with verbal art associations. 
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divergent. Some think he is a genius; others think he is merely a gifted speaker, but with little 
real content; some think he misleads people; others are convinced of his candor, and so on. 

Furthermore, a number of characters change their opinions of Rudin during the course of 
the novel. Natal’ja is completely disillusioned when she discovers that his poetic words about 
love do not reflect real love in him. Her reason for changing her opinion of Rudin is clear; not 
so Ležnev’s change of opinion. Ležnev at first declares that Rudin is a play actor who cares 
far more about himself than about others. Since Ležnev is Rudin’s old friend, and knows a lot 
about his background, his account at first seems to provide reliable information about Rudin. 
However, in the novel’s last chapter, before the epilogue, Ležnev states that he has done 
Rudin wrong in his earlier statements, and he then gives a far more sympathetic judgment. In 
effect, everything he has said (both negative and the positive) is now stigmatised as a 
personal judgment. Since Ležnev’s account is the only source of information regarding 
Rudin’s background – including where he was raised, his student years, and his behavior in 
the philosophical circle of which he and Ležnev were both part – all this information is now 
similarly tainted and misses the objective tone that usually characterizes the Turgenevan 
narrator. 

I would argue that this method of characterization is a device that Turgenev uses to make 
Rudin’s portrait complex. What the novel communicates is that the superfluous man, of 
whom Rudin is a representative, cannot easily be assessed or judged. Owing to the remote 
position of the narrator, and the varied and unreliable views of the characters, the reader is 
never presented with a complete portrait of him, let alone enabled to make a final judgment. 
Even at the end of the novel, he is left only with a multifaceted image of this superfluous 
man. Returning to the role of verbal art, I would suggest that its associations in Rudin 
function in support of this notion of multifaceted characterization. In my analysis of the 
novel, I shall identify two motifs whose functions can be described in these terms – ‘ice and 
fire’, and ‘fruitfulness’ versus ‘fruitlessness’. Through his own words and those of others, 
Rudin is associated with each of these opposite traits. 

Apart from these associations, there are also some that have a different effect, linking 
Rudin’s personality and fate to those of (arche)types. These associations suggest a possible 
archetypal basis for Rudin’s superfluity. First, Rudin is associated with Don Quixote, the 
archetypal enthusiast who lacks the rational gift to act purposefully. Turgenev’s description 
of Don Quixote as a basic human type in his essay “Hamlet and Don Quixote” (see also 1.1) 
is of much interest in this respect.24 I will deal with this association in paragraph 2.5. Second, 
there is the motif of fierce and/or predatory animals versus meek animals. Like the previous 
motif, it hints at possible inherent, features, not contemporarily defined, that determine a 
person’s fate. These images will be dealt with in paragraph 2.6. 

Before moving on to a discussion of the verbal art associations in the novel, I will outline 
the contemporary image of Rudin’s character, and look in closer detail at the specifics of 
characterization in this novel that I have touched upon above. 
 
 
2.2 The contemporary level 
 
Lev Pumpjanskij has described Rudin as a cultural-heroic novel (“культурно-героический 
роман” - Pumpjanskij 2000: 390), a term which implies that the “main actions of the hero are 
determined by the cultural environment of which he is part” (“обусловленность сюжетных 
                                                 
24 The essay was published in 1860, some years after the appearance of Rudin, but Turgenev had been 
considering writing it since at least 1850, as becomes clear from his correspondence (see the commentary in PSS 
VIII, 553). 
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действий героя типом культуры, которой он принадлежит” – idem, 391). This 
environment is indicated by means of detailed information about the intellectual horizon of 
the hero, the books he reads and the ideas that have influenced him. In Rudin, the reader is 
indeed provided with such information about the hero. He grew up during the heyday of 
Romanticism. He spent a year in Heidelberg and, as his long-time friend Ležnev later 
declares, he used to attend nightly philosophical meetings of students at the house of the 
Romantic pur-sang Pokorskij. Whereas Ležnev looks upon these meetings as a beautiful 
memory, but one that is no longer real, Rudin is still full of the ideas and terminology that he 
gained during this period. His words betray his idealism, and his speech is full of 
comparisons. The reader is told that he is fully engrossed in German Romantic literature and 
philosophy. He reads Novalis, Hoffman and Goethe’s Faust with Natal’ja (VI, 290).25 
 As Pumpjanskij remarks, this form of characterization distinguishes Rudin from the later 
novels of Turgenev (ibid.). Only in Fathers and Sons are elements of this cultural 
characterization again found. Bazarov’s materialist ideas are highly determinative for his 
image. He advises Nikolaj Petrovič to read Büchner instead of Puškin. Puškin and Büchner 
become icons of the two generations in the novel, Puškin standing for the romanticism of the 
elder brothers Kirsanov while Büchner stands for the materialism of the younger generation. 

This cultural portrait explains Rudin’s behaviour, but only up to a certain point in the 
novel. It can account for the impression Rudin makes on the other characters, and it motivates 
his behaviour towards Natal’ja. This part of the novel, leading up to Rudin’s departure from 
the house of Dar’ja Lasunskaja, is strongly reminiscent of Turgenev’s short stories 
concerning superfluous types, and demonstrates the hero’s psychological deficiencies in his 
confrontation with the wholehearted character of the heroine. However, Rudin’s image 
becomes more complex as a result of the ensuing developments. After Rudin has left the 
estate, he is characterised no longer as a gifted man of words (a typical Romantic idealist), 
but rather as an unsuccessful man of deeds. In an interpretation of Rudin’s character that fits 
the general image of the superfluous man, Ležnev declares that Rudin “is a genius”, but “will 
never achieve anything” (“Гeниaльнoсть в нeм, пoжaлуй, eсть (…) Oн нe сдeлaeт сaм 
ничeгo” - 348). However, in Rudin is depicted in the epilogue as a man who does act, but not 
purposefully, and so he remains sadly unsuccessful. Rudin and Ležnev meet at a post station, 
and Rudin tells Ležnev of several attempts he has made to achieve practical results, including 
a project to make a river navigable (360). The final scene of the novel, in which Rudin dies 
on the barricades in Paris, adds still further to the complexity of Rudin’s image. It portrays 
him as someone who is prepared to die for an ideal, which is a long way from the general 
image of the superfluous man.26 Rudin’s earlier verbal defense of ideals has now developed 
into a physical defense of an ideal that has materialized in the form of revolution. What began 
as a generalised image of the superfluous man has developed into a more complex 
psychological image of a type of man who feels a basic need for some higher cause in life. 
That need underlies both his verbal defense of ideals, a prominent aspect of his early image, 
                                                 
25 Unless indicated otherwise, the references to Turgenev’s work in this chapter refer to part VI of the Polnoe 
sobranie sočinenij v dvadcati vos’mi tomach. 
26 In this connection, it is interesting to note that some of Turgenev’s contemporaries judged Rudin as a 
somewhat more positive type than the earlier superfluous heroes. In a reaction to the novel in Library for 
Reading A.I. Ryžov stated that Rudin was a step away from “those who are affected by the moral illness of the 
age” (“нрaвствeннo бoльных нeдугoм вeкa личнoстeй”- quoted from PSS 573), presumably regarding Rudin 
as less superfluous than his predecessors. Černyševskij, though maintaining that the type that Rudin represented 
was one of the past, nevertheless argued that these men had played an important role as they “prepared the road” 
for the next generation (“прoлoживших eму [нoвoму пoкoлeнию – MO] дoрoгу” - idem, 575).  
These reactions bear witness to the fact that Rudin was initially seen more as a forerunner of the new generation, 
even though his superfluity was, for all parties, beyond dispute. 
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and his attempts to materialize such ideals. materialize such ideals that characterize his later 
behavior. With the addition of features that are new and unexpected,  the static and unified 
‘cultural’ image of Rudin is supplanted with one that is increasingly complex. 

Interestingly, this development is accompanied by a change in Ležnev’s evaluation of 
Rudin’s personality. Ležnev’s assessment of Rudin carries considerable weight throughout 
the novel. First, he gives an interpretation of Rudin’s character on the basis of his 
experiences of Rudin’s behavior in the past. His verdict at this point is very negative. He 
describes him as a cold and unnatural person who needlessly hurts peoples’ feelings. In the 
final chapter of the novel (the events of which take place two years after Rudin has left the 
estate), he once more discusses Rudin’s character. By this time, his attitude has undergone a 
remarkable change. He defends Rudin against the cynical remarks of Pigasov, praising his 
sincere enthusiasm for the inspiration that it had given to others (348-349). In the epilogue, 
where he meets Rudin again and hears about his unsuccessful projects, he feels sorry for him 
and tries to convince him that his life is not as useless as he thinks it is. 
 The complexity of Rudin’s character is further supported by the diversity of opinions of 
him that are expressed by the other characters. There is a chorus of differing and changing 
opinions of the hero, with no final word from the narrator. There is no telling which opinion 
is ‘right’. It is not only the character of Rudin that is affected by this difficulty, however. He 
is not the only character who is ultimately more complex than initial characterization might 
lead us to expect. The seemingly timid Natal’ja, for example, proves to be full of 
determination when she is confronted with Rudin’s lack of backbone; the shy and ever silent 
Volyncev becomes agitated in confrontation with Rudin, and the phlegmatic Ležnev reveals a 
more passionate side to his nature in his desire to win Aleksandra Pavlovna’s hand (see also 
2.3). 

Moreover, on several occasions in the novel, people appear to be mistaken in their 
judgments about others. Natal’ja’s mother, for instance, sees no harm in allowing her 
daughter to spend a great deal of time with Rudin because she thinks that Natal’ja’s fondness 
for him is simply that of a little girl. The narrator informs us that she is mistaken in this and 
points out that Natal’ja is falling in love with Rudin (289). Natal’ja is herself mistaken about 
Rudin, as is Ležnev, though in his case it is because he judges him too negatively. There are 
several other instances that I shall deal with in the paragraph about ice and fire associations, 
but all these mistaken judgments of character combine to show how little value such 
judgment may have. Rudin presents us with more than an assessment of the superfluous man; 
it also presents an assessment of the process of assessment itself, in other words, a judgment 
of judgment. 

We see this most obviously in the scene in which Rudin sits with Dar’ja Lasunskaja and is 
asked to judge some of the other characters. She is delighted by Rudin’s quick analyses, but 
her appraisals contain expressions that suggest a negative view of judgment. When Rudin has 
given her his view on Pigasov’s character, for example, she exclaims: “Voilà, m-r Pigassoff 
enterré” (273). Somewhat later, Ležnev arrives to see Dar’ja Lasunskaja, and she insists that 
Rudin remain in the room to form a judgment on Ležnev as well: “I want you to judge him 
too, as you did with Pigasov. When you speak, vous gravez comme avec un burin” (“я 
жeлaю, чтoбы вы и eгo oпрeдeлили, кaк Пигaсoвa. Кoгдa вы гoвoритe, vous gravez 
comme avec un burin” - 275). Later still, Ležnev observes to Aleksandra Pavlovna that Rudin 
has the “habit of pinning down every phenomenon of life with a word, as one pins down a 
butterfly” (“привычки кaждoe движeниe жизни […] пришпиливaть слoвoм, кaк бaбoчку 
булaвкoй” - 302). The first and last of these comparisons certainly indicate a destructive 
aspect of judgment. The criticism does not only help to characterize Rudin; in the light of the 
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overall assessment theme of the novel, it also makes a negative judgment of the very activity 
of judging people. 

Before we conclude this discussion of the presentation of character on the contemporary 
level in relation to the idea of assessment and judgment, there are some points that need to be 
made with regard to the position of the narrator. In general, he refrains from making direct 
judgments. It is only when the flat characters Pigasov and Dar’ja Lasunskaja are introduced 
that the narrator provides an assessment, and then it is from an omniscient perspective. His 
portrait of Natal’ja at the beginning of Chapter V, by contrast, comprises little more than a 
description of her outward appearance and a summary of the opinions that her teacher and 
her mother have of her. Although the narrator tells us that Dar’ja Lasunskaja is mistaken 
about her daughter, he never offers an alternative analysis of Natal’ja’s character or feelings. 
After the last meeting of Rudin and Natal’ja at the Avdjuchin pond, the narrator appears to 
provide a description of Natal’ja’s state of mind, but he continually lapses into general 
remarks regarding first experiences of disappointment in love, and what actually takes place 
within Natal’ja’s consciousness remains a secret. 
 In general the narrator seems very reluctant to comment on the characters’ inner life. 
Although he sometimes apparently has access to the characters’ thoughts (he tells us, for 
instance that Rudin felt ashamed about his visit to Volyncev – 318), his usual perspective is 
that of a remote observer. His reluctance to analyze character, or to judge people, contrasts 
with the frequent attempts of the characters in the novel to do so. As far as the psychology of 
the characters is concerned, his reticence hints at the ultimate impossibility of looking into 
the depths of the soul. In this light, the readiness to judge that is shown by the characters 
themselves appears as misplaced. It is telling that the narrator does not provide a final 
evaluation of who Rudin actually is. As I have said, his portrait is characterized by its very 
complexity. The same is true, though to a more limited extent, of the portrayal of the other 
characters. Indeed, it is an inherent feature of the portrayal of human character in Rudin. The 
assessment of the superfluous man thus becomes the springboard for a discussion of the 
question as to whether one can really obtain insight into another’s psyche.27 
 The respective positions of both the characters and the narrator regarding assessment, 
together with the ambivalence of the portraits of a number of the characters themselves, can 
be read as devices of characterization that hint at the essentially enigmatic nature of man’s 
psychology. All of this highlights one of Turgenev’s basic convictions about man. It is this 
conviction that has prompted his artistic choices for the rendering of the human psyche. His 
use of verbal art mechanisms, allowing for the subtle interweaving and association of 
phenomena, fits such a deliberately remote approach to character. In the novels following 
Rudin, explicit characterization is often reduced in favor of an elaborate associative network.  
 In On the Eve, this device develops into a near-collapse of the motivational structure of the 
novel. The reader is confronted with motivational lacunae in the hero’s personality and fate 
that are due to a lack of direct information as to who he is. In Rudin, the verbal art 
associations function in an essentially different way in that they support the complexity that 
arises as a consequence of the dual function of character-opinion and narrative voice by 
associating individual characters with their opposing images. In the next two paragraphs, I 
explore two such associations. 
 
 
                                                 
27 This question also plays an important part in “First Love” (“Пeрвaя любoвь” – 1860). The first-person 
narrator’s love for Zinaida, and his discovery of his father’s relationship with her, confront him not only with 
the power of emotion and the cruel aspects of love but also with the enigma of the human psyche. In many later 
love stories, the theme is revisited in the form of the enigmatic woman whose advent changes the hero’s life.   
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2.3  Ice and Fire 
 
In the first chapter of the novel, Aleksandra Pavlovna and Ležnev discuss fire. Having met 
Ležnev in the fields, Aleksandra accuses him of addressing her “with a cold expression” (“с 
хoлoднoй минoй” - 240), and their conversation continues as follows: 
 

“A cold expression… You always want fire; but fire is no good. It flames up, smokes and goes 
out.” 
“And gives warmth” – added Aleksandra Pavlovna. 
“Yes…and burns.” 
“Well, and what if it burns, that is not a disaster. Anyway it is better than…” 
“Let us see if you would still be of that opinion if you were even once to thoroughly burn yourself” 
– Michajlo Michajlyč interrupted her fretfully.  
(‘С хoлoднoй минoй…Вaм всe oгня нужнo; a oгoнь никудa нe гoдится. Вспыхнeт, нaдымит и 
пoгaснeт’.  – ‘И сoгрeeт’, -  пoдхвaтилa Aлeксaндрa Пaвлoвнa. – ‘Дa и oбoжжeт’. – ‘Ну, чтo 
жe, чтo oбoжжeт! И этo нe бeдa. Всe жe лучшe, чeм…’ – ‘A вoт я пoсмoтрю, тo ли вы 
зaгoвoритe, кoгдa хoть рaз хoрoшeнькo  oбoжжeтeсь – пeрeбил ee с дoсaдoй Михaйлo 
Михaйлич’ - 240). 
 

This argument introduces ice (coldness) and fire as symbols of human characteristics, and 
begins a discussion as to which of the two is preferable. During the course of the novel, some 
characters are identified as “cold” and others as “ardent”, but it is interesting that, in all these 
cases, where one character ascribes coldness or ardency to another either there is a third who 
disagrees or the narrator observes that he or she is mistaken. Thus, Aleksandra Pavlovna 
maintains that Natal’ja has a cold nature, but Ležnev sees her as passionate and capable of 
irrational deeds, including trying to poison herself (303). Natal’ja’s mother is also mistaken 
about the character of her daughter: “Fortunately my Nataša has a cold nature, nothing like 
me” (“Нaтaшa, у мeня, к счaстью, хoлoднa, нe в мeня” - 280), but the narrator immediately 
informs us that she is wrong. 

Ležnev even corrects Aleksandra Pavlovna on the subject of her own character. When she 
remarks: “To such a phlegmatic person as you are, even I must appear to be a volcano”, 
Ležnev answers: “Not really, and as far as character is concerned, fortunately you do not 
have character at all” (“‘Тaкoму флeгмaтику, кaк вы, пoжaлуй, и я пoкaжусь вулкaнoм’. – 
‘Ну нeт (…) A чтo дo хaрaктeрa – у вaс, слaвa бoгу, хaрaктeрa нeт вoвсe’” - 303). 

The same sort of ambivalence arises with regard to Rudin’s character. Ležnev declares 
that Rudin is “cold as ice” (“oн хoлoдeн, кaк лeд” – 293), at which Aleksandra Pavlovna 
expresses surprise: “He, such an ardent soul, cold as ice?” (“Oн, этa плaмeннaя душa, 
хoлoдeн!” – ibid.), to which Ležnev responds by claiming that Rudin only pretends to be 
ardent (“прикидывaeтся плaмeнным” – ibid.) but is in fact as cold as ice. 

These disagreements and misjudgments among the characters hint at two different things. 
First, their capacities to judge others, and therefore the value of their judgments, are limited. 
Second, human character is by nature enigmatic. An observer apparently cannot know what 
goes on inside another person when even such fundamentally different elements as ice and 
fire are difficult to distinguish in a single character.  

In Rudin’s case, the ambivalence of character that arises in discussions among other 
characters is represented in his outward appearance. His “tanned face” (“смуглый” – 258) 
and dark hair, for example, in combination with his eyes that are “dark blue” with a “watery 
gleam” (“с жидким блeскoм в тeмнo-синих глaзaх” – ibid.) suggests a mixture of the warm 
and the cold, and his other contradictory features include the fact that he is tall but walks with 
a stoop (“высoкoгo рoстa, нeскoлькo сулутoвaтый” – ibid.) and has a “high pitched voice” 
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which is said to be “in disharmony with his height and broad chest” (“Тoнкий звук гoлoсa 
(…) нe сooтвeтствoвaл eгo рoсту и eгo ширoкoй груди” – ibid.).  

Rudin’s outward appearance contrasts with that of Ležnev, who has a rather pale face with 
“pale gray, small eyes” and “a whitish moustache” (“Ширoкoe [лицo – MO], бeз румянцa, с 
нeбoльшими блeднo-сeрыми глaзкaми и бeлeсoвaтыми усaми” - 239). Together with his 
grayish suit and “yellow” hair (“кoсицы жeлтых вoлoс” – 241) sticking out from under his 
hat, he resembles, in the narrator’s words, a “large flour sack” (“бoльшoй мучнoй мeшoк” - 
ibid.). Ležnev’s character is in congruence with his looks: phlegmatic and unadorned. His 
name even suggests laziness (deriving from лентяй).28 

Ležnev’s outward appearance communicates colorlessness. Although there is no 
ambivalence in his character traits, he does prove to have a more ardent side as the novel 
progresses. Ležnev tells Aleksandra Pavlovna that in his younger years he belonged to the 
same philosophical circle as Rudin, and was engaged in the romantic sphere that Rudin has 
never left. His account of the nights at Pokorskij’s, his attempts to write a play in the style of 
“Manfred” and his love for a young girl combine to give his personality more color. This is 
underlined by the narrator’s remark that, by the end of the story, “his colorless face had 
turned red” (“бeсцвeтнoe eгo лицo рaскрaснeлoсь” - 300). Ležnev’s literally gaining color 
symbolizes his figuratively doing so. As Aleksandra Pavlovna’s suitor, he also shows a more 
ardent side. Once he has heard of Rudin’s plans to marry Natal’ja, he suggests that Volyncev, 
Aleksandra Pavlovna and he go traveling together, and he promises Aleksandra Pavlovna that 
he will court her by organizing serenades and strewing flowers on the road (328). When 
Rudin has disappeared from the scene, Ležnev immediately proposes to Aleksandra 
Pavlovna. Admittedly, his proposal is somewhat prosaic, and he does not even kneel (despite 
his earlier claim that he would stand on his knees for days, if necessary), but when 
Aleksandra Pavlovna agrees, he kisses her maid out of pure joy (332). 

Like Ležnev, Volyncev also gains color during the course of the novel. He does not easily 
express himself, and usually remains somewhat in the background, but the confrontation with 
Rudin forces him to take a stand, thereby bringing out a more active, even ardent side of his 
personality. His apparently-perpetual calm and restraint crumble as he observes Rudin’s 
increasing influence over Natal’ja, culminating in his sudden outburst against Rudin at the 
dinner table when he accuses him of denying others their own way of expressing themselves 
(309). When he subsequently challenges Rudin to a duel after hearing Rudin’s declaration of 
love for Natal’ja, Ležnev drops his pipe, and reacts: “My fellow, how colourful you are 
today!” (“Экой ты, брат, сегодня с колером!” – 328). Thus, Volyncev has figuratively 
gained color through his confrontation with Rudin. For both Volyncev and Ležnev, the 
appearance of Rudin is a more-or-less direct stimulation to reveal their feelings for the 
women they love. Although they seem rather pale in comparison to Rudin, they both show 
spirit in the end – but it is spirit of a different, more pragmatic kind. 

We have already observed that ice and fire symbolically characterize Rudin’s outward 
appearance, but the same symbolism recurs in connection with the effect of his words when, 
after Rudin has left the household of Dar’ja Lasunskaja, Basistov declares that “he changed 
you to the core and set you on fire” (“oн дo oснoвaния пeрeвoрaчивaл, зажигал тебя” - 
349). Fieriness of speech is also a characteristic of the Romantic Pokorskij, at whose house 
Rudin and Ležnev first met and whom Ležnev describes as the true example of a great 
idealist. He recalls that, when Pokorskij spoke, “he ignited all of us” (“он вздыхал нас всех 
огонь” - 298). 

                                                 
28 See: B. O. Unbegaun 1989: 127 
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Rudin’s fiery words are seen as having both positive and negative effects by Aleksandra 
Pavlovna and Ležnev respectively. For her, Rudin’s enthusiasm warms and incites others, but 
he modifies her view by adding, “But it also burns”, and it is this effect that Natal’ja 
experiences. 

Rudin himself uses the image of fire as a metaphor for his life, comparing himself to a 
lamp that has run out of paraffin and is broken (“мaслa в лaмпaдe нeт, и сaмa лaмпaдa 
рaзбитa” - 365). Peter Thiergen has shown that a candle or a lamp often appears in emblem 
books as an image of sacrifice, with accompanying texts such as “Aliis in serviendo 
consumor” – I perish for the benefit of others (Thiergen 1978: 513).29 Rudin’s use of the 
image would therefore seem to be suggesting that he has enlightened and inspired others at 
the expense of burning himself out. 

The effect of Rudin’s “fire” remains limited, however. This is symbolically expressed in 
Natal’ja’s reaction to Rudin’s farewell letter, which is to burn it and throw the ashes out of 
the window. Once it has become clear to her that Rudin’s words will never develop into 
deeds, they are no longer of any value to Natal’ja. Symbolically she sets fire to them, and 
they go up in smoke. 

Taking into account all these aspects of the ice and fire symbolism, it can be said to have 
two effects. First, it hints at the general unfathomability of human character. All characters 
that are associated with ‘ice’ or ‘fire’ (that is, ‘coldness’ or ‘ardency’) appear at some point to 
possess the opposite trait as well. Second, in specific connection with the assessment of 
Rudin’s personality, it hints at the inherent ambiguity of his character and, consequently, at 
the difficulty of assessing it. 
  
 
2.4 Fruit bearing similes 
 
Contrary to the ice and fire imagery discussed above, the fruit bearing similes apply only to 
Rudin, and it is he who mainly uses them as characterizations of his life. Thus, Rudin points 
at an apple tree in the garden of the house and says: “do you see that apple tree: it has broken 
down under the weight and abundance of its fruit. A true emblem of a genius” (“видитe вы 
эту яблoню: oнa слoмилaсь oт тяжeсти и мнoжeствa свoих сoбствeнных плoдoв” - 290). 
Peter Thiergen has pointed out that a picture of a tree breaking down under the abundance of 
its fruit commonly appeared in emblem books at that time, with texts such as “Timenda nimia 
foecunditas” (A fruitfulness that is too big, is harmful) (Thiergen 1978: 515).30  
 Thiergen has also discussed two related images that appear in Rudin – those of a fruitless 
tree, and of a seed that has yet to sprout, the corresponding texts in Rudin being: “An egoistic 
person withers away like a lonely, fruitless tree” (Rudin’s words to Pigasov - “Сeбялюбивый 
чeлoвeк зaсыхaeт слoвнo oдинoкoe, бeсплoднoe дeрeвo” - 267), and “I will see no fruit 
from my seed” (Rudin’s words in his valedictory letter to Natal’ja “я нe увижу плoдoв oт 
сeмян свoих” - 337). Thiergen argues that these images, together with that of the oil lamp 
mentioned above, provide insight into the question of who the hero is (“einen Schüssel zum 

                                                 
29 In this connection Thiergen notes that one such book of emblems, Symbola et Emblemata in the edition by 
Maksimovič-Ambodik, was part of Turgenev’s personal library. Interestingly, the emblem of the oil lamp does 
not occur in this book (according to its reproduction of 1989, edited by Anthony Hippisley). Instead, the image 
of a bridge accompanies the text “Aliis in serviendo consumer” (picture no. 604). 
30 As was the case with the image of the oil lamp (see the previous note), the picture of the tree breaking down 
under the weight of its own fruit is not found in Ambodik’s collection. Instead, a tree is featured that sheds its 
leaves, with the accompanying text (in the Russian reading): “мнoжeствo мнe врeдитъ. Вeликoe изoбилиe 
мeня пoгубляeт”  (picture no. 379). 
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Verständnis der Romanhelden” – Thiergen 1978: 516). For him, the image of the tree that 
breaks down under the weight of its own fruit has “apologetic power” (“apologetische Kraft” 
– ibid.) and puts Rudin’s superfluity in a different perspective. He does not see an opposition 
between this image and that of the lonely fruitless tree, but suggests instead that Rudin turns 
into such a fruitless tree after he has turned down Natal’ja, who was prepared to give him the 
support he needed because of his excessive fruitfulness (idem, 515-16). Thiergen thus 
interprets the fruitless tree as one that has lost its fruit owing to its abundance. I do not think 
that such an interpretation is very logical; it seems much more likely that the fruitless tree has 
never produced any fruit than that it has become fruitless by the loss of its fruit. 
 Apart from considerations of what seems likely, though, the association of Rudin with a 
fruitless tree that withers away is indeed suggested at another point in the novel by more 
indirect means. The image is called to mind by the setting of Rudin’s meeting with Natal’ja 
at the Avdjuchin pond. Near the pond, that has itself long since dried out, stands an oak forest 
that has “dried out and died” (“дубoвoгo лeсa, дaвнo вымeршeгo и зaсoхшeгo” – 320). The 
trees that make up this forest are described as resembling “sad ghosts” (“высились кaкими-
тo унылыми призрaкaми”) and “evil old men” (“злыe стaрики” - ibid.). They call to mind 
the image of the fruitless tree in Rudin’s earlier comparison, and his egoistic behavior in 
turning down Natal’ja at this location associates him with the egoistic man who, in his own 
words, resembles such a tree. 
 The rest of the setting is similarly suggestive of deathliness. The place is described as 
“empty and bare, but nevertheless wild and gloomy, even on a sunny day” (“пустoe и гoлoe, 
нo глухoe и мрaчнoe дaжe в сoлнeчный дeнь” - 320). When Rudin has turned Natal’ja 
down, he is left alone in this deserted place. The scene symbolises what is missing, not solely 
in the relationship between Rudin and Natal’ja, but in Rudin’s life generally. He is left alone 
to wither away like the lonely tree that he has already described. In this connection, it is 
worth remembering that Rudin’s speech has previously been compared to a river: “His words 
began to flow like a river” (“слoвa eгo пoлились рeкoю” - 283). When it comes to action, 
Rudin more closely resembles the landscape of the Advjuchin pond, of which only the name 
remains to remind visitors of the water that was once found there. 
 The debacle of the relationship between Rudin and Natal’ja contrasts with those that 
develop among several of the other characters. By the end of the novel, Ležnev and Volyncev 
are each happily married (to Anna Pavlovna and Natal’ja respectively), while Rudin remains 
alone. These contrasting situations also hint at Rudin’s ultimate fruitlessness. A similar 
contrast between the hero and a number of the other characters is also found in two of 
Turgenev’s other novels. In Fathers and Sons, the two generations of Kirsanovs are depicted 
in marital bliss while Bazarov’s possible relationship with Odincova has been annulled, and 
he himself has died. In Virgin Soil, Neždanov goes so far as to renounce all claims to the 
heroine, Marianna, so that she can marry Solomin. 

There are several other fruit-bearing and related images that have not been mentioned by 
Thiergen. I shall first list them and then discuss them in the light of the complexity of 
Rudin’s character. First, in his ‘rehabilitation speech’ in chapter XII, Ležnev says of Rudin: 
“Who has the right to say that his words did not drop many good seeds in the souls of young 
people?” (“ктo впрaвe скaзaть (…) чтo eгo слoвa нe зaрoнили мнoгo дoбрых сeмян в 
мoлoдыe души” - 348). Second, in his description of Rudin at a post station, in a scene that 
immediately follows the speech of Ležnev, the narrator tells us how Rudin’s traits have 
changed: “His blossoming time had passed; as gardeners say: he had run to seed.” (“Пoрa eгo 
цвeтeния прoшлa: oн кaк вырaжaются сaдoвники, пoшeл в сeмя” - 353). Third, in the 
epilogue, Rudin appears to have busied himself with agronomy, trying to cultivate the poor 
and fruitless grounds of a landlord in the Smolensk area (357-8). And finally, Ležnev 
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concludes that Rudin never “took root”, no matter how rich the soil he encountered (“нe 
пускaл кoрнeй” – 366), to which Rudin adds: “I was born a tumbleweed” (“Я рoдился 
пeрeкaти-пoлeм” - ibid.). This last image carries the notion of homelessness, which is also 
sustained by the associations with wandering which I will discuss in paragraph 2.5. 

When one takes all these references together, the composite image appears to be quite 
complex. On the one hand Rudin associates himself with a fruit-bearing tree, while on the 
other he complains that he will not see his seeds come to fruition. The last expression echoes 
the images of Rudin as one who is full of seed, and as a sower. The two groups of images 
suggest contrasting valuations of Rudin’s activities and the meaning of his life for society. 
The images of fruitbearing suggest both success that is visible during his life, and his own 
destruction as a result of that success. The associations of Rudin with a plant that has run to 
seed suggest that that result still lies ahead, in the future, which can itself be interpreted as an 
expression of the idea that the men of the forties did the intellectual groundwork for the 
revolutionary spirit of the sixties. Such an interpretation is further enhanced by the scene on 
the barricades that was added by Turgenev and clearly associates Rudin with revolutionary 
activity.  I should add, however, that the text does not justify stretching these conclusions too 
far. The novel’s focus remains on the tragic side of Rudin – on his inability to lead a 
satisfying and meaningful life. 
 
 
2.5 Traveling prince or wandering Don Quixote 
 
When Rudin arrives at the house of Lasunskaja, he makes a deep impression on all present. 
On several occasions Rudin’s position is associated with that of an authority, and Ležnev 
uses a number of expressions that depict him as such. For example, he compares Rudin’s 
position in the house of Lasunskaja with that of a “grand vizier” (“oн у нeй тeпeрь вeликим 
визирeм” – 285); he calls him “a despot” (“дeспoт” - 293), an “idol” and “an oracle” (“чтo 
зa рoль eгo (…)? Быть идoлoм, oрaкулoм” – 294), and he declares: “He reigns right now” 
(“тeпeрь oн цaрит” - 285). The reader is informed that, for Lasunskaja, daily conversations 
with Rudin have become a must: “She could not dispense with him anymore” (“Oнa нe 
мoглa oбoйтись бeз нeгo” - 287). 

Rudin takes on a special role for Natal’ja too. She shares her thoughts with him and relies 
on his advice; he becomes “her teacher and her guide” (“он был ее наставником, ее 
вождем” - 290) and conducts her through the German romantic writers and philosophers in a 
sort of magical excursion: “Rudin was all engrossed in German poetry, in the world of 
German Romanticism and philosophy, and enticed her after him to these mysterious lands” 
(“Рудин был вeсь пoгружeн в гeрмaнскую пoэзию, в гeрмaнский рoмaнтичeский и 
филoсoфичeский мир и увлeкaл ee зa сoбoй в тe зaпoвeдныe стрaны” - 290). 

Once Lasunskaja has heard of his relationship with Natal’ja, Rudin’s position in the house 
radically changes. He ceases to be referred to in terms of an authority or ruler. He exchanges 
his position as “almost the master of the house” for that of “a guest” (“Oн сeл, нo ужe нe кaк 
прeжний Рудин, пoчти хoзяин в дoмe, (…) a кaк гoсть” - 333). This indicates not only his 
loss of authority, but also his loss of a home. Whereas the master of a house has the right of 
permanent residence there, a guest will sooner or later be expected to leave. 

The image of Rudin as wanderer is sustained by a number of associations throughout the 
novel. In the first place, he describes himself as a homeless wanderer. Even when his position 
in the Lasunskaja household is still promising, he tells Natal’ja that “all that is left for me 
now is to drag myself along the hot and dusty road from one post station to another in a jolty 
carriage” (“Мнe oстaeтся тeпeрь тaщиться пo знoйнoй и пыльнoй дoрoгe, сo стaнции дo 
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стaнции, в тряскoй тeлeгe” - 306). Later, when he is forced to leave the estate, he associates 
himself with Don Quixote. He quotes the words about the importance of freedom that Don 
Quixote utters upon leaving the palace of countess, and then adds: “What Don Quixote 
experienced back then, I am experiencing now” (“Чтo Дoн-Кихoт чувствoвaл тoгдa, я 
чувствую тeпeрь” - 335-6). In the epilogue Rudin further associates himself with the 
“Wandering Jew” (“Вeчным Жидoм” - 367). 

These images of Don Quixote and the Wandering Jew, who are condemned to wander 
from one place to another, suggest a sharp contrast with Rudin’s position at the beginning of 
the novel when he is introduced as “a travelling prince” (“путeшeствующий принц” - 267). 
The image of the prince is that of a dignified traveler and is fully in accordance with 
associations of Rudin as an authority. The image of Don Quixote has the opposite 
implications: it associates Rudin with a somewhat ridiculous figure who has no dignity 
whatsoever. Whereas the “traveling prince” may be presumed to have a clear goal towards 
which he is heading, Don Quixote and the Wandering Jew have no such goal but travel 
aimlessly, needed by nobody. This change of image, from travelling prince to wandering Don 
Quixote, reflects the development of Rudin’s position in the course of the novel: at first sight 
he seemed a promising personality (a prince who might take the heroine with him to a better 
life), but in the end he appears as a ridiculous Don Quixote, sacrificing himself for vain 
purposes. 

Rudin’s Quixotic features are further underlined by the slightly ridiculous nature of the 
projects about which he tells Ležnev in the epilogue. For instance, he tries to make a river 
navigable with no funds and the help of only one man. The senselessness of Rudin’s death on 
the barricades again calls to mind Don Quixote: the barricade is already deserted, and the 
crooked sabre he is waving could never have been an effective weapon against the guns of his 
adversaries.31 

His being associated with Don Quixote throws a different light on Rudin’s fate. Don 
Quixote is the archetype of the non-rational enthusiast battling for his ideals. The link with 
this figure suggests a typicality that takes us beyond the embedding of Rudin’s personality in 
the culture of his time and place, in accordance with his narrative art portrait. On the basis of 
what we know of his background, Rudin’s lack of success could be read as a flaw that was 
endemic in his Romanticism, in which case his tragedy would simply reflect the inevitable 
fate of his ‘superfluous’ generation. However, the association with Don Quixote matches 
Rudin’s fate to that of the timeless type that Don Quixote represents. The implications of the 
association are all the more interesting in the light of Turgenev’s essay on Hamlet and Don 
Quixote, in which he presents Don Quixote as one of two basic human types. Rudin’s 
personality and fate thus take on a significance that stretches far beyond the tragedy of a 
superfluous generation, and points instead to the intrinsic tragedy of man’s intrinsically 
superfluous life. 

Of added interest is the fact that critics have also discovered in Rudin features reminiscent 
of Hamlet. We might include among the relevant features his eloquence, self-knowledge and 
cold heart (Woodward 1989A: 60). It has even been suggested that the Rudin/Hamlet features 
are associated with the superfluous ‘men of the forties’, as opposed to the Quixotic ‘men of 
the sixties’ (Bjalyj 1962: 143). Nevertheless, it is Rudin’s affinity with Don Quixote that is 

                                                 
31 In the essay “Hamlet and Don Quixote”, Turgenev speaks of modern Don Quixotes whom he has seen 
“sacrificing their lives for equally unreal Dulcineas” (“умирaющих  зa стoль жe мaлo сущeствующую 
Дульцинeю” - VIII, 181). In the commentary on the essay in PSS, it is suggested that Turgenev aims at those 
who sacrificed themselves for the revolutionary cause in 1848 (VIII, 553).  In that light, the scene of Rudin’s 
death on the barricades (which Turgenev added in the year of the essay’s publication) may be read as a 
reinforcement of Rudin’s Quixotic character. 
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beyond dispute. I would prefer to see the combination of Hamlet and Don Quixote in Rudin’s 
portrait as yet another point of ambivalence in his characterization. 

In addition to that, the combination also hints at a feature that Hamlet and Don Quixote 
have in common – their idealism. Both value what is good, and want to battle against all that 
threatens it. However, Hamlet’s reflectiveness leads him to doubt the usefulness of action, 
since evil is so omnipresent while goodness seems more like a mirage than a reality. Don 
Quixote battles against every apparent evil that he comes across, without ever questioning the 
usefulness of his deeds. Rudin lives by the idealism that Hamlet and Don Quixote share, but 
he lacks both the cynicism of the one and the enthusiasm of the other. He is assured of the 
existence of both good and evil, and he dreams of doing good. He is convinced of his own 
powers, but lacks the drive to use them. As a consequence, he is melancholic throughout. His 
attempts finally to take action, that are not made until the end of the novel and lead ultimately 
to his death, have little to do with Don Quixote’s heedless actions. Rather, they are conscious 
attempts to turn idealism into tenable results, and they can achieve nothing but failure owing 
to the incompatibility of the elements that make up the complex character of Rudin himself.     
 
 
2.6 Animal associations 
 
The associations of Rudin with Don Quixote hint at a link between Rudin’s fate and that of 
an archetype. A similar effect arises from the network of animal associations in Rudin. Some 
characters are associated with predators, others with meek animals. Again, Rudin’s image is 
ambivalent: he is associated with both. The associations suggest that Rudin, despite his own 
fieriness, is unable to defend himself against the attacks of other characters who are linked to 
predatory animals. 

On the evening of his arrival at the estate of Lasunskaja, Rudin is associated with fierce 
animals on the basis of both his appearance and his behavior. His hair is compared to the 
mane of a lion (“встряхнув  свoeй львинoй гривoй” - 282), and when he successfully 
outmanoeuvres the cynical Pigasov in a discussion, one of the spectators, Pandalevskij, 
encourages Rudin in silence: “Bite, bite, bite” (“кусь, кусь, кусь” – 261), invoking the image 
of an attacking dog. 

Two other characters in the novel are also associated with predators. The first, Pigasov, 
resembles a wild animal through his tousled appearance (“взъерошенный” – 248) and “fox-
like face” (“лисье личико” - 260). He is further associated with one through the words of 
Dar’ja Lasunskaja when, attempting to bring to an end to his openly patronizing remarks 
about women, she asks Pandalevskij to play the piano and adds: “Maybe, musical sounds will 
bring Afrikan Semjonyč to calm. After all Orpheus calmed wild animals” (“Aвoсь, звуки 
музыки укрoтят Aфрикaнa Сeмeнычa. Oрфeй укрoщaл жe диких звeрeй” - 252). 
Pigasov’s first name, Afrikan, further underlines his association with something wild and 
untamed. Towards the end of the novel, when we meet some of the characters two years after 
Rudin has left, the narrator relates how Pigasov now hisses while speaking, thus “giving his 
speech an even more venomous tone” (“шипeниe придaвaлo eщe бoлee ядoвитoсти eгo 
рeчaм” - 342). The association with a snake is clear. 

As James Woodward has noted, the second of these two characters, Pandalevskij, also has 
snake-like qualities. He has the habit of staring at the person he is talking to (“впивaться в 
нeгo глaзaми” - 242, Woodward 1990: 27), for example, and his speech has a hissing effect 
that is brought about by his constant use of the polite postfix –s, which he sometimes 
pronounces “like the English –th” (“да-с, прислала-с – oтвeчaл oн, выгoвaривaя букву ‘с’, 
кaк aнглийскoe ‘th’ - 243). Unlike Rudin, however, he has additional associations with a cat. 
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Upon seeing a peasant girl in the fields, he approaches her “cautiously, like a cat” 
(“oстoрoжнo, кaк кoт” - 245), and his fingernails, trimmed as they are in triangular form 
(“нoгтями, oстрижeнными трeугoльникoм” - 250), are reminiscent of a cat’s claws.  

Both of these characters function as enemies to Rudin. A third character, Volyncev, 
appears at first as a meek animal, but as he becomes more hostile to Rudin, he too becomes 
associated with an aggressor. The situation develops as follows. As Rudin and Natal’ja 
become closer to one another, Volyncev retreats and is described as walking around “with the 
face of a sad hare” (“глядeл грустным зaйцeм” - 303). When Rudin declares his love for 
Natal’ja, however, Volyncev is outraged and threatens to kill Rudin in a duel: “I will shoot 
him, that accursed philosopher, like a partridge” (“Я eгo, прoклятoгo филoсoфa, как 
куропатку застрелю” - 328).32 

It seems, however, that Rudin’s defeat at the hands of Volyncev has already taken place. 
We are told that, after the dinner at Lasunskaja’s, during which Volyncev’s outburst against 
Rudin took place, “Rudin looked at him, but could not bear his look, turned away, smiled and 
did not say a word” (“Рудин пoсмoтрeл былo нa нeгo, нo нe выдeржaл eгo взoрa, 
oтвoрoтился, улыбнулся и ртa нe рaзинул.” – 310). Volyncev is already the moral victor, 
and his change in position in relation to Rudin is underlined by the change in animal imagery 
from that of hunted animal – the hare – to that of the hunter who swears that he will hunt 
down Rudin. 

During that same dinner scene, Pigasov concludes that Rudin is the weaker party, and does 
so in terms of animal categories. He has already compared people to dogs, dividing them into 
two categories: dogs with tails are self-confident, whereas bobtailed dogs lack confidence and 
will never be successful (309). After Volyncev’s outburst has reduced Rudin to silence, 
Pigasov concludes: “Aha! You are bobtailed as well!” (“Эгe, дa и ты куц!” – 310). By the 
end of the evening, Pigasov is also seen as having been victorious over Rudin: “Pigasov was 
the hero of the evening. Rudin left the battlefield to him.” (“Гeрoeм вeчeрa был Пигaсoв. 
Рудин уступил eму пoлe срaжeния” – ibid.). 

The third aggressor is Pandalevskij, but his position as confidant on the estate is in danger, 
and so he attacks in a much more subtle way. Of his behavior towards Rudin, we are told that 
he “carefully moved about him” (“осторожно за ним ухаживал” - 288). He displays the 
same careful behavior here as he did towards the peasant girl – that of a cat stealing up on its 
prey. There is also something cat-like about the way he hides in the lilacs when Rudin and 
Natal’ja declare their love in the arbor, before telling Dar’ja Lasunskaja all about it and thus 
making Rudin’s position in the house impossible. 

                                                 
32 There are several other bird associations in connection with Rudin. On the evening of his arrival at 
Lasunskaja’s house, he relates what he calls a Scandinavian legend [as is noted in the commentary to the novel, 
Rudin is mistaken as to its origin: the legend is actually Anglo-Saxon – 579] about a bird flying into a hall 
where a king and his warriors have gathered round a fire. The bird flies out at the other end of the hall, and the 
king remarks that the bird is a symbol of man’s life, referring to the shortness of the time that the bird was in the 
light and warmth of the hall. One of the men, however, answers that the bird will find its nest in the darkness 
outside.  It is not difficult to identify the symbolic overtones of this story in the context of the novel. Rudin 
himself is like the bird, flying into the warmth of the Lasunskaja household. He finds no nest there and is forced 
to move into the ‘darkness’ of the world outside (the inhospitable nature of which is suggested by the storm in 
the epilogue). Rudin’s entire life presents itself as a vain search for a nest. His restlessness contrasts to the 
settled life of Ležnev. During their last meeting, Ležnev offers Rudin his house as a place to go to, symbolically 
referring to it as a nest: “You always have a place, a nest, to flee to: my house”. (“у тeбя всeгдa eсть мeстo, 
eсть гнeздo, кудa ты мoжeшь укрыться. Этo мoй дoм.” –  367). In addition, Ležnev compares Rudin to a 
swallow for his light-hearted behavior: “Amidst of all sorts of misunderstandings and confusion, Rudin used to 
float like a swallow over a pond” (“нoсится, бывaлo, срeди всякoгo рoдa нeдoрaзумeний и путaницы, кaк 
лaстoчкa нaд прудoм” - 302). 
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The animal associations in Rudin link several characters, including Rudin himself, to 
predators. In the conflicts that arise during the course of the novel, Rudin loses his 
ascendancy when confronted by the aggression of the others. Pigasov’s differentiation 
between dogs with tails and bobtailed dogs, which eventually places Rudin in the second 
category, suggests that the degree of man’s success in life is predetermined by his nature. 
Rudin, because he is ‘bobtailed’, will never achieve anything. Indeed, in the conflicts that 
arise between him and the other predatory characters, it is always the others who win, and 
their predatory associations imply that these victories are due to their inherently aggressive 
natures. This division of the characters into the inherently successful and the inherently 
unsuccessful itself suggests that factors other than those that are contemporarily defined help 
to determine the lives of the characters.  
 
 
2.7 Conclusions 
 
Rudin primarily presents an assessment of the superfluous man as a historical phenomenon. 
The focus of the novel is on the question of who Rudin actually is and how his type is to be 
qualified. This constitutes the main theme of the novel. On the contemporary level, a 
complex image of the sources and implications of Rudin’s superfluity is created. Rudin’s 
portrait first resembles those of the psychological sketches of the superfluous man in 
Turgenev’s short stories, but during the course of the novel the focus shifts to the social 
implications of his superfluity. The judgments of Rudin’s personality by the other characters 
change accordingly. Ležnev, through whose eyes Rudin’s past and character are discussed, 
changes his opinion radically. He consistently judges Rudin as cold and selfish up to the 
point where he meets Rudin again and hears of his unsuccessful attempts at contributing 
actively towards Russia’s future, after which he reassesses Rudin as a limitedly useful type. 
 The associations of the verbal art level mainly emphasise the ambiguity of Rudin’s image. 
The development from negative to positive that arises in the contemporary image as a 
consequence of Ležnev’s changing attitude towards him is not reflected in the image of the 
verbal art level. The associations create a multifaceted image of Rudin’s personality, 
suggesting fiery as well as cold qualities, immense fruitfulness as well as utter fruitlessness, 
and the air of a prince as well as the pathetic life of a wandering Don Quixote. 
 The associations of Rudin with Don Quixote imply that he is a representative of this 
archetype of the enthusiast who is doomed to see his efforts go up in smoke. The associations 
of Rudin as the victim of predatory types suggest that his unsuccessful life is due to his 
inherent weakness. Both these groups of associations present a view of superfluity as a trait 
that is determined by causes that lie outside the specific cultural portrait of the characters and 
the socio-political circumstances they live in. 

In the novels that follow, the depiction of the heroes on the contemporary and verbal art 
levels will more systematically highlight different views of the significance of their lives and 
the factors that influence them. The reader will also be confronted with a lack of motivation 
for the hero’s fate on the basis of the logical-causal development of the plot and the hero’s 
contemporary profile. This is not the case in Rudin. Rudin’s superfluity is beyond doubt even 
on the contemporary level. It is not a question of whether Rudin will prove to be a new active 
type of hero, but why he could not possibly have been one. In these novels, even though A 
Nest of Gentry still resembles Rudin in some respects, the hero is promising. He is no longer 
a representative of the superfluous type of the forties, and his contemporary characterization 
even presents features which are the opposite of those usually associated with the superfluous 
man. Insarov and Litvinov, for example, are non-contemplative and practical, as is Lavreckij, 
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who is struggling against what he sees as the deficiencies of his upbringing. Bazarov is 
rational, anti-idealistic. Thus there arises a discrepancy between the hero’s profile and his 
fate. In these cases, the verbal art associations suggest an explanation in the form of a more 
universally defined superfluity. 

The notion of conflict between the individual’s ideas and expectations on the one hand and 
the laws of nature on the other, as well as the deeply tragic interpretation of the significance 
of man’s life that this entails, are not yet articulated in Rudin. The tragedy of Rudin’s life is 
presented as flowing mainly from his inability to move from words to deeds, either through 
psychological limitations or as a consequence of his circumstances. We can thus conclude 
that the roles of narrative and verbal art in creating two different views of the hero’s 
superfluity are not significant in the theme presented in Rudin.  The tragic conflict between 
the individual and the cosmos will become thematic only in the later novels. 
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Chapter Three 
A Nest of Gentry 

 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
In the previous chapter, we saw that Rudin is a novel in which Turgenev’s dual world view 
comes to the fore only in a very limited form. Both narrative and verbal art are geared toward 
the specific aims of that novel – the presentation of an assessment of the superfluous hero, 
and the creation of an image of him as a complex person who has both weak and strong 
features, and is not to be condemned. For this reason, Rudin is untypical when analyzed on 
the basis of the model I have presented for reading the novels. In A Nest of Gentry 
(Двoрянскoe гнeздo - 1859), as I hope to show, the narrative is constructed so as to present a 
dual (contemporary and cosmic) view of the hero’s life and fate. At the same time, however, 
the question of the significance of the superfluous man of the eighteen forties within Russian 
history is addressed once again, as it was in Rudin, and in this respect the first two novels 
form a unity since both have heroes who belong to that generation, a category of the past.33 In 
each of the later novels, the hero is a representative of the successors to that generation, the 
expected ‘new man’. We find him in non-reflective types such as Insarov and Litvinov, as 
well as in representatives of the ideological groups of the sixties and seventies, including 
Bazarov and Neždanov. 

In Turgenev criticism, the contemporary aspect of A Nest of Gentry has received a great 
deal of stress. It is usually treated as a novel that focuses on the tragic position of the men of 
the forties – a lost generation, too much marked by the past to be able to participate in 
Russia’s future. A significantly different approach is offered by Costlow (1990). She draws 
attention to those elements in the novel that convey a notion of timelessness. She formulates 
these elements in terms of idyll, which, according to her, is the state the hero longs to reach in 
an attempt to escape the history-bound course of his past. What the novel communicates, 
according to her, is that the hero is denied the idyll and that history therefore remains a ruling 
force. I will present different conclusions. On the basis of my analytical approach, I shall 
demonstrate that the novel does not feature a conflict between history and idyll, or between 
harsh reality and a desired state of bliss, but rather presents two views of the course of the 
hero’s life, one determined by his contemporary situation and the other determined by fate. 
As in Rudin, the contemporary portrait of the hero in A Nest of Gentry renders his superfluity 
explainable in historical terms. However, whereas in Rudin there is no more than a hint at a 
more universal background for Rudin’s fate, in A Nest of Gentry the verbal art network links 
the hero’s life and fate to those of more universal types, suggesting that the hero may be 
superfluous through the operation of cosmic laws. 

A characteristic of A Nest of Gentry that is especially worth noting in this respect is the 
importance of the element of history. The historical framework in which the characters are 
placed is, by comparison to that of the other novels, remarkably extensive. I shall argue that 
this is part of the novel’s general focus on the element of time. I intend to show that the novel 
                                                 
33 Apart from this there are many differences between the two novels and their respective heroes. Rudin’s 
romanticism is one of his prime features, while in Lavreckij’s portrait it is hardly of importance. Rudin is 
characterized by an atmosphere of irony because the tragedy of Rudin’s life has comical overtones. His portrait 
has elements of caricature, although his good intentions are ultimately placed beyond doubt. In A Nest of Gentry 
there is no trace of such a comical element; Lavreckij’s fate is harsh and bitter. It may be that this greater sense 
of deep tragedy is linked to the idea of inherent tragedy; that is, cosmic tragedy, a concept that is certainly 
suggested in the second novel but is mostly absent in Rudin. 
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explores the impact of history and historical circumstances on man’s life, and suggests that 
this influence is countered by an ahistorical influence, namely that of predetermined fate. 

The two textual and interpretative levels, the contemporary and the cosmic, each present a 
different view of the importance of history and historical factors. On the contemporary level, 
established by the narrative art structure, history comes to the fore as the main determinative 
force in life. History, in this context, should not be read as referring primarily to the influence 
of important historical developments on the lives of several generations, as in Tolstoj’s War 
and Peace. Instead, I refer principally to the idea behind the notion of history; that is, an 
understanding of events as being linked in a logical-causal manner, as a “historical” narrative. 
In A Nest of Gentry, we find an elaborate description of the hero’s ancestry. Similarly, in the 
portraits of the other characters, a great deal of attention is paid to the biographies of their 
parents and the stories of their own lives so far. In none of the other Turgenevan novels do 
we find anything of the kind. The characters are thereby placed in a historical framework that 
stresses the idea of the determinative influence of history on man. Again, what I am referring 
to here is not world history, but rather what we might call ‘personal’ history; that is, all the 
influences that are determined by the circumstances of the subject’s parents, his upbringing, 
his education and the other important events that will have had a significant impact on his 
life. 

This idea of the determinative influence of history is countered by the verbal art level’s 
suggestion that man’s life is governed by a predetermined, cosmic fate. The verbal art 
associations in the novel link the fate of a concrete character to those of recurrent types. The 
notion of fate thus has an orientation that is the opposite of that of history as described above. 
It is not based on a logical-causal linkage of events or circumstances to the development of a 
life, but presents the course of that life as the repetition of a fixed pattern. In its broadest 
sense, this pattern is that of the annihilation of man’s life and achievements by the 
inevitability of death, but it also encompasses the development of a person’s life in 
accordance with that of an archetype. On the contemporary level, Lavreckij’s superfluity can 
be determined in terms of the generation of which he is a representative, but on the cosmic 
level it is linked to a more fundamental phenomenon: the superfluity – that is, the 
insignificance – of any man’s life in the face of predetermined fate. 

A Nest of Gentry presents the reader with these two inherently different views regarding 
the influences determining man’s life. I shall argue that, although the extensive outline of 
Lavreckij’s ancestry at the beginning of the novel creates a strong focus on the historical 
embedding of the hero, the unfolding of events still presents a personal tragedy rather than 
the tragedy of a generation as represented by the hero. Lavreckij’s position in the social 
environment of the city of O. is determined by the embarrassing end of his marriage. Further 
developments show him in a struggle for personal happiness and in the final loss of any 
chance of achieving it. In this, there is a major difference between this novel and Rudin. The 
developments in Rudin’s life exemplify those of the contemporary type he represents. His 
lack of success can be regarded as flowing from the psychological deficiencies of the 
Romantic idealist, and the debacle of his relationship with Natal’ja stems from his lack of 
will. Such a line of argument fails in the case of Lavreckij. The end of his relationship with 
Liza is triggered by the return of his wife. It has the form of a personal tragedy rather than a 
representative portrait of the superfluous man of the eighteen forties. The course of 
Lavreckij’s life at this point lacks motivation through his contemporary portrait, but I shall 
argue that the unexpected return of Lavreckij’s wife hints at the influence of other than 
logical-causal factors in determining such events. 

In the next paragraph, I shall first deal with the image of the hero on the contemporary 
level of the text. As I have argued, this stresses the impact of past events and the individual’s 
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concrete circumstances on his life – a logical-causal orientation. In the paragraphs that follow 
that, I shall discuss the verbal art structure of the novel. As I have already explained, this 
suggests that man’s life is determined by the influence of fate. The idea of such an influence 
is introduced by means of intertextual references to the Fates of classical mythology. The 
verbal art associations suggest that Varvara Pavlovna is an instrument of fate in Lavreckij’s 
life. Furthermore, the paradigmatic orientation of the verbal art structure offers a grouping of 
characters such that those who live superficially and happily form one group, and those who 
are confronted with tragedy form the other. The second group is physically accommodated in 
a place that is higher than the first group, suggesting their morally higher position. Lavreckij 
becomes associated with an archetype of suffering, a martyr, which suggests that it is his fate 
to suffer. In Turgenev’s world, however, he is denied the consolation that a martyr can find in 
the higher value of his suffering. This will be discussed further in the course of the analysis. 
However, I shall first turn to a description of the contemporary portrait of the hero. 
 
 
3.2 The laws of history 
 
The temporal make-up of A Nest of Gentry places strong emphasis on the embedding of the 
characters’ lives within the context of the past and future of Russian history. If one compares 
the novel’s narrative scope to that of the other novels, it becomes clear that it covers a much 
longer time span. Turgenev’s novels as a rule focus on a relatively short period of time, 
during which the lives of the protagonists either take a decisive turn or, in some sense, fail to 
do so. This period is usually only a matter of weeks. Earlier events may be related in the form 
either of flashbacks (including conversation, as is the case of the adolescent love between 
Litvinov and Irina in Smoke) or, more often, of a recapitulating presentation by the narrator 
(such as the youth of Elena in On the Eve). Furthermore, each novel has an epilogue (which 
may or may not explicitly be denoted as such) that is situated considerably later in time than 
the main action of the novel. The epilogue answers the question, “What happened next?”. 

Most of these elements are also found in A Nest of Gentry, but a much longer time period 
is involved. The main action of the novel, from the arrival of Lavreckij in O. to his leaving 
after the return of Varvara Pavlovna, occurs in only a few weeks, but the total scope of the 
story is much greater than that. The narration of the novel’s present only begins one third of 
the way into the novel. Before this point, the narration is focused on the past. By comparison 
with the use of flashbacks in the other novels, this part of the narrative in A Nest of Gentry is 
not only more elaborate, but also more ‘in-depth’ in the sense that it provides fairly detailed 
information about several generations, going back as far as Lavreckij’s great-grandfather. As 
a consequence, Lavreckij is embedded in his own history to a greater extent than are the 
heroes of any of the other novels. 

The scope of the novel encompasses not only the past, but also the future. A Nest of Gentry 
is the only novel in which an explicit vision on the future is formulated. In the epilogue, the 
life of the younger generation inhabiting the Kalitin house is sketched. Looking at these 
young people, Lavreckij predicts better prospects for them than those of his own generation 
since they will not be confronted by the same, hampering circumstances. This vision clearly 
fosters an idea of history in which circumstances inevitably change and always in such a way 
as to enable people to live a better life. Among Tugenev’s novels, A Nest of Gentry is the 
only one to provide such a perspective. In the others, expectations of the future are either not 
formulated at all or referred to in very vague terms (as in the last lines of On the Eve, where 
the mysterious Uvar Ivanovič, refusing to repeat his earlier assertions about a new generation 
of positive heroes, only stares into the distance (VIII, 167)). The fact that a concrete 
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perspective on the future does occur in A Nest of Gentry re-emphasises its concern with the 
development of history. 

Richard Peace has argued that the novel’s historical perspective suggests the idea of a 
family novel in the tradition of Tolstoj, but one that, as such, is not successful: “neither the 
past (the digressions [on the characters’ prehistory – MO]) nor the future (the epilogue) are 
convincingly integrated into the structure” (Peace 2001: II). Peace in fact maintains that the 
main interest of the novel lies in the story of Lavreckij’s return to the city of O., the 
development of the relationship between him and Liza and the end of that relationship after 
the return of Varvara Pavlovna. He considers the narration of Lavreckij’s past and the scene 
involving the younger generation in the epilogue as having little connection to the main 
action, and his choice of the word “digressions” for those parts of the narrative that concern 
Lavreckij’s past is telling in this respect. His interpretation of the novel reminds us of 
Vladimir Fišer’s reading of the novels as love stories in a loose historical casing (see my 
remarks on this subject in the Introduction). I think that Peace misinterprets the novel’s 
concerns. Its overall design is geared toward the presentation of the present within a historical 
perspective, attaching it both to the past and to the future. I shall now explain this idea in 
detail. 

The first sixteen chapters of the novel focus on the past. These chapters almost entirely 
comprise the introductions of the characters, who enter the scene one by one.  Compared to 
those found in the other novels, these introductions are much more elaborate and 
characteristically pay far more attention to the prehistory of the character under discussion. 
They provide information on the lives of the character’s parents, and the people and events 
that influenced the character during childhood. By far the most elaborate of them all is the 
narration of Lavreckij’s past. It takes up a full eight chapters and provides a detailed account 
of his ancestry all the way back to his great-grandfather. 

This historical account can be interpreted as a way of placing Lavreckij’s life in the larger, 
historical context of the Russian gentry, not only in the previous century but even back to its 
very roots. The reader is informed about the arrival of his earliest known ancestors from 
Prussia, and about the fearsome reputation of his great-grandfather. All this information is 
very concise, but Lavreckij’s grandfather and father are discussed in detail. They represent 
the generations that came immediately before the ‘men of the forties’: the simple Russian 
landlord, uneducated but ‘naturally’ attached to his Russian background, and the westernized 
intellectual, educated but lacking a natural bond with Russia. Pjotr, the grandfather, is 
described as a “simple landlord of the steppes” (“прoстoй стeпнoй бaрин” – VII, 149)34 who 
loves life in the country. His son Ivan, by contrast, is raised in Petersburg, not in the country. 
As a consequence, Ivan has a totally different attitude: his education is based on Rousseau, 
Voltaire and other great thinkers of the eighteenth century. Used to life in the Petersburg 
salons, he hates life in the country. The opposition between these two generations is 
beautifully illustrated in the scene where Pjotr, in traditional clothes, chases off his son, who 
sports a blue English suit and tasseled boots (153). Ivan’s son Fjodor Lavreckij, the hero of 
the novel, is raised under both Russian and Western influences. The first years of his life are 
spent with his grandfather, his father’s sister and his mother, who is a simple country lass, but 
when he is twelve years old his father decides to take control over the education of the boy 
using all his Western ideas. As a consequence, Lavreckij appears to be the product of an 
uncoordinated variety of influences. 

Through this narration of his background, Lavreckij is presented as an example of the 
contemporary state of the Russian gentry; that is, Russian in origins but westernized in 
                                                 
34 Unless indicated otherwise, the references to Turgenev’s work in this chapter are to part VII of the Polnoe 
sobranie sočinenij v dvadcati vos’mi tomach. 
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attitudes. This idea is supported by the words of Lavreckij’s longtime friend Michalevič, who 
visits Lavreckij in O. This former classmate of Lavreckij, who is himself a belated romantic, 
passes a judgment on the position of the Russian gentry. He paints Lavreckij as representative 
both of the Russian gentry as a whole and of its current position: “All of your kind are literate 
lazybones.” (“вся ваша братия – начитанные байбаки” - 204). 

From chapter seventeen onwards the focus of the novel shifts to the present. This part 
relates the novel’s main developments. It starts with Lavreckij’s trip to the smaller of his two 
estates, Vasil’evskoe. This place has a special quality of timelesness (to the implications of 
which I shall return in 3.5). Within this atmosphere, Lavreckij comes to terms with his past 
and makes plans for future activities on his estate. At first, events seem to develop to the 
advantage of Lavreckij. News of the death of his wife Varvara Pavlovna, and the growing 
love between him and Liza, seem to open up a future that is free of the past. However, the 
return of Varvara definitively rules out this possibility. The present moves on from a period 
of hope for future change to one in which Lavreckij’s condemnation to the past is confirmed. 

The novel’s final part, the epilogue, is focused on the future. The central picture is that of 
a new generation, the young Kalitins, who now inhabit the house in O. The major characters 
of the earlier parts of the novel have disappeared from the scene: Marfa Timofeevna, Mar’ja 
Dimitrievna and Lemm have died; Liza has withdrawn to a convent, and Panšin and Varvara 
Pavlovna have moved to Petersburg. Only Lavreckij remains but, as will soon be seen, he is 
no part of the future. He is a bystander, one who observes a world to which he is a stranger. 
Watching the lively games of the younger generation, he declares that he has devoted himself 
to memories (“We old men busy ourselves with matters you as yet do not know and that no 
amusement can replace: memories” -  “у нaшeгo брaтa, стaрикa, eсть зaнятиe, кoтoрoгo вы 
eщe нe вeдaeтe и кoтoрoгo никaкoe рaзвлeчeниe зaмeнить нe мoжeт: вoспoминaния.” – 
292). While these young people are part of the future, Lavreckij has become part of the past. 

At this point Lavreckij himself makes the link between his personal circumstances (the 
hardship he has encountered in life) and the historical position of Russia’s gentry as a whole. 
Addressing the younger generation in the epilogue, he says: 
 

Play, make fun and grow, young forces, (…) you have life ahead of you and it will be easier for 
you. You will not have to make your own path, fight, fall and get up again in the dark, as we did” 
(“Игрaйтe, вeсeлитeсь, рaститe, мoлoдыe силы (…) жизнь у вaс впeрeди, и вaм лeгчe будeт 
жить: вaм нe придeтся, кaк нaм, oтыскивaть свoю дoрoгу, бoрoться, пaдaть и встaвaть срeди 
мрaкa - 293). 

 
The temporal structure that I have just described places the narration of Lavreckij’s life 
within the framework of historical developments in Russian society. The logical-causal 
orientation of the narrative level of the text in effect presents Lavreckij’s unfortunate life as 
part and parcel of his position as a member of the gentry at this particular moment in Russian 
history. 

The importance of other, non-historical factors is hinted at through the unsatisfactory 
motivation of the events on the narrative art level. The problem is that Lavreckij does not in 
all respects accord with the image of the ‘superfluous hero’ as normally understood. His 
superfluity is more personal than social, as I shall now try to explain. The core of the tragedy 
in A Nest of Gentry is formed by the impossible love between Lavreckij and Liza. However, 
the cause of the unhappy ending to this affair cannot be identified as a specific flaw in 
Lavreckij’s psychology, as is the case with Rudin and Neždanov. They are psychologically 
hampered, a fact that affects both their social positions and their personal lives, but in the 
case of Lavreckij one can speak of a successful restoration of his bonds with Russia. After 
returning to Russia, he has committed himself to a goal (working on the future of Russia, 
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“plowing the land” (“пaхaть зeмлю” - 233) in his own terms), and he sets out to realize this 
goal even after the end of his relationship with Liza. In other words, Lavreckij does not suffer 
from the psychological defects of the superfluous man. He might even be rated the most 
successful of the heroes in the novels on the grounds that he, at least, regains his sense of 
Russianness and finds a way (albeit on a very modest scale) of making himself useful.  

The direct cause of his tragedy is the unexpected return of Varvara Pavlovna. It is 
important to note that the elaborate description of Lavreckij’s ancestry and upbringing does 
not have a logical-causal connection with the core of his tragedy as it develops in the novel’s 
present. This tragedy is a highly personal one, made up of equally personal circumstances. 
The seemingly strong logical-causal connection between past and present, suggested by the 
elaborate attention paid to Lavreckij’s prehistory at this point, lacks explanatory power. On 
the basis of these facts, Lavreckij’s tragedy remains unforeseen. This can be regarded as a 
motivational gap in the sense that Schmid has discussed (Schmid 1991: 39). However, the 
novel’s verbal art structure does offer a motivation at this point: it suggests that man’s life is 
determined by a different, non-contemporary factor; that is, fate. Within the verbal art 
framework, the role of Varvara Pavlovna is the embodiment of fate. 
 
 
3.3 The laws of fate 
 
In the middle of the historical review of Lavreckij’s life, we find a curious, symbolic scene. 
The reader is told that Lavreckij as a child used to spend Sunday afternoons sitting in a small, 
dark room where his aunt, his nanny and a young woman are knitting. The narrator compares 
the knitting ladies to the Fates, goddesses from Greek mythology who were thought to weave 
man’s life like a thread, which they cut off when they choose. This image, coming though it 
does in the middle of a historical narration of the past, evokes a totally different 
understanding of life: as a thing governed by fate. 

While the ladies are performing their handiwork, young Lavreckij is given an emblem 
book to kill time. He is fascinated by the book even though (or perhaps because) he cannot 
understand the meaning it conveys. The pictures, with their mysterious explanations in five 
languages, symbolize the incomprehensibility of life for Lavreckij. Emblems communicate 
elementary truths, but for Lavreckij they fail to make sense. It is suggested that this has less 
to do with Lavreckij’s lack of knowledge than with the inherent incomprehensibility of the 
message, and this is certainly borne out by the examples of some of the images and their 
accompanying texts that the narrator describes. Their meanings may be ‘explained’ in five 
languages, but these emblems read as complete mysteries. 

Another symbolic element of the scene is the darkness in the room, which is only lit, and 
scarcely so, by one candle. This can be read as symbol of the ‘darkness’ of fate itself, which 
remains unknown to man, but it also functions as a symbol of fate itself. The element of 
darkness recurs throughout the novel in connection with the lives both of Lavreckij’s 
ancesters and of himself. The first thing we are told about Lavreckij’s ancestors is [that they 
were descended from a Prussian family that moved to Russia “during the reign of Vasilij the 
Dark/the Blind” (“в княжeниe Вaсилия Тeмнoгo” - 148-9). In the life of Lavreckij’s father, 
darkness literally returns in the form of sudden blindness. This blindness, being medically 
unexplainable, itself carries overtones of fate, but it is also an instrument of Lavreckij’s own 
fate as his father drags him from one end of Europe to the other in search of a cure, thereby 
preventing Lavreckij from developing a life of his own. It seems that Lavreckij will be able to 
escape this fate when his father’s influence comes to an end, and this idea is strengthened by 
the predominance of light rather than darkness in the scene where his father dies. It is a spring 
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morning, and when he realizes that his father has died Lavreckij leans on the balustrade of the 
terrace and fixes his eyes on the garden that is “shimmering in the rays of the golden spring 
sun” (“вeсь блeстeвший в лучaх зoлoтoгo вeсeннeгo сoлнцa” – 165). We are told that, at 
this moment, “life opened up for him” (“Жизнь oткрывaлaсь пeрeд ним” - 165). 

However, malignant fate soon catches up with him in the form of destructive love. In 
reaction to his father’s death, Lavreckij decides to go to Moscow. At first sight, it seems that 
this decision is based upon his wish to gain more knowledge: we are told that he recognized 
the flaws of his upbringing and therefore wanted to go to university. So far, the choice seems 
logical enough, but he has actually chosen Moscow on the basis of a “dark, but strong 
feeling” (“темное, но сильное чувство” -165), and it is in a Moscow theater that he meets 
and immediately falls in love with Varvara Pavlovna. She in her turn is also associated with 
darkness through the clothes that both she and her parents wear. When Lavreckij first sees 
Varvara in the theatre, her mother is wearing “a black toque (“в чeрнoм тoкe” - 166); her 
father, we are informed, habitually wears a tie “the color of a raven’s wing” (“цвeтa 
вoрoнoвa крылa” - 168), and on the day when Varvara returns to Lavreckij, she is herself 
dressed in black (245), her clothing thus symbolizing the death of all Lavreckij’s hopes. Not 
long before this, on the night during which Lavreckij and Liza met in the garden, Lavreckij 
thought he would be able to shake off his fate: “‘disappear, past, you dark phantom’, he 
thought” (“Исчeзни, прoшeдшee, тeмный призрaк – думaл oн” - 237). Ironically, this 
phantom proves to be more real than ever on the following day, when Varvara returns. By the 
time Lavreckij discovers who Varvara Pavlovna really is, it is too late: she has figuratively 
blinded him by her love. It is only upon discovering Varvara’s infidelity that Lavreckij 
realizes that he has “trusted his wife blindly” (“Oн тaк слeпo дoвeрял свoeй жeнe” - 175). 

The motifs of darkness and blindness connect the development of Lavreckij’s fate to the 
role Varvara Pavlovna plays in his life. His fate is determined by his falling in love with her. 
The fact that love would play a crucial role in the determination of Lavreckij’s fate has 
already been hinted at in the scene with the ‘Fates’: in the emblem book that Lavreckij reads 
there, “Cupid with his naked, rounded body” (“Купидoн с гoлым и пухлым тeлoм” - 161) 
takes a prominent place. Once Lavreckij has left behind his life of isolation on his father’s 
estate, he almost immediately falls under the influence of destructive love. 

Varvara Pavlovna’s portrait contains a number of traits that are characteristic of fatal 
women in Turgenev’s work. She shares with Irina (in Smoke) and Zinaida (in “First Love”, 
“Пeрвaя любoвь” - 1860), among others, an enchanting outward appearance in combination 
with a manipulative character. Turgenev’s descriptions of them lack information as to their 
characters and deepest motives: only their behavior is narrated. As far as Varvara Pavlovna is 
concerned, such limited explicit characterization is all the more conspicuous because of the 
detailed information that is provided about all of the other characters, even those who are 
comparatively minor. The associations of the verbal art level, however, suggest that she is a 
destructive figure. In addition to the above-mentioned associations with darkness and 
blindness, suggesting that she is an instrument of fate, a third important motif is also 
connected to her and hints at her destructive influence on Lavreckij’s life, and that is birds. 

The very title of the novel is indicative of the importance of bird imagery. Interestingly, 
critics have recognised the symbolic use of the term ‘nest’, but so far none have connected 
this to the bird imagery of the novel. For these critics, the nest stands for the traditional 
position of the gentry; that, is shaken but not destroyed.35 The image of estates as nests (of 
gentry) was a commonplace of Russian literature and criticism in the second half of the 
nineteenth century, and Turgenev himself used it as early as 1847 in his short story “My 

                                                 
35 For examples, see the commentary in PSS, VII: 476-7. 
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neighbor Radilov” (“Мoй сoсeд Рaдилoв”). Afterwards, it has come into general use for 
referring to the position of the gentry in this period. G. Florovskij, for instance, criticizes 
Berdjaev for comparing Slavophilism with “the psychology and philosophy of the estate, of 
warm and comfortable nests” (Florovskij 1988: 253). 

In A Nest of Gentry, the image of the nest should be seen in relation to the whole system of 
associations with birds. Several of the Lavreckij ancestors are associated with birds of prey. 
His great-grandmother, for example, is described as a woman “with a hawk nose” (‘с 
ястребиным носом” - 149), and her character is accordingly sharp: she is quick-tempered, 
revengeful and continuously quarrels with her husband. These hawk-like traits are also found 
in her son Pjotr, who, upon hearing that his son (Lavreckij’s father) wishes to marry a peasant 
girl, attacks him “like a hawk” (“ястребом пустился на сына” - 153). As a child, Lavreckij 
himself is poignantly referred to by his grandfather, upon seeing him for the first time, as a 
“nestling” (“птенчик” – 156), and when he grows up he is associated with a falcon 
(“соколик” - 253). 

Varvara Pavlovna can be associated with a raven. Unlike her father, whose tie is as black 
as a raven’s wing, she is never directly linked to one, but her own love of black clothes may 
be regarded at least as a tendency in the same direction. In Russian folklore, ravens (like 
crows and rooks) are associated with evil in several ways. They are seen as belonging to the 
world of the dead, and death may come in the shape of a raven. It is also thought that the 
devil can appear in the form of a raven (Gura 1987: 435-6). The association of ravens with 
death points to the unfailingly negative consequences that will arise from the appearance of 
Varvara and her family in Lavreckij’s life. Ravens are also associated in folklore with 
approaching disaster: to see a raven or to hear one calling is to know that some sort of 
misfortune is bound to happen (idem: 436). The raven-like family of Varvara, however, are 
more than an omen of impending disaster; they are themselves the embodiment of 
Lavreckij’s misfortune. 

In folklore, ravens are often equated with birds of prey, and this too is relevant to the 
paradigmatic characterization of Varvara. In particular, the raven is often equated with the 
hawk on the basis of its predatory nature (idem: 434). The emotional effect of Lavreckij’s 
discovery of Varvara’s infidelity is compared to the attack of a bird of prey on its victim: we 
read that, at the moment when Lavreckij finally recognized Varvara for who she was, “the 
sorrow cut into his heart ever deeper, like a hawk burrowing his claws into his catch” (“кaк 
ястрeб кoгтит пoймaнную птицу, глубжe и глубжe врeзывaлaсь тoскa в eгo сeрдцe” - 
176). Varvara is no longer a raven, but a ‘real’ bird of prey, while Lavreckij, who comes from 
a family of hawks and has himself been associated with the falcon, is depicted as the helpless 
victim of her destructive influence. 

It is not only through its associations in folklore that the raven is a fitting image for 
Varvara and her family; there are also interesting observations to be made in the light of the 
real habitual behavior of ravens toward birds of prey, in particular as regards their nests. They 
take advantage of the birds of prey whenever they get the chance, stealing their food and 
taking over their nests. The behavior of Varvara and her father towards Lavreckij mimics 
these habits. The parents make no secret of their wish to marry their daughter to the wealthy 
Lavreckij. Once Lavreckij and Varvara are married, she, together with her father, takes 
control of the household. Lavreckij and Varvara Pavlovna initially move to Lavriki, the 
largest of Lavreckij’s estates, which, until that moment, has been managed by Lavreckij’s 
aunt, Glafira. Although Varvara never has no plans to settle on the estate for long, she 
decides to force Glafira to leave by “carrying out an assault”  (“повела атаку” - 171). This 
resembles the way in which ravens tend to pester birds of prey into deserting their own nests 
so that the ravens can take them over. Glafira’s words to Lavreckij as she leaves confirm the 
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image: “I know who chases me from my parental nest” (“Знaю, ктo мeня oтсюдa гoнит, с 
рoдoвoгo мoeгo гнeздa” - 172), and she goes on to predict that Lavreckij “too will never be 
able to build a nest” for himself (“нe свить жe и тeбe гнeздa нигдe” – ibid.). 

This idea of the loss of a nest entails a number of other associations with loss of home and 
wandering that I shall also treat as part of the nest imagery. After Glafira’s prediction, 
Lavreckij’s life indeed becomes characterized by a restless travelling and moving from one 
place to another, all of which is directly connected to the influence of Varvara. From Lavriki, 
he follows her first to Petersburg. Later, for reasons of health, they travel to Germany, 
Switzerland and Paris, which is where Lavreckij finds out about Varvara’s lover. This 
discovery initiates its own pattern of restless roaming. Lavreckij first leaves the city and 
wanders around for the rest of the day and the entire night (175). Instead of returning to the 
house, he takes up residence in a hotel and moves on to Italy some days later. Upon his return 
to Russia, it seems that Lavreckij will be able to settle again, but the reappearance of Varvara 
Pavlovna initiates a second sequence of running away and roaming. Upon Varvara’s arrival 
there, Lavreckij flees from the rented house in O., just as he fled from their apartment after 
his original discovery of her infidelity, and, just as he did in Paris, he roams about aimlessly 
for hours (249). Whereas, earlier, it was Glafira who felt chased off by Varvara, this time it is 
Lavreckij himself. Having sought shelter at the home of Lemm, Lavreckij realized that “his 
wife had chased him from his house” (“жeнa выгнaлa eгo из дoму” - 249), and from this 
point onwards he is once more a homeless wanderer. He stays with Lemm for a day, then 
moves to Vasil’evskoe. Although Vasil’evskoe had earlier been a place where Lavreckij 
could regain rest and peace (see 3.5), he is now unable to find any rest here either, and we are 
told that Lavreckij “was unable to stay in one place for long” (“Oн нe мoг oстaвaться дoлгo 
нa oднoм мeстe” - 268). He remains at Vasil’evskoe for no more than a day and a half, and 
even during this time he “almost constantly roamed outside” (“пoчти всe врeмя прoбрoдил 
пo oкрeстнoстям” – ibid.). He now returns to O.; the next day he moves with Varvara to 
Lavriki in a senseless attempt to live together, and one week later he moves to Moscow. 
 
All these associations introduce the idea of man’s life as governed by fate. Fate is 
characterized by its incomprehensible nature (as the images of darkness, blindness and the 
emblems show), and the cupids in the emblem book also suggest that love will play a 
determinative role in Lavreckij’s fate. Since Varvara is linked with the same features of 
darkness and blindness that are associated with fate, she (that is, her destructive love) can be 
conceived as the embodiment of fate in Lavreckij’s life. 

Jane Costlow, however, has put forward the opposing view. For her, the return of Varvara 
Pavlovna signifies that “history, and historical time, triumph in Turgenev’s plot” (Costlow 
1990: 71). She concludes this on the basis of her overall interpretation of the novel, which in 
her view concerns Lavreckij’s struggle to escape history by means of a process of rebirth, the 
climax of which is his stay at Vasil’evskoe in the midst of nature. However, this rebirth is 
stopped in its tracks: “A Nest of Gentry aborts idyllic calm and shelter, returning its hero to 
history, to the consequences of his and his country’s past” (idem, 58). In this light, Costlow 
sees the returning Varvara as the instrument of the “linearity of history” (idem, 71). 

The idea that Varvara’s return can in any way be viewed as part of a progressive scheme 
of the development of history is highly questionable. If such a scheme were regarded as a 
traditional plot, it would develop according to the sequence initial situation - change (action) 
- different situation. However, in A Nest of Gentry, the scheme is initial situation - 
expectation of change (Varvara’s death, Liza’s love for Lavreckij) - annihilation of [the 
possibility of] change (the return of Varvara) - initial situation. Thus, the normal course of 
history is denied. This is not to say that Lavreckij’s return to his initial position should be 
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regarded as the result of a mythic (cyclic) orientation of the text; Lavreckij’s tragedy is too 
“modern” for that (having personal mischief as main subject). But it does point to the 
influence of fate, rather than history, as the determining factor. 

An interpretation of Varvara’s return in terms of the influence of fate is more in tune with 
Turgenev’s world view, in which the individual’s freedom of action is limited by the fixed 
patterns of the universe and not, as Costlow supposes, by the course of history. History, with 
its schemes of change and development, is rather a part of the human concept of the world. 
From a cosmic perspective, real change is impossible or illusory. The negation of change in A 
Nest of Gentry is therefore a mark of the determinative influence of cosmic laws. This 
negation takes the form of the return of Varvara Pavlovna. Far from being logically 
connected to the historical framework of the novel, the role of Varvara is shown by the 
associations discussed to be that of the embodiment of the novel’s other system of 
determination, the non-historically defined system of fate. 
 
 
3.4 Character grouping 
 
In addition to associations with fate (as opposed to historical influences), the verbal art 
structure also provides its own patterns for the presentation of character and time. This 
section is concerned with the first of these. 

As was argued above, characterization through the narrative art structure relies to an 
important extent on information regarding the character’s past. On this basis, characters are 
placed in a historical framework. The novel’s associative network, however, offers a different 
type of framing whereby a number of characters are connected to one another on the basis of 
similarities, and these are set in opposition to a second group that is similarly linked by what 
its members have in common.  

In A Nest of Gentry, the first group comprises Lavreckij, Liza, Lemm and, less 
prominently, Marfa Timofeevna, while the second is made up of Mar’ja Dimitrievna, Panšin, 
Varvara Pavlovna and Gedeonovskij. The members of the first group are confronted by 
suffering, while those in the second are an undisturbed, happy company. The second group 
might be judged as socially more successful in the sense that they are better integrated in 
society, but they are also associated with unnaturalness and superficiality, unlike the first 
group who are judged as more respectable. 

A very basic but telling difference between the two groups is established on the basis of 
location. Mar’ja Dimitrievna and her guests Panšin, Varvara and Gedeonovskij meet in the 
salon, downstairs. Marfa Timofeevna lives upstairs; Lavreckij and Liza visit her there, and 
that is also where Lemm gives his piano lessons. The characters who go upstairs do also 
appear in the salon from time to time, but the salon characters themselves never go upstairs. 
This difference can be interpreted as symbolising the moral superiority of Lemm, Lavreckij, 
Liza and Marfa Timofeevna. 

Another distinction arises from the different attitudes of the respective group members 
towards music.36 Several researchers have previously observed that music plays an important 
role in A Nest of Gentry; among these, Katalin Špengler has noted the part it plays in bringing 
Lavreckij and Liza together, for example through the singing of the nightingale (Špengler 

                                                 
36 A character’s attitude to music (like other preferences, habits and so on) is in principal a feature of 
characterization through narrative art. However, the grouping of characters and the moral division into ‘higher’ 
and ‘lower’ that this entails, arises from the linkage on the basis of similarity and can therefore be considered as 
a principle of verbal art. 
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1994: 227-232). However, this is almost certainly the first time that anyone has investigated 
the role of music as part of the character grouping. 

The characters of the ‘salon’ group see music primarily as entertainment. Mar’ja 
Dmitrievna herself does not like music at all, but she considers it an important part of the 
social milieu to which she belongs. The fact that neither she nor Gedeonovskij knows very 
much about music or is able to perform immediately identifies them as provincials, whereas 
Panšin and Varvara are clearly at home in fashionable society. Gedeonovskij cannot hide his 
yawning when Panšin and Varvara play and sing (264-5), and Mar’ja Dmitrievna has the 
audacity to claim that Beethoven gets on her nerves (193). By contrast, within this group, 
Varvara Pavlovna and Panšin are thoroughly versed in the use of music, but only for public 
entertainment and to counterfeit emotions. Thus, during the course of the novel, Panšin twice 
sings a romance that he has composed. The first time he is still trying to win Liza’s hand, and 
so he stresses the hardship of young love unrequited. (136). On the second occasion, he plays 
the romance for Varvara after he has been rejected by Liza, and now he gives his voice “a 
melodramatic tremor” (“мeлoдрaмaтичeскoe дрoжaниe” - 262). Upon her arrival at Mar’ja 
Dmitrievna’s house, Varvara plays the piano at the request of Mar’ja Dmitrievna. When she 
hears of the existence of Panšin (young and with good prospects), she suddenly starts playing 
one of Strauss’s waltzes and then, equally suddenly, switches to a “sad motif” (“пeрeшлa в 
грустный мoтив” – 259) as “she had realized that cheerful music did not match her position” 
(“Oнa сooбрaзилa, чтo вeсeлaя музыкa нeйдeт к ee пoлoжeнию” – ibid.). 

In connection with this, it is important to note that Varvara Pavlovna’s behavior is also, on 
several occasions, associated with that of a play actor. Upon her return to Lavreckij, as she 
begins to beg for his forgiveness, her embittered husband’s response is: “In which melodrama 
was there a scene just like this?” (246). Some time later, Mar’ja Dmitrievna, having made a 
plan to force Lavreckij to forgive his wife, hides Varvara and pleads on her behalf. At the 
crucial moment, she makes Varvara appear from behind a folding screen, and in reaction 
Lavreckij first addresses Mar’ja Dmitrievna: 

 
You apparently like emotional scenes […] By the way, I will not speak with you: in this act you 
are not the main actor. What do you expect from me, lady? – he added, turning to his wife (“Вы, 
вeрoятнo, любитe чувствитeльныe сцeны […] Впрoчeм, я с вaми гoвoрить нe буду: в этoй 
сцeнe нe вы глaвнoe дeйствующee лицo. Чтo вы хoтитe oт мeня, судaрыня? – прибaвил oн, 
oбрaщaясь к жeнe - 278). 

 
And, of course, the fact that the first meeting of Lavreckij and Varvara was located in a 
theatre is in itself significant. 

The group that is set in opposition to this ‘salon’ group tends to prefer serious music. It 
includes Lemm, Liza and Lavreckij. Marfa Timofeevna, even though she is part of this group, 
is not very interested in music, but for the others music expresses emotions that are too deep 
to be expressed in any other way. This is particularly true of Lemm, who has made a habit out 
of speaking through music rather than in words, but it is also true of Lavreckij and Liza. 

In spite of this, the members of this group are not able to ‘use’ music as freely as Varvara 
and Panšin can. Though Lavreckij “passionately loved music” (“стрaстнo любил музыку” - 
193), he does not play any instrument since music did not play a significant part in his 
education. Liza plays the piano well, but it costs her a great deal of effort because she has 
little talent. Even Lemm is a poor performing musician, and he also experiences great 
difficulty in composing. The light music played by members of the ‘salon’ group is 
contemptible to these people. Lemm overhears Panšin singing his romance, and clearly gains 
no pleasure from it (136). When Panšin tells Lemm that he, too, appreciates serious music, 
although it is “sometimes boring” (“инoгдa скучнa” - 137), Lemm feels justifiably insulted. 
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The incompatible attitudes towards music in the two groups are grounds for conflict. 
Panšin deliberately offends Lemm by letting him know that he has seen the cantata Lemm 
had composed exclusively for Liza, and his disparaging remark about serious music only 
aggravates the differences between the two, as does Mar’ja Dmitrievna’s similarly negative 
reaction to Lemm’s walking up and down the room and conducting as Liza plays Beethoven 
on the piano: she “at first looked at him and smiled, then she went to bed. She said Beethoven 
got on her nerves too much” (“спeрвa смeялaсь, глядя нa нeгo, пoтoм ушлa спaть; пo ee 
слoвaм, Бeтгoвeн слишкoм вoлнoвaл ee нeрвы” - 193). In this scene, even as a contrast is 
established between Lemm and Mar’ja Dmitrievna, who apparently finds his rapture quite 
ridiculous, a similarity is discovered between Lemm and Liza (and Lavreckij, who at this 
occasion sees Lemm for the first time and finds him very intriguing). In a similar instance in 
which members of the two groups are opposed on the basis of their attitudes to music, Mar’ja 
Dmitrievna dismisses Liza’s musical capacities as futile by comparison with those of Varvara 
(“она играет недурно и любит музыку, но что это значит перед вами?” – 259). 

Music is a linking factor between Lemm, Liza and Lavreckij on other grounds as well. 
Important moments in the building of the relationship between Liza and Lavreckij are 
invariably linked to music in some way, such that a non-causally motivated connection 
between music and (growing) love is established. To begin with, it is while Liza is playing 
music that she and Lavreckij first become aware of their feelings for one another. Liza has 
been told by her mother to entertain Lavreckij, and so she decides to play the piano. Thus, 
music literally brings them closer, but it also seems to influence them greatly. Liza looks up 
at Lavreckij, and his look gives her such a fright that she stops playing and asks him what is 
wrong. He answers that he is simply glad to see her. The next chapter opens with Lavreckij’s 
inner realization of his love for Liza. 

Katalin Špengler has pointed out that the emotional connection between Liza and 
Lavreckij is symbolically expressed in the singing of the nightingale (Špengler 1994: 230). 
First, the singing of the nightingale reminds Lavreckij of Liza (196). Then, when Lavreckij 
has defeated Panšin in their dispute over the future of Russia, the “mighty, almost brutally-
strong song of the nightingale” (“мoгучaя, дo дeрзoсти звoнкaя, пeснь сoлoвья” - 233) can 
be heard. Liza and Lavreckij both remark upon the singing and feel that “the nightingale sang 
especially for them” (“для них пeл сoлoвeй” - 234). They walk up to the window (music 
again bringing them literally closer to each other, as was the case with the piano playing) and 
look into the nocturnal garden. The majestic singing seems to herald their happiness together. 
Later that night, they will meet one another in the same garden, and confess their love. Once 
Varvara Pavlovna has returned, there will be no further mention of the nightingale. 

During the night in which Lavreckij and Liza confess their love, music also plays a 
remarkable role. Having left the Kalitin house, Lavreckij roams the nocturnal landscape for 
some time and then arrives, without having planned to do so, at the back of the Kalitin 
garden. He opens the gate which “seemingly waited for the touch of his hand” (“слoвнo 
ждaлa прикoснoвeния eгo руки” – 235) and sees Liza, who appears near the open terrace 
doors. In the garden they confess their love. When Lavreckij wants to leave by way of the 
same gate that he came in by, he finds it locked and has to jump over the fence. On his way to 
his house he is once more struck by a strange coincidence: Lemm has composed a piece of 
music that expresses exactly the happiness that Lavreckij is experiencing. This whole 
sequence of events has a rather mysterious nature. From Lavreckij’s unexpected finding of 
the gate into the Kalitin garden to the fact that the climax of Lavreckij and Liza’s happiness 
coincides with Lemm’s success in writing the piece he has been dreaming of for so long, the 
connections are not logical, but rather mystical, linking events that are based both on the 
interconnectedness of the three characters and on the connection between love and music. 
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This remarkable sequence, which does not find sufficient motivation on the basis of the 
logical-causal development of events, makes sense only against the background of the 
similarity pattern between these characters. 

The characters of the morally higher group, Liza, Lavreckij, Lemm and Marfa 
Timofeevna, are, as I have said, socially less successful than the ‘salon’ group. They have 
more or less chosen to retreat from society into their own world. This is underlined by 
associations linking them to other figures who live secluded lives. 

Marfa Timofeevna is “known to be reclusive” (“слылa чудaчкoй” - 126). She has almost 
literally made a small world of her own: she lives upstairs with a strange company of animals 
and humans, all of whom have in common the fact that they depend on her for their 
maintenance. 

Lemm is similarly eccentric. He is not very talkative and hardly has any contacts apart 
from Liza, to whom he gives lessons. The only thing that interests him is music, and his 
reactions to other people are often abrupt and sometimes even rude. 

Liza does not retreat from society in any literal sense. She obeys the rules of etiquette, and 
even allows herself to be confronted by Varvara Pavlovna because her mother expects her to 
out of courtesy to this ‘guest’. In her mind, however, she concentrates on higher values. She 
is very religious and deeply convinced of the necessity to submit herself to the will of God. In 
her youth she was much influenced by her religious nanny Agaf’ja, who used to take Liza to 
early mass and tell her about “the lives of hermits, saints and holy martyrs” (“житиe 
oтшeльникoв, угoдникoв бoжиих, святых мучeниц” - 242). Agaf’ja herself later entered a 
convent, and Liza’s life is associated with that of a nun even before she decides to enter the 
convent herself. Her small room is compared to a “little cell” (“кeлeйку” - 284). 

Lavreckij’s social position has been harmed by the behavior of his wife. Gedeonovskij 
makes this clear when he states that he cannot understand how Lavreckij has the nerve to 
show himself in O. after what has happened (129). Like Lemm, Lavreckij breaks the social 
codes. He abruptly and rather rudely cuts off a conversation with Mar’ja Dimitrievna, who 
consequently expresses sympathy with Varvara’s inability to live with such a husband (179). 
Moreover, in O., Lavreckij’s retreat to the small and run-down house in Vasil’evskoe is 
eccentric, and is associated with the behaviour of a hermit : “he began to live as half-landlord, 
half-hermit” (“нe тo пoмeщикoм, нe тo oтшeльникoм” - 191).  

The Christian names of Lemm and Lavreckij create another, not unrelated, association – 
with the Saints. Lemm’s Christian names are Christofor (“carrier of Christ”, patron saint of 
travelers), Theodor (“God’s gift”) and Gottlieb (“he who loves God”). Lavreckij is named 
Fjodor (Theodor) after the saint on whose commemoration day he was born, the holy martyr 
Theodor Stratilatus (8th February). Markovič has pointed out similarities between the lives of 
Lavreckij and St Theodor Stratilatus (Markovič 1982: 165-166). However, as Markovič 
himself admits, these similarities are based on very general links, and what seems more 
relevant is the fact that Lavreckij’s name carries with it an association with martyrdom per se 
(Costlow 1990: 62). 

Markovič and Costlow agree with one another that this is a firmly realist martyrdom, 
unlike the suffering of the traditional martyr that seems purposeful because it serves a higher 
cause. There is no higher cause in the case of Lavreckij; as a martyr, he is only the victim of a 
cruel fate. As Lotman has argued, such an idea of suffering is characteristic of Turgenev’s 
work (Lotman 1992: 104-105). The deaths of the heroes in his novels never provide their 
lives with meaning, as would be the case with the martyr whose death was the crowning 
glory of his life. For Turgenev’s heroes, death only signifies the destruction of life and, with 
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it, the destruction of its meaning. Suffering and death do not make sense to these heroes 
because they contradict man’s intrinsic desires, which are to live and be happy.37 

This also applies to the lives of Lemm and Liza. It is their fate to suffer, but this suffering 
does not have the implications that it has for the figures with whom they are associated. 
Whereas, for saints and hermits, suffering plays a meaningful role in their lives, for 
Lavreckij, Liza and Lemm, it deprives their lives of meaning. Their suffering arises from 
their failure to achieve their goals, these being the happiness they have envisaged for 
themselves. This suffering makes them into tragic characters in the Turgenevan sense of 
tragedy as being determined by the inevitable denial of man’s individual goals and wishes. 

The confrontation with suffering silences the characters. Liza enters a world of silence in 
the convent; Lemm refuses to speak about the tragic turn that things have taken, and from the 
epilogue we learn that Lavreckij has also decided to bear his fate without further protest. 
Lavreckij’s behavior in this final scene is best read in the light of his earlier experience of 
silence at Vasil’evskoe. 
 
 
3.5 Vasil’evskoe as anti-temporal locus 
 
Vasil’evskoe is a spatial zone in which the influence of time seems strongly reduced. 
Lavreckij’s departure for the estate occurs immediately after the sixteen ‘introductory’ 
chapters. This creates a strong contrast between the historical development and causality of 
these chapters, on the one hand, and the a-temporal atmosphere of the first days Lavreckij 
spends at Vasil’evskoe on the other. 

Lavreckij’s arrival at Vasil’evskoe signifies his entrance into a world in which time stands 
still. This is stressed by the situation in which Lavreckij finds the house. Since the death of 
the last inhabitant, Lavreckij’s great-aunt Glafira, two years earlier, the house has been 
locked up. Only when Lavreckij arrives are the shutters and windows opened to let light and 
fresh air into the dusty rooms that are full of old-fashioned furniture and memories of 
Lavreckij’s past. The servants, the dog, and even the chicken that Lavreckij is served for 
lunch, are characterized primarily by old age, associated here not so much with the passing of 
time as with the suggestion of constancy and permanence. The old servant, Anton, has 
worked for the Lavreckij family all of his life and even knew Lavreckij’s great-grandfather. 
All the changes in Lavreckij’s prehistory that were the subject of the previous chapters are 
thrown into relief by the unchanged life of Anton, who serves Lavreckij just as he did his 
great-grandfather. His position as steady element, untouched by change, is underlined by his 
being likened to a cypress, a tree that is generally associated with eternity because it is 
evergreen and reaches a great age.38 When serving Lavreckij a meal after his arrival at 
Vasil’evskoe, Anton is described as giving off “an ancient, strong smell, like that of a 
cypress” (“крeпкий, дрeвний зaпaх, пoдoбный зaпaху кипaрисoвoгo дeрeвa” - 188).39 

Lavreckij immerses himself in this timeless scene. The effect it has on him is that of an 
enchanted circle. He slips into a state of “peaceful tranquility” (“мирное оцепенение” - 
189), in which he does nothing but observe his environment. He sits near the window in the 
                                                 
37 In the light of this shift between sense and senselessness of life as seen from the contemporary (individual) 
and the cosmic perspective, see my remarks in 1.4. Suffering and death make sense only from the cosmic 
perspective, but not from the viewpoint of the individual. 
38 It is also associated with death, its wood having been used for making coffins in Ancient Egypt and Greece. 
39 Interestingly, the smell of cypress is also associated with death because the wood and branches of the cypress 
were thought to take away the smell of a dead body. The association of Anton with a cypress may therefore also 
be said to hint at Lavreckij’s spiritual deathliness. His situation here seems like a rebirth, as Costlow has argued, 
but any possibility he may have of beginning a new life will eventually be cancelled. 
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morning and remains there all day. He “did not move and listened, so it seemed, to the flow 
of quiet life around him” (“нe шeвeлился и слoвнo прислушивaлся к тeчeнью тихoй 
жизни” - 189). This flow signifies a movement that is cyclic rather than linear, linear 
movement (as from A to B) having a temporal character. Lavreckij himself concludes: 
“Always, and at any time, life here is quiet and calm. He who enters its circle must submit to 
it.” (“всeгдa, вo всякoe врeмя тихa и нeспeшнa здeсь жизнь, ктo вхoдит в ee круг - 
пoкoряйся” - 190). 

The prime feature of nature in this scene is its quietness, which implies both silence and 
stasis. At first, Lavreckij listens to sounds – a cock crowing – fragments of conversation. 
Soon, the scene becomes entirely quiet: “suddenly there was nothing but a dead silence” (“и 
вдруг нaхoдит тишинa мeртвaя” – ibid.). This silence is a feature of every element of the 
scene: “the sun rolls quietly in the quiet blue sky and the clouds float by quietly” (“сoлнцe 
кaтится тихo пo спoкoйнoму синeму нeбу, и oблaкa тихo плывут пo нeм” – ibid.). The 
same element is felt in the description of the plants growing near the house. What is 
emphasized is not the action of growing, or the movement of the clouds and the sun as 
progressive activities, but rather the fixed pattern that all of this traces. The focus is not on 
change and development (as is the case in the historical account that forms the first part of the 
novel), but on continuity and stillness. It is even positively associated with lack of action: 
“what strength everywhere around, what health, in this inactive silence” (“кaкaя силa 
кругoм, кaкoe здoрoвьe в этoй бездейственной тиши” – ibid.). The secret of nature is thus 
described in terms of its imperturbability, and it is exactly this feature that characterizes the 
unchangeable staff of Vasil’evskoe – Anton and the old housekeeper. The housekeeper’s 
name is very telling in this respect. She is called Aprakseja, a Greek philosophical term that 
literally means “inactiveness” and denotes a state of imperturbability reached through a 
process of resignation from life. It encompasses a loss of desires and of emotions, and indeed 
the narrator notes that old Aprakseja had not so much “lost her mind as every emotion” 
(“выжившaя нe стoлькo из умa, скoлькo изo всякoгo чувствa” - 269).  

At the end of the novel, when Lavreckij visits the Kalitin house several years after the 
return of Varvara Pavlovna, he has himself reached a state of mind not unlike that of 
Aprakseja. After looking around the house for a moment, he leaves, unnoticed by the young 
people who are absorbed in their games. He gets up “quietly” and leaves “quietly” (“тихо 
встaл и тихo удaлился” - 293). The quietness of nature has become part of him. At the same 
time, he is no longer a part of life itself. He is separated from the lively young people by “a 
thick, green wall of tall lime trees” (“зeлeнoй сплoшнoй стeнoй высoких лип” - 293-4). 
Although still among the living, Lavreckij has been shut off from life by nature itself. 

Since life no longer has anything to offer, Lavreckij is left with no choice but resignation. 
Jane Costlow has suggested that, at Vasil’evskoe, Lavreckij goes through a process of rebirth 
(Costlow 1990: 69-70). Her argument is based upon Lavreckij’s feeling of being “at the 
bottom of the river” (“вoт кoгдa я пoпaл нa сaмoe днo рeки” – 189, 190). However, I do not 
think that this idea of rebirth is sustainable owing to the general atmosphere of stasis in this 
scene, the features of which I have discussed above. Its characteristics of silence and 
immobility are even directly associated with death by the mentioning of the sudden “dead 
silence” (190). 

The idea of a rebirth suggests a complete remaking of one’s life, a sense of liberation and 
the accompanying freedom to go on living an active life. What Lavreckij goes through in this 
scene, however, is of different nature altogether. He gains an insight into the essence of 
nature, its basic principle of quiet, almost unnoticeable yet unremitting activity. This insight 
bears a close resemblance to that of the first-person narrator in the short story “Journey into 
Poles’e”(“Пoeздкa в пoлeсьe”), published two years before A Nest of Gentry. This story 
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relates the two-day trip of a hunter into the forest. On the second day he is captivated by the 
sight of a dragonfly. Looking at this creature, he claims suddenly to understand the essence of 
nature, which he sees as lying in its equilibrium of forces. Lavreckij, likewise immersed in 
nature, goes through a similar experience. As in “Journey into Poles’e”, it is the act of 
observing that imparts the insight. The stress in this case is not on the equilibrium of nature, 
but on the quiet self-assuredness and strength of every part of it. 

In both the story and the novel, man’s confrontation with the principle of nature is 
connected with suffering: in the face of nature, all that man can do is suffer in silence. In 
“Journey into Poles’e”, it is the peasant Egor who embodies this principle. He has endured a 
lot of hardship, but bears it in silence. Silence is an intrinsic part of Egor; he is very taciturn 
and moves about without producing any noise. The narrator states that, when a man meets 
adversity in his life, he should, at least, keep his silence (IV, 147).40  A Nest of Gentry also 
focuses on the equilibrium of nature, which lies behind the silence and inactivity that are 
stressed in this scene. An insight into the nature of nature does not mean liberation; it is only 
the recognition of one’s own fixed position in relation to nature as a whole. Lavreckij seems 
not to realize this himself since, at the first opportunity, he again tries to construct a happy 
life for himself (with Liza). Only after the return of Varvara Pavlovna does he fully recognize 
that the only possible life is one of subjection to fate. This is the effect, not of a rebirth, but of 
the principle of aprakseja, the loss of every emotion, that characterizes Lavreckij at the end 
of the novel. In the epilogue we see him as a man who has fully resigned from life. 
 
 
3.6 Conclusions 
 
In comparison with Rudin, there is a more explicit difference in the views of the hero 
conveyed by the narrative and verbal art structures of A Nest of Gentry. The historical 
perspective of the narrative characterizes Lavreckij as a product of his age and thus as a 
representative of his generation: the superfluous generation of the forties. The associations of 
the verbal art structure identify his tragedy as universally human: the tragedy of man 
confronted with a tragic fate entailing the frustration of his struggle for personal happiness.  

As I have argued in my analysis of the novel, I find that the presentation of Lavreckij’s 
‘failure’ hints at the importance of fate, as opposed to history, as the driving force behind the 
course of the hero’s life. His failure is not depicted in social terms, as was largely  the case in 
Rudin. On the contrary, in this respect Lavreckij appears to be as successful as he can be 
under the given circumstances: he does not suffer from psychological instability; he just has a 
simple but progressive plan of action – “plowing the land” (“пaхaть зeмлю” –233) – and in 
the epilogue, we are told that Lavreckij has indeed done a great deal to improve the position 
of his farmers. Moreover, the frustration of the novel’s love affair cannot be explained in the 
same terms as that of the superfluous heroes in Turgenev’s earlier short stories, or in Rudin. 
Lavreckij does not lack vigor or psychological wholeness. His happiness is prevented by the 
unexpected return of Varvara Pavlovna, who, on the basis of the verbal art associations, can 
be seen as the embodiment of fate. It is, in my opinion, this element – the clash of man’s 
desires with the ultimately determinative pattern of fate – that determines the novel’s deepest 
tragedy.  

Both the unexpectedness and the devastating effects of Varvara’s return are characteristic 
of Turgenev’s interpretation of fate. In his third novel, On the Eve, the implications of the 

                                                 
40 For a consideration of the motif of silence in “Journey into Poles’e” , see Brouwer, 1996: 146-150. 
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influence of fate are depicted in yet stronger images, thus rendering it Turgenev’s most 
explicitly despondent novel. 
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Chapter 4 
On the Eve 

 
 
4.1 Introduction  
 
Whereas A Nest of Gentry was generally received sympathetically by Turgenev’s 
contemporaries, On the Eve (1860) was judged as unsuccessful, both for its ideological 
message and for what were seen as its artistic demerits. The ideological controversy primarily 
concerned Turgenev’s choice of hero. Unlike the heroes of the previous two novels, Insarov is 
not part of the gentry; he is among the raznočincy – literally, ‘those of various ranks’, mostly 
the sons of priests and doctors, who gained an increasingly prominent role in Russian 
intellectual circles of the time. The liberals and conservatives in particular were upset about the 
fact that Insarov did not belong to the gentry. They concluded that Turgenev had given up on 
the gentry hero and, in On the Eve, was expressing the view that the gentry had no important 
role to play in the determination of Russia’s future. Furthermore, Turgenev’s choice both of 
hero and setting (the Bulgarian revolt) was regarded as a step towards a revolutionary position. 
As Annenkov recalls in his memoirs, the conservatives “were shocked by the liberal and 
inflammatory tone of the story”. (Annenkov 1960: 432) The only circles in which the novel 
was received with enthusiasm were those of the radical youth, the “students and writers” in 
Annenkov’s words (ibid.), who looked upon the hero and heroine of On the Eve as exemplary 
figures. 

The fact that the hero was not a Russian but a Bulgarian likewise called for disapproval. Was 
there not one positive and active figure among the Russian people who could serve as model 
for the new hero? It was also recognized, however, that a Russian setting for this story would 
deserve of censure. Insarov’s goal of liberating the oppressed Bulgarian people was an 
acceptable subject, but a Russian with revolutionary ideas would most certainly not have been 
acceptable. Some therefore, among them Dobroljubov, concluded that Insarov was really 
Turgenev’s example of the future Russian revolutionary in disguise. 

The artistic controversy revolved around the general conclusion that Insarov was 
unconvincing as a literary character, a judgment by no means confined to Turgenev’s 
contemporaries but shared, also, by a number of later critics. It is felt that the lack of 
information regarding the hero’s social and cultural background, and the motives underlying his 
ideas and behavior, prevent the reader from developing a clear picture of who he is. 

In their first reactions, Dobroljubov and Pisarev were quick to point this out. Dobroljubov, in 
his well-known essay on On the Eve (“When will the real day break?” – “Кoгдa жe придeт 
нaстoящий дeнь?” – 1860), states that Insarov fails to appeal to the reader both as a hero and 
as a human being (Dobroljubov 1987: 101). In the same vein, Pisarev says: “I cannot look upon 
Insarov as a real person” (Pisarev 1981: 223). Pisarev concluded that Turgenev had tried to 
paint the picture of a real hero by attributing to him several features that a heroic figure might 
have, such as an extraordinary biography, remarkable firmness and an ardent love for his 
homeland. He regarded this as a “process of mechanical building” which resulted in a hero who 
was made out of “bits and pieces” (idem, 226). 

Whereas the adverse criticism of Insarov as a new heroic type is relevant only in relation to 
the time at which it appeared, the denial of its artistic success has remained an important point 
of discussion ever since and has, in my opinion, had a much more powerful influence on the 
way in which the novel has been appreciated. As I have indicated, more recent critics have 
similarly observed the incredibility of Insarov’s personality, V. Pritchett even going so far as to 
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declare that, not only Insarov, but also the other characters, are cardboard cutouts (Pritchett 
1977: 131). 

Indeed, when compared to the heroes of the other novels, it is difficult to define Insarov’s 
personality on the basis of information provided on the contemporary level.  He does not 
belong to a clearly defined social or cultural framework. We do know that he is a raznočinec 
and that he studies at Moscow university (apparently in the department of history; Bersenev has 
met him there – VIII, 51),41 but this is not enough to motivate his views. In fact, we know very 
little about those views. It is clear that Insarov has set himself the task of helping the oppressed 
Bulgarian people, but apart from this he does not express any social or political opinions; 
neither does he engage in discussions with ideological opponents, as the heroes of the other 
novels do. The usual confrontation between opposing opinions, such as Lavreckij versus 
Panšin, or Bazarov versus Pavel Petrovič, is missing from On the Eve. There is one possible 
candidate for such an ideological clash with Insarov: the secretary Kurnatovskij, whom Elena’s 
parents regard as a prospective husband for their daughter. However, he and Insarov never 
meet. 

Insarov seems to be a man of deeds rather than words, to such an extent that he does not 
express himself on any subject apart from the situation in Bulgaria. Bersenev describes him as 
taciturn (52), and we as readers can confirm that he seems never to say more than is strictly 
necessary. It comes as something of a surprise to us to learn that he translates Bulgarian popular 
songs; this implies an aesthetic vein in Insarov that is not sustained by any other information 
we are given about him. 

Perhaps a description of Insarov’s deeds could have served as a substitute for this lack of 
background information, but he is never depicted ‘in action’ either, unless we would include the 
small battle with his furniture that does not fit into his room the way he planned, or the incident 
in which he throws a drunken German into a pond for insulting a lady – a seemingly 
innecessary and rather odd way of revealing the new hero as a man of action! 

The death of Insarov is as mysterious as the man himself. Why does he die before he even 
reaches Bulgaria? This event is inexplicable on the basis either of the course of events or of the 
background information. Some critics have interpreted Insarov’s death as Turgenev’s way of 
escaping the necessity of depicting his hero in action. Dobroljubov argues that Turgenev not 
only lacked the will to depict an active hero, but “judging by his earlier works would not even 
be capable of writing a heroic epos” (Dobroljubov 1987: 97). Vladimir Fišer argues along the 
same lines, but puts the blame firmly on Turgenev’s lack of artistic interest, as opposed to 
capacity: 

 
The author is deeply interested in how Elena falls in love with Insarov and how she leaves with him, 
but Insarov’s preparation for future activity is mentioned in passing and the author did not want to 
describe this activity and killed off the hero (Fišer 1920: 31). 
 

Interestingly, in some of the more ideologically oriented approaches to the novel, Insarov’s 
death seems to be ignored. Dobroljubov, for example, does not judge the implications of it; 
Pisarev pays it no attention whatsoever, and Soviet critics hardly ever mention it. Insarov’s 
death seems to be regarded as irrelevant as far as the (ideological) message of the novel is 
concerned, or least it is not seen as leading to the conclusion that the new hero is doomed. The 
same tends to be true also of the Western studies. They treat Insarov’s death mostly as part of 
the personal tragedy of Elena’s life, and its implications for his position as hero are not dealt 
with. 
                                                 
41 Unless indicated otherwise, the references to Turgenev’s work in this chapter refer to part VIII of the Polnoe 
sobranie sočinenij v dvadcati vos’mi tomach. 
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It is important to realize that the lack of motivation, both for the development of the plot and 
for the personality of the hero, can only be seen as a weakness in the novel’s design by 
reasoning from a strictly contiguous model for its make-up; that is, by basing the reading only 
on the narrative art structure (a prose reading, in Schmid’s terms – 1991: 39). However, if we 
take into account the fact that the text also makes use of verbal art mechanisms for the 
presentation of meaning, such apparent lack of motivation simply indicates the necessity for 
further investigation of the text’s material. As I indicated in Chapter One, such motivational 
gaps occur in several of the novels. In On the Eve, however, its impact is stronger than in the 
other novels: information about the hero on the contemporary level is so limited, and his death 
is such a mystery, that lack of motivation creates a real hindrance to our perception. 

As I hope to show in the following analysis, the verbal art structure of On the Eve offers a 
network of intratextual and intertextual associations by means of which Insarov is associated 
with a number of literary figures. Some of these are heroic types, by which I mean figures who 
can be regarded as representatives of traditional heroes – brave men, willing to die for their 
cause. These associations develop in congruence with the expectations both of Insarov himself 
and of several other characters as to the goals he has set himself. Other associations link 
Insarov with archetypal hero-victims who perish through destructive forces. 
 
 
4.2 Allusions to various types of heroes 
 
On the basis of the information provided on the narrative art level, Insarov qualifies as a new 
hero in the sense that his social background (his being a raznočinec), his ideas (his goal of 
liberating his people by means of violent action) and his character (non-reflective, active and 
somewhat narrow-minded) differ significantly from those of earlier Turgenevan heroes. As I 
have already noted above, this ‘newness’ entails a different presentation of the hero. Whereas 
the characters and fates of Rudin and Lavreckij were describable and explainable on the basis 
of the well-defined social and cultural strata they belonged to,42 Insarov’s personality and fate 
lack such a point of reference. This problematic side of the hero’s newness takes an interesting 
form in the verbal art structure. Insarov is associated with a number of historical heroes and 
literary heroic types. The effect is that of an evaluation of the type of hero that he is. As we 
shall see, he is associated with two types of hero – those who are remembered for their great 
and heroic deeds, and those who are remembered because their fates were characterized by 
tragic events. 

As far as associations with the first type of hero are concerned, I should like to mention a 
number of observations made by James Woodward. He has noted three allusions to concrete 
historical heroes with whom Insarov is associated (Woodward 1990: 96, 99). First, while 
Bersenev, Insarov and Šubin are taking a walk together, the latter proposes a toast to the health 
of “the Bulgarian king Krum, Chrum or Chrom, who lived almost in the days of Adam” (“в 
Адамовы времена” - 57). Second, while Bersenev and Elena are discussing the sudden 
disappearance of Insarov, accompanied by two Bulgarians, supposedly in the interest of their 
liberation plans, Bersenev declares that the strangers ate an enormous bowl of porridge. When 
Elena finds this prosaic, Bersenev answers that even “Themistocle ate on the eve of the battle at 
Salamis” (…) “But then the next day was the battle” – adds Elena (“И Фeмистoкл eл 
нaкaнунe Сaлaминскoгo срaжeния” (…) Тaк; нo зaтo нa другoй дeнь и былo срaжeниe” - 
64). Third, when Insarov has fallen ill for the first time, the doctor who treats him predicts that 
the outcome of his illness will be: “aut Caesar, aut nihil” (120). Woodward argues that in all 
                                                 
42 Allowing, of course, for the reservations regarding the extent to which Levreckij’s fate is explainable that I 
made in the previous chapter.   
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three cases there is a note of hesitation as to whether Insarov can equal these ‘giants’ from 
history. He concludes that these associations imply that Insarov is an anti-hero, incapable of the 
great deeds of his predecessors (Woodward 1990: 97). 

I do not find the idea of ‘hesitation’ on the part of the speaker very convincing in any of 
these cases, but it seems especially irrelevant in the case of the king Krum. Here I do not see 
any doubts as to whether Insarov will be able to act as Krum did; I only sense a devaluation of 
the importance of this king (and in that, perhaps, a note of irony towards Insarov’s goals). What 
I do find of importance for my further approach to the question of the heroic images, however, 
is the fact that all three allusions arise from a premeditated link between Insarov and these great 
men of history, implying that the speakers think he might be of their caliber. 

In addition to these allusions to concrete historical figures, we also find instances in which 
Insarov is associated with literary heroes: a romantic hero, a hero from eighteenth century 
heroic poetry and a hero from folk song. These associations are for the most part triggered by 
Insarov’s own ideas, or by those of his friends, about his heroism. Some of these associations 
sustain the idea that Insarov might equal the truly great men of literature, but others contradict 
this idea by associating him with literary cliché images or characters whose fate is tragic.  I 
shall now look at all these associations in more detail. 

On the basis of what Bersenev has told Elena about Insarov before she actually meets him, 
she has developed certain expectations of what he will be like. She imagines him as a type of 
hero that she apparently knows from the literature she has read: a romantic, fatal hero. The fact 
that she is influenced by romantic, cliché images is noted by Bersenev: when he tells her what 
he knows about Insarov’s past, including the fact that his parents were murdered, and Elena 
asks if Insarov has avenged the murder, Bersenev immediately sees through the nature of her 
question and answers: “Revenge is taken only in novels, Elena Nikolaevna” (“Мстят только в 
романах, Елена Николаевна” - 53). 

Upon meeting Insarov, Elena realizes that he is a different type of hero:  
 
Insarov indeed made less of an impression on Elena than she had expected, or, speaking more 
accurately, he made another impression than the one she had expected. She liked his 
straightforwardness and informality, and she liked his face. But Insarov's whole being, calm, steady 
and ordinary, somehow did not match the image she had formed for herself from the stories of 
Bersenev. Without realizing it herself, Elena had expected something more ‘fatal’ (Инсaрoв 
дeйствитeльнo прoизвeл нa Eлeну мeньшe впeчaтлeния, чeм oнa сaмa oжидaлa, или, гoвoря 
тoчнee, oн прoизвeл нa нee нe тo впeчaтлeниe, кoтoрoгo oжидaлa oнa. Ей пoнрaвилaсь eгo 
прямoтa и нeпринуждeннoсть, и лицo eгo eй пoнрaвилoсь; нo всe сущeствo  Инсaрoвa, 
спoкoйнo твeрдoe и oбыдeннo прoстoe, кaк-тo нe лaдилoсь с тeм oбрaзoм, кoтoрый сoстaвился 
у нee в гoлoвe oт рaссkaзoв Бeрсeнeвa.. Eлeнa, сaмa тoгo нe пoдoзрeвaя, ожидала чего-то более 
«фатального» - 59). 
  

Another type of hero with which Insarov is associated can be found in eighteenth century 
Russian heroic poems. Upon introducing Insarov to the Stachov household, Šubin addresses 
him as “iroj Insarov” (“ирой” - 58). He is referring to the Russian ‘heroic poems’, ‘ирoичeскиe 
пoэмы’, or, more likely, to their comical variants in which the heroes are bleak, cardboard 
imitations of literary examples. Šubin’s implication is clearly negative: he is downplaying the 
idea of heroism in general, and Insarov’s heroism in particular, by associating Insarov’s stiff 
and awkwardly-straightforward behaviour with the bad imitations of real heroes that the ‘heroic 
poems’ present. 

The associations of Insarov with important historical figures and literary heroic types open 
up several possible aspects of his personality, including heroic qualities.  As well as these 
associations, there is another cluster of links between Insarov and certain types of hero, arising 
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on the basis of intertextual links with a series of folk songs. It is well-known that Turgenev had 
a special interest in this field. He collected folk songs and studied ethnography and folklore 
(Ornatskaja 1968: 246). However, remarkably little attention has been paid to the function of 
references to folklore in his work.43 

In On the Eve, there are several references to popular songs. Most important is Insarov’s 
own interest in Bulgarian popular songs, which he translates into Russian (55). Elena, in her 
youth, has learnt “a soldier’s song” (“сoлдaтскую пeсeнку” - 34) from a poor girl with whom 
she was friendly for a while. When Elena, Insarov, Bersenev, Šubin and others take a boat trip, 
they sing part of “Down Mother Volga” (“Вниз по матушке пo Вoлгe” - 72). Finally, while 
Insarov and Elena are preparing to leave for Bulgaria, Šubin sings the first line of another 
popular song: “May God Be with You on Your Distant Journey” (“С богом в дальную 
дорогу” - 147). It is primarily the quotation of this last song that entails a number of interesting 
associations by means of which the double image of Insarov as heroic and tragic figure is 
sustained. 

James Woodward has discussed the implications of the recalling of the song “May God Be 
with You on Your Distant Journey”. He states that, since it is a funeral song (from Puškin’s 
collection “Songs of the Western Slavs” (“Песни западных Славян”, 1835)), this quotation 
can be seen as a prediction of Insarov’s death (Woodward 1990: 107). Indeed, the song 
indicates that the character of the ‘distant journey’ that Insarov is about to make will be 
different from what they all expect: it will turn out to be a journey into the realm of the dead. 
The implication of Insarov’s approaching death is reinforced by the remark that follows 
immediately upon Šubin’s singing: 
 

He began to sing: ‘May God Be with You on Your Distant Journey’, but stopped. He suddenly felt 
ashamed and ill at ease. It is a sin to sing where a dead man lies in state, and at this moment, in this 
room, the past, which he had called to mind, was dying (‘С бoгoм, в дaльнюю дoрoгу’ – зaпeл oн и 
oстaнoвился. Eму вдруг стaлo сoвeстнo и нeлoвкo. Грeшнo пeть тaм, гдe лeжит пoкoйник; a в 
этo мгнoвeниe, в этoй кoмнaтe, умирaлo тo прoшлoe, o кoтoрoм oн упoмянул – 147). 

   
Woodward pays no further attention to the song, and thus he restricts the meaning of the 
quotation to its foreshadowing of Insarov’s death. However, this reference to Pushkin’s 
“Songs” is not an isolated case. It is the only direct quotation, but as I shall now show there are 
several other cases of intertextuality between On the Eve and songs from this collection. These 
references associate Insarov both with the historical or mythical Slavic warriors whose brave 
deeds are recalled in a number of the songs and with the ‘heroes’ from some of the other songs 
who are the victims of evil creatures from the mythical world of folklore. 

Since we are told that Insarov is a translator of Bulgarian popular songs, it can be assumed 
that he is familiar with the image of the brave warrior that such songs foster. The goal that he 
has set himself is similar to the goals of those warriors: he wishes to free his people from their 
oppressors, just as they did. We can even assume that such songs are an important stimulus for 
his ideas,44 especially since he speaks to Elena about the position of his people on one occasion 

                                                 
43 A few studies are available on the role of such references in the short prose: see, for instance, Walter 
Koschmal’s discussion of “The story of Father Aleksej” (1984), and the analyses of “Mumu” and “The Dog” by 
Sander Brouwer (1996). 
44 Curiously, Insarov fails to follow the example of the songs in the first case of injustice that he is confronted 
with in his life. His determined separation of personal and national revenge prevents him from avenging the 
murder of his parents. Insarov declares to Elena that personal revenge would interfere with the plans of 
liberating the people (67). However, by failing to avenge the murder, Insarov notably deviates from the codes of 
behaviour followed by the heroes from folklore. Strikingly, it is in the funeral song quoted by Šubin that the 
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in the same wording that is found in one of the songs. The song in question is “Voivoda Miloš” 
(“Вoeвoдa Милoш”). Insarov says: “The vile Turks chase us like a herd, they cut our 
throats…” (“Как стадо гонят нас поганые турки, нас режут...” - 68). In the song it says: 
“The wolves-Janissaries eat us!/ They cut our innocent throats” (“Заедают нас волки 
янычары! / Без вины нам головы режут” - Puškin 1977: III, 282). This provides a good 
example of how Insarov is influenced by the songs he translates. He has fully adopted their 
style of expression and, we might reasonably suppose, their line of thought. The song continues 
by calling upon all brave men to join Voivode Miloš in his planned struggle against the 
oppressors. 

Insarov’s use of these terms links him to this warrior and his followers, and the reference 
thus sustains the association of Insarov with the type of hero who is known for his brave deeds. 
The two other cases of intertextuality with the “Songs”, however, associate Insarov with the ill-
fated hero. In the first case, the association creates doubt about Insarov’s ability to act 
heroically; in the second case Insarov is associated with a helpless victim of evil forces. 

The first of these two references concerns the image of the wolf, which, as we have just 
seen, is used in “Voivode Miloš” to denote the violent behavior of the oppressor. The oppressed 
Balkan inhabitants are depicted as sheep. Insarov has adapted the same symbolism. In a number 
of other songs, however, the wolf is a positive image denoting the brave warriors themselves as 
they set about the task of liberating their people. In a similar fashion, in On the Eve, two 
mysterious Bulgarian visitors who come to ask Insarov for advice are compared to wolves by 
Bersenev. He relates how “the two of them together ate an enormous bowl of porridge (…) they 
swallowed it down like wolves” (“oни вдвoeм цeлый oгрoмный гoршoк кaши съeли. (…) и 
глoтaли, слoвнo вoлки - 63). 

On the basis of this pattern, it seems appropriate that Insarov himself should also be 
compared to a wolf, but in fact he is only ever associated with a sheep – like one of the helpless 
people. Šubin, who is a sculptor, makes a statue of Insarov as a ram (99), which is described as 
a paragon of “obtuse pretentiousness, ardor and obstinacy” (“тупая важность, задор, 
упрямство” – ibid.). This description suggests self-aggrandisement as opposed to real power. 
Compared to that of the wolf, the valor of the ram is simply appearance. The irony is further-
increased by the later description of the ram as the “husband of the sheep with delicate fleeces” 
(“супруга овец тонкорунных” – ibid.). What Bulgaria needs is a fearless wolf; what is offered 
to them in the person of Insarov is one of their own kind, a silly ram, caught up in the idea that 
he can protect his ‘family’. 

At a later moment in the novel, on the day before Insarov dies, he is visited by a person 
whose name again calls to mind the image of the wolf: Lupojarov (158). The first part of the 
name may be associated with the Latin lupus – ‘wolf’, and this is combined with the Russian 
jar – reminiscent of the adjective ‘jaryj’, meaning ‘fierce’. Lupojarov’s senseless political 
babble leaves Insarov completely exhausted, and he lies down for the last time, dying a few 
hours later. Thus, although Lupojarov does not literally attack Insarov, his arrival and the 
weakening effect of his visit still call to mind the earlier wolf-sheep imagery and suggest that 
Insarov, far from being a wolf himself, is ultimately the victim of one. 

The second of the two references, this one associating Insarov with a helpless victim of evil 
forces, is based upon a comparison between a song entitled “A Vlach45 in Venice” (“Влaх в 
Вeнeции”) and a number of details from On the Eve, as a result of which Insarov may be 
associated with the first-person narrator of the song, who perishes in Venice.  In the song a 
“wily Dalmatian” (“лукавый Далмат” - Puškin 1977: 273) advises the hero, Dmitrij, to go to 
                                                                                                                                                        
revenge of a son for the murder of his father is described: “Your enemy fled like the wind, but your son killed 
him” (“Враг твой мчался без оглядки, но твой сын его убил” – Puškin 1977: III, 275). 
45 Vlachi or Volochi is the name of an Eastern-Romanic nation that inhabited Walachia and Moldavia. 
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the “city of the sea” (“морской город” – ibid.), promising him fame and riches. Dmitrij listens 
to the Dalmatian and settles into his “marble boat” (“в этой мраморной лодкe” – idem 274), 
but he never finds the promised fame and riches. In the final lines of the song, Dmitrij describes 
his situation as follows: “Here I am like a little insect, swept into the lake by a storm” (“Здесь я 
точно бедная мурашка/ Занесенная в озеро бурей” – ibid.). 

The fate of this hero anticipates that of Insarov. Like the hero in the song, who also shares 
with Insarov his first name, Insarov is mistaken about his expectations of the future and 
perishes in Venice (though the Dmitrij in the song only perishes figuratively). Moreover, the 
figurative image that is used by the Dmitrij of the song to describe his misery recalls the water 
imagery in On the Eve. Since this imagery plays an important role in the novel, I shall deal with 
it in detail in the next paragraph, for the moment simply noting those features that are important 
in the understanding of the comparison between On the Eve and “A Vlach in Venice”. After 
Insarov has died in Venice, Elena decides to continue their intended journey to Bulgaria with 
Insarov’s body, planning to bury him there. They are carried on a ship that is owned by a 
certain Rendič, who, like the demonic figure in the song, happens to be a Dalmatian (163). On 
the journey, the ship is caught up in a storm, and there are later rumours that it has been 
shipwrecked. Thus, it is implied that Insarov’s body is literally blown into the sea by a gale. 
The fact that the hero of the song is swept into a lake rather than the sea does not undermine the 
comparison: in the night during which Insarov dies, Elena dreams of a familiar pond that is 
transformed into the sea. The associations between the situations in which both Dmitrijs meet 
their ends support the idea of Insarov as tragic, fateful hero. 

These references to the “Songs of the Western Slaves” sustain what I have called the double 
image of Insarov as both heroic warrior and victim, a tragic hero whose fate it is to fail and 
perish. In On the Eve, Insarov can also be associated with the victim of two typically evil 
creatures from folklore – the water nymph, and the vampire. These creatures occur in a number 
of the “Songs” too, but for the most part the associations with such creatures in On the Eve 
arise through a more general process centred on their key features, and I shall therefore deal 
with them now in a separate paragraph. 
 
 
4.3 The hero as victim 
 
On the basis of the verbal art structure’s associative strings, it is possible to look upon Insarov 
as the victim of both a water nymph and a vampire. I shall discuss these two creatures in order. 
The motif of the water nymph, or rusalka (русaлкa), is introduced as early as the first chapter 
of On the Eve. Walking on the bank of the river, Šubin tells his friend Bersenev that the water 
seems to beckon them, and points out that the ancient Greeks would probably have concluded 
that this was the work of water nymphs trying to lure people into the water (16). In reply, 
Bersenev remarks that Russia has her own water nymphs: rusalki. In Russian folklore these 
creatures (mostly girls who have drowned) are thought to live in or near the water, and to have 
the power of enchanting people and luring them into the water.46 However, it is not only the 
image of the rusalka in folklore that determines the associations that are conjured up by the 
mention of these water nymphs. They also provide a familiar topic for early nineteenth century 
European literature, for instance in Puškin’s poem “Rusalka” (“Русaлкa” - 1819) and Heine’s 
“Das Loreley-Lied” (1823). The mention of these creatures would have immediate connotations 
of death by drowning, the inevitable consequence when a man falls under the influence of an 
enchanting ‘water woman’. 

                                                 
46 See the entry on rusalka in Mify narodov mira, II, 188. 
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The rusalka associations in On the Eve are sustained principally by the connection between 
water and enchantment, and by the implication that Insarov’s falling in love with Elena is itself 
a process of enchantment. As far as the first connection is concerned, it is important to note 
that, whenever water occurs as an element of the spatial setting, it is associated with 
enchantment. This pattern is initiated in the opening scene where, as I have said, Šubin 
associates the sight of the river with the enchanting influence of water nymphs. Later, when all 
the main characters, including Insarov and Elena, take a trip to the ponds near Caricynskij 
castle, the idea of enchantment is again called forth. Jane Costlow has pointed out that Zoja, the 
lady companion of Elena, takes the shape of an enchanting siren during a singing performance 
while they are at the ponds, and her singing seems to cast a spell on her public (Costlow, 1990: 
80). Costlow treats this scene as evidence of a possible association between Insarov and 
Aeneas,47 but for my purposes it is sufficient to stress the effect of enchantment in connection 
with the setting of the ponds. The interconnection between water and enchantment can be seen 
again in the final chapters of the novel from the arrival of Elena and Insarov in Venice. This 
city of water is described as enchanted in every respect. I will return to the connotations of 
Venice in paragraph 4.5. For the moment, it suffices to establish that whenever water occurs in 
On the Eve as part of the setting, it is associated with enchantment. 

Within this setting, Insarov is, by association, a victim of a rusalka in that his falling in love 
with Elena is associated with enchantment. The circumstances under which he acknowledges 
his love for her are very curious. He is planning to leave the countryside (where the Stachov 
family is staying) and return to Moscow because he fears that his feelings for Elena will hinder 
him from devoting himself to the cause of liberating the Bulgarian people. He wants to leave 
without meeting Elena again, but he stumbles upon her in the forest near a chapel where she has 
been seeking shelter from a thunderstorm. While waiting for the weather to improve, she has 
met an old woman who identified herself as a sorceress (“я та же ворожея” - 91). This woman 
has declared that she knows about Elena’s worries about love, and promised to “carry away all 
her misfortunes” (“унeсу всe твoe гoрe” – ibid.). When Elena sees Insarov, she calls him and, 
when Insarov refuses to explain his decision, she declares her love for him. As Irene Masing-
Delic has pointed out, this declaration of love has an enchanting effect on Insarov (Masing-
Delic 1987: 64). He immediately cries out her name and embraces her, bursting into tears. 
Elena’s words, we are told, have the effect of an “immediate transformation of the whole man” 
(“мгновенного преобразования всего человека” - 93). 

From this point onwards Insarov behaves like a man who is enchanted whenever Elena is 
near him. When she comes to his apartment, he looks at her “as if enchanted” (“кaк 
oчaрoвaнный” – 111). He seems almost deprived of his own will while Elena determines what 
he is to do. She gives him orders – “Sit down” (“сядь” – 111), “take off my gloves” (“сними с 
мeня пeрчaтки” – ibid.) – and declares herself “the mistress of the house” (“Вeдь я здeсь 
хoзяйкa”- ibid.). He falls down on his knees before her (110), and when Elena sits down on the 
divan he sits down on the floor, at her feet (111). During a later visit, he even desires to kiss 
Elena’s feet (130). Moreover, Insarov’s own words suggest that Elena has power over him: 
“every one of your words lays unbreakable ties onto me” (“кaкиe несoкрушимыe цeпи клaдeт 
нa мeня кaждoe твoe слoвo” - 128). 

                                                 
47 I do not find Costlow’s idea that the plot of On the Eve echoes Virgil’s Aeneid very convincing. Of course, on 
a very general level, a comparison of the heroes of both stories is possible: both pursue a certain goal for the 
benefit of their homeland and are confronted with the possibility that love for a woman will keep them from 
reaching their goal. However, there are no concrete allusions to Virgil’s work in On the Eve.  Another point is 
that a reminder of sirens is more logically connected to another classical work: the Odyssey. Once Odysseus has 
successfully sailed past the sirens, their enchanting powers no longer exist, and thus they have no relevance in 
the Aeneid. 
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The ominous connotations of enchantment have already been hinted at in the opening scene 
of the novel, even before the mention of the rusalki. In the description of the environment, 
enchantment and death are set alongside one another and almost identified with one another. 
We are told that “the tall stalks [of grass – MO] stood motionless, as if enchanted; as if 
enchanted, as if dead, the small clusters of yellow flowers hung on the lower branches of the 
linden tree” (“высoкиe стeбeльки стoяли нeпoдвижнo, кaк oчaрoвaнныe; кaк oчaрoвaнныe, 
кaк мeртвыe, висeли мaлeнькиe гвoздья жeлтых цвeтoв нa нижних вeткaх липы” – 11). 
Thus, a close connection is forged between enchantment and death, a connection which will be 
maintained until Insarov’s fate as symbolic victim of a water nymph reaches its inevitable 
conclusion: once he is enchanted, death is inescapable. 

The rusalka motif is also sustained by a number of associations with drowning. The most 
conspicuous instance is the one in which Insarov throws the drunken German into one of the 
Caricynskij ponds, and the German nearly drowns, but the motif of drowning has already been 
introduced during preparations for this trip when Elena’s mother, in need of a partner to replace 
her husband who has refused to take part, decides to invite her brother-in-law, Uvar Ivanovič, 
on the basis that “a drowning man will cling to a straw” (“утoпaющий и зa сoлoминку 
хвaтaeтся” - 69).48 At this point, Insarov appears more likely to be the cause of someone else’s 
drowning than to drown himself, but all of this will change when he and Elena arrive in Venice. 
The fact that Insarov dies in that watery city makes it possible to look upon Venice as the locus 
of his symbolic drowning. This idea is further enhanced by the later suggestion of his dead 
body having been washed away at sea during a shipwreck. The narration of events actually 
breaks off at the point where Elena and the deceased Insarov are caught up in this storm on the 
way to Bulgaria, but in the epilogue, which is set five years later, the narrator mentions rumours 
of their ship having been wrecked.  
 
As I have indicated, Insarov can also be represented by association as the victim of a vampire 
(упырь or вурдалак). In Russian folklore, this is a dead man who leaves his grave at night to 
suck people's blood.49 In the “Songs of the western Slavs”, such a figure occurs in no less than 
three songs. The description of the vampire’s activities and their effect on his victims makes for 
an interesting comparison to some details about Insarov. In the song called “Marko Jakubovič” 
(“Мaркo Якубoвич”), for example, a vampire sucks the blood of Marko’s son. The boy 
“started to lose weight (…) he stopped running and romping” (“стал худеть (...) перестал он 
бегать и резвиться” - Puškin III, 277). A doctor is called, and he soon makes a diagnosis: 
“Look at his white neck: do you see a small, bleeding wound? That is the teeth of a vampire, 
believe me” (“Посмотри на белую его шею:/ Видишь ли кровавую ранку?/ Это зуб 
вурдалака, поверь мне” – ibid.). 

There are several parallels between the boy’s situation and that of Insarov. He also has a 
wound in his neck (“у него рана на шее” - 84), and during the course of the novel he too pales 

                                                 
48 This saying takes a literal turn when the German is in the water: after disappearing under the surface, the 
German reappears and clings to a trunk near the water side (76). 
49 There are two Russian words which are used in this context: ‘upyr’ (yпырь) and ‘vurdalak’ (вурдалак). They 
can be used for a dead man who appears under certain circumstances (at night, sometimes only at full moon) 
looking for victims among the living. However, strictly speaking the first is a vampire and the second a 
werewolf (see the entries on yпырь and вурдалак  in Mify narodov mira, II, 549 and I, 242-3 respectively). It is 
noted in the Mify that the vampire-type is sometimes (incorrectly) denoted as ‘vurdalak’ (II, 549). It is further 
explained that Puškin introduced the term ‘vurdalak’ into Russian literature, thereby altering the original West-
Slavic term ‘volkodlak’ вoлкoдлaк (I, 243). In one of the “Songs of the Western Slavs”, entitled ‘Vurdalak’, the 
reference is indeed to the werewolf-type, but in the text of the song this creature is also called ‘upyr’’. In one of 
the other songs, “Marko Jakubovič”, the reference is clearly to a vampire, but it is called ‘vurdalak’.  It thus 
seems that the two are not clearly differentiated in Puškin’s text. 
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and loses weight. This similarity between Insarov and a victim of a vampire is reinforced by the 
repeated motif of sucking in the novel. This motif has been examined by James Woodward. 
Although, as I have already noted, Woodward does not pay attention to the possibility of 
connecting them with folklore, his observations are of interest for the association of Insarov 
with a victim of a vampire. 

The motif of sucking, like that of the rusalki, is introduced in the opening scene of On the 
Eve where Šubin, lying on his belly in the grass, tries to explain to Bersenev the self-will of the 
world of the insects. He uses Turgenev’s favourite metaphor of the mosquito that sits on a 
person’s nose and sucks his blood. Some chapters later, in the description of Elena’s youth, the 
motif reappears, also with reference to insects, as we are told that Elena rescues flies that are 
being sucked by spiders (33). Her father is annoyed by her activities and points out the one-
sidedness of her pity in depriving the spider of his food: “Now, have yourself bitten, if you are 
such a good girl” (“Ну, теперь дай себя покусать, коли ты такая добрая” – ibid.). Woodward 
suggests that Elena takes the opposite position in her relatationship with Insarov: far from 
resuing the victim of the sucking, she sucks the victim herself. He argues that she sucks away 
Insarov’s strength, as a consequence of which Insarov grows feebler as she blooms (Woodward 
1990: 105). He bases this on the description of Elena and Insarov in Venice, where Elena’s 
“whole body had blossomed and her hair, so it seemed, had thickened and lay more exuberantly 
around her white forehead and fresh cheeks” (“Всe ee тeлo рaсцвeлo вoлoсы, кaзaлoсь, 
пышнee и гущe лeжaли вдoль бeлoгo лбa и свeжих щeк” – 149), while Insarov “had grown 
thin and pale” (“пoхудeл, пoблeднeл” – ibid.). For Woodward, this is part of his theory that 
one of the main themes of On the Eve is Elena’s inner battle between egoism and altruism. He 
suggests that Elena strives for altruism at the beginning of the novel and is therefore attracted to 
Insarov, who appears to be altruism incarnate, but that the experience of love develops her 
egoistic side, as a consequence of which she destroys Insarov (Woodward 1990: 88-90). 

I will not go into the question of Elena’s movement from altruism to egoism. For me, the 
image of sucking in On the Eve is primarily a symbol of the destructive effects of love. Such an 
interpretation is in tune with the images of stinging or biting in the context of male-female 
relationships that recur in other works by Turgenev. I will mention a number of examples. The 
most closely related to what we see in On the Eve occurs in the short story “Phantoms” 
(“Призраки” – 1864), where the first-person narrator tells of a series of encounters with a 
ghostlike woman, Ellis, who takes him to different places on nightly flights. She appears to be 
some kind of vampire, usurping the life of the storyteller in order to gain more strength for 
herself. Barely visible the first time he sees her, she becomes more lifelike and gains more color 
with each encounter, while the narrator, in his turn, weakens. On two occasions, we are told 
that her kiss feels like a sting (IX, 85, 104). She is also given snake-like associations: as she 
becomes more and more lifelike, the narrator sees that “something moved in her eyes (…) with 
the ominous movement of a snake which is stiffened and rolled up and begins to warm up in 
the sun” ( “в этих глaзaх чтo-тo двигaлoсь – (…) злoвeщим движeниeм свeрнувшeйся и 
зaстывшeй змeи, кoтoрую нaчинaeт oтoгрeвaть сoлнцe”- IX, 99). 

In “The Story of Lieutenant Ergunov” (“История лейтенанта Ергунова” - 1868), the hero, 
Lieutenant Ergunov, falls in love with a strange girl called Kolibri. Her curious name associates 
her with a bird – one with an extraordinarily long, thin beak. When she kisses the hero, it feels 
as though she is pecking him (“слoвнo клюнула eгo в губы” - X, 28). Later, Ergunov is 
stabbed by Kolibri’s hairpin, upon which he cries out: “Why, that is a real dagger, a sting” 
(“Этo цeлый кинжaл, этo жaлo” - X, 32). He makes two further remarks that confirm her 
association with a stinging insect: after the hairpin incident he concludes: “You are a wasp” 
(“ты oсa” - X, 33), and when he hears her name for the first time he is mistaken about the 
animal it designates and asks: “Wasn’t it in Africa that such insects are found?” (“Этo, 
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пoмнится, в Aфрикe бывaют тaкиe нaсeкoмыe” - X, 24). She later gives the hero a sleep-
inducing drug, upon which he is robbed and nearly killed. 

In “The Insect” (“Нaсeкoмoe” – 1878), one of Turgenev’s Poems in Prose, a stinging insect 
functions both as the direct cause of death and as a symbol of death itself, primarily on the basis 
that death comes unexpectedly to the person concerned. A grotesque insect flies into a room 
full of people. Everyone is upset by its being there apart from one young man, who seems not 
to notice it. The insect stings him on the forehead, and the young man immediately dies (XIII, 
173). I shall return to the issue of insect imagery, including its connotations of impending 
death, in paragraph 4.6. In the meantime, let us return to the imagery of biting and stinging. 

In all of these stories, the destructive nature of the influence of the women on the male 
protagonists is illustrated by the image of stinging or biting. This image conveys the notion of a 
predator and its prey – of the male protagonist confronted with the threat of death through the 
destructive influence of the woman. In On the Eve, both the destructive love and the impending 
death associations play a role. In the light of the examples mentioned, it is possible to conclude 
that the motif of sucking and the association of Insarov as victim of a vampire combine to 
signify his death through destructive love. It must surely be admitted, however, that Elena is 
less evidently the agent of Insarov’s destruction than are the female protagonists of “Phantoms” 
and “The Story of Lieutenant Ergunov”. There are no associations of Elena with a stinging or 
biting figure.50 What is more, she lacks the negative characteristics of Varvara Pavlovna and 
Irina – fatal women who consciously play with the feelings of men. If we have to see Elena in 
this role, I would conclude that she performs it involuntarily – that she is the instrument of fatal 
love. 

 The associations of Insarov as a victim of a rusalka and a vampire are not the only motifs to 
imply that he is the victim of the fatal influence of love.51 There is another important motif 
connecting Insarov’s destruction with the influence of love, and that is the link between him 
and an archetypal victim of fatal love: Tristan. 

 
 
4.4 Tristan 
 
The motif of Tristan has been explored in an interesting article by Irene Masing-Delic (1987). I 
shall begin by outlining her approach and conclusions, after which I shall explain why I find 
her approach too narrowly-formulated, and try to expand its range. This expansion will reveal 
the place of the Tristan image in the motif structure of the novel as a whole. At the same time, 
through the expansion, it will become apparent that the Tristan theme in On the Eve is one 
expression of a much broader current in Western culture whereby the image of Tristan has 
attained iconic status as representing the mysterious interconnection between love and death. 

                                                 
50 Woodward does find such an association in Elena’s “staring” at Insarov on the way back from the Caricyno 
ponds: “Elena didn’t close her eyes; she kept them fixed on the dark figure of Insarov” (“Елeнa нe зaкрывaлa 
глaз: oнa нe свoдилa их с тeмнoй фигуры Инсaрoвa” – 78). Woodward argues that this is the “stare of a 
spider fixing on its prey” (Woodward 1990: 104). I find this idea far-fetched: the Russian text does not convey 
the implication of fixation, but apart from that this single sentence is not enough to suggest a connection 
between Elena and a spider. As I have said, there are no more direct associations of Elena to a stinging or biting 
figure. Moreover, Woodward definitely pushes his point too far by adding in a note that, in this connection, it is 
also noteworthy that Elena “listens to Insarov with absorbed attention”.  
51 The destructiveness and fatality of love is a frequent theme in Turgenev’s stories, especially the ‘mysterious 
tales’ (“The song of triumphant love” (“Пeснь тoржeствующeй любви” - 1881) and “Klara Milič” (“Клaрa 
Милич” -1883)) and Poems in Prose. In the novels the relationship between love and destruction is much less 
overt, and tends to be suggested only at the associative level of the novels. Smoke is the single exception (see 
Chapter 6). 
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Masing-Delic notes a number of parallels between the characters and fates of Insarov and 
Tristan, the hero of Wagner’s opera Tristan und Isolde, published in 1859. Of the parallels that 
she notes, the following three are most important. 

First, Insarov’s life story has much in common with Tristan’s: both are orphans; both have 
been forced by circumstances to live abroad, and both have dedicated their lives to heroic 
deeds. In addition, they each bear the marks of violent confrontations: Tristan has been severely 
wounded by one of his opponents, while Insarov has a scar on his neck (84). 

Second, the respective scenes in which the heroes and heroines declare their love show 
conspicuous parallels. In both cases, the circumstances of the declarations are somewhat 
magical: Tristan and Isolde fall in love after drinking a magical love potion; Elena and Insarov 
are brought together immediately after the old sorceress has promised to take away all Elena’s 
misfortunes (91). According to Masing-Delic, the effect of the meeting for both pairs is a 
transformation of their personalities, especially those of the heroes. She observes that both men 
recover the emotions that they have buried long before, with both heroes exclaiming the names 
of their loved ones, and Insarov even bursting into tears and feeling a gratefulness that “crushed 
his solid soul” (“рaзбилo в прaх eгo твeрдую душу” – 94). 

Third, in both Tristan und Isolde and On the Eve, ships and the sea play important roles. 
Masing-Delic mentions the facts that the death scenes of both heroes are set beside the sea, 
where each is waiting for a ship. Tristan awaits the ship that will bring Isolde to him. Insarov’s 
beloved Elena is already with him, but he is waiting for a ship to take him to his other beloved: 
his homeland, Bulgaria. In each case, a close friend (Tristan’s servant Kurnewal; Insarov’s 
beloved Elena) is on the lookout. The symbolism of ships and the sea is of great importance in 
On the Eve, and I shall return to it later in this paragraph. 

It is not altogether clear why Masing-Delic chose to discuss the theme of Tristan in On the 
Eve with reference to Wagner’s opera. The only convincing reason would seem to be that the 
opera was first published at about the time when Turgenev began his novel, but there is no real 
evidence that Turgenev was at all familiar with the opera when he wrote On the Eve.52  

There is in fact no reason why we should assume that Turgenev based his use of the Tristan 
motif on Wagner’s opera at all. Most of the parallels that Masing-Delic mentions are also found 
in other Tristan texts. I think that it is more rewarding to deal with the Tristan motif in On the 
                                                 

52 Masing-Delic considers it likely that Turgenev heard of Wagner’s preparations for the opera through 
Pauline Viardot, one of Turgenev’s closest relations and herself a singer. In December 1858, Viardot spent some 
time in the house of Wagner’s close friend, Liszt. During the summer of 1859, Turgenev stayed at the Viardot’s 
house for two weeks, before leaving for Spasskoe to write On the Eve. Masing-Delic surmises that Viardot 
discussed Wagner’s opera with Turgenev, since she was preparing for a concert during which the second act 
was to be performed. The concert took place in February 1860; Madame Viardot sang the part of Isolde while 
Wagner himself took the role of Tristan.  

These facts leave unanswered the question as to whether Turgenev was familiar with the actual text of 
Wagner’s Tristan. No mention is made in Turgenev’s correspondence either of Tristan and Isolde or of 
Wagner’s preparation of the opera. Turgenev and Wagner did not meet one another until 1863, and Turgenev 
could not possibly have seen the opera performed before the publication of On the Eve since Tristan und Isolde 
did not receive its first performance until 1865. The possibility that Turgenev somehow heard of Wagner’s 
activities (perhaps through his contacts with Pauline Viardot, as Masing-Delic suggests) may be considerable, 
but that is no reason to assume that he had read the actual text of the opera. 

Although we shall never be able to prove this issue one way or the other, there are one or two further points 
that I should like to add. Although Wagner had finished the text of the opera in 1857, it was not published until 
two years later, after he had completed the music. We cannot exclude the possibility that the text was circulated 
during that time. We know, for example, that immediately after finishing the text Wagner handed a copy to 
Hans von Bülow, who took it with him to Berlin. However, it seems at least unlikely that Turgenev became 
familiar with it this way. Bearing in mind that the idea of the novel first came to Turgenev in 1853-54, and that 
he worked on the plan for the novel during 1858 and the first months of 1859, it seems improbable that such a 
fundamental motif as that of Tristan would have been inserted only after the summer of 1859. 
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Eve on a broader basis – not as intertextuality with the concrete text of Wagner’s opera, but as 
an example of what I have labeled intertextuality with a cultural archetype (see 1.4). The 
references to Tristan in both On the Eve and Wagner’s opera are part of a much larger 
collection of texts, all of which address the idea of the fatality of love expressed through the 
image of Tristan, which thus functions as an icon of fatal love. Such an approach to the theme 
of Tristan will greatly enhance our understanding of its implications concerning the hero. To 
illuminate this point, I shall now provide a short survey of some important philosophical ideas 
that arose in Europe during the eighteen forties and fifties, and through which the notion of the 
fatality of love developed. 

 The waning of Romanticism was accompanied by an increasingly pessimistic understanding 
of life. The Romantic idea of the genius who experiences utter loneliness since he is too grand 
to be understood, and the longing of the Romantic poet to leave the limitations of earthly life 
and become part of a higher mystery, were transformed into a decreasing appreciation and 
expectation of life itself. It seems hardly coincidental that Schopenhauer became very popular 
at this time. His most famous work, Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung, had first been 
published in 1819 but received little attention at that time; the second edition of 1844 had an 
enormous impact, and a third appeared in 1859. 

Schopenhauer declares that the only way to find true happiness is through the elimination of 
the will to live (‘Verneinung des Willens zum Leben’). He argues that life brings nothing but 
suffering because man is striving for happiness even though it is unattainable in life. When we 
give up the will to live, we will also stop suffering. Both Turgenev and Wagner were 
influenced by Schopenhauer in their philosophical ideas. Along with many of their 
contemporaries, they felt that Schopenhauer voiced thoughts that they had themselves 
developed on a less conscious level. It is noteworthy that Wagner and Turgenev read 
Schopenhauer at approximately the same time – 1853-54.53 Not only that, it was during this 
period that Wagner began planning his opera Tristan und Isolde, and Turgenev had the initial 
idea for On the Eve. Wagner himself even explicitly linked the conception of his opera and his 
reading of Schopenhauer, stating in his memoirs that his decision to compose Tristan und 
Isolde was partly due to the serious mood that (“ernste Stimmung”) Schopenhauer had 
awakened in him (Wagner 1976: 523-4). 

With reference to the concept of love, the predominant philosophical attitude of the eighteen 
forties and fifties can be labelled Romantic Pessimism (Singer 1984: xi). What Singer is 
referring to is the movement in (late) romanticism that denies the attainability of real love on 
earth. This does not lead to the conclusion that love is an inferior emotion, however; on the 
contrary, it affirms that love is such a strong emotion that it destroys life, together with its 
earthly restrictions. The full implications of this can be sensed as early as Goethe’s Die Leiden 
des Jungen Werther, in which a romantic-pessimistic concept of love is coupled with the idea 
of inevitable self-destruction. 

In his classical work Love in the Western world, Denis de Rougemont claims that this 
concept of ‘fatal love’ dates back to the twelfth century. During that period the Troubadours of 
southern France began to sing of what was then a new concept of love – later to be given the 

                                                 
53 Wagner’s letters and memoirs show that he started to read Schopenhauer in September, 1854. Turgenev 
mentions Schopenhauer for the first time only in 1862 (in his correspondence with Herzen, Pis’ma V, 65), but it 
is widely acknowledged that he must have been familiar with his work earlier. Arguments in favour of this can 
be found in the general reception of Schopenhauer in Russia, which began in the early fifties, and in certain 
‘Schopenhauerian’ images in Turgenev’s work. On the basis of the available evidence, McLaughlin concludes 
that Turgenev might have read Schopenhauer as early as 1853 (McLaughlin 1984: 54-5). 
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name of courtly love.54 One of the earliest and most influential of the songs they sang was 
about Tristan and Isolde. De Rougemont claims that these troubadour songs about Tristan lie at 
the root of what he calls the Tristan myth, the essence of which is the idea that “passion is 
linked with death” (De Rougemont 1983: 21). According to him, this myth, in various forms, 
has pervaded the cultural range of Western thought and literature ever since.55 

Irving Singer has rightly argued that De Rougemont overestimated the influence of the 
Tristan myth. Eight centuries of development in Western culture and literature are too complex 
to assume so strong a constant influence. The notion of courtly love does not necessarily imply 
fatality. Although it remains true that such lovers might come to favor the thought of dying on 
the grounds that in death they can finally be united, that is not quite the same thing. The idea of 
the destructiveness of love, according to Singer, is restricted to the period of Romantic 
Pessimism. Singer correctly concludes that much of what constitutes De Rougemont’s concept 
of fatal love is actually derived by him from the nineteenth century and then projected back to 
earlier periods, and De Rougemont’s valuation of the ‘Tristan myth’ falls into this category. His 
idea that this myth is a celebration of the fatality of love is successfully applicable only to the 
nineteenth century reception of Tristan. It was only then that the story of Tristan and Isolde met 
heightened interest and began to be identified as an emblem of love’s fatality. 

To fit this emblem better, the story had to be considerably altered, and Wagner’s opera 
version provides a good example of the kind of transformation the story underwent. Wagner 
left out everything that was more-or-less directly associated with the social context of the lives 
of the lovers, including their strong wish to conform to the norms of their society. He reduced 
the story of Tristan and Isolde to one of fatal love indeed, the kind of love that takes control of 
people and not only makes them unafraid of death but even creates in them an active longing 
for it. There is no such longing in the earlier versions of Tristan. Although the lovers feel that 
life itself is keeping them apart, and although they long to be together as one, they never search 
for death as actively as they do in Wagner’s opera.56 The opera is so constructed that every 
scene leads inextricably on towards the dramatic climax of the ‘Liebestod’. An interesting 
example of this unbreakable connection between love and death, almost identifying them as one 
and the same thing, is the scene in which Tristan and Isolde drink the love-potion. In older 
versions of the story, they drink it accidentally, not knowing what its effect will be, but in 
Wagner’s version they drink it on purpose, believing it to be a death potion. Thus the 
‘procedure’ of falling in love is equated to that of dying. 

From the above survey of the cultural and literary context of the motif of Tristan, especially 
in the nineteenth century, it follows that the occurrence of the Tristan myth in On the Eve 
signals a romantic- pessimistic notion of love. Masing-Delic’s treatment of it as a case of 
intertextuality with Wagner’s opera conceals the broader cultural context. One disadvantage of 
her approach is that the more she generalises about what kind of person Tristan represents, the 
more she must find herself at odds with the ‘concept’ of Tristan described above. Masing-Delic 
calls Insarov an “archetypal Tristan figure”, but her concept of what that is seems to be based 
more on the concrete text in which she sees it embodied (that is, On the Eve) than on an 
evaluation of the cultural archetype into which the figure of Tristan has developed since his 
first appearance in literature during the twelfth century. 

                                                 
54 This term was invented by the medievalist Gaston Paris in 1883 (Capellanus 1957 vi). Courtly love does not 
really concern what was ‘customary at court’, but denotes a code of conduct between men and women in which 
the man submitted to the will of his beloved. 
55 His examples of its appearance in Western literature include Romeo and Juliet and La Nouvelle Héloïse. 
56 The most famous early versions of Tristan and Isolde, those of Béroul and Gottfried von Strassburg, are either 
unfinished or have come to us with the end missing. The way Wagner turned the end into such a dramatic and 
inevitable climax underlines the fact that it is only his interpretation of the story.  
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Masing-Delic describes the “archetypal Tristan figure” as “a hero who discovers that the 
heroic virtues of honor, duty and valor possess but a secondary reality in comparison with the 
reality of love” (Masing-Delic 1987: 61), but whether this is really to be conceived as the most 
central and typical feature of the story of Tristan must be open to question. It is certainly the 
case that Tristan is transformed from a hero whose life is committed to the service of a king, on 
the one hand, to a man driven by passion for a woman that can only destroy his loyalty to the 
king on the other. Masing-Delic rightly considers this transformation in Tristan to have 
parallels in On the Eve, and the otherwise inexplicable change in the characterization of Insarov 
can indeed be illuminated through the suggestion of parallels between him and Tristan. 
However, it is the general rule in Turgenev’s novels that duty and individual happiness cannot 
be combined. Turgenev’s heroes invariably find themselves heading for destruction as soon as 
they try to establish personal happiness, usually through love, and therefore this aspect of 
Insarov’s character cannot in itself be considered a mark of his similarity to Tristan. Thus, 
Masing-Delic’s interpretation of the essence of the Tristan figure seems to be defined against 
the background of the Turgenevan novel that is to be compared with it. 

In addition, Masing-Delic suggests that it is a feature of an archetypal Tristan to go through 
a process of liberation, the final stage of which is reached at the moment of dying. She claims 
that Insarov is “predisposed to experience life as an illness”, the illness being “yearning”, from 
which he can be freed only through death (Masing-Delic 1987: 66), and she tells that Insarov 
receives this “insight” (that he can be freed from life by dying) during his stay in Venice (ibid.). 
However, there are no indications that Insarov has any such thoughts. Moreover, there is no 
positive evaluation of death in On the Eve: as my further analysis of the novel will show, death 
is presented there rather as a destructive force, wiping out man’s desires. This idea is more in 
accordance with Turgenev’s usual depiction of death, and his expression of thoughts about the 
role of death, in his work. 

On the basis of Turgenev’s understanding of death as a negative and destructive force, I 
suggest that the image of Tristan in On the Eve should be regarded as a symbol of the fatality of 
love, and the interconnection of love and death, in accordance with the romantic- pessimistic 
notion of love in the eighteen forties and fifties. In On the Eve, the interconnection between 
love and death develops gradually as the novel progresses. The beginning of the novel breathes 
the atmosphere of life and positive expectations about love. The opening scene is a crucial one 
in helping to establish this atmosphere, set as it is on the riverbank on a hot day, where the 
secondary characters Bersenev and Šubin listen to the “ardent sound of life” (“гoрячий звук 
жизни” – 11). In this setting, they discuss what they believe to be the essence of nature and the 
meaning of love. However, their statements contradict the atmosphere in which the 
conversation takes place as they express the central idea of Romantic Pessimism. To 
Bersenev’s statement that in nature there “is life and death” (“и жизнь и смeрть” – 13), Šubin 
immediately replies: “In love there is life and death as well” (“И в любви жизнь и смeрть” – 
ibid.). Thus, at the very beginning of the novel, we are given the theory that will be tested (and 
the truth of which will be demonstrated) during the remainder of the work – that love may be 
the ultimate fulfillment of life but inevitably also brings about separation from life. 

Although Šubin makes this prophetic statement, he does not seem to understand the 
implications of it. From the rest of the discussion, it is apparent that he looks upon love as 
something that is mainly connected with life and the will to live, as most of us do. The feeling 
of expectation imparted by the sight of a forest in spring is, in Šubin’s opinion, no more than 
the “thirst for love and happiness” (“Жaждa любви, жaждa счaстия” - 13). The idea of love 
being connected to happiness is what we might call the optimistic counterpart of Romantic 
Pessimism. The possibility of a positive influence of love is negated by associations of love 
with death in, for example, the connotations of enchantment, the rusalka and vampire 
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associations, and the motif of Tristan, as we have seen. Moreover, at the point where Elena and 
Insarov acknowledge their love, allusions to death begin to arise. Elena feels a sudden “deadly 
burden” pressing on her chest (“мeртвeнным брeмeнeм” – 102). When she tries to write letters 
to Insarov, her words seem “dead” (ibid.). When Elena leaves for Bulgaria, her mother laments 
her absence “as if she were dead” (“причитaлa нaд нeй, кaк нaд мeртвую” – 145. Šubin, 
among the company that has gathered in Insarov’s room to say goodbye and sensing that the 
company feels uncomfortable in that atmosphere, tries to sing but stops in shame because the 
whole experience reminds him of mourning: “it is a sin to sing where a dead man is lying; and 
at that moment, in that room, the past was dying” (“Грeшнo пeть тaм, гдe лeжит пoкoйник; a 
в этo мгнoвeниe, в этoй кoмнaтe, умирaлo (…) прoшлoe” – 147). The departure of Insarov 
and Elena is thus associated with their deaths, and indeed their ensuing trip takes the form of a 
symbolic trip into the realm of the dead. Their first port of call is Venice – a symbol of death; 
then, in Elena’s dream, scenes from reality are transformed into images of impending death, 
and, finally, the supposed shipwreck is a symbolic realization of death. I shall now explain all 
of this in more detail. 

The associations of Venice as a place of death depend both on allusions to death that are 
similar to those which I mentioned above and on a much more broadly defined activation of the 
literary image of Venice. This last aspect is too complicated to deal with here and is therefore 
placed in a separate paragraph. At this moment I will focus on the allusions to death that are 
prominent in the Venice scenes. When Elena and Insarov are walking by the seaside, they pass 
trees that the locals call ‘tubercular trees’ (“чахоточными деревцами”, 149) because they die 
each year. When Insarov and Elena visit the opera, Verdi’s La Traviata is being performed, and 
the begging voice of the dying Violetta deeply hurts Elena: “Lascia mi vivere...morir si 
giovane!” (155). Even in the middle of a lyric description of the beauty of Venice in spring, the 
possibility of decay and looming death comes up: “Venice is dying (...), its inhabitants will tell 
you” (“Вeнeция умирaeт […] - гoвoрят вaм ee житeли” – 151). Finally, shortly before 
Insarov’s death, Elena has a dream that is full of deathly symbols. I discuss this dream in more 
detail below. 

All the associations in On the Eve between water and the threat of death culminate in the 
Venetian setting in which Insarov dies. I have already discussed the link between water, 
enchantment and the threat of drowning in connection with the destructive powers of water 
nymphs. I will now focus on another aspect of water imagery in the novel: that of water 
(especially the sea) and “floating in a boat” as symbols of impending death. Such imagery 
occurs in several of Turgenev’s works. In On the Eve it is activated as we approach the end of 
the novel, in Venice, the ultimate city of water. Elena and Insarov have a hotel room with a 
view of the Laguna. Elena, who is unable to sleep owing to Insarov’s illness, is sitting near the 
window. Everything she sees is cloaked in negative features owing to the fact that the weather 
has become stormy. Even the ships on the water are described in negative terms: “To the left, 
the masts and the yards of the ships and the pipes of the steamers colored black. Here and there 
a half-lowered sail hung down like an injured wing” (“нaлeвo чeрнeли мaчты и рeи кoрaблeй, 
трубы пaрoхoдoв; Кoe-гдe висeл, кaк бoльнoe крылo, нaпoлoвину пoдoбрaнный пaрус” – 
156). There is a sense in which the environment itself is sick, just as Insarov is. The image of 
the injured wing is then transposed to a real bird, which adds to the negative impression: 
 

She caught sight of a white gull high above the water; it had probably been scared by a fisher and 
flew silently with an uncertain flight, as though looking for a place where it might land. (...) The gull 
started circling on one spot, folded its wings and, as if it had been shot, dropped down with a 
lamenting scream somewhere far behind a dark ship (oнa увидeлa высoкo нaд вoдoй бeлую чaйку; 
ee, вeрoятнo, вспугнул рыбaк, и oнa лeтeлa мoлчa, нeрoвным пoлeтoм, кaк бы высмaтривaя 
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мeстo, гдe бы oпуститься. (…) Чaйкa зaкружилaсь нa мeстe, слoжилa крылья – и, кaк 
пoдстрeлeннaя, с жaлoбным крикoм пaлa кудa-тo дaлeкo зa тeмный кoрaбль – 157).57 

 
Elena falls asleep and has a dream in which the sea acts as a destructive force. The dream opens 
with a symbolic conversion of the earlier trip to Caricynskij castle. Elena floats in a boat on one 
of ponds, together with a number of other people she does not recognize. They do not speak or 
move, and the boat travels without anyone rowing. The quietness of the scene reminds us of the 
description of the pond during the actual trip, in which it is stressed that the surface of the pond 
is as smooth as if it were made out of glass (71). In the dream, the pond suddenly changes into 
a sea with “enormous (…) waves” (“oгрoмныe вoлны” – 161) that rock the boat. Something 
“roaring and threatening” comes to the surface (“чтo-тo грeмящee, грoзнoe” – ibid.). At the 
sight of this, the other people in the boat jump up, and start screaming and waving their hands, 
and then the setting suddenly changes. I shall deal with the second part of the dream shortly, 
but first I should like to concentrate on the implications of this part. 

The image of the sea as it occurs in this dream is as a threatening force. As soon as the pond 
has changed into a sea, the people in the boat are in danger: the boat is rocked by waves and 
threatened by an unidentified power. The people’s reaction is one of panic. In Turgenev’s work, 
the sea is often presented in this way – as a symbol of death threatening to destroy man’s life,58 
and V. Toporov has compiled a number of examples (Toporov 1998). Two of these instances 
are of particular interest for our understanding of the image of the sea in On the Eve. The first is 
a depiction of the destruction of the world in “End of days” (“Кoнeц свeтa” – 1878), one of the 
Poems in Prose. In this sketch the hero dreams that the earth is destroyed by the sea:  

 
Along the entire horizon something started moving; some sort of small round hills began to rise and 
fall. ‘That is...the sea’, we all realized at the same moment. It will drown us all in a moment. (...) It 
grew, grew tremendously (...) everything around started trembling (...) this was the end of 
everything...I wanted to grab my companions, but we were already crushed, buried, drowned, 
washed away by this coal black, icy, roaring gulf!” (И вoт вдoль всeй дaлeкoй зeмнoй грaни  
зaшeвeлилoсь чтo-тo, стaли пoднимaться и пaдaть кaкиe-тo нeбoльшиe круглoвaтыe бугoрки. 
‘Этo - мoрe’ – пoдумaлoсь всeм нaм в oднo и тo жe мгнoвeниe. – Oнo сeйчaс нaс всeх зaтoпит 
(…) oнo рaстeт, рaстeт грoмaднo (…).Всe зaдрoжaлo вoкруг (…). Кoнeц всeму! (…) Я хoтeл 
былo ухвaтиться зa тoвaрищeй, нo мы ужe всe рaздaвлeны, пoгрeбeны, пoтoплeны, унeсeны 
тoй, кaк чeрнилa чeрнoй, льдистoй, грoхoчущeй вoлнoй! – XIII, 154-5). 

 
The sea is thus regarded as the force of ultimate destruction. 

The second image has more concrete links to Elena’s dream in On the Eve. It is found in 
“Spring Torrents” (Вeшниe вoды – 1872). The hero imagines that he is sitting in a boat and 
                                                 
57 This scene strongly resembles that in one of the Poems in Prose called “Without a Nest” (“Бeз гнeздa” – 
1878). A bird in search of a place to rest is flying over the sea, but she finds nowhere to land. “The poor bird 
grew tired...her wing beats became weaker (...). Finally she folded her wings and dropped into the sea with a 
protracted moan. A gulf swallowed her... and moved on, roaring as madly as before” (“Устaлa бeднaя 
птицa…Слaбeeт взмaх ee крыл (…) Oнa слoжилa нaкoнeц крылья… и с прoтяжным стoнoм пaлa в мoрe. 
Вoлнa ee прoглoтилa … и пoкaтилaсь впeрeд, пo-прeжнeму бeссмыслeннo шумя” – XIII, 205). This scene 
is illustrative of Turgenev’s conception of the sea as a destructive force. It resembles the general image of nature 
in its absolute indifference to the suffering of the individual. See further in the main text. 
58 Of course, the sea as a symbol of death is by no means confined to Turgenev’s work; in fact it is more or less 
universal. The sea is unpredictable and destructive. Its mysterious black depths are thought to hold all kinds of 
monsters. Moreover, the crossing of a sea (like the crossing of a river) is a common symbol for crossing the 
border between life and death. The idea of a river that must be crossed by a dead person, either by swimming or 
by boat (rowed, perhaps, by the classical figure of Charon), is particularly widespread. This notion is also 
played on in On the Eve, where Elena decides to cross the sea with the body of Insarov, and subsequently 
disappears.  
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floating on the “sea of life”. Contrary to what one might expect from a sea, he envisages the 
water as crystal clear, so that the bottom can be seen. Monster-like creatures are lying there, 
looking like enormous fish. The hero realizes that they are life’s diseases, misfortunes, pains 
and sorrows. One of these monsters swims to the boat and threatens to overturn it, but then it 
sinks down again and resumes its old position. “But the appointed day will come when it will 
overturn the boat” (“Нo дeнь урoчный придeт – и пeрeвeрнeт oнo лoдку” - XI, 8).59 

The parallels with Elena’s dream in On the Eve are obvious. In both cases the occupants of 
the boat are intimidated by monstrous creatures that live in the sea and threaten to capsize the 
boat and destroy its passengers. The smallness of the vessels symbolizes the vulnerability of 
man when confronted with life’s destructive forces. What is more, both images convey the idea 
of destruction (death) waiting to pounce when no one expects it. Curiously, during the ‘real’ 
boat trip on the Caricynskij ponds, the company try singing “Down mother Volga” but cannot 
keep in tune and break off at the line “Nothing is to be seen in the waves” (“Ничeгo в вoлнaх 
нe виднo” – 72). At this moment of pleasure, when life seems to lie ahead in all its fulness, it is 
indeed the case that no one yet sees the threat of death. 

The idea of man being unable to foresee his destruction is also brought to the fore on the 
very last pages of On the Eve, where yet another image of a boat on a pond is enacted. It reads 
like a reversal of the image in Elena’s dream: this time it is not the people who sit in the boat, 
but death, and the people are the fish. Death is compared to a fisherman, “who has caught a 
fish, but leaves it in the water for some time; the fish is still swimming, but the net surrounds 
him and the fisherman will pull it out whenever he so decides” ([Смeрть, кaк рыбaк,] 
кoтoрый пoймaл рыбу в свoю сeть и oстaвляeт ee нa врeмя в вoдe: рыбa eщe плaвaeт, нo 
сeть нa нeй, и рыбaк выxвaтит ee – кoгдa зaхoчeт – 166). Life is thus presented as a span of 
time during which, unbeknown to man, death constantly has him in its grip. In Elena’s dream, 
the actual effects of the approaching danger are not seen. In the further development of the 
novel’s plot, however, there is a suggestion that Elena is literally swallowed by the sea when 
she is on her way to Bulgaria with the deceased Insarov. The ship they are on is caught in a 
storm, and the narrator reports that the Adriatic Sea, between “Venice, Triëst and the shore, is 
extremely dangerous” (“Aдриaтичeскoe  мoрe мeжду Вeнeциeй, Триeстoм и дaлмaтским 
бeрeгoм чрeзвычaйнo oпaснo” – 164). The question as to what really happened is never 
resolved. Some rumors say that, after a storm, a coffin was found on the beach, but others say 
that a foreign lady landed with the coffin and had it buried. The reader is, quite deliberately, left 
guessing. 

In the second part of Elena’s dream, the sea changes into a snowy landscape. This sets up 
another cluster of images that signify death. Elena is now riding in a wagon through the snow. 
Next to her sits Kat’ja, her childhood friend who died when they were still only children. Elena 
is frightened by the sight of the dead Kat’ja. The wagon heads for a monastery where, as Elena 
suddenly realizes, Insarov is locked up in one of the small cells. She wants to save him, but an 
abyss opens up immediately before them. Kat’ja laughs as the coach drops down. 

The image of the snowy landscape, the ride with a dead person and the fall at the end are all 
reminiscent of Bürger’s “Lenore” and its Russian versions by Žukovskij (“Svetlana” and 
“Ljudmila”) and Katenin (“Ol’ga”). Just like the female protagonists in these stories, Elena is 

                                                 
59 Two other examples of texts by Turgenev in which the image of floating in a boat arises (but without the sea-
symbolism) are “The Story of Lieutenant Ergunov” and “Klara Milič”. In both of these, the hero, who is under 
the destructive influence of the heroine, dreams that he is floating in a boat. In the first, Kolibri, the female 
protagonist, is underneath the boat and knocking on its bottom, thereby resembling the unidentified monsterlike 
creatures in the On the Eve and “Spring Torrents” dreams. In both “The Story of Lieutenant Ergunov” and 
“Klara Milič”, the image of floating in a boat signifies the hero’s impending destruction. 
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accompanied by a dead person, who leads her to a place of death.60 The small cells in the 
monastery are suggestive of coffins (Elena feels that “it is narrow and stuffy there” (“тaм 
душнo, тeснo” – 162). As soon as Elena awakens, Insarov, “with a face as white as the snow 
from her dream” (ibid.), announces that he is dying, and indeed does die only a moment later. 
The Lenore-motif in the dream has the effect, not of a parody of a Romantic cliché-plot, but of 
the realistic adaptation of such a plot. Elena’s dream becomes reality as her beloved dies when 
she wakes up. Death is presented, not as a frightening fantasy, but as a horrifying reality. 
 
The above survey of the imagery that is connected to what I have called the love-death theme 
shows that the tone of the novel gradually changes from one of (expectation of) life to one of 
impending death, during which process the early allusions to death occur only on the verbal art 
level whereas in the final scenes death becomes an event in its own right: Insarov dies, and then 
Elena supposedly does likewise. The final remarks of the narrator concerning death as a 
fisherman also make it the explicit subject of the narration. By contrast, the opening of the 
novel presents a celebration of life. It is set in midsummer, and the conversation of the 
characters expresses their positive expectations of life and love. Only a few remarks hint at the 
interconnection of life and death and of love and death – the description of the ‘enchanted’ 
stalks of grass, and Šubin´s words about love containing both life and death. No sooner have 
Insarov and Elena declared their love than allusions to death begin to arise. Finally, in the 
dream, the peaceful pond’s transformation into the roaring sea symbolizes the complete 
transition from positive into negative, or from life into death. In the dream, and in the image of 
the fisherman that the narrator uses shortly afterwards, death is displayed as a constant threat to 
man’s life in the face of which all human significance is destroyed. Immediately before the 
fisherman image, the narrator claims not to know whether Elena is still alive or whether, for 
her, “the little game of life” has already ended (“мaлeнькaя игрa жизни” – 166). Whichever is 
the case, the conclusion seems to be that there is no inherent value to life at all. 

This notion of death stands in sharp contrast to the idea of a heroic death that Insarov and 
Elena themselves envisage. Insarov thinks that he will die for the liberation of his homeland. In 
answer to Elena’s question as to whether he loves his homeland very much, he answers “That is 
yet to be shown (...) when someone dies for it, then we can say that he loved it” (“Этo eщe нe 
извeстнo (…) Вoт кoгдa ктo-нибудь из нaс умрeт зa нee, тoгдa мoжнo будeт скaзaть, чтo 
oн ee любил.” – 67). Elena even declares that she would gladly die, as long as it was together 
with Insarov (“рaзвe умeрeть вдвoeм тoжe нe вeсeлo?” – 113). Insarov’s actual death, 
however, is not at all heroic: far from dying for the liberation of Bulgaria, he never even 
reaches it. Elena does not die together with him, in spite of her prediction (123).  In Turgenev’s 
world, there is no such thing as a heroic death. If there were, it would imply that a person’s 
death could be incorporated into the course of his or her life in a significant way, or even that 
death could itself give meaning to life, but in Turgenev’s world view death stands outside 
man’s reality and destroys its meaning. In other words, the view of life and death that has 
developed by the end of the novel is radically different from the one that is implied by the story 
of Tristan and Isolde. For them death is a liberation, enabling them to attain the oneness that 

                                                 
60 A major difference between the plots of the stories and the dream of Elena (apart from the absence of the 
Romantic context in On the Eve) is the different role of the beloved. In the Lenore plot and its variants, the 
heroine is riding with her beloved; Elena is hurrying towards her beloved. However, the description of the place 
where Insarov is staying (“it is narrow and stuffy there”) does imply that he is dead, or very close to death, and 
therefore I think that the basic implication is the same: in both the Lenore plot and the dream in On the Eve, a 
dead person takes the heroine to the realm of the dead. She does not immediately acknowledge that her beloved 
is dead, and when she does so she is also forced to acknowledge that she is herself in danger.  
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they cannot experience while they are alive. In On the Eve, by contrast, death is presented as 
nothing more than a random end to the senseless flow of life.  

This reinforces our rejection of Masing-Delic’s view that Insarov is “predisposed to 
experience life as an illness”, of which the name is “yearning”, and from which he can be freed 
only through death (Masing-Delic 1987: 66). Her idea is based solely on the image of Tristan 
that she derives from Wagner’s opera, but there is nothing in the poetic structure of On the Eve 
itself to suggest that he ever has such a longing. In the first place, neither Elena nor Insarov 
longs to die, even though they are both willing to do so in a good cause. What is important is 
that they have set themselves goals within this life. Whether Insarov unconsciously wants 
something else, as Masing-Delic implies, is something we cannot possibly know since we are 
scarcely told anything about his inner life. In addition, and this is even more important, the 
whole pattern of life and death imagery, together with the final assertions about the nature of 
both life and death in the final chapter of the novel, sharply contradict any positive notion about 
death, leaving no room at all for possible reconciliation. 
 
 
4.5 Death in Venice 
 
I have already made a few remarks about the symbolic value of Venice, but this paragraph will 
be devoted in its entirety to the connotations of Venice as a setting for On the Eve. As was the 
case with the Tristan associations, the image of Venice must be understood as part of a larger 
tradition of symbolism. Within that context, Venice is characterized by ambiguity, as a place of 
beauty but also as a place of death. This image of death-concealed renders Venice the most 
symbolic of places where Insarov could have died. 

The extraordinary appearance and location of the city of Venice have always given rise to 
mythic ideas about it. Built in the midst of water, the city takes an indeterminate position 
between land and water, which in itself provides a sense of ambiguity. In folk tales about 
Venice, the boats floating through the canals are associated with the mythical Charon, who 
transports the dead by boat to the underworld. Moreover, in such tales the underworld itself is 
often located in the vicinity of the city. They describe a sunken city named Venetia that was 
formerly a prospering mercantile town by the sea, and the underworld is situated on a nearby 
island to which the dead are transported by boat (Locher 1922: 77-80). 

Another association of Venice with ambiguity arises from the tradition of wearing masks as 
part of the carnival tradition. Wearing a mask is naturally associated with ambiguity since it 
involves hiding another face – that is, another personality – beneath the outward appearance. 
Moreover, masks are also associated with death, a tradition that dates back to their being worn 
to ward off plague.61  

The literary image of Venice as it has developed in European literature from the end of the 
eighteenth century connotes both ambiguity and death. In his study of ‘The Literary Myth of 
Venice’, Bernard Dieterle traces the origins of the myth to Goethe’s section on Venice in his 
Italienische Reis,62 adding that Goethe was the first to link the impressions of the city to the 
                                                 
61 Joseph Brodsky has noted the curious effects of the identification of the carnival mask with the death mask in 
Watermark, originally entitled Fondamenta degli incurabili. With reference to the Fondamenta, the silent 
monument of the plague, he says: “The name conjures the hopeless cases (...) shrouded, waiting to be carted – 
or, rather, shipped away. Torches, fumes, gauze masks preventing inhalation (...). Gradually the funeral 
procession turns into a carnival, where a mask would have to be worn, since in this city everybody knows 
everybody” (Brodsky 1992: 75). 
62 However, we should bear in mind that, although the Reise was written between 1786 and 1789, it was not 
published until 1886. So, while it does stand at the beginning chronologically, it does not do so in the sense that 
it might have served as an example to other writers. 
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state of his own personality (Dieterle 1995: 78), which he did by transposing the topography of 
the city (already adorned with dualistic features) to the figurative topography of his soul (idem 
83). Such a process can also be identified in other works from the same period that feature 
Venice. The hero of Schiller’s Geisterseher (1789), for instance, is confronted by the loss of his 
own identity in Venice. In such works, the city’s ambiguity takes on an ominous connotation: 
the city becomes a place of deception that leads to the destruction of individuals. 

Consequently, Venice has become an important literary setting for the process of “discovery 
of the self” (‘Entdeckung des Ich’ – Corbineau-Hoffmann 1993: 164) that is such an important 
part of Romanticism. The ambiguity of Venice seems to appeal strongly to the Romantic 
sensibility that is preoccupied with the problematic entity of the self as a whole. It is therefore 
not surprising that the main propagators of the nineteenth century image of Venice are also 
leading figures in the development of European Romanticism: Platen (Venezianische Sonette 
(1824)) and Byron (Manfred (1817) and Childe Harold (1818)). 

The early twentieth century Venice essays of the philosophers Georg Simmel and Ernst 
Bertram reflect the development of the image of Venice within Romanticism into an icon of 
ambiguity. Simmel identifies ambiguity in every part of the city: the houses, the streets, the 
canals and the bridges (Simmel 1922: 72). He states that the entire outer appearance of the city 
is only a façade from which reality has withdrawn (“Schein in dem kein Sein mehr lebt” – idem 
71), and sees this as the actual reason for the dreamlike appearance of the city. Simmel projects 
his conclusions on to life itself (thereby maintaining the link between the physical environment 
and the landscape of the soul, so much celebrated during the romantic period): he states that life 
itself is a façade with death standing behind it (idem 72). 

The image of Venice that Bertram provides in his essay is equally informed by the idea of 
duality. Like Simmel, he connects the dual features of the city with the inner make-up of the 
individual: “alle Naturen (…), die, gleich Byron, gleich Nietzsche, eines tragisch unheilbaren 
Dualismus in der Uranlage ihres Wesens sich dunkel bewußt waren und die in dem Wunder der 
Lagunen einem halb bestürzenden, halb beglückenden Doppelgängersinnbild des eigenen 
Daseins begegneten” (Bertram 1932: 23). 

From the essays of Simmel and Bertram, it becomes clear that the literary image of Venice 
in the nineteenth century is inextricably connected to the Romantic vision of life. Within this 
context, the associations of Venice with death arise mainly from the dichotomy between beauty 
and death that pervaded the romantic mind: Venice was seen as a city of pure beauty that 
carried at the same time an undertone of death. These ideas were strengthened by the historical 
developments that reduced the city’s importance. After the fall of the republic in 1797, many 
felt a discrepancy between the city’s outer appearance, which still reflected the grandeur of the 
old Venice, and the state of decay that it concealed (Corbineau-Hoffmann 1993: 568-9). In this 
context it must be noted, however, that a notion of Venice as a city in decay was already 
present from the sixteenth century onwards (Dieterle 1995: 82). This furnished the idea that the 
city itself was dying (this notion is called upon in the description of Venice in On the Eve: 
“‘Venice is dying’ (…) her inhabitants will tell you” – quoted on p. 74 above). In my opinion, 
the association of Venice with death can only partly be ascribed to the real threat of decay of 
the city. It is primarily the romantic idea of duality that causes us to think of death when seeing 
beauty and to find beauty in death. It is exactly this notion that is conveyed in the narrator’s 
‘reply’ to the remark of Venice’s inhabitants: “Maybe she [Venice – MO] only missed this final 
appeal, the appeal of wilting in the midst of the bloom and triumph of beauty” (“нo, быть 
мoжeт, этoй-тo пoслeднeй прeлeсти, прeлeсти увядaния  в сaмoм рaсцвeтe  и тoржeствe 
крaсoты, нeдoстoвaлo eй” – 151). 
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This duality of death-masked-by-beauty – the outer appearance of the world seen as a façade 
behind which death looms – forms the exact basis of the connection of Venice with ambiguity 
and death that is drawn upon in On the Eve.   

In this novel, Venice is first introduced as a city of beauty that is appealing to those who 
visit it: “Like spring, the beauty of Venice affects us and arouses desires” (“Подобно весне, 
красота Венеции и трогает и возбуждает желания” – 151). Foremost among these ‘desires’ 
is a longing for love: in the opening chapter of On the Eve, Bersenev has already told us how, 
standing in a forest in spring, he thinks he hears “the romantic sounds of Oberon’s horn” 
(“рoмaнтичeскиe звуки Oбeрoнoвa рoгa” – 13). However, in the ensuing description, the city 
is associated with enchantment: it is described as “magical” (“волшебный город” - 151) and as 
a place that gives “a promise of mysterious happiness” (“обещание таинственного счастия” – 
ibid.). The buildings look “light and wonderful” (“стоят легки и чудесны” – ibid.), and there 
is “something fairy-tale like and charmingly strange” (“что-то сказочное, что-то пленительно 
странное” – ibid.) in the appearance of the canals with their boats. The whole city is set under 
“an enchanted sky” (“очарованные небеса” – ibid.). 

The terms of the description make the city seem unreal, something like a mirage. Moreover, 
the references to enchantment call to mind those that were made earlier in On the Eve, which, 
as I have already shown, linked enchantment both to love and to death. In the light of the 
ambiguous character of Venice, the associations with enchantment further emphasise the city’s 
connection both with beauty (or love) and death. 

Insarov’s enchantment began with his falling in love with Elena, but now, in an environment 
that is characterized by enchantment in every detail, its final consequences are borne out: it is 
here that Insarov will die. Apart from its enchanted nature, Venice is characterized by two more 
aspects that associate it with death. The first has already been mentioned: water. We have seen 
that, in folk tales about Venice, the fact that the city comprises water as much as land connects 
it with the underworld. Also, within the poetic structure of On the Eve, water is itself associated 
with the threat of death through the motif of drowning and the rusalki. 

The second of these two aspects is silence. Venice is “permeated with a dream-like haze of 
some sort of loving silence” (“все обвеяно дремотною дымкой какой-то влюбенной 
тишины” – ibid.); she is characterized by the absence of sounds: “the silky reflection of the 
mute surge of the canals, the soundless pace of the gondolas, the absence of the rude sounds of 
a city” (“шелковистых отливах немой волны каналов, в бесшумном беге гондол, в 
отсутствии грубых городских звуков” – ibid.), and “everything in her keeps silent” (“все в 
ней молчит” – ibid.). This silence can be interpreted as a deathly silence. 

The beautiful Venice that promises a good time to happy couples appears to be a city with 
two faces. While Elena and Insarov enjoy Venice’s beauty, the description of the city stresses 
its symbolic connotations as a place of ambiguity and death. Within the novel’s intratextual 
network of associations, Venice’s characteristics form the climax of the sense of threat that the 
imagery of enchantment and water has attained during the course of the novel. Venice thus acts 
as a highly symbolic locus for Insarov’s death. 
 
 
4.6 Nature 
 
In addition to the motifs that I have dealt with above, we find in On the Eve two of Turgenev’s 
basic images that he developed as part of the formulation of his philosophical ideas on man. I 
have discussed these ideas in Chapter One, where I examine Turgenev’s review of Aksakov’s 
hunter stories, together with the essay “Hamlet and Don Quixote”, both of which can be 
considered key texts for the understanding of Turgenev’s concept of nature as a dual force, and 
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of the concept of man he derives from it. These ideas are explored in the opening chapter of On 
the Eve through intertextuality with these works. In this connection, I should like to draw 
attention to the special function of the opening scene within the novel as a whole. It has already 
been mentioned several times as the point where the novel’s main associative strings are 
initiated, and in this paragraph I shall first elaborate on its function as regards the rest of the 
novel and then deal with the intertextual connections. 

To a certain extent, the opening can be regarded as the typical opening to a novel by 
Turgenev: the main characters are not yet on the scene but are introduced through the words of 
the secondary characters who are present. However, there is more to it than that. The discussion 
that takes place between the secondary characters Šubin and Bersenev also touches upon 
central philosophical issues, especially that of man’s place in nature. They express Turgenev’s 
own ideas about the interconnectedness of life and death, and of love and death. Bersenev says 
that nature constantly swallows man, and adds, “In her there is both life and death” (quoted 
above), whereupon Šubin answers, “In love, there is life and death too” (quoted above). Basic 
to these ideas, though it is not explicitly mentioned in the scene, is the principle of balance, 
which forms a crucial part of Turgenev’s concept of nature. Nature exists through maintaining a 
balance between creation and destruction; thus, life is connected to death (the death of one 
means life for the other), and love is connected to death (since love means procreation, which is 
a disturbance of the balance, and therefore the old individual must die to make room for the 
new one). Turgenev is not so much interested in the biological reasoning of these ideas (which 
he largely derives from Schopenhauer) as in the human tragedy that they encompass.63 The 
interconnection between love and death is presented by Turgenev as a far more mysterious 
principle, not only in On the Eve but also, as we have seen, in many of his other works. 

The discussion between Bersenev and Šubin in the opening scene of On the Eve functions as 
the philosophical prelude to the developments in the novel. It can be said to indicate that the 
concern of the novel has more to do with these essential questions of life than with the 
presentation of a new type of hero. This idea is further sustained by the return to the subject of 
life and death in the epilogue (the fisherman image, in which man’s life is depicted as a period 
in which he is already in the power of death (in the net) but ignorant of this fact until pulled out 
of the water). Thus, the events of the novel are presented within a philosophical framework, 
such that the opening and ending present its ideas on an abstract level while the events in 
between show them ‘in practice’. To elaborate a little further, at the beginning of the novel the 
principles of nature (nature “constantly swallows us” – “нe бeспрeстaннo ли oнa пoглoщaeт 
нaс” - 13) are stated, but only in the abstract, without consideration of how they are followed in 
practice. By the end of the novel, however, when the consequences of these principles have 
become visible in the fates of Insarov and Elena, the narrator’s conclusion is that life is 
senseless in the face of the inevitable approach of death. Regarding Elena, he concludes, 
“Nobody knows if she is still alive (…) or perhaps the little game of life has already ended” 
(quoted above). 

On the subject of the respective intertextuality between On the Eve and the two key works 
by Turgenev – the Aksakov review and “Hamlet and Don Quixote” – I shall begin with the last 
of these. 

 The two characters in the opening scene, Šubin and Bersenev, can be seen as representatives 
of the two basic human types that Turgenev describes in his essay, but there are some 
differences of emphasis. In the essay, Hamlet and Don Quixote represent respectively the types 
for whom the “basis and goal of their existence lies either inside themselves or outside 
themselves” (“oснoвa и цeль их сущeствoвaния нaхoдится либo внe их, либo в них сaмих” 
                                                 
63 For more details on Turgenev’s world view; see Chapter One. For Turgenev and Schopenhauer: see 
McLaughlin 1984. 
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– 172). They can be designated as the egoistic and altruistic types. Like them, Šubin and 
Bersenev are presented as complete opposites, in outward appearance as well as in outlook. 
Bersenev is tall, with sharp features, a tanned skin and gray eyes; Šubin has a rounded, almost 
childlike frame, a white skin and brown eyes. Bersenev wears a narrow black overcoat, while 
Šubin is dressed in a loose-fitting white blouse. Šubin is self-confident and enjoys life, whereas 
Bersenev seems at odds with himself and tortures himself with philosophical questioning. This 
opposition is reflected in their ways of looking at the world around them, which in turn mirror 
their differences in attitude towards life. Bersenev lies on his back and looks at the landscape, 
while Šubin lies on his belly and looks at the bugs in the grass.  

Bersenev is a historian and a philosopher; he studies apparently isolated phenomena and 
ponders on their relationships with a view to inducing universal laws. Šubin, by contrast, is an 
artist; he is only interested in the isolated phenomena and states, with reference to his 
profession, that the landscape is not a good subject for him since it lacks borders: “My job is to 
mould flesh, shoulders, arms, legs, but that [the landscape – MO] lacks forms, it has no borders, 
it runs off to all sides…” (“Мoe дeлo – мясo, мясo лeпить, плeчи, нoги, руки, a тут и фoрмы 
нeт, зaкoнчeннoсти нeт, рaзeхaлoсь вo всe стoрoны” – 9). 

Šubin displays an egoistic orientation; he wants to enjoy life and expects life to cooperate 
with him in this: “I expect, I demand happiness from the forest and from the river and from the 
earth and the skies, from every cloud and every stalk of grass” (“и oт лeсa, и oт рeки, и oт 
зeмли, и oт нeбa, oт всякoгo oблaчкa, oт всякoй трaвки я жду, я хoчу счaстия” – 13-14). 
Later he says, “I want to be number one” (“я хoчу быть нoмeрoм пeрвым” – 14). Bersenev, 
however, represents the altruistic orientation. According to him, “making oneself number two is 
the very destiny of our lives” (“пoстaвить сeбя нoмeрoм  втoрым – всe нaзнaчeниe нaшeй 
жизни” – ibid.).  

When we compare these characteristics to the description of the two human types in 
“Hamlet and Don Quixote”, what is remarkable is that we find a difference in the evaluation of 
the two types. Šubin’s lighthearted personality, his careless posture and his white, loose-fitting 
clothing suggest a certain ease and lightness, whereas Bersenev’s troubled character, uneasy 
posture and tight dark clothing imply an uncomfortable and depressive life. This is not the way 
in which the egoistic and altruistic principles are evaluated in “Hamlet and Don Quixote”, 
where it is implied that both types are equally hampered by their orientation. It is possible to 
argue that, in On the Eve, the altruistic principle is judged negatively, if only for the fact that 
Bersenev is left empty-handed after he has helped Elena, even though he is in love with her, 
whereas Insarov is able to develop a sustained relationship with her once they have become 
acquainted. As I have already noted, James Woodward’s approach to On the Eve is along these 
lines: it is based on the assumption that the novel is about the victory of egoism over altruism. 
Woodward argues that Elena is at first altruistic in attitude (feeding stray animals and freeing 
flies from cobwebs) but becomes egoistic through the experience of love and thereby destroys 
Insarov, who is altruism incarnate (Woodward 1990: 98-99). I have already indicated above (in 
4.3) that I am not convinced by Woodward’s assertion that Elena, having changed into an 
‘egoist’, destroys Insarov. Instead, the novel’s final scenes suggest to me that the fate of every 
man is the same, regardless of his attitude. Indeed, both the egoist Šubin and the altruist 
Bersenev are still alive at the end of the novel, whereas the altruistic Insarov and (as Woodward 
would have it) the egoistic Elena have perished. Therefore, I shall adopt a different approach, 
focusing not on the differences between the altruistic and egoistic type, but rather on what they 
have in common. The Hamlet type and the Don Quixote type are, first and foremost, 
individuals, and both the egoism of the one and the altruism of the other are irrelevant as far as 
their position in relation to the whole of nature is concerned. Each of them is a fixed part of the 
whole. I must make clear at this point that the altruism of Don Quixote is not the same thing as 
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nature’s ‘altruism’. When Turgenev speaks of the dichotomy of nature, he is referring to two 
forces: the centripetal and centrifugal (184). The altruism of Don Quixote takes the form of a 
conscious and voluntary self-sacrifice, whereas the sacrifice of the individual in order to sustain 
the whole, presupposed by the centrifugal force of nature, is essentially an involuntary 
principle: nature sacrifices the individual in order to maintain the whole of itself. 

On the basis of these considerations, I conclude that the associations of Bersenev and Šubin 
with the two basic human types that Turgenev describes in the essay have two effects. First, as I 
have said, the reference to the philosophically-oriented essay in itself highlights the concern of 
the novel with these existential themes.64 Second, the association has the effect of typification. 
Although the descriptions of Bersenev and Šubin, when read as character descriptions within 
the narrative art structure, designate them as unique individuals (their opposite features 
contributing to this effect by underlining that the one is unlike the other), their clearly-marked 
egoistic versus altruistic attitudes associate them with the basic human types that Turgenev 
describes in “Hamlet and Don Quixote”. Their opposite features now appear in another light: 
not as adding to their individual portraits, but as establishing their characters as opposing types. 
This process of typification sets the pattern for the rest of the novel: the hero and heroine will 
be similarly typified and their fates will develop according to type. That Bersenev and Šubin 
discuss the principles of nature, and are then depicted as exemplers of these principles, 
provides an important clue to a proper reading of the novel.   

A similar process of typification occurs in an association between On the Eve and both of 
the key philosphically-oriented texts I have mentioned. It is provided by the image of the insect 
as symbol for the egoistic principle. I will first quote the instances in the Aksakov review and 
“Hamlet and Don Quixote” in which this image comes to the fore.  
 
The Aksakov review tells us: 

 
For a mosquito that drinks your blood, you are food, and he uses you as calmly and shamelesly as the 
spider, in whose net he has fallen, uses him” (“Для комара, который сосет вашу кровь, - вы пища, 
и он так же спокойно и беззазорно пользуется вами, как паук, которому он попался в сети, им 
самим” – V, 415). 
 

In the essay, we read: 
 
Every creature considers itself the center of the world, and looks at everything around him as if it 
exists only for him (just as a mosquito sat down on the forehead of Alexander the Great and, fully 
convinced of his rights, drank his blood as his rightful food (“…все живущее считает себя центром 
творения и на все остальное взирает как на существующее только для него (так комар, севший 
на лоб Александра Македонского, с спокойной уверенностью в своем праве, питался его 
кровью, как следующей ему пищей)” – 184) 
 

In both of these cases, Turgenev uses the image of the mosquito to illustrate the self-contained 
spirit of the individual creature. Although Turgenev does not explicitly say so, we may assume 
that his choice of this insect as his example is intended to stress the fact that the egoistic 
orientation (on the basis of which one considers oneself the centre of the world) is a basic 
                                                 
64 Although Hamlet and Don Quixote are not mentioned in the novel, the contemporary reader would almost 
certainly have linked the description of the characters with those of Hamlet and Don Quixote in the essay, since 
the two texts appeared almost simultaneously. The essay appeared in 1860 in the year’s first number of The 
Contemporary (Сoврeмeнник), while On the Eve appeared in the January 1860 issue of The Russian Messenger 
(Русский Вeстник). 
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orientation which does not depend on the human criteria of what is or is not important. 
According to these criteria, it is hardly thinkable that an insect has any such considerations. It is 
especially this point that comes into focus in On the Eve. In the opening scene, Šubin uses the 
same image of the mosquito drinking man’s blood: “A mosquito will sit down on the nose of 
the czar of creation and start using him as his food. That is insulting.” (“комар сядет на нос 
царю создания и станет употреблять его себе в пищу. Это обидно.” – 8)65 

Šubin’s words suggest that man is a higher creature than the insect; the term “czar of 
creation” presupposes that man is ruler over creation and thus, in a sense, stands above it. His 
further comments on the insect world show that, as he sees it, man can have goals, while lesser 
creatures cannot: 

 
The most astonishing thing about ants, bugs and other mister insects, in my opinion, is their 
surprising seriousness; they run about with such important faces, as if their lives meant something as 
well! Just imagine: man, the czar of creation, the highest creature, looks at them, but they do not care 
about him one bit (“Мeня бoльшe всeгo пoрaжaeт в мурaвьях, жукaх и других гoспoдaх 
нaсeкoмых их удивитeльнaя сeрьeзнoсть; бeгaют взaд и впeрeд с тaкими вaжными 
физиoнoмиями, тoчнo и иx жизнь чтo-тo знaчит! Пoмилуйтe, чeлoвeк, цaрь сoздaнья, сущeствo 
высшee, нa них звирaeт, a им и дeлa дo нeгo нeт” – 8). 
 

Šubin assumes that the insects have no reason to find their own lives important since, from his 
point of view, their existence has no real meaning. Thus Šubin, while using the same imagery 
as is found in the Aksakov review and the essay, reasons the other way around: he does not 
acknowledge that insects have exactly the same orientation that he has himself. The reason for 
this is simple: he thinks from his own egoistic point of view and therefore considers only his 
own interests important. The intertextual association with the review and the essay reminds us 
of the principle that the insect image stands for in those texts: the egoistic orientation of every 
creature. In that context, Šubin’s presupposition of man’s superiority is seriously undermined, 
since every creature considers himself the ‘czar of creation’. 

This last implication is further sustained by the text material of the opening scene. The point 
is that man and insect are associated with one another. This means that they are implicitly 
placed on equal terms whereby the importance of man is reduced to that of the insect. This 
linkage of man and insect is found in two instances. The first is the description, already quoted, 
that Šubin gives of the insects he sees. In his irony, he ascribes human qualities to the insects. 
He calls them ‘mister insect’, describes them as having physiognomies and imagines them 
capable of expressing typically-human attributes such as ‘seriousness’ and ‘importance’. The 
effect is that humans and insects become interchangeable: if insects are like humans, then 
humans can also be looked upon as insects. This is exactly what happens in the second instance 
that I want to mention. It occurs one page earlier. Bersenev and Šubin have just been introduced 
to the reader, and Bersenev’s position is described as follows: 
 

He lay in an awkward pose; his large head, broad at the top and triangular at the bottom sat clumsily 
on his long neck; clumsiness even spoke from the positioning of his arms, from his upper body 
wrapped tightly in his short, black overcoat, and from his long legs with the knees raised, resembling 
the hind legs of a cricket (“Oн лeжaл нeлoвкo; eгo бoльшaя, квeрху ширoкaя, книзу зaoстрeннaя 
гoлoвa нeлoвкo сидeлa нa длиннoй шee; нeлoвкoсть скaзывaлoсь в сaмoй пoлoжeнии eгo рук, 

                                                 
65 The fact that the persons whose blood is being sucked are described as Alexander the Great and the ‘tsar of 
creation’ underlines the total ignorance of the ‘value’ of the other that the egoistic individual displays. 
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eгo тулoвищa, плoтнo oхвaчeннoгo кoрoтким чeрным сюртукoм, eгo длинных нoг с пoднятыми 
кoлeнями, пoдoбных зaдним нoжкaм стрeкoзы. – 7-8.66 
 

The description clearly associates Bersenev with an insect, not only by the positioning of his 
legs, which are explicitly compared to those of a cricket, but also by the shape of his head and 
his long, thin body. All of these associations curiously place Šubin’s words in an ironical light. 
He is trying to explain what he sees as the overt difference between man and insects, but 
through his very words, by personifying the insects, he actually shows that they are alike. The 
description of Bersenev as resembling a cricket further underlines this. As a consequence, the 
significance of man’s life is likened to that of the insects: like the insects, man considers his life 
and goals to be very important, but this importance is dependent upon his own point of view – 
his own egoistic orientation. From this orientation, the interests of insects mean nothing to man 
(as Šubin’s ironical description shows), but by the same principle the interests of man are 
irrelevant to other creatures (as the image of the mosquito drinking man’s blood shows). 

In this connection it is interesting to mention one of Turgenev’s Poems in Prose in which the 
interests of man and insects are depicted as equally (ir)relevant to nature. In the piece entitled 
“Nature” (“Природа” – 1879), the speaker relates a dream he has had. In this dream, he sees a 
woman wearing a green dress, and recognizes her as nature. She seems to be absorbed by a 
difficult problem. It transpires that she is wondering how to make lice jump better. The speaker 
suggests that it would be better for her to worry about human beings, since they are the most 
precious of all creatures, but to his astonishment nature replies that she cares about human 
beings as much as about any worm (XIII, 188-189). The viewpoint of nature, as presented in 
this text, resembles that of the individual creature towards another creature: in both cases the 
purposes and interests of the individual appear relevant only to the individual himself. 

The insect associations in the opening scene of On the Eve thus hint at mankind’s 
unimportance in relation to nature as a whole. The fisherman image at the end of the novel 
echoes the insect imagery: in both cases man is depicted as an animal (an insect and a fish) 
which symbolizes the relative value of the individual. 

In addition to these associations, there is one other aspect of insect imagery that I should like 
to discuss. It plays a role in several of Turgenev’s works, and also has relevance for On the Eve. 
This is the association of insects with death. Such associations do not apply specifically to 
Turgenev; they are found in Russian folklore and also occur in the works of other Russian 
authors, especially Dostoevskij (see Ternovskaja 1979). 

In Russian folklore, insects (and some other creatures, such as mice and frogs, that are all 
included in the generic term ‘гады’) are generally associated with the chthonic, and therefore 
with evil and death (Mify narodov mira, II, 202, also Gura 1997: 276). For some insects, the 
association with death is not necessarily a negative one. For instance, flies and butterflies are 
regarded as the souls of dead people (Gura 1997: 439), and spiders are sometimes associated 
with eternity (Ternovskaja 1979: 77). 

In Turgenev’s work, it is the stinging insects in particular that are treated as symbols of 
death.67 A very explicit example of this is one of the Poems in Prose that I have already 
                                                 
66 Strictly speaking the Russian word ‘strekoza’ that is used here means ‘dragonfly’ rather than ‘cricket’.  A 
cricket is a ‘sverčok’. However, the described pose of Bersenev clearly resembles that of a cricket, not that of a 
dragonfly. The exact etymology of the word ‘strekoza’ is unclear. Of course the association with the verb 
‘strekotat’’ (meaning ‘to chirp’) is ready at hand, and supposedly this is the reason why the two are sometimes 
confused. Turgenev is not the first to do so. Krylov’s translation of La Fontaine’s fable ‘La Cigale et le Fourmi’ is 
entitled ‘Стрекоза и муравей’. Neledinskij-Meleckij’s translation of the same fable is entitled ‘Стрекоза’.  
67 Actually anything that can sting can acquire the same association with death. This includes not only the stings 
of insects, but also the bills and claws of birds, snakes, pins, needles and the like. See the examples mentioned 
in paragraph 4.3 as part of my discussion of associations with vampires in On the Eve. 
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mentioned: “The Insect”. In this story, a young man dies immediately after being stung by a 
horrifying green insect. The insect is like a personification of death, an impression that is 
reinforced by the reaction of instinctive fear that the sight of it causes among the people who 
are present.68 

Seen in this light, Elena’s efforts to free flies that are caught in spiders’ webs can be seen as 
an attempt to annihilate death. She similarly tries to prevent Insarov’s death (as she also does in 
the dream in which she is hurrying to free Insarov from his small cell that resembles a coffin), 
but by doing so she threatens to unbalance nature. The guilt Elena appears to feel after 
Insarov’s death (in her letter to her parents, she writes: “who knows, maybe I killed him” – 
“ктo знaeт, мoжeт быть, я eгo убилa” – 165) might be interpreted as guilt for unbalancing 
nature through her self-centred wishes, especially the wish for love. 
 
 
4.7 Conclusions 
 
In Chapter One, I argued that, in Turgenev’s novels, the desirability of a verbal art reading was 
not necessarily indicated by means of motivational gaps arising on the basis of a narrative art 
reading (as was the basis for Schmid’s analysis of the Stories of Belkin). In On the Eve, 
however, a reading of the narrative art structure does leave the reader with a very unsatisfactory 
and incomplete picture of the hero and his fate. The motivation of Insarov’s fate can only be 
found in a verbal art reading, through allusions to an archetypal victim of the influence of 
destructive love. I have already indicated that the structure of the novel as a whole is geared 
more towards the discussion of the universal and existential theme of man in confrontation with 
the destructive laws of nature than towards the presentation of a new contemporary heroic type. 
I shall now discuss the central features that co-operate to achieve this effect. 

First of all, it should be noted that the fragmentary information regarding the social and 
cultural position of the hero, together with the lack of insight into his ideas and motives, are in 
themselves an indication of the limited importance of Insarov’s designation as a new 
contemporary type: the information provided hardly allows for a clear picture of such a new 
type to emerge. Moreover, these lacunae hint at the importance of a verbal art reading for the 
understanding of the text. The verbal art associations present the theme of the potential new 
hero in another light, as the idea of newness is countered by patterns of typification that render 
the hero an archetypal tragic hero, doomed to perish. 

Furthermore, the structure of the overall text indicates the importance of its existential 
themes. As I have argued in the previous paragraph, the opening scene provides a philosophical 
discussion about life and death which echoes the main ideas that Turgenev was exploring in his 
philosophically-oriented works of that period. As such, it introduces the philosophical frame of 
thought that determines the novel’s concerns: man’s position in relation to nature as a whole. 
The end of the novel moves back towards an abstract, philosophical level, and thus the opening 
and end together present a philosophical framework for the perception of the events that 
comprise the main body of the work. 

In addition to this, it is important to note that the development of plot becomes weakened in 
the course of the novel. Walter Koschmal has argued that deviations from the realistic norms 
prescribing the central interest of the development of the plot occur in a number of Turgenev’s 
stories that were written between the mid forties and mid sixties (Koschmal 1978: 11-12). He 
argues that, in some stories, the main interest (“Sinnzentrum”) is no longer in the events, while 
                                                 
68 Compare the scene in “Stavrogin’s Confession” in Dostoevskij’s Evil Spirits, excluded from the final version, 
in which the hero sees a small red spider at a time when someone he knows is committing suicide (Ternovskaja 
1979: 78). 
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in others it is hardly possible to describe a plot at all (idem, 12). In On the Eve, we see a similar 
process. At first the novel develops along the usual (that is, realistic) normative path and 
follows the sort of plot that we have come to expect of Turgenev: the appearance of the hero 
arouses expectations of his personality; then the heroine falls in love with him and decides to 
follow him. From this point, however, the development seems to take a new turn: whereas in 
the previous two novels the progression of the events is blocked at this point, Insarov and Elena 
proceed to reach what is now their common goal. It is not until this point that the development 
of the plot comes to its expected halt: once they have left Russia there is hardly any further 
progression. Several months later, they are in Venice, still trying to reach Bulgaria. The scenes 
in Venice are marked by non-progression: they are taken up by a narrative description of the 
city, a description of the couple’s tour of the city, and Elena’s dream. The dream marks the 
point where reality gives way to images of death. Insarov immediately dies. Death, as a 
manifestation of the cosmic level, cuts into the development of the events as they unfold on the 
contemporary level. Insarov’s death marks the definitive end of the development of the events. 

The role of the dream as an intermediary step between the previous events and the 
annihilation of the event scheme by death is interesting in the light of the usual function of 
dreams within a realistic context. Dreams are a well-established way of placing the irrational 
and supernatural within a realistic setting, and Turgenev quite frequently makes them serve this 
function. However, whereas within a realistic context the dream is usually ‘unmasked’ as a 
dream, thereby enabling the realistic perspective to be maintained, in Turgenev’s work this 
separation of dream and reality tends to fade. It often happens that an irrational event is 
introduced by means of the suggestion of a dream, but in such a way as to leave it unclear 
whether the person who experiences irrational elements is in fact dreaming. We might think, for 
example, of the supernatural experiences of the first-person narrators in “The Dog” (“Собака” 
– 1864) and “Phantoms”, who are themselves not sure whether they are awake or asleep when 
they have their supernatural experiences. In such instances, the suggestion of dream keeps up 
the general ‘realism’ of the story even though the subject concerns that which lies beyond the 
real. In On the Eve, the function of the dream is not so much the introduction of the 
supernatural as the transformation of reality. Elena is awakened by Insarov’s desperate calls, 
and he dies a few moments later. Thus, when the dream ends, the transformation of reality is 
not unmasked, but confirmed. The images of death in the dream are visions of the ensuing 
reality.  

To conclude my analysis I want to make a few remarks about the narrative perspective in the 
novel. Its outlines are the same as those in the previous novels: the narrator takes the position of 
a close acquaintance who observes the characters and tells us about their outward appearance, 
words and behavior, but is also able to provide background information. The narrator in On the 
Eve, for instance, has information about Elena’s youth, and knows what she writes in her 
private journal. However, it is remarkable that he never comes at all close to the person of 
Insarov. Only in one scene does the narrator render the thoughts of the hero, and that is when 
Insarov tries to obtain, for Elena, a permit for traveling abroad. In all other scenes, the only 
information concerning Insarov is what would have been gained by any observer who saw what 
was happening and heard what was said. As I have already stated, it is this fact, in combination 
with the overall lack of information regarding Insarov’s background, that makes it extremely 
difficult for the reader to establish who he is, let alone to become engaged in his fate. Thus, the 
narrator’s position also contributes to the limited picture of Insarov on the contemporary level. 

If we compare it to the positions of the narrators in the other novels, there is one peculiarity 
about that of the narrator in On the Eve that is worth noting: he clearly and definitively steps 
outside the limitations of the characters’ own views of their lives at the end. The image of the 
fisherman, together with the ensuing conclusions about the futility of life in the face of 
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impending death, marks a position of overview that the characters themselves generally lack. It 
provides a view of mankind from the perspective of the cosmic level. The fact that the narrator 
takes such a perspective marks his position as principally different from that of the characters 
more explicitly than in any of the other novels. 
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Chapter Five 
Fathers and Sons 

 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
When Bazarov, the hero of Fathers and Sons (Отцы и дети – 1862), is compared to Rudin 
and Lavreckij, there is at least one major difference between them: Rudin and Lavreckij 
embody social and cultural types that had already developed into literary cliché-images at the 
time when Turgenev made them the central characters of his novels. Bazarov, however, 
represents a group in contemporary society that at the time of the novel’s appearance was still 
at the formative stage. The depictions of Rudin and Lavreckij could be said to stand at the 
end of a series of depictions of the romantic-idealistic type (Rudin) and the “men of the 
forties” (Lavreckij). In congruence with this, the contemporary level of these two novels has 
a strong retrospective orientation, and the tone tends towards evaluation of the heroes’ 
positions as phenomena of the past. By contrast, the group of young materialists or nihilists 
of which Bazarov is a representative had only recently developed, and it was not yet possibly 
fully to assess its impact.69 Moreover, the fact that it had as yet hardly been reflected in 
literature at all was of major importance for the reception of the novel, which, unlike the 
receptions of Rudin and A Nest of Gentry, was fundamentally affected by the interpretation of 
the type represented by its hero. 

The topicality of the subject matter of Fathers and Sons at least partly accounts for the 
avalanche of reactions it evoked among literary critics. Many of these reactions, especially 
from those belonging to the more radical circles, were very negative, accusing Turgenev of 
hostility towards the younger generation. They considered the depiction of Bazarov as a 
vicious attack on their ideas. M. A. Antonovič, for example, maintained that Turgenev 
deliberately tried to make a fool of his hero, for instance in the description of Bazarov’s 
failed attempts to communicate with the peasants, the remarks about his constant drinking 
during a visit to the female nihilist Kukšina, and the description of his eating habits (PSS 
VIII, 591). Černyševskij also found Turgenev’s depiction of the ‘nihilist-type’ a plain 
caricature (PSS VIII, 593). Turgenev was unnerved by the reception of the novel. His 
disappointment at what he saw as an entirely unjust interpretation of the work led directly to 
his retreat to France, and is often mentioned as a breaking point in his career as a novelist.70 

The controversy surrrounding the novel determined its contemporary reception, but later 
criticism has likewise been focused on its portrayal of radical youth and the conflict between 
the generation of the fathers and that of the sons. Indeed the novel provides detailed images 
of these parties and their conflicting opinions. In paragraph 5.2, in which I will discuss the 
contemporary image of the hero, we will see that Turgenev provided his hero with many 
features that came to characterize later depictions of nihilists. If only for this reason, 
                                                 
69 It should be noted in this context that the events of Rudin and A Nest of Gentry are set considerably earlier 
than the years in which the novels appeared: the events in Rudin take place in the early forties whereas it was 
published in 1856; the events of  A Nest of Gentry are set in 1842 whereas the novel appeared in 1859. This in 
itself indicates that the subject matter of these novels concerns problems that had been faced by the older 
generation. Fathers and Sons, by contrast, is set in 1859, only three years before its appearance. Its subject 
matter is accordingly concerned with the ‘here and now’ – with a group only recently formed among the 
younger generation. 
70Smoke’s untraditional theme and biting comments on Russian society are generally explained as Turgenev’s 
reaction to the reception of Fathers and Sons. In my analysis of Smoke in the next chapter, I shall approach the 
novel from a different angle and indicate developments in Turgenev’s philosophical thinking that can be 
connected to changes in the subject matter of his work in that period. 
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Bazarov’s portrait as contemporary type has an extraordinary appeal. It puts him in sharp 
contrast to the heroes of the novels preceding and succeeding Fathers and Sons. Insarov and 
Litvinov are hardly defined in social, cultural or ideological terms. Lev Pumpjanskij has 
stated that Fathers and Sons, together with Rudin, can be classified as “cultural-heroic 
novels” (Pumpjanskij 2000: 391), that is, novels in which the portrait of the hero is 
determined by the specific cultural stratum to which he belongs. In Rudin’s case, this is the 
romantic-idealistic environment to which he is linked by details such as his reading of the 
German romantic poets and his attendance at the philosophical meetings at Pokorskij’s house. 
Bazarov is similarly characterized by his reading preferences: he rejects poetry and 
aesthetical works in general, prefering to read Büchner instead. His interest in the exact 
sciences is further emphasised by his study of medicine and by his experiments and fussing 
with his microscope during his stay at the Kirsanov’s – activities that designate him a 
representative of the ‘scientific’ generation of  ‘the men of the sixties’. I shall provide a 
detailed description of this group below. 

The detailed representation of, and the prominent place afforded to, ideological conflict in 
the novel have contributed to the lasting predominance of critical studies that focus on 
different aspects of the novel’s contemporary interests. It is only in (Western) criticism of the 
past two decades that a number of ‘poetic’ studies have appeared. These have in common a 
tendency to account for Bazarov’s death in terms of exclusion (from his environment) or 
destruction due to his nonconformism. I think that such approaches do indeed identify an 
important current in the novel’s poetic structure. There are a number of allusions to literary 
transgressor figures, which place the social revolt that characterizes Bazarov’s contemporary 
image firmly in the light of archetypal forms of transgression that lead to destruction. I will 
discuss this element in my analysis, but I feel that it is also important both to formulate the 
relationship of these allusions to the image of the hero on the contemporary level, and to pay 
attention to this novel’s explicit philosophical theme by comparison to that of the previous 
one. 

In my analysis of Fathers and Sons, I will examine the various forms in which the theme 
of individuality presents itself in the novel. On the contemporary level, it is part of the display 
of individualism that characterizes nihilism. In paragraph 5.2, in which the contemporary 
image of the hero is discussed, I argue that nihilism is characterized primarily by this claim 
for individuality and not, as is often maintained, by its socio-political programme. Like On 
the Eve, Fathers and Sons includes a philosophical discussion of the significance of the 
individual within nature, but a comparison of the two novels reveals a fundamental 
difference. In On the Eve, we see that the individual is (unconsciously) egoistic and therefore 
has a false idea of his position in relation to the whole of nature. Šubin lays claim to personal 
happiness on the basis of what he discerns generally in creation, as demonstrated in his 
remarks about the insects (see 4.6). His friend Bersenev reminds him of the principle of 
altruism, but only as a conscious human attitude, which is not the same as the involuntary 
role of each creature in support of nature as a whole. Unlike the narrator, the characters are 
unable to distance themselves from their individual perspectives on life. Insarov and Elena do 
not consider the possibility that their goals may be futile because they have no insight into 
their own insignificance. 

In Fathers and Sons, the philosophical ‘discussion’ (it is really closer to being a 
monologue) of the individual in relation to nature takes on a new perspective: Bazarov does 
express the idea that his life and personal goals are meaningless by comparison to the endless 
time and space of the universe. This apparent insight goes together with an attitude of revolt 
against the order of nature, and this element of revolt places the conflict between the 
individual and the whole of nature in another light. In On the Eve, and in Turgenev’s 
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representation of his world view in general, the conflict is implicit: the individual view of life 
and the cosmic order are irreconcilable, but the one view is inaccessible to the other. In 
Fathers and Sons, however, Bazarov expresses both the individual and the cosmic views 
before choosing to fight for individuality. Thus an explicit conflict arises.  

The verbal art structure suggests links between Bazarov’s revolt and the trangressions of 
certain archetypal figures who have tried to break the boundaries of established order. Such 
transgressions inevitably lead to the elimination of the transgressor. Furthermore, there are 
mythical connotations of transgression that link the transgressor with demonism, and the text 
certainly contains allusions to devilish features in Bazarov. Before exploring these, however, 
I shall discuss Bazarov’s characterization on the contemporary level and focus specifically on 
the roles of individuality and revolt. After that I will discuss the associations on the verbal art 
level according to the outline I have presented above. 
 
 
5.2 Bazarov the nihilist 
 
Critical surveys of the phenomenon of nihilism generally identify it with the radical 
movement and its members with the raznočincy, the new intelligentsia that was not decended 
from the gentry.71 However, what united the followers of nihilism was not so much their 
political or ideological convictions, or their descent, as their attitude of revolt against moral 
confinement. In his illuminating article on nihilism in the eighteen-sixties, Michael Confino 
(1990) approaches this group primarily as a cultural rather than as a political phenomenon. 
He argues that there is no ground to identify the nihilists with the revolutionary democrats 
(especially Černyševskij and Dobroljubov), or groups with socialist or anarchist aspirations 
(Confino 1990: 498). The core features of nihilism are those of a movement based first and 
foremost on a certain concept of individualism. This is not to say that politics played no role 
at all, of course, but the role that it did play was primarily that of catalyst to its development. 
The period of repression, that began as a Russian conservative reaction to the French 
revolution and lasted until the death of Nicolas I in 1855, had already left its marks on 
Russian society, but disillusionment with the politics of reform under Aleksander II was of 
even more direct influence. Confino argues that all the political developments of the late 
fifties and early sixties, including expectations of liberalization and the ensuing 
disappointment when new restrictions were imposed, had the effect of a severe psychological 
shock and prepared the ground for the appearance of the nihilists (idem 505). The most 
characteristic features of the movement, however, are, as I have said, of non-political nature. 
I shall now examine them in detail. 

Central to nihilism is the affirmation of individual freedom, with its concomitant 
aspiration to free the individual from all the constraints of traditional moral standards. This 
inspired the nihilists’ own ‘code of conduct’, the most eye-catching features of which 
concerned their appearance and dress, and their deliberate flouting of the rules of etiquette 
(idem 510). They dressed simply, without the element of richness that the establishment 
showed in their manner of dressing. They wore no jewellery. Women cut their hair (an action 
that was generally frowned upon at that time) while the men let theirs grow. Female nihilists 
also smoked in company, which was socially quite unacceptable. All of this bears witness to 
an abandonment of the accepted norms and a protest against the ties that these rules (as the 
nihilists saw it) laid on the individual. On the same basis, formalities were neglected. The 
nihilists labeled the behavioural norms as ‘hypocritical’, since they prescribed modes of 
                                                 
71 See, for instance, Moser 1964: 16-17, and Freeborn 1970: 69, where “the ‘new man’ of the sixties, the 
raznochinets intellectual or nihilist” is specifically identified.  
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speech and behaviour that often went against what was actually being felt. They therefore 
made it their business to abstain from formalities and to speak what they felt, which often 
amounted to deliberate rudeness (idem 509-10). 

Another aspect of the nihilists’ protest against the moral framework of society was the 
position of women and the status of marriage. Within the social order of the time, young 
women were subject to the authority of their fathers until they married, after which they were 
expected to obey their husbands. Marriages were often arranged for the social and financial 
benefit of the bride’s parents. To counter all this, the nihilists formed their own program of 
female emancipation, which included the education of women and the abandonment of 
parental authority. Some girls entered communes of young women who aspired to earn their 
own living; others entered into temporary, fake marriages with nihilist friends in order to free 
themselves from the authority of their parents (idem 516; see also Paperno 1988 for examples 
of such actions). 

These central features of the nihilists’ credo identify its core element as the negation of the 
norms of the elder generation. Confino therefore sees nihilism mainly as “une révolte contre 
le passé (soudain discrédité)”, “une révolte contre les pères (…) biologiques et non contre des 
pères idéologiques des anées 40” (idem 519). Ultimately, it means a revolt against all 
authorities (ibid.). Although I have stated above, following Confino, that nihilism is not 
primarily a political movement, a revolt against all authorities obviously does carry political 
consequences since the authority of the church and the government must be included. 
Moreover, the most prominent nihilists, Černyševskij and Dobroljubov, did indeed proclaim 
sociological and political views (under the guise of literary criticism), and the fact that they 
were arrested and imprisoned in the early sixties clearly bears witness to the government’s 
concern about the threat that these men and their ideas posed to political stability. 

The nihilists’ negation of the old values went together with an absolute belief in the 
achievements of the natural sciences. Historically, the nihilists’ concentration on the exact 
sciences can be traced to changes in the curriculum of the seminaries after 1848. These 
changes had been instigated by the government on the grounds that knowledge of classical 
philosophy and the principles of democracy might incite revolutionary ideas. To replace 
these, the study of the exact sciences was introduced. The generation that was educated in 
accordance with this new program came to accept as reliable only what was firmly grounded 
in science. This generation, according to Confino, is a “group d’âge” which forms the core of 
the nihilist movement. For him, this term identifies them more accurately than do the social 
designations. He describes the notion that most of the nihilists belonged to the class of the 
raznočincy as an old misunderstanding, and asserts that, like the majority of the intelligentsia 
during the eighteen sixties, most of the nihilists would in fact have been nobles (Confino 
1990: 517). A ‘peer group’ thus seems a more accurate basis on which to describe the 
nihilists than any social classification. 
 
The above survey of the basic traits of nihilism can serve as the starting point for a discussion 
of the depiction of Bazarov as a contemporary type in Fathers and Sons. In Bazarov’s 
portrait, we instantly recognize the more eye-catching features of the nihilists: their 
characteristic outward appearance, their rejection of accepted norms and codes of conduct, 
and their scientism – the very features that determine nihilism as a cultural code as opposed 
to a political movement; and these form the basis of his depiction as contemporary type. 
Turgenev was the first to identify this type by the term ‘nihilist’. However, he did not invent 
the term itself; neither did he introduce it into the Russian language, as is sometimes 
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suggested.72 Several critics had used the term from the eighteen thirties onwards to designate, 
among other things, ‘negation’, ‘materialism’ and ‘idealism’ (Confino 1990: 493, Venturi 
1960: 326). The term ‘nihilist’ was also used to refer to young people who rejected the 
normal rules of conduct by flouting the authority of their parents, usually by engaging in 
marriage without parental consent.73 But Turgenev did choose this word to classify the type 
represented by Bazarov, and his portrait of Bazarov, it can be argued, played an important 
role in the formation of the literary image of the nihilist that frequently occurs in both the 
nihilist and the anti-nihilist novels of the eighteen sixties and seventies. 

In the examination of the main ‘nihilist’ features of Bazarov that I now propose to make in 
the light of the basic nihilist traits already identified, I shall also mention some of these later 
nihilist and anti-nihilist works in which the same features are found. It is not my intention to 
suggest that there is intertextuality between Turgenev’s work and these later novels; the 
coincidence merely illustrates the process by which, as I shall show, writers ‘borrow’ from 
the images that surround a contemporary type, thereby enabling the development of a literary 
cliché. 

The most eye-catching peculiarities of Bazarov are those of his outward appearance. He 
has long hair, which was usual for the male nihilist, as we have seen above. When Pavel 
Kirsanov meets Bazarov and hears from his nephew Arkadij that Bazarov will be staying for 
a while, he cynically remarks: “That hairy one?” (“Этoт вoлoсaтый?” – VIII, 209).74 A 
second typical feature is Bazarov’s overcoat, known as a balachon, a garment frequently 
worn by representatives of the raznočincy. This article of clothing becomes the subject of an 
amusing scene in which, as Valentino has noted, the characters display their differing 
evaluations of the coat (and its owner) by the way in which they refer to it (Valentino 2001: 
18-20). To Bazarov himself, it is a “little piece of clothing” (“oдeжeнку” – 208). Nikolaj 
Kirsanov, who is the host and wants to uphold the rules of courtesy, instructs the servant to 
“take the gentleman’s overcoat” (“вoзьми жe их шинель”). The servant, in the words of the 
narrator, “took Bazarov’s ‘little piece of clothing’ with both hands, held it high above his 
head and walked off on tiptoe” (“взял oбeими рукaми бaзaрoвскую ‘oдeжeнку’ и, высoкo 
пoдняв ee нaд гoлoвoю, удaлился нa цыпoчкaх” – ibid.). This behavior, and the narrator’s 
use of Bazarov’s own diminutive term for the coat in connection with it, reveals the servant’s 
contempt for the guest. Note also the effect of contrast, based on clothing, that arises when 
Pavel Kirsanov enters the scene dressed in “a dark, English suit” (“oдeтый в тeмный 
aнглийский сьют” – ibid.). 

Bazarov’s behavior is unconventional and, by the standards of the accepted codes of 
conduct, rather rude. On the day after his arrival at the estate of Nikolaj Kirsanov, he appears 
in the middle of breakfast, approaching the house through the garden by walking straight 
across the flowerbeds. This route through the flowerbeds is a perfect symbol of the core of 
Bazarov’s behavior: a deliberate rejection of the order of ‘old life’, the traditions of the estate 

                                                 
72 N. N. Strachov, for instance, in one of a series of essays on nihilism, stated that Turgenev had “invented” the 
word (“créé et découvert” – 1890: 100, quoted from Confino 1990: 490).  
73 Irina Paperno quotes a letter by one Ivan Petrovič Liprandi, who complains about the behavior of his nephew. 
This nephew ruined his father by choosing a partner without consulting him. The father died of grief. The 
marriage took place almost simultaneously with the burial, and the couple began visiting the opera together 
before the customary time for mourning had elapsed. The writer concludes that this could be called nihilism, 
since “all the customs are broken” (Paperno 1988: 41). Paperno further notes that the wedding of Černyševkij 
took place under similar circumstances. He also chose his partner without consulting his parents and practically 
forced them to give their consent, threatening to kill himself if they refused. In this case it was the mother who 
died of grief. The marriage took place as planned, only one week after the funeral of the mother (idem: 114).   
74 Unless indicated otherwise, all references to Turgenev’s work in this chapter concern volume VIII of the 
Polnoe sobranie sočinenij v dvadcati vos’mi tomax. 
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and of the gentry. He is covered with dirt, drinks his tea in haste and answers Pavel Petrovič’s 
questions “haltingly and unwillingly” (“oтрывистнo и нeoхoтнo” – 218). Pavel Petrovič 
immediately feels irritated by Bazarov’s manner: the “complete informality” (“сoвeршeннaя 
рaзвязнoсть” – ibid.) of this doctor’s son seems wholly inappropriate to him. 

In later nihilist and anti-nihilist works, the radical characters similarly leave members of 
the gentry dumbfounded by their refusal to observe the conventions of polite society. See, for 
instance, the example Valentino cites, taken from Fjodorov-Omulevskij’s Step by Step (Шаг 
за шагом - 1870), in which the hero insults a landlady by ignoring her coquettish behavior 
and adopting a strictly businesslike attitude  (Valentino 2001: 78-9). 

Bazarov is deliberately taciturn in the company of the older generation, as we see in 
chapters VI and X). He speaks only when he is asked direct questions, and even then only 
grudgingly. Characteristics of speech are among the most important features of nihilist 
characters. As Valentino has pointed out, reticence, in combination with simplicity of 
expression, is a persistent feature of many radical heroes, both in nihilist and anti-nihilist 
novels (Valentino 2001: 79-80). Lopuchov and Rachmetov in Černyševskij’s What is to be 
done? (Что делать? – 1863), Rjazanov in Slepcov’s Hard Times (Трудное время – 1865) 
and Svetlov in Fjodorov-Omulevskij’s Step by Step are all reticent by nature. When they do 
speak, they refrain from ceremonial language, digressions and poetical speech. This can 
already be seen in Fathers and Sons, where Bazarov’s speech is offset by that of Nikolaj and 
Pavel Kirsanov. They speak the usual language of the gentry of that time: polite forms of 
address and careful wording. I will name only two examples of the many that are found. 
When Nikolaj Kirsanov welcomes Bazarov, he says: “I am delighted […] and grateful for 
your kindness in visiting us […]. I hope, dear Evgenij Vasil’ič, that you will not become 
bored with us” (“Душeвнo рaд и блaгoдaрeн зa дoбрoe нaмeрeниe пoсeтить нaс (…) 
Нaдeюсь, любeзнeйший Eвгeний Вaсильич, чтo вы нe сoскучитeсь у нaс” – 200). The 
second example is Pavel Kirsanov’s manner of addressing Bazarov: “Dear sir” 
(“милoстивый гoсудaрь” – 241) whenever he feels deeply insulted by him. His politeness in 
words seems to be a way of tempering his actual fury. Thus he conforms to the codes of 
conduct prevalent among the higher classes, according to which one hid one’s real feelings 
for the sake of maintaining courtesy. As I have said, the speech of Bazarov is much more 
down-to-earth and terse, but there are two other aspects of Bazarov’s speech that I also want 
to highlight: his affiliation to the common people, and his position towards foreign languages. 

On the first day of Bazarov’s stay at the Kirsanov estate, he goes out to catch frogs for his 
experiments, and takes two of the servants’ children to help him. He easily finds a common 
language with them, explaining to them in simple terms how the frogs will help him to be a 
good doctor (212). He also has no difficulty in winning the trust of the normally quite timid 
Fenečka, the unofficial wife of Nikolaj Petrovič. The servants become attached to him, we 
are told, because they regard him as one of themselves (“свoй брaт” – 237). However, when 
Bazarov attempts to ‘enlighten’ the peasants, he meets with no success whatsoever: in spite 
of his proudly informing Pavel Kirsanov that his grandfather “plowed the land” (“зeмлю 
пaхaл” – 244), and that the peasants would sooner consider him their fellow countryman than 
Pavel Kirsanov, the peasants do not understand what he wants from them and classify him as 
a landlord; that is, not one of themselves. When a peasant who has been talking to Bazarov is 
asked by another peasant what the conversation was about, he answers: “He was babbling 
about something, just wagging his tongue.  He is a landlord, of course! What does he know?” 
(“бoлтaл кoe-чтo; язык пoчeсaть зaхoтeлoсь. Извeстнo, бaрин; рaзвe oн чтo пoнимaeт?” 
– 384). The narrator adds that Bazarov, without realizing it, was considered “some sort of 
village idiot” (“был чeм-тo врoдe шута-горохового” – ibid.). Thus, Bazarov easily gains the 
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confidence of the common people, but proves unable to ‘teach’ them, which implies that his 
nihilism is alien to the spirit of the people. 

Regarding foreign languages, it is notable that Bazarov refuses to use French, which was 
the typical salon language of the gentry. He only once uses a French expression, and then he 
is mimicking Pavel Kirsanov, with whom he is engaged in an ideological discussion. Pavel 
Kirsanov has just stated that without self-esteem there is no basis for the “bien public” (242). 
Bazarov observes that Pavel Kirsanov is sitting with his arms folded and asks: “What is the 
use of that for the bien public?” (“кaкaя ж oт этoгo пoльзa для bien public?” – ibid.). 

Instead of French, Bazarov busies himself with German and Latin. German, in this 
context, can be seen as the language of science since the scientists on whose ideas the 
nihilists based their beliefs were Germans (among others the chemist Bunsen, the physicist 
Kirchhoff and the materialist philosophers Büchner, Vogt and Moleschott; see Moser 1964: 
30). Latin was, of course, the official language of science, and it is logical for Bazarov, as a 
student of medicine, to be familiar with it. In a similar symbolic play with the use or 
knowledge of certain languages, Fjodorov-Omulevskij’s nihilist hero Svetlov, in Step by Step, 
does not know French but does know Polish, which identifies him as a revolutionary: any 
reference to Poland and the Poles at that time would immediately call to mind the Polish 
revolutionary aspirations (Valentino 2001: 80).75  

Another aspect of the radical hero’s speech that marks him out as a nihilist is his aversion 
to poetical language. Bazarov explicitly voices his dislike of it when, Arkadij having just 
compared a falling leaf to a butterfly, he replies: “One thing I ask of you, my friend Arkadij 
Nikolaič: don’t speak prettily” (“O друг мoй, Aркaдий Никoлaич! – oб oднoм прoшу тeбя: 
нe гoвoри крaсивo” – 326). In later depictions of nihilists, this trait is developed in greater 
detail. For instance, Svetlov, in Step by Step, always insists upon taking figurative speech 
literally. This is a serious device, signaling the hero’s ‘real’ attitude to language (‘say what 
you mean’), as opposed to the artificiality that the use of language in the salons displays. In 
Dostoevsky’s Demons, however, the same peculiarity is treated ironically: the nihilist 
Kirillov does not understand what figurative speech is and therefore cannot help taking 
everything literally (Valentino 2001: 102). It is the idea of the nihilists’ love for simple 
speech in general that is being ridiculed here. Kirillov is actually unable to communicate 
normally: he speaks in unfinished sentences of a doubtful grammatical quality. In the 
depiction of Stavrogin, in the same novel, reticence takes yet another form: he usually holds 
his silence, and this makes him unfathomable and gives him a sinister touch (Valentino 2001: 
88-91). 

Bazarov and the later nihilist characters are preoccupied with the natural sciences, and 
reject everything that is non-scientific, notably religion, philosophy and art. This feature is 
especially stressed in Bazarov’s portrait. He is a student of medicine who occupies himself, in 
his own words, “with the natural sciences in general” (“вooбщe eстeствeнными нaукaми” – 
218). He bases his entire worldview on a materialist understanding of his environment. As 
was usual at the time, he draws sociological conclusions from the discoveries made in the 
natural sciences. He argues that, since all people are physically alike, they must in principle 
also be alike in soul and morality. He maintains that the evil parts of people (those that might 
distinguish them from good people) are like diseases: a bad person differs from a good one in 
the same way that a sick person differs from a healthy one (277-8). 

In the course of the novel Bazarov scorns what is non-scientific; as far as he is concerned, 
it is useless. He laughs at the idea of Nikolaj Petrovič playing the cello, finding it ridiculous 
that a man of his age still busies himself with art (236-7). He advises Nikolaj Kirsanov to 

                                                 
75 Their campaign for independence culminated in the unsuccessful uprising against the czar in 1863. 
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read Büchner instead of Puškin (238), declares that a good chemist is twenty times more 
useful than a poet (219) and dismisses Raphael as “not worth a penny” (“Рaфaэль грoшa 
мeднoгo нe стoит” – 247). 

Bazarov’s scientific attitude is illustrated by the image of the frog. As I noted earlier, 
Bazarov catches frogs for the purpose of experimentation, but by the beginning of the 
eighteen-sixties the frog had become an important symbol of the idea of progress through 
science. Pisarev formulates this in his article “Motifs of Russian drama” (“Мoтивы русскoй 
дрaмы” – 1862): “[The young people] will be inspired to feel deep respect and ardent love 
for the spread frog… It is here, in this same frog, that the salvation and renewal of the 
Russian people lies” (quoted from Paperno 1988: 272, note 27). See also the drawing, 
reproduced in Paperno’s book, in which the young scientist Ivan Sečenov is seen with three 
frogs held in a laboratory clamp. Michail Holquist has described this picture as “less the 
portrait of an individual man than the icon of an era” (Holquist 1984: 373). 

Another symbol of progress through science, also found in Fathers and Sons, is the 
microscope. The dissection of the frogs, and the means of examining otherwise-invisible (or 
barely visible) organisms, together represent the optimistic expectations of progress through 
scientific knowledge that characterize the materialist ideas of the period. The invisible could 
be made visible, and thus understandable. The rapid succession of several discoveries, new 
techniques for research and the publication of new visions (including Darwin’s The Origin of 
Species in 1859) fed the idea that everything could be understood on a scientific basis. This 
idea is central to Bazarov’s world view. In the course of the novel, its problematic, even 
untenable, implications are revealed when Bazarov is confronted with passion, which does 
not conform to his rules. 

Yet another aspect of the nihilist hero that is of relevance to Fathers and Sons is that of his 
position as a teacher. In a number of literary works whose heroes are nihilists, the hero has 
been hired to teach a landowner’s children (a fact that reflects an aspect of contemporary 
reality for many raznočincy), while in other cases, although he has not been appointed as 
teacher, he takes an educative role towards someone in the area, usually a young woman, as 
is the case of Rachmetov in Černyševskij’s What Is To Be Done?, and Rjazanov in Slepcov’s 
A Difficult Time. In Fathers and Sons, Bazarov has not been appointed as teacher, but he does 
behave like one in his relationship with Arkadij. The latter is referred to as Bazarov’s “pupil” 
(243), and Bazarov clearly considers him his protégé (he calls him “chick” – “птенчик” – 
370). 

A common situation involved the nihilist tutoring the daughter of his employer, or taking 
an educative role toward his wife, in an attempt to liberate her through education.76 This often 
resulted in love affairs. In Fathers and Sons, the possibility of such a course of events comes 
into play in the arbor scene, where Bazarov kisses Nikolaj Kirsanov’s unofficial wife 
Fenečka. Bazarov pretends that he wants to educate Fenečka by letting her read from one of 
his scientific books. However, as he readily admits, his aim is not to enable her to understand 
anything of what the books says, but simply to look at her while she is reading: “The tip of 
your nose wiggles so nicely when you read,” he explains (“У вaс, кoгдa вы читaeтe, кoнчик 
нoсикa oчeнь милo двигaeтся” – 343). It is then that he kisses her. Any possible further 
developments are blocked by Pavel Kirsanov, who has been observing the scene and 
challenges him to a duel. Bazarov now has no choice but to leave the house. 
 
Bazarov’s outward appearance, social and cultural background, and behavior, as described 
above, combine to determine the image of the hero on the contemporary level of the text. He 
                                                 
76 This seems to have been sort of a hype in the early sixties, see Paperno 1988: 94-99.  
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is ‘a hero of his time’, a representative of the radical materialists among the ‘men of the 
sixties’. The detailed descriptions of his appearance and behavior, as well as the important 
role of ideological discussions, create an image that is in sharp contrast to that of Insarov. 
Nevertheless, Fathers and Sons, like On the Eve, does confront the reader with the sudden 
death of the hero. The elaborate characterization of Bazarov does not account for his death, 
which lies in complete contrast to any of his features: his physical strength, his strong will 
and his ideological negation of the inevitability of death. Thus, his contemporary portrait 
leaves a motivational lacuna when it comes to the final episode of Bazarov’s life. His death 
can only be understood by the very fact of its contrast to all that Bazarov stands for – as a 
counterpart for his statement of individuality. This counterpart is found when one considers 
the philosophical framework of the novel. What Fathers and Sons and On the Eve have in 
common is that they both feature, in the form of a philosophical discussion, the basic 
elements of Turgenev’s world view: the irreconcilable conflict between the individual and 
nature. In the next paragraph, I shall discuss this philosophical framework of Fathers and 
Sons, and its implications for the interpretation of the image of the hero. 
 
 
5.3 Individuality claimed 
 
In this paragraph, I shall focus on the philosophical implications of Bazarov’s nihilism: I will 
discuss his concept of individuality in the light of Turgenev’s world view. I have already 
argued that nihilism presupposes a claim for individuality. At the same time, however, the 
nihilists’ interest in materialist philosophy resulted in a habit of reducing phenomena to 
general rules, and in the conviction that a general rule applies to every individual case. This 
amounts to a denial of the uniqueness of the individual.77 In Fathers and Sons, this paradox 
of an individuality that is claimed and denied at the same time becomes interwoven with the 
concept of individuality in Turgenev’s world view, in which there is a similar tension 
between the individual’s personal notion of uniqueness and nature’s refusal to serve the 
interests of individuals. 

Like On the Eve, Fathers and Sons includes an explicit philosophical discussion that hints 
at the novel’s philosophical theme. In both novels, this discussion takes place between two of 
the characters, and they use similar settings: Šubin and Bersenev are lying at the river bank, 
while Bazarov and Arkadij are lying in a haystack, and both conversations take place on hot 
afternoons. In both cases, one of the speakers draws attention to the insects around them and 
compares their existence to that of man. Both philosophical discussions address the theme of 
the place of man in the whole of creation, but they each have their own specific emphases 
that fits the specific role that the theme of individuality plays in the novel as a whole. A 
survey of the differences will clarify what I mean. 

In On the Eve, the philosophical discussion mirrors the two forces of nature. Šubin 
displays the attitude of the individual creature; he considers his own interests important, but 
denies the importance of other individuals’ interests. He cannot understand that the insects he 
is observing also consider themselves to be of more importance than any other creature. 
Bersenev draws attention to the other driving force of nature: the sacrificing of individuals in 
order to maintain the whole. 

In Fathers and Sons the situation is different. Bazarov’s display of individualism is not the 
same as Šubin’s. Šubin’s is ‘natural egoism’; he is unaware of the relativity of its claims, 
simply demanding happiness (13-14). Bazarov, however, seems well aware of the relativity 
                                                 
77 The discrepancy between the nihilists’ claim for individual freedom and their interest in the scientific, 
mathematical approach to man forms the main internal paradox of nihilist thought.  
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of his entire life, but nevertheless claims the right to individuality. This claim, I contend, 
must be interpreted in terms of a revolt against the futility of life, which amounts to a 
conscious display of individuality. The difference between Bazarov’s and Šubin’s 
individualism is clear from their different interpretations of man’s position in relation to the 
whole of nature. Šubin draws a line between ‘man’ and ‘the rest of creation’, considering 
man ‘the czar of creation’, whereas Bazarov boldly declares that man is of no more 
importance than any other creature. Bazarov looks upon the world from within the framework 
of his medical profession. When he examines an insect under his microscope, he does so to 
learn more, not about the individual insect but about its species, of which he considers the 
individual insect to be a representative. Bazarov applies this same model to man, denying any 
intrinsic value to the individual person. Thus, when he discusses the human character with 
Odincova, he takes the position that every man is the same, not only physically but also 
mentally, and that one human specimen is enough to understand the whole of mankind 
(“дoстaтoчнo oднoгo чeлoвeчeскoгo экзeмплярa, чтoбы судить oбo всeх других” – 277). 
He continues by comparing human beings to trees: “people are like trees in a forest; no 
botanist will go and examine each birch tree separately” (“люди, чтo дeрeвья в лeсу; ни 
один ботаник не станет заниматься каждою отдельною березой” – ibid.). On another 
occasion, when Bazarov is going out to catch frogs for his medical experiments, he tells the 
boys who are helping him that humans are really just like frogs (“мы с тoбoй тe жe 
лягушки” – 212); then, in an inverse image (not comparing humans to frogs, but humanizing 
the frogs he has captured), he refers to them as his “prisoners of war” (“пленниц” – 217).78 
In yet another instance, when Bazarov sees an ant dragging a half-dead fly, he addresses the 
ant directly: “Drag it, brother, drag” (“Тaщи ee, брaт, тaщи” – 323), humanizing the insect 
and even placing it in a position of kinship with man. 

These examples bear witness to Bazarov’s denial of the uniqueness of the individual and 
man’s extraordinary place within the whole of nature. His views seem to come from the 
perspective of nature, according to which the individual creature is only a representative of its 
species and every species is of equal interest.79 Bazarov applies these ideas not only to man in 
general, but also to himself. As part of the philosophical discussion that takes place in chapter 
XXI, Bazarov outlines his understanding of his own insignificance in the face of the whole of 
the universe, using wording that is strongly reminiscent of  Pascal:80 
 

Here I am lying in a haystack. The small space I occupy is minuscule in comparison to the rest of 
space, where I am not and where my existence is of no importance; and the measure of time I will 
be able to live through is of no significance whatsoever when set against the eternity before and 
after my existence…And in this atom, in this mathematical point, blood is circulating, a brain is 
active, and it makes plans too… How indecent! What nonsense!” (я вoт лeжу  здeсь пoд 
стoгoм…Узeнькoe мeстeчкo, кoтoрoe я зaнимaю, дo тoгo крoхoтнo в срaвнeнии с oстaльным 
прoстрaнствoм, гдe мeня нeт и гдe дeлa дo мeня нeт; и чaсть врeмeни, кoтoрую мнe удaeтся 
прoжить, тaк ничтoжнa пeрeд вeчнoстию, гдe мeня нe былo и нe будeт… A в этoм aтoмe, в 
этoй мaтeмaтичeскoй тoчкe крoвь oбрaщaeтся, мoзг рaбoтaeт, чeгo-тo хoчeт тoжe… Чтo зa 
бeзoбрaзиe! Чтo зa пустяки! – 323) 

 
                                                 
78 The use of the term ‘prisoners of war’ is very interesting: it implies that Bazarov is at war with nature. Indeed 
his probing of nature’s secrets, and his activities as a doctor (which imply the attempt to change nature’s laws by 
prolonging man’s life, if not, ultimately, by getting rid of death altogether), can all be seen as a symbolic battle 
against the forces of nature.  
79 See, in this context, the Poem in Prose “Nature” (“Прирoдa” – 1879), in which nature, personified as a 
woman, tells man that she cares equally about man and worm (XIII, 189). 
80 For a comparison of Bazarov’s words and the corresponding passage of Pascal, see Batjuto 1972: 62-3. 
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Bazarov’s words convey a notion of the insignificance of the individual that implies a 
perspective that is broader than that of the individual; that is, a notion of the relativity of the 
individual’s perspective. In this context, it is interesting to remember what Lotman has said 
about the role of (change of) perspective in Turgenev’s novels. The term ‘perspective’, in this 
case, refers not to narrative perspective, but to the differing views of life that are respectively 
encompassed by the contemporary and cosmic levels of Turgenev’s world view. On the 
contemporary level, man’s life is viewed ‘from within’; that is, as a human being would 
normally experience it and assess its significance. The cosmic level presents a view of the 
same human life ‘from outside’; that is, from the perspective of a being that does not belong 
to the world that is being observed. As Lotman argues, it is from this change of perspective 
that the idea of the insignificance of man’s life arises: 
 

The effect of senselessness arises as a consequence of a perspective ‘from another world’, from the 
perspective of an observer who does not understand the meaning or existence of the motives, aims 
and logic of the world into which he enters or that he observes. (Эффeкт бeссмыслeннoсти 
вoзникaeт при взглядe ‘из другoгo мирa’, с тoчки зрeния нaблюдaтeля, нe пoнимaющeгo или 
нe принимaющeгo мoтивирoвoк, цeлeй и лoгики тoгo мирa, в кoтoрый oн врывaeтся или 
кoтoрый oн нaблюдaeт. – Lotman 1992: 105) 

 
Lotman illustrates this idea using the scene from Fathers and Sons in which Pavel Petrovič 
looks at infusorians through Bazarov’s microscope. He looks at the world under the 
microscope from the same mental distance that arises through the cosmic level. What I find 
of particular importance here is that, in this scheme of ‘internal’ and ‘external’ perspectives, 
it is the rule that the perspective of the one is inaccessible to the other; everyone understands 
only the perspective of his own world. This rule still applies in the presentation of 
perspectives in On the Eve. When Šubin denies the insects’ world any significance, he is 
reasoning from the perspecive of his own world, unaware of the possibility that his life would 
seem equally futile if it were observed from outside. Similarly, the main protagonists of that 
novel reason only from their own perspectives on life. They consider their goals important. 
Elena finds the death of Insarov incomprehensible because it does not make sense within her 
own scheme of what is significant. Only from the perspective of the narrator, who takes the 
place of an observer from outside, is an alternative view provided of the significance of their 
lives and goals. 

Fathers and Sons breaks the rule. In this novel, Bazarov himself, as main protagonist, acts 
as an observer from another world who sees his life, not from within the norms of his world, 
but against the background of the whole universe. As a character in a novel by Turgenev, he 
is thus given a philosophical perspective that is extraordinary, but his position fits the novel’s 
overall presentation of individuality. It does not feature a hero who is confined to his own 
limited perspective in accordance with the norms of his contemporary environment, as On the 
Eve and the other novels generally do; the hero of Fathers and Sons acknowledges his own 
cosmic insignificance. 

One might envisage the portrait of such a hero as one characterized by humility and the 
acceptance of man’s fate, but in Bazarov we see a hyperindividualist, someone who declares 
that individuals are of no interest at all but, at the same time, sets himself apart from everyone 
else so that this model does not apply to himself. Thus, while Šubin draws a line between 
man and the rest of creation, Bazarov considers man as no different, fundamentally, from the 
rest of creation, but still places himself on a different level. During a discussion with Arkadij 
about Bazarov’s ‘disciple’ Sitnikov, Bazarov says, “I see that you, my brother, are still 
simple; I need such blockheads [as Sitnikov is – MO]. Surely it is not for the gods to bake 
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pottery.” (“Ты, брaт, глуп eщe, я вижу. Мне нужны подобные олухи. Не богам же, в 
самом деле, горшки обжигать!” – 304). Arkadij replies, “So, you and I are gods? Or rather, 
you are a god and I am the blockhead?” (“Мы, стaлo быть, с тoбoй бoги? Тo eсть – ты бoг, 
a oлух уж нe я ли?”), upon which Bazarov’s repeats his earlier charge: “Yes, you are still 
simple” (“Дa, ты eщe глуп” – ibid.). At this point, we are told, Arkadij is confronted with the 
“bottomless pit of Bazarov’s egoism” (“бездонная пропасть базаровского самолюбия” – 
ibid.). 

Bazarov’s individualism is not of the ‘natural’ sort that Šubin displays. It is not an 
individualism that flows from the lack of ability to see the limitations of one’s own views. On 
the contrary, it is a rebellious individualism, a conscious display of individuality in revolt 
against the insignificance of the individual that is dictated by the cosmic laws. This revolt 
does not place him outside the influence of these laws, however. Through his own words, his 
death becomes the symbol of the senselessness of his revolt. His individualism has allowed 
him to deny the applicability of any general law to his life, but as he puts it: “Just try to deny 
death; it will deny you, and that is the end of it all” (“Пoди пoпрoбуй oтрицaть смeрть. Онa 
тeбя oтрицaeт и бaстa” – 391). 
 
It should by now be clear that Bazarov’s individualism not only plays a role within his 
contemporary portrait as nihilist that gives the clash between him and the ‘world of the 
fathers’ an extra venomous twist, but also provides the novel’s philosophical theme. This 
theme is more explicit on the narrative art level of Fathers and Sons than of the previous 
novels because here the individualist-hero is given an explicit philosophical voice. His 
meditation on the meaning of his own life makes it an explicit theme in the novel’s narrative. 
This is a feature that Fathers and Sons to some extent shares with On the Eve, in which the 
relatively minor characters Šubin and Bersenev discuss the question of man’s place in the 
whole of creation, but in other cases it is left to the narrator to introduce such explicit 
philosophical perspectives, which are there read as commentary ‘from outside’ on the events 
that are being related. This situation is found in Smoke, where the narrator, in several 
instances, makes generalizing comments on what is happening in the plot. It is also found in 
On the Eve, but there only at the very end of the novel where we are presented with the image 
of the fisherman (see 4.4). In Rudin and A Nest of Gentry, there is no explicit philosophical 
level (in the form of either discussion among characters or narrative commentary). In Virgin 
Soil, the narrative perspective is for the most part very close to that of the hero, and the 
narrator does not comment on the events as he does in On the Eve and Smoke. Neždanov does 
question the usefulness of his life quite extensively, but only in the context of his 
contemporary situation. He is quite taken over by the question of why he cannot free himself 
from the confines of his Hamletism, and, although his acknowledgement of the influence of 
this archetype does give him a certain philosophical perspective, he does not draw any 
conclusions from it as to the insignificance of man’s life in general. 

Bazarov is thus the only one of the characters in Turgenev’s novels to have the perspective 
of an observer ‘from another world’; in other words, he is the only character who voices an 
awareness of the confinements or limitations of man’s personal perspective on life. In this 
light, the core traits of Bazarov’s portrait are far more than a realist sketch of a contemporary 
group. His refusal to accept the norms of society, including etiquette, valuing art and even 
morality, now reads as an attempt to show how limited the validity of a society’s framework 
really is. His materialist approach to nature is an acknowledgement of man’s insignificance, 
while his posture of unlimited individualism is a revolt against the consequences of such an 
acknowledgement. The core philosophical question raised in Fathers and Sons can be 
described as follows: if one acknowledges that man is no more than a speck of dust in an 
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infinite universe, then what is the sense of living? Bazarov’s reaction is one of revolt against 
the implications of what he acknowledges to be true. Within this context, his death is both the 
answer to the question and a response to his revolt: death confirms man’s insignificance, and 
puts an end to any revolt against the laws of nature. 

It should be noted that the philosophical current I have been describing in this paragraph is 
part of the narrative art structure of the novel. It is by means of Bazarov’s words that his 
acknowledgement of the insignificance of the individual, and his own reaction of revolt 
against and self-exclusion from the system, are expressed. Also, it is he, Bazarov himself, 
who concludes that his revolt has been unsuccessful since death cannot be denied. 

In the remainder of this analysis, I shall focus on the verbal art structure of Fathers and 
Sons. The verbal art associations present us with a number of motifs that convey a single 
pattern: Bazarov is linked to several archetypes that have rebelled against established norms 
and transgressed the borders that such norms pose. A number of such associations hint at the 
demonic implications of such negligence of norms. The places that Bazarov visits (the 
households of the Kirsanov’s, of his parents and of Odincova) are characterized by 
consolidation of the status quo, and Bazarov’s arrival has the effect of temporarily disturbing 
their order. 
 
 
5.4 Transgression motifs 
 
In this section I shall deal with three motifs, each of which involves an element of moral 
transgression. These are the associations of Bazarov with a Romantic demonic type, with a 
picaresque hero and with a transgressor type from classical literature. They all share a 
common core in that all three types threaten to destroy the norms of their environments. In 
the cases of the picaresque hero and the classical transgressor type, the plot scheme includes 
the rejection of the hero by the society he has disturbed, and this plot scheme is also re-
enacted in Fathers and Sons. 
 
 
5.4.1 Associations with demonic traits 
 
At one point in the novel, Pavel Petrovič ascribes to Bazarov a “pride that is almost satanic” 
(“гoрдoсть пoчти сaтaнинскaя” – 247). He does so when he is confronted with Bazarov’s 
blunt rejection of the value of art and of basic concepts such as the community and the 
family. In doing so, he connects Bazarov’s habit of placing himself above all generally-
accepted norms with the devil’s attempts to undermine the norms of the world. Such demonic 
qualities are commonly found in the portraits of heroes in Romantic literature. As Lotman has 
pointed out, the Romantic tradition, not only in Russia but also throughout Europe, had its 
roots in the mythological idea of the transgression of any sort of border as a magical act. In 
such a scheme, the transgressor (that is, any outsider entering a new environment) is thought 
to possess special powers. Within the context of modern literature, this idea is reflected in the 
Romantic identification of active (as opposed to passive) characters with evil. The activity, 
the transgression, is in general a figurative one: the active hero is the one who transgresses 
the norms or questions the status quo. This behaviour is associated with that of the devil, he 
being the prototype of the one who tries to overthrow the existing order (Lotman 1992: 96).81 
                                                 
81 Such ‘activity’ is not only associated with evil, though. The point is that the established order does not only 
represent what is right, but also has an aspect of passivity. In this context activity is associated both with 
destruction of the order and with the construction of something new: the idea of “beneficent, creative evil” 
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William Brumfield has rightly noted the affinity of Bazarov to the Romantic genius on the 
basis of their shared attitude of revolt. He writes: “Turgenev, it would seem, is less interested 
in Bazarov the nihilist (understood as a product of ideology) than in Bazarov the Romantic 
rebel” (Brumfield 1977: 497). He goes on to say that the depiction of Bazarov’s radical views 
has “served to establish a position of isolation from which he can offer his challenge to the 
order of the universe” (idem: 497-8). 

The association of Bazarov with such a type of hero is strengthened by a number of 
intertextual references to Romantic literary characters.82 David Lowe has drawn attention to 
resemblances between the plot and character types of Fathers and Sons and Evgenij Onegin 
(Lowe 1984: 115-117). To begin with, he notes that Bazarov’s first name, Evgenij, matches 
that of Evgenij Onegin. He also observes that the two main male and female characters in 
Fathers and Sons resemble those in Evgenij Onegin. For instance, the relationship of Bazarov 
to Arkadij is reminiscent of that of Onegin to Lenskij. Bazarov does not kill Arkadij, but he 
does threaten to hurt him; on the hot afternoon when both young man are lying in the 
haystack (chapter XXI), Bazarov starts a quarrel and subsequently threatens to strangle 
Arkadij. Furthermore, both friendships are spoiled by a complication of the love affairs: in 
Evgenij Onegin the unconventional behaviour of Onegin towards Lenskij’s love Ol’ga forms 
the reason for the duel; in Fathers and Sons mutual jealousy of Arkadij and Bazarov when 
they are both interested in Odincova causes the first crack in their friendship.  

The similarities that he finds among the main female characters include the fact that 
Odincova and Katja are sisters, as are Tat’jana and Ol’ga. Also, the elder sister in both cases 
is the more enigmatic one, and the respective feelings of Tat’jana and Odincova to Onegin 
and Bazarov include fear and fascination, while the relationships between Arkadij and Katja 
and between Lenskij and Ol’ga are far more conventional. 

Apart from these similarities of character, David Lowe also finds similarities in plot. In 
both stories the hero is involved in a duel owing to his deliberate negligence of the rules of 
courtesy. Both Onegin and Bazarov make advances, though jokingly, to women who are not 
free: Ol’ga and Fenečka respectively. Both Lenskij and Pavel Kirsanov (who is Fenečka’s 
unofficial husband) consequently call for a duel, the result of which is that they are the losers 
(Lenskij is killed; Pavel Kirsanov is shot in the leg). For both Onegin and Bazarov, this 
development determines the necessity for them to leave the circles they have been staying in.  

It is worth noting, at this point, that a duel could still provide a serious plot element at the 
time when Puškin wrote Evgenij Onegin, although the tone of the text already suggests 
parody. The inclusion of a duel in a realist novel such as Fathers and Sons cannot fail to 
introduce an element of parody. Batjuto has pointed out that the overtones of comedy in the 

                                                                                                                                                        
(дoбрoe, твoрчeскoe злo – Lotman 1992: 97). This idea is reflected in the Romantic image of the ambivalent 
hero, who combines elements of a saviour type with destructive traits (the saviour/destroyer – 
спaситeль/рaзврaтитeль – whose image had already gained the flavour of a cliché in Evgenij Onegin). 
82 At first sight it may seem awkward to associate Bazarov with a Romantic type. He overtly rejects everything 
Romantic. A closer examination shows that he labels everything that he rejects, everything that lacks a scientific 
basis, as romantic, which gives him, in his own eyes, an unquestionable right to dismiss it as something 
worthless. In the first chapters of the novel, he accuses both Nikolaj and Pavel of being “old romantics” 
(“старенькие романтики” – 210), thereby denying the authority of their opinions. He considers philosophy as 
something Romantic for its non-scientific approach to the world, and also notes that the idea of love is romantic 
fantasy: “You just study the anatomy of the eye: where does that enigmatic look that you are talking about come 
from?” (“Ты прoштудируй-кa aнaтoмию глaзa: oткудa тут взяться, кaк ты гoвoришь, зaгaдoчнoму 
взгляду?” – 226). From this we see that it is primarily the idealistic element of Romanticism, the focus on the 
heart instead of the head, that Bazarov, as rationalist, abhors. He is not being associated with this, however, but 
with the image of the hyperindividualist with demonic traits. 
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duel scene from Fathers and Sons form yet another link with Evgenij Onegin, as well as to 
The Captain's Daughter (Batjuto 1972: 372-3).   

In connection with the devilish aspect of the hero, it is important to note that negation is a 
prime feature of the devil’s image in Romantic literature. He is the personification of 
negation. Goethe’s Mephisto qualifies himself as the spirit of negation:  «Ich bin der Geist 
der stets verneint» (Faust I, 1348). We can compare this to Bazarov’s habit of negation: “At 
this current moment the most useful thing is negation, so we negate” (В теперешнее время 
полезнее всего отрицание…мы отрицаем – 243). Later he declares: “I like to negate, my 
brain is built like that” (Мне приятно отрицать, мой мозг так устроен, - 325). 

Walter Koschmal has pointed out resemblances between Fathers and Sons and Turgenev’s 
short story “The story of father Aleksej” (“Рaсскaз oтцa Aлeксeя” – 1877). The main 
character of this story, Jakov, is haunted by visions of the devil that prompt him to transgress 
religious norms. Koschmal classifies the actual visions that guide Jakov’s behaviour as 
“phantastische Variante” of the spirit of negation that characterizes Bazarov (Koschmal 1984: 
142-3). 

In addition to his insistance upon negation, there is another basic trait of Bazarov’s attitude 
to the world that has devilish implications. A deliberate neglect of norms and limitations, 
such as his, would generally be associated with an attempt to equal God (who is beyond 
norms and limitations), thereby resembling the devil, who also wished to be equal with God. 
Bazarov’s materialism logically denies the existence of God, but nevertheless he does seek to 
place himself outside the laws of the world by associating himself with the gods of classical 
mythology. For example, he tells Arkadij that it is not for the gods to do the everyday work, 
from which Arkadij concludes that he considers himself a god (304, quoted in 5.3). 
Furthermore, on his deathbed Bazarov says that he considered himself to be a Titan (“вeдь я 
гигaнт” – 396); that is, both a descendant and an ancestor of gods.83 

In later, anti-nihilist literature, the association of the nihilist ideas with demonic 
aspirations of power becomes highly important. It is most conspicuous in Dostoevskij’s 
Demons, in which both Stavrogin and Kirillov display demonic features, though the 
implications of these differ: Stavrogin’s character is primarily cloaked in darkness and evil, 
whereas in Kirillov’s portrait another core feature of demonism is highlighted – the wish to 
equal God. He kills himself in the conviction that this deed, demonstrating his power to 
choose between life and death, will make him equal to God. Thus, the nihilist desire for 
individuality is identified with the wish to outdo one’s human self and become equal to one’s 
Creator. 

In Fathers and Sons a similar pattern can be discerned, though in less overt terms. 
Bazarov’s individualism leads him to compare himself to a god (304), but this is not so much 
a revolt against God (since his nihilist ideas lead him to deny the existence of God) as a 
struggle to place himself apart from, and possibly above, the average human being. Bazarov’s 
death is not a deliberate act that forms the last step in a program to become godlike, as in the 
case of Kirillov; on the contrary, it confirms the futility of his attempts to occupy an 
exceptional position. It shows that he, too, is subject to the rules of nature (about which I 
shall have more to say in the next paragraph). This difference, however, does not alter the 
fact that both Turgenev and Dostoevskij identify the nihilist striving for individualism, at the 
core of which lies a demonic desire to place oneself above all authority.  

The associations of Bazarov with a (Romantic) demonic type signal the likelihood of his 
elimination. His revolt threatens to overthrow the natural order. Within the Romantic 
tradition, he would face divine judgement, but in Turgenev’s world view there is no divine 
                                                 
83 In classical mythology titans are children of the god of heaven, Uranus, and the goddess of the earth, Gaja, 
who rule the world for some time, and are then overthrown by Zeus. 
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judgement. Instead, there are the inflexible laws of an impersonal universe that render any 
man’s claim to an exceptional position senseless. In the next paragraph, I shall examine 
Bazarov’s associations with the literary images of the picaresque hero and the heroes from 
classical mythology who transgress the codes of conduct. The plot schemes of both these 
traditions include the elimination of the transgressor from the scene. 
 
 
5.4.2 The picaresque hero 
 
In his study of the pastoral element in Fathers and Sons, Valentino has described Bazarov’s 
stay at the Kirsanov estate in terms of the role of the picaresque hero in a pastoral scene. 
Valentino draws attention to a number of distinctly pastoral elements in the novel (Valentino 
2001: 11-14). Time and place provide the requisite setting: summer, in the countryside. The 
main characters who are to occupy this setting are Nikolaj Petrovič, Fenečka, Arkadij and 
Katja. The name Arkadij, echoing Arcadia, the pastoral setting par excellence, underlines the 
pastoral element and at the same time hints at Arkadij’s intrinsic bonds with this environment 
in spite of his temporarily becoming a follower of Bazarov. At the end of the novel, these 
four characters are united on the estate in familial bliss, emphasised by the double marriage. 
The relationship between Nikolaj Petrovič and Fenečka fits in perfectly with a pastoral 
design: she is beautiful, naïve and simple. The older man marrying a young woman is also 
readily associated with the pastoral. A possible reverse relationship (between Arkadij and the 
older Odincova), which would have been  taboo according to this genre, is abandoned: 
Arkadij for some time thinks he is in love with Odincova, but then turns to her sister Katja, 
who does fit into the pastoral design. Furthermore, Nikolaj’s personality, and to an extent the 
estate itself, are essentially nostalgic. He is introduced while pondering over the past, and 
later we again see him overtaken by memories in the nocturnal garden scene of chapter XI. 
His deceased wife plays a central role in these memories, and it is no surprise that the estate 
bears her name (Mar’ino), which increases its nostalgic atmosphere.  

Bazarov enters this setting as a sort of intruder. Clearly in disharmony with the pastoral 
scene and its inhabitants, he disturbs the quiet and harmonious atmosphere and causes 
conflict and suffering. Valentino has observed that Bazarov is specifically anti-pastoral in a 
number of respects (Valentino 2001: 30-4). To begin with, his profession does not fit in with 
a pastoral scene, disease being an unknown element in the pastoral realm. It goes without 
saying that this is also true of his scientific view of the world. Furthermore, his subversion of 
all accepted patterns and his orientation toward the future are both in conflict with the 
pastoral’s tendency towards consolidation and nostalgia.  

Bazarov’s position in relation to the predominant pastoral setting also resembles that of a 
picaresque hero in other respects. Such a hero, usually a social upstart, invariably shows a 
lack of respect for social and moral rules of conduct. He generally shuns theoretical speech, 
relying instead upon sensory perception for his judgements. We might compare Bazarov’s 
remark to Arkadij that what one approves or disapproves of depends entirely upon personal 
taste, just like deciding whether or not one likes apples – 325). Furthermore, Arkadij’s 
position as Bazarov’s pupil, and their frequent moving from one place to another, are both 
reminiscent of the picaresque heroes of some early nineteenth century novels (Valentino 
2001: 37-40). 

Valentino has observed that the picaresque hero poses a threat to the order of the 
environment he enters, thereby qualifying as an intruder. As the plot of Fathers and Sons 
advances, the inhabitants of the Kirsanov estate come to experience Bazarov’s influence on 
their lives as negative. His departure means the restoration of the quiet and orderly life that 
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they obtained before he appeared. I should like to add that this is equally true of his sojourn at 
Odincova’s estate. Although that environment is not in any sense pastoral (Odincova herself 
does not fit in with a pastoral scene), its mistress nevertheless experiences Bazarov’s 
influence as a potential threat to the orderliness of her life, which is why she decides against 
him and in favour of the quiet that good order ensures. Order is the very basis of her life, to 
such an extent that she might even be regarded as the personification of the principle of 
order.84 Her choosing to expel Bazarov from her life symbolizes the triumph of order, which 
is what the development of the novel as a whole communicates. In line with this symbolism, 
her presence at Bazarov’s deathbed is an indication that his death ensures the continuation of 
order.  

Once Bazarov has left the scene, the initial harmony is restored. This element is 
particularly stressed in the final scene on the Kirsanov estate where the pastoral characters 
have gathered. This further underlines his position as intruder. 

The pastoral/anti-pastoral associations provide the basis for a division of the characters 
into two groups. A number of traits that are relevant to this division have already been 
mentioned above. In addition to these, the pastoral characters are associated with life and 
fertility, the anti-pastoral ones with death and sterility (Lowe 1983: 46). The pastoral group is 
depicted as part of the continuous cycle of life, symbolized by the simultaneous marriages of 
father and son. In the final chapter of the novel they each have a baby son. Arkadij’s son is 
called after Nikolaj, thereby stressing still further the sense of continuity.  

The anti-pastoral characters are always, in some manner, detached from life and associated 
with the dead. In the case of Bazarov this is literally true as he dies in the novel. His death is 
foreshadowed in several allusions to dying that are made by Bazarov himself. When he 
suddenly arrives at the estate of Odincova after his duel, he tells Arkadij that he is on his way 
home, but the expression he uses – “I am going to the fathers” (“я и отправился к отцам” – 
370) – reminds us of the words that Bazarov’s father used in one of his medical anecdotes, 
about a doctor arriving at the home of a patient who has already died: “The patient is already 
ad patres” (“больной уже ad patres” – 314). Bazarov’s journey home is thus associated with 
a journey into the realm of the dead, and indeed it is during his subsequent stay at his parents’ 
house that Bazarov becomes infected and dies. Just before he sets out to go there, when he 
and Odincova are walking in the garden, she tells him that he is a very good man, to which he 
replies that such a remark from her is like “putting a wreath of flowers on a dead man’s head” 
(“Этo всe рaвнo, чтo клaсть вeнoк из цвeтoв нa гoлoву мeртвeцa” – 377). 

Pavel and Odincova can be described as figuratively dead (Lowe 1983: 45). Pavel is 
described as a dead man when he is recovering from the duel: “In the bright daylight, his 
handsome, emaciated head on the white pillow was like the head of a corpse… and he was a 
corpse indeed” (“Oсвeщeннaя ярким днeвным свeтoм, eгo крaсивaя, исхудaлaя гoлoвa 
лeжaлa нa бeлoй пoдушкe, кaк гoлoвa мeртвeцa… Дa oн и был мeртвeц” – 363). 
Odincova is associated not so much with the dead as with coldness and impassivity. Her 
coldness of character is visualized in an image of her sleeping “all pure and cold in her clean 
and fragrant gown” (“вся чистaя и хoлoднaя, в чистoм и душистoм бeльe” – 284). 
Furthermore, she is continually referred to as icy. For instance, Arkadij refers to her as “cold” 
after meeting her for the first time, and Bazarov adds that in her coldness lies her attraction: 
“You too like ice cream, don’t you?” (“Вeдь ты любишь мoрoжeнoe?” – 268). A little later, 
Bazarov states that she has “frozen herself” (“oнa сeбя зaмoрoзилa” – 272). 

The lives of Bazarov, Pavel Kirsanov and Odincova can all be described as ‘sterile’ by 
comparison to the ‘fertile’ pastoral characters. Pavel Kirsanov remains solitary after his love 
                                                 
84 The association of established norms with passivity, which I mentioned while discussing the roots of the 
ambivalent notion of revolt against norms in 5.4.1, should be remembered here. 
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for princess R.; Odincova decides on a marriage of convenience, and neither Bazarov’s 
interest in Odincova, nor his flirtation with Fenečka, leads to a serious relationship. 

The idea of sterility has special significance in a nihilist context. Since the radicals 
advocated freer relationships between men and women, and questioned the status of 
marriage, they were considered enemies both of the family and of marriage itself. This idea 
had already been expressed in an anti-nihilist novel by Askočenskij entitled An Asmodeus of 
Our Time (Асмодей нашего времени – 1858). The main hero of that novel is Pustovcev, a 
nihilist avant la lettre. He gains more and more influence over a young girl, Marie, whom he 
fills with his contemptuous ideas. He shows no respect for her parents, and persuades her that 
their concern for her only constrains her. Pustovcev is also a man of low morals. He controls 
and takes advantage of Marie simply for his own pleasure, without any intention of marrying 
her, while at the same time maintaining an intimate relationship with a married woman. 
When Marie is pregnant with his child, he decides to marry her after all, but Marie bears a 
dead child and, shortly afterwards, dies. In the end, Pustovcev kills himself.  

Central to the depiction of Pustovcev is his attitude to marriage and the family. The 
novel’s title underlines this fact. Referring to Lermontov’s novel, Askočenskij claims that 
Pustovcev is a modern Asmodeus. The figure of Asmodeus is originally found in the 
apocryphical book of Tobias. Asmodeus tries to prevent the girl he has set his heart on from 
marrying by attempting to kill the prospective husband. Thus, he has become the architypical 
enemy of marriage. 

In a venomous review of Fathers and Sons, M. A. Antonovič declares that Bazarov is as 
close to Pustovcev as a brother.85 Bazarov indeed denounces the value of marriage, scorning 
Arkadij for suggesting that Nikolaj Petrovič should marry Fenečka: “You still attach value to 
marriage?” (“Ты придаешь еще значение браку” – 236). He also has rather loose morals: 
he is described by the narrator as a skirt-chaser (“великий охотник до женской красоты” – 
286), and flirts with Fenečka.  

The status of marriage becomes an important theme in the novel through the relationship 
between Nikolaj Petrovič and Fenečka. Their choosing to marry forms the symbolic victory 
of traditional family life – a victory that is celebrated in the scene at the end of the novel in 
which the two couples, Nikolaj Petrovič and Fenečka, and Arkadij and Katja, are happily 
united. Set against this, Bazarov’s life stands out as fruitless. 

Another important opposition of anti-pastoral and pastoral is suggested by Katja’s 
distinction between Bazarov, as “predator-type”, (“хищный” – 365) and Arkadij and herself 
as “tame” (“ручные” – ibid.). While tameness, meekness and humility do comply with the 
pastoral, the threatening and destructive aspects of a predator most certainly do not. 
Curiously, Bazarov displays his predatory nature most overtly where the novel is at its most 
pastoral: during the haystack scene. According to the pastoral scheme, such a setting of rural 
quiet in summertime is ideal for contemplation, and Bazarov does indeed contemplate his life 
in this scene, but in an anti-pastoral variant, stressing his own insignificance. He completely 
disturbs the scene by his subsequent threat to strangle Arkadij – who, by his name, qualifies 
as the personification of the pastoral, so that Bazarov’s assault is also a symbolic attack upon 
all that ‘the pastoral’ stands for. 

I shall now explore the opposition of ‘wild’ and ‘tame’ a little more deeply. Where Lowe 
mentions only this general opposition, I shall identify a number of concrete associations of 
characters with animals that reinforce their division into the fierce and the meek, or the 
predatory and the tame. Bazarov’s behaviour towards the other characters is predator-like. 
                                                 
85 It should also be noted that Asmodeus is a demon. Bazarov’s negation of the values of marriage (traditional 
family life in general), which links him to this demonic figure, may therefore be seen as another association with 
demonism. 
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Odincova is appalled by the “bestial” expression that she sees on his face (“почти зверское 
лицо Базарова” – 300) when he wants to kiss her, a moment that also calls forth such 
descriptions of his ‘wildness’ as “He threw her a devouring look” (“пожирающий взор” – 
299) and “He threw himself at her” (“он рванулся к ней” – ibid.). Arkadij also sees himself 
confronted with the aggressive side of his friend. When Bazarov shows him how he would 
strangle him if they started to fight, Arkadij feels seriously threatened (327). 

The division between Bazarov as predator and Arkadij as meek animal is further sustained 
by the bird imagery that is coined both by Bazarov’s mother and by Bazarov himself. She 
calls her son a falcon (“сокол” – 334) while Bazarov calls Arkadij a jackdaw – a bird 
traditionally associated with homeliness and family life (“в галки попал” – 390). He also 
refers to him as “a young bird” (“птенчик” – 370, “птенец” – 390). In addition, Bazarov’s 
‘predatory’ characteristics contrast with the ‘meekness’ of his parents, who are compared to 
“little sheep” (“овечки” – 397) by the servant Anfisuška. Nikolaj Kirsanov is also associated 
with a ‘meek’ creature when Bazarov calls him “a ladybird” (“бoжья кoрoвкa” – 350). 

As well as Bazarov, there are two other characters who are associated with predatory 
animals: the anti-pastoral Pavel Kirsanov and Odincova. Pavel Kirsanov is associated with a 
cat. Several features of his outward appearance suggest his likeness to this animal: attention 
is repeatedly drawn to his moustache (his habitual pulling of his moustache is mentioned on 
several occasions during the course of the novel), which can be said to resemble whiskers, 
and to his long fingernails (“красивую руку с длинными розовыми ногтями” – 208). After 
his first meeting with Pavel Kirsanov, Bazarov exclaims: “those nails, those nails of his, you 
could send them straight to an exhibition!” (“ногти-то, ногти, хоть на выставку посылай” 
– 210). Later, Pavel tickles the chin of Fenečka's baby boy “with the long nail of his 
forefinger” (“концом длинного ногтя на указательном пальце” – 230). Furthermore, he 
has “elongated eyes” (“продолговатые глаза” – 208). Confronted with the bad state of 
affairs on the estate of his brother, Pavel Kirsanov is said to “mew” (“мурлыкал” – 337). 
When he and Bazarov have agreed to fight a duel, Bazarov recalls that Pavel Kirsanov 
planned to hit him with his cane if he did not agree to do so. In that case, he says, he would 
have been forced to strangle Pavel Kirsanov “like a kitten” (“зaдушить eгo, кaк кoтeнкa” – 
349). 

Odincova is associated with a snake. After the nocturnal conversation between her and 
Bazarov, which takes place a day before Bazarov’s declaration of love to her, she is alone in 
her room, and we are told that her braid unwound, and “fell like a dark snake on her 
shoulder” (“Кoсa ee рaзвилaсь; и тeмнoй змeeй упaлa к нeй нa плeчo” – 295). 

The ‘predatory’ characters inevitably come into conflict with one another. Bazarov and 
Pavel Kirsanov fight a duel, and Bazarov ruins his relationship with Odincova by his all-too-
direct reaction to her interest in his person. In both cases, it can be argued that the core of the 
conflict lies in transgression: Bazarov transgresses moral boundaries when he kisses Fenečka, 
thus indirectly provoking the duel, and he transgresses the norms of Odincova’s order when 
he confronts her with passion, making her realize that her orderly life will be uprooted if she 
allows emotion to influence it. After these transgressions, Bazarov is forced to leave the 
estates of the Kirsanovs and Odincova. 

The animal associations have rather unexpected implications for the image of Fenečka. On 
the basis of the information that the narrative art structure conveys, she is an uncomplicated 
character, mainly timid and unsure in her role as the wife of a landlord. However, as I shall 
now explain, the animal associations suggest a more complicated image, linking her to both 
predator and prey. 

At the beginning of the novel, when the development of Fenečka’s relationship with 
Nikolaj Kirsanov is described, one of their meetings displays an interesting pattern of 
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predator versus prey. He meets her on a narrow path in a cornfield, and she hides in the field 
to avoid passing him. Nikolaj interprets her behavior as flight, and says: “Hello, Fenečka, I 
do not bite” (“Здрaвствуй, Фeнeчкa! Я нe кусaюсь” – 233), assuming that she looks upon 
him as a ‘predator’. However, the imagery that follows suggests otherwise. We are told that 
Fenečka looks at Nikolaj “like a wild animal” (“звeрoк” – ibid.), and her hiding from him is 
referred to as “an ambush” (“нe выхoдя из свoeй зaсaды” – ibid.). Thus, she is herself 
depicted as a predator, lying in wait for her prey. This association throws a different light on 
Fenečka’s acquaintance with Nikolaj Kirsanov, implying that she is the one who is doing the 
catching.86 

The ambivalence concerning Fenečka’s image is reinforced in a later instance. The day 
before the duel between Bazarov and Pavel Kirsanov, provoked by Bazarov’s having kissed 
Fenečka, she is described as sitting in her room like “a little mouse in its hole” (“мышонок в 
норке” – 350). However, in Bazarov’s dream, the substance of which is related immediately 
after this, she appears as “a little cat with black whiskers” (“кoшeчкa с чeрными усикaми” – 
ibid.). 

In both of these cases (the cornfield scene with Nikolaj, and the dream) an ambiguous 
image of Fenečka arises in connection with the relations between man and woman. Fenečka 
is associated with a predator in the context of both her future relationship to Nikolaj Kirsanov 
and the would-be affair between her and Bazarov. The implication is that she has a predatory 
attitude in her relationships with men. The association of Odincova with a snake may be 
interpreted in similar terms. She, too, reveals a predatory trait in the context of her growing 
influence over Bazarov. Owing to the contexts in which the predatory sides of these female 
characters are activated, they can be interpreted as reflections of the destructive connotations 
with which passion is often linked in Turgenev’s work. Although it appears only in the form 
of the predator motif in Fathers and Sons, it forms the main theme of the ensuing novel, 
Smoke. 

To conclude the discussion of predator and prey symbolism in Fathers and Sons, I wish to 
note the change that occurs in Bazarov’s associations, from those of predator to those of prey, 
shortly before his death. Bazarov tells his father about a dream he has had in his delirium: 
“There were red dogs running around me, and you were acting as pointer, as though I were a 
black grouse” (“вокруг меня красные собаки бегали, а ты надо мной стойку делал, как 
над тетеревом” – 390). This association of Bazarov with a hunted animal has several 
connotations. It may represent the triumph of the other ‘predators’, Pavel Kirsanov and 
Odincova, over Bazarov, since his confrontations with both of them have forced him to leave 
their respective estates. It may also be interpreted as a symbol of Bazarov’s position in 
relation to nature. Although he has ascribed to himself the status of a god, he is nevertheless 
incorporated in the pattern of nature where every creature is sacrificed for the benefit of the 
whole. Like the mosquito that first sucks the blood of a victim and then falls prey to a spider, 
the “predatory” Bazarov (for so he was described by Katja) is also turned into prey. 
 

                                                 
86 James Woodward interprets this scene slightly differently. For him, it does not present an ambiguous image of 
Fenečka, but focuses solely on her “hidden ferocity” (Woodward 1990: 146). He argues that she contrives to 
eliminate both Pavel Kirsanov and Bazarov from the scene. She does so, according Woodward, by luring 
Bazarov into kissing her, knowing that Pavel would see them and thus setting them against one another. 
Woodward does not convincingly explain why Fenečka should try to achieve this. He only notes that both Pavel 
Kirsanov and Bazarov associate her with “the women who undermined their conceptions of themselves” (ibid.). 
In my opinion, such a connection is implied only in the case of Pavel Kirsanov, who indeed finds that Fenečka 
reminds him of his former beloved, princess R., but that still does not make clear why Fenečka should want to 
expel both Pavel Kirsanov and Bazarov from her life.     
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The pastoral or anti-pastoral traits with which the characters are associated provide a division 
into two groups. This division lies at the basis of the novel’s final scene’s: the characters with 
pastoral traits have gathered into one large, happy family, while the anti-pastoral characters 
have disappeared from the scene: Bazarov has died, and Odincova and Pavel Kirsanov have 
moved to Moscow and Dresden respectively. By contrast, the initial situation of the novel 
presents a completely different pattern, based on contiguous relationships among the 
characters. In the initial situation, there are three pairs: the two brothers Kirsanov, the two 
sisters Odincova and Katja, and the two friends Bazarov and Arkadij. The two brothers 
represent the older generation, the two friends the younger. These three pairs are linked 
through contiguous relationships: biological and ideological. Between the older and younger 
generations there is a ‘relationship’ of (ideological) contrast. During the course of the novel, 
they are rearranged on the basis of their pastoral or anti-pastoral traits. This division cuts 
across the ideological and biological relationships. In each of the three initial pairs, one 
character has pastoral, the other anti-pastoral traits. The final situation presents a pattern of 
characters who are either ‘included’ or ‘excluded’. 
 At the beginning of the novel, the characters are presented within the framework of 
contemporary issues – the generational and ideological conflict between ‘fathers’ and ‘sons’ 
– whereby they are divisible into two opposing groups on the basis of their biological and 
ideological features. By the end of the novel, the division is determined by archetypal 
features that are attached to the characters only through verbal art associations. 
 
 
5.4.3 The tragic transgressor 
 
A third transgressor type with which Bazarov is associated is one that I refer to as the ‘tragic 
transgressor’. By this, I mean a hero who perishes as a consequence of his transgression of 
borders that have been set by a power higher than he. The term ‘tragic’, in this context, refers 
to classical tragedy, in which the death of the hero becomes inescapable through his own 
deeds, although he may not be aware of the effects of what he is doing.  

As David Lowe has noted, Bazarov’s fate resembles that of a tragic hero in that it excludes 
him from society (from life in general) because he threatens to subvert its order. After his 
exclusion, the order is restored (Lowe 1983: 15-27). The tragic element is primarily located 
in the paradoxical position the hero finds himself in: he is great (and sympathetic) because he 
stands against the existing order, but because of the threat he poses to the existing order, he 
has to be eliminated (Lowe 1983: 25). 

In addition to his similarity to tragic heroes in general, Bazarov is also associated with a 
particular tragic hero, Oedipus. Masing-Delic has examined this parallel (Masing-Delic 
1985). She argues that the association with this hero is triggered by the image of the sphinx 
that occurs in the narration of Pavel Petrovič’s unhappy love story. In his youth, he meets an 
enigmatic woman, Princess R., who uses the sphinx as her symbol. Pavel is unable to solve 
the riddle of his sphinx, and she herself also seems unable to do so as she is tormenting 
herself in trying to understand herself. She eventually solves her own riddle by returning the 
ring that Pavel gave her earlier. The ring originally bore the image of a sphinx, but she has 
crossed it out prior to returning it, telling him in an accompanying note that this is the 
solution to the riddle (224). Arkadij tells this story to Bazarov at the beginning of the novel. 
As Masing-Delic argues, it foreshadows Bazarov’s own fate. Like Pavel Petrovič, Bazarov 
becomes attached to an enigmatic woman. He is puzzled by Odincova, and sees in her a sort 
of goddess. At the same time, he feels challenged to unmask her, to anatomise her, to reduce 
her to the level of one of his specimens and make her fit in with his neatly-ordered schemes 
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(Masing-Delic 1985: 78). Both these aspects, the impression she makes on him and the way 
in which he wants to see her, are reflected in his words for her. He calls her a “duchess” and a 
“ruler” (“Гeрцoгиня, влaдeтeльнaя oсoбa” – 272), adding, “all she needs is a train and a 
crown on her head” (“Eй бы тoлькo шлeйф сзaди нoсить дa кoрoну нa гoлoвe” – ibid.). At 
the same time he tries to reduce her to one of his objects for research: “Let us see to which 
type of mammal this figure belongs” (“Пoсмoтрим к кaкoму рaзряду млeкoпитaющих 
принaдлeжит сия oсoбa” – 269; “What a wonderful body! One could take it to the 
anatomical theatre straight away” (“Этaкoe бoгaтoe тeлo! хoть сeйчaс в aнaтoмичeский 
тeaтр” –  272). 

However, Bazarov’s attempts to categorise and unveil the enigmatic beauty must remain 
fruitless, Masing-Delic states, since there is no mystery that Bazarov can solve (Masing-Delic 
1985: 79). In being confronted by Odincova, he is confronted by the essence of nature: 
absolute indifference and impassivity. His attempts to solve the riddle of nature are countered 
by the personality of the sphinx-like Odincova, which will remain inscrutible to him. Masing-
Delic further suggests that Bazarov’s concept of the world changes, as a consequence, from a 
scientific to an aesthetic view. I do not agree with her on this point. It is my conviction that 
such a change in the hero’s life would contradict the overriding notion of typicality – the 
unchangeability of man’s life – that forms a basic element of Turgenev’s world view. Far 
from introducing the possibility of change, the association of the characters with archetypes 
stresses the element of typicality. I therefore find it more fruitful to consider the Oedipus 
associations within the framework of the tragedy’s archetypal element of annihilation 
following upon an act of transgression. 

The relevance of the element of transgression to the understanding of the association with 
Oedipus is  made clear through Bazarov’s dream during the night before the duel with Pavel 
Petrovič. In this dream, he sees Odincova, whom he also recognizes as his mother 
(“Oдинцoвa кружилaсь пeрeд ним, oнa жe былa eгo мaть” – 350). The lover who turns out 
to be the mother  provides the core of the transgression theme of Oedipus. Bazarov’s dream 
thus stresses the element of transgression. As we have seen, Bazarov is a transgressor in 
several respects. He breaks both social and moral conventions. However, as has already been 
suggested in Masing-Delic’s approach, within the context of the Oedipus association his 
transgression may also be understood in terms of his attempts to penetrate the secrets of 
nature (like solving the riddle of the sphinx, with the difference that the riddle cannot be 
solved. This sphinx cannot be defeated by knowledge). Odincova, who plays a role toward 
Bazarov that is similar to that of the sphinx-like Princess R. toward Pavel Kirsanov, is 
associated with nature itself. Such a link is suggested not only by Bazarov’s expressed desire 
to analyse and ‘dissect’ Odincova, as he tries to dissect nature in general, but also by 
Odincova’s love of order and impassive attitude towards life. 

Odincova’s choosing to expel Bazarov from her life in order to secure its quietness and 
good order foreshadows the final annihilation of Bazarov that removes his threat to the order 
of nature. Furthermore, by Bazarov’s deathbed, Odincova collaborates in nature’s death 
sentence: Bazarov asks her to “blow on the dying lamp and let it go out” (“Дуньтe нa 
умирaющую лaмпaду, и пусть oнa пoгaснeт” – 396). She kisses him on the forehead, to 
which he reacts: “And now…darkness…” (“Тeпeрь…тeмнoтa” – ibid.). Thus, symbolically, 
it is her kiss that kills him. 
 
Bazarov is also associated with yet another mythical hero who perishes through 
transgression. Jane Costlow has pointed out the resemblances between Bazarov and Actaeon 
in Ovid’s Metamorfoses (Costlow 1990: 134). The hunter, Actaeon, secretly watches Diana, 
the goddess of the hunt, while she is bathing in the woods, and for this he is transformed into 
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a stag and torn up by his own hounds. Although Bazarov claims not to be a hunter (in 
conversation with Pavel Kirsanov – 218), he does ‘hunt’ after women (as Actaeon did). 
Fathers and Sons, like the myth, also includes a beautiful woman taking a bath: Odincova’s 
bath ritual is described in chapter XVI. And finally, in the dreams of his deathbed delirium, 
Bazarov sees himself surrounded by “red dogs” (390). However, Bazarov does not spy on 
Odincova. In the Metamorfoses, it is the violation of Diana’s privacy by spying on her that 
leads to Actaeon’s death. Costlow argues that Bazarov’s transgression, by contrast, is a 
political one, the threat of revolution, as opposed to the threat of rape in the case of Actaeon 
and Diana (Costlow 1990: 135). 

However, if that were the case, the link to Odincova would be lost. I would suggest in its 
place that the act that Bazarov is condemned for is ‘spying on’ nature, trying to discover her 
secrets using his microscope and scalpel. As I have stated above, Odincova can be considered 
a representative of nature. In the Actaeon myth, the hunter is punished by being hunted down 
himself, but in Fathers and Sons the transgression lies in his wish to dissect nature, and in 
accordance with this his annihilation comes through the very act of dissection: he is infected 
with a deadly disease during an autopsy on a victim of typhoid fever. Thus, the nature of the 
‘punishment’ indicates the character of the transgression. 
 
All the associations that I have dealt with here link Bazarov to transgressor-types. 
Transgressor types pose a threat to the normal order of life, and their elimination is inevitable 
if the normal order is to be preserved or restored. In the light of these associations, Bazarov’s 
extreme claims to individuality can be identified as a threat to the established norms. On the 
contemporary level, his revolt occurs only as a subversion of the social norms, but the verbal 
art associations link it to a more general breaking of life’s boundaries. On this level, his 
individualism is an act of revolt against the order of nature, and the threat to nature’s balance 
that it encompasses results in his annihilation.  
 
 
 5.5 Conclusions 
 
Fathers and Sons features the idea of non-conformism on two levels: the contemporary level, 
where there is the element of social revolt, and on the cosmic level, where the revolt of the 
individual is against nature. The outcome on both levels is the same: the rebel is excluded 
from the environment he stands up against. Bazarov is expelled from the households of the 
Kirsanovs and Odincova, but he is also expelled from life. Fathers and Sons presents a 
complex interweaving of the theme of individuality on the contemporary and cosmic levels. 
On the contemporary level, this theme is elaborated using many aspects of nihilist thought. It 
is lifted to a more general, philosophical level through Bazarov’s contemplation of his own 
position within nature as a whole. His understanding of his own insignificance in comparison 
to the whole of the universe renders his position among the heroes of Turgenev’s novels an 
extraordinary one. According to Turgenev’s dual world view, it is normal for the individual 
to understand the world only from his own, individual perspective. In the light of this 
difference, I have argued that Bazarov’s conscious display of individuality should not be read 
in terms of the ‘natural egoism’ of every individual, but rather as a deliberate revolt against 
the order of nature. 

On the cosmic level, this rebellious attitude to life is associated with a number of typical 
transgression plots that feature heroes who (threaten to) subvert the existing order: the 
romantic-demonic hero, the picaresque hero and the classical tragic hero. The established 
order is marked as good (the idyll of the pastoral world) and/or established by divine rules (as 
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is implied in the contexts of the demonic hero, who seeks to overthrow God’s order, and the 
tragic hero, who transgresses the borders established by the gods of mythology). The typical 
plots of these transgression myths demand the exclusion or elimination of the transgressor. In 
Fathers and Sons, the verbal art associations of Bazarov with typical transgressors suggest a 
motivation for his death (his exclusion as a defining aspect of the transgression plot scheme) 
that is lacking in his contemporary portrait. Within the framework of the narrative art 
structure, Bazarov’s death remains an anomalous element, a strange accident that does not 
follow logically from the portrayal of his character.  
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Chapter Six 
Smoke 

 
 

6.1 Introduction 
 
In the Methodology, I have already touched upon the fact that most studies of the poetic 
aspects of Turgenev’s novels focus on the first four. Influential studies such as those of 
Markovič (1982), Costlow (1990) and Woodward (1990) do not include Smoke (Дым, 1867) 
or Virgin Soil (Нoвь, 1877).87 These critics do not explain why they have chosen to limit their 
studies to the first four novels, but the work that has been done on Smoke and Virgin Soil is 
generally based on the idea that Turgenev had left the scheme of ‘the Turgenevan novel’ 
exemplified by the previous novels, and that these last products lack something of their 
quality in consequence. I have decided to include these novels in my analysis in order to 
establish the extent to which the roles of narrative and verbal art, and the expression of 
Turgenev’s world view, differ from those in the previous novels. In this chapter, I shall 
concentrate on Smoke. 

The reception history of Smoke shows that most critics consider the novel a failure on the 
basis of a supposed lack of unity in its design. In the previous novels, they argue, the 
personality of the hero fulfilled this role, unifying the ideological and personal issues (the love 
story) in each case. Pumpjanskij, for example, has stated that, in Smoke, the usual unity of 
design is replaced by four components that function almost independently of one another. 
Three of these are ideological, involving the conservative generals, the radical group gathered 
around Gubarev and the westernizer Potugin respectively, while the fourth is the love story 
between Litvinov and Irina (Pumpjanskij 2000: 464 - 465). He adds that Litvinov is the hero 
“of the story, only the story”  (idem 480), referring to the fourth of these. Freeborn holds a 
similar view, also discerning a fourfold structure (Freeborn 1970: 144). He regards the fact 
that Litvinov is present in all four components but only engages actively in one (the love 
story) as Turgenev’s failed attempt to balance the ideological and personal interests of the 
novel (ibid.). Both Freeborn and Pumpjanskij maintain that it is the political element that 
prevails in Smoke (Freeborn 1970: 144, Pumpjanskij 2000: 479). 

I think that the opposite is true: the ‘political element’ is subordinate to the ‘love theme’.88 
The plot of the novel is determined by the renewed meeting of Litvinov and Irina, and the 
effects this has on their lives. Litvinov is clearly the central figure in the novel, not only 
because he is the main male protagonist of the plot but also because the narrative perspective 
is constantly close to his consciousness (about which I shall have more to say in paragraph 
6.2). However, Litvinov lacks an ideological profile, and therefore the whole ideological 
element loses its accustomed position of centrality. Instead, this element has moved from the 
hero to the secondary characters, who have little connection with the development of the main 
action. This is especially true of the generals and the radical circles, who stand apart from the 

                                                 
87 Other poetical studies, including those of Kagan-Kans (1975) and Koschmal (1984), do include references to 
all six novels, but do not separately present full studies of them. They are more focused on the recurrence of 
certain themes and motifs throughout Turgenev’s work (including the short prose). 
88 Apart from the question as to which element prevails, the ideological or the personal, I want to stress that I do 
not think, as Freeborn does, that the structure of the novel suggests a lack of balance between ideological and 
more personal concerns. Rather, there is a shift of concerns, whereby the ideological interest of the novel is 
moved from the hero to the secondary characters. As a consequence, the ideological element loses the centrality 
that it has in the other novels. I consider this to be Turgenev’s deliberate choice, made in order to focus the 
portrait of Litvinov on the destructive influence of passion.  
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development of the plot and amount to little more than ironical portraits of the groups they 
represent. Therefore, I do not support the claims of Pumpjanskij and Freeborn that the primary 
interest is the political element. Smoke is mainly concerned with the effects of passion, and its 
entire textual structure is geared towards the presentation of this particular theme. In my 
analysis of Smoke, I shall argue that the novel is constructed in such a way as to make the 
influence of cosmic fate on the life of man the central theme, and that this entails differences 
in both the textual structure and the functioning of the contemporary and verbal art levels as 
compared to the previous novels. 

In my analyses of the first four novels, I have argued that the textual material offers two 
perspectives on the hero and his fate in which the primary, narrative art reading displays the 
hero as a hero of his time, and the secondary, verbal art reading links the hero to archetypes 
and suggests that his fate is determined by cosmic laws. Smoke has a different orientation. The 
interest of the contemporary level, the depiction of the hero as a contemporary type, is 
strongly reduced. Litvinov is not defined as an ideological type (see 6.2 and 6.3), a point that 
is made all the more conspicuous in his confrontation with the primarily-ideological groups of 
secondary characters. This reduction in the relevance of the contemporary level goes together 
with a more prominent role for the cosmic level. In the previous novels, the cosmic 
perspective is ‘hidden’ in the text in the form of the verbal art associations linking the 
characters to archetypes. The determining force of the cosmic laws presents itself in the 
narrative only in the form of a turn in the plot that is inexplicable on the basis of the logical-
causal developments: the return of Varvara Pavlovna in A Nest of Gentry, and the 
circumstances in which Insarov and Bazarov die in On the Eve and Fathers and Sons 
respectively. On the narrative art level, these cosmic influences are moments of 
externalization. 

In Smoke, the procedure is different in that the whole plot is initiated and propelled by the 
influence of irrational forces. The theme of the novel can be described as the display of 
irrational forces and their effects in determining the course of man’s life. Smoke thus stages 
Turgenev’s world view in a different form: not a largely implicit clash between the 
contemporary and cosmic views of man, but an explicit display of the clash between the 
individual’s rational view of life and the irrational cosmic forces that determine his existence. 

In a sense, one can speak of a process of ‘revealing the device’ (obnaženie priema) in 
Smoke. In the previous novels, the two views of the elements determining man’s life (logical-
causal/linear versus repetitive paradigmatic patterns) were ‘separated’ through the text layers. 
The relativity of man’s concepts of life from the cosmic perspective was explicitly revealed 
only in two instances: through Bazarov’s words about his own insignificance in Fathers and 
Sons, and by the narrator using the image of death as fisherman in the epilogue to On the Eve. 
In Smoke, the fact that man’s own notions of life are incompatible with the laws of nature is 
explicitly revealed as the basis of what happens in the plot. In the second chapter of the novel, 
where Litvinov is introduced, the narrator identifies his personal vision of his life and fate; he 
has planned his life carefully, and enjoys the idea that his fate is thus determined:  

 
The reason why Litvinov was so calm and uncomplicated, and looked around so confidently, was 
that his life was carefully outlined, that his fate had been determined; he was proud of that fate and 
enjoyed it as the result of his own efforts. (oттoгo-тo Литвинoв тaк спoкoeн и прoст, oттoгo oн 
тaк сaмoувeрeннo глядит кругoм, чтo жизнь eгo oтчeтливo яснo лeжит прeд ним, чтo судьбa 
eгo oпрeдeлилaсь и чтo oн гoрдится этoю судьбoй и рaдуeтся eй, кaк дeлу рук свoих. – IX, 
150)89 

                                                 
89 Unless otherwise indicated, the references to Turgenev’s work in this chapter are from part IX of the Polnoe 
sobranie sočinenij v dvadcati vos’mi tomax. 
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This remark introduces the theme of the novel: a confrontation between the parameters within 
which man plans his life and the rationally incalculable influence of other forces in 
determining that life. The fact that the term ‘fate’ is used is interesting in that it underlines the 
mistake that Litvinov is making in supposing that he can determine his own future. The 
ensuing plot enacts the destruction of these notions. In a manner of speaking, it ‘redefines’ 
fate: it is not the well-organized linear future that Litvinov imagined it to be, but an 
inescapable force that determines the course of his life against his will. The ‘fate’ that 
Litvinov has planned for himself is that of marrying his fiancée Tat’jana and making the 
family estate profitable with the help of the agronomical knowledge that he has gained during 
his stay abroad. The ensuing developments show how this human life-plan is overcome by the 
irrational but inescapable ‘logic’ of cosmic fate. While Litvinov is awaiting Tat’jana’s arrival 
in Baden, which is delayed owing to the illness of her aunt, he meets his former sweetheart, 
Irina. The developments that follow confront Litvinov with the force of passion, which proves 
stronger than his own will and devastates his planned future. By the time Tat’jana arrives, 
Litvinov has completely altered his vision of the future and decided to run away with Irina. At 
this point, a remark by the narrator points out the pattern that lies behind what Litvinov has 
experienced: 

 
Positive people like Litvinov should not become consumed by passion; […] But nature does not 
mind logic, our human logic; she has a logic of her own, one that we do not understand or 
recognize until it runs over us like a wheel. (Людям пoлoжитeльным, врoдe Литвинoвa, нe 
слeдoвaлo бы увлeкaться стрaстью; oнa нaрушaeт сaмый смысл их жизни…Нo прирoдa нe 
спрaвляeтся с лoгикoй, с нaшeй чeлoвeчeскoй лoгикoй; у нeй eсть свoя, кoтoрую мы нe 
пoнимaeм и нe признaeм дo тeх пoр, пoкa oнa нaс, кaк кoлeсoм, нe пeрeeдeт. – 287-288) 
 

The intrusion of cosmic laws into the life of man is thus made explicit through the words of 
the narrator. In the previous novels, the plots depict life within the human framework, and 
cosmic fate cuts into them at a certain moment, provoking a ‘motivational crisis’ on the level 
of the narration (the event concerned being inexplicable within the framework of causality 
that determines the presentation of the events on the narrative level – the return of Varvara 
Pavlovna, the deaths of Insarov and Bazarov). In Smoke, cosmic fate also cuts into and 
destroys the human framework, but the emphasis is on the depiction, not of life before this 
event, but of the event itself and its after-effects. As a consequence, one cannot speak of a 
motivational crisis. The initial outline of what Litvinov expected from life, the ensuing 
destruction of his plans and the conclusions of the narrator (as cited above) have combined to 
create a novel of which the effects of cosmic fate themselves embody the plot. 

I have stated above that this differently balanced presentation of the contemporary and 
cosmic perspectives in Smoke goes together with changes in the textual structure. I shall 
discuss these differences in the next paragraph. After that, I shall examine the images of the 
hero and heroine, and discuss a number of verbal art associations that link passion to evil and 
destructive influences. As I hope to show, the overt differences that Smoke displays in 
comparison to the earlier ‘Turgenevan novels’ are no reason to denounce it as an artistic 
failure.  The novel simply has a special structure to fit the presentation of its special theme. I 
believe that Smoke can be regarded as the result of an attempt by Turgenev to write a 
poeticized novel, and that only a reading such as this can lead to a more-favourable 
assessment of this novel as part of Turgenev’s overall output. 
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6.2 Structural differences between Smoke and the other novels 
 
As I have already mentioned, with regard to Smoke there has been general critical agreement 
as to the different role of the hero and heroine, and the related separation of the ideological 
from the personal (love) element, and these characteristics have been seen as important 
deviations from the manner in which the earlier novels were structured. But this is only one of 
many differences. A detailed examination shows that Smoke differs from the previous novels 
in all the basic elements of narration: character-grouping, plot, setting and narrative 
perspective. I shall now deal with these features and discuss their implications for the 
understanding of the novel. 

I shall begin with the feature that has already been noted by the critics: Litvinov does not 
represent an ideological group in contemporary society, as do the other heroes in Turgenev’s 
novels.90 Litvinov can be described as completely apolitical. He himself claims to have no 
political convictions (“собственно у меня нет никаких политических убеждений” – 160). 
He does not sympathize with the ideas of any of the three ideological groups presented in the 
novel. When taken to a meeting of Gubarev and his followers by an old acquaintance, he 
leaves in a confused state, unable to make any sense of what has been said. He asks himself: 
“What is this, (…) what did I attend? Why did they come together? What were they 
screaming and scolding and upsetting themselves for? What is the use of all this?” (“Чтo этo 
(…) при чeм этo я присутствoвaл? Зaчeм кричaли, брaнились, из кoжи лeзли? К чeму 
всe этo?” – 164). A day later, he spends some time in the company of the generals at the 
request of Irina, who is part of the group. Among these people, Litvinov is overcome by a 
feeling of disgust: “What despicable, decadent people!” he concludes as he leaves their 
company (“Прeзрeнныe, пoшлыe люди” – 208). Litvinov does not dislike the company of 
the westernizer Potugin, but he does not sympathize with his ideas either. More than once, he 
opposes Potugin’s views; at one point he has to admit that he is not listening to Potugin at all, 
and during their final meeting he overtly lets Potugin know that he is not interested in his 
ideas: “What do I need all this for? (…) I have to go” (“Дa к чeму всe этo? (…) Мнe пoрa” – 
312). 

Not only does Litvinov lack an ideological profile; he cannot be defined within a cultural 
or historical framework either. This is an important difference between him and the heroes of 
the other novels. Rudin is defined as a romantic-idealistic type by the information we are 
given as to his style of speech and love for German romantic poetry; Lavreckij is defined as a 
man of the eighteen forties by the description of his upbringing and outlook, and Bazarov is 
defined as a nihilist by numerous details of his outward appearance, behaviour and words. 
However, it is not possible to define Litvinov in this way. This does not mean that Litvinov 
cannot be regarded as a contemporary type at all, as I shall show in paragraph 6.3, but for the 
moment it suffices to establish that it is his lack of ideological and cultural profile, set against 
the almost exclusively ideological depictions of the other characters in the novel, that clearly 
distinguishes him from the heroes of the other novels. What he lacks is one of the most central 
characteristics of the ‘Turgenevan hero’.  

The character of the heroine also substantially differs from that of the heroines in the other 
novels. Most striking is the fact that, in Smoke, there are two female characters involved with 
the hero: Irina, his former beloved, and Tat’jana, his current fiancée. In some respects, the 
situation is reminiscent of that in A Nest of Gentry, but the implications are different. 
                                                 
90 Insarov occupies a special position; as I have argued in my analysis of On the Eve, he is not characterized as a 
contemporary type. Nevertheless, his activities on behalf of the Bulgarian cause can be regarded as creating a 
contemporary interest in his personality, since his enthusiasm makes him seem the complete opposite of the 
superfluous man. 
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Although Tat’jana resembles Liza in character, and Irina and Varvara Pavlovna are also 
similar both in their personalities and in their roles as disturbers of the hero’s relationship with 
the other female character, the focus of Smoke is clearly a different one. Litvinov’s 
relationship with Irina is central. Whereas, in A Nest of Gentry, Varvara Pavlovna’s influence 
on Lavreckij is only the subject of narration about the past, in Smoke Irina’s influence on 
Litvinov forms the main interest of the novel. 

Neither of the female characters in Smoke is comparable to the typical ‘Turgenev girl’ of 
the other novels. Tat’jana remains a somewhat bleak figure. She does not display the 
determination or boldness that characterizes these earlier heroines. Irina does resemble 
Turgenev’s other main female type – the ‘femme fatale’ who has a destructive influence on 
the hero – but this element links her to the heroines of a number of short stories rather than to 
what we have come to expect in the heroine of a novel. 

In addition to the main male and female protagonists, the other characters in Smoke also 
lack their usual positions. The secondary characters hardly play any role in the development 
of the plot, and their relationship to the hero is less motivated than in the earlier novels. This 
is partly due to the lack of a well-defined single setting, comparable to the gentrified 
residences of the other novels, within which the hero, heroine and secondary characters 
logically come together.  In Smoke, the simple lack of such a location gives the encounters 
among the characters a highly coincidental nature. Litvinov constantly ‘stumbles upon’ the 
other characters: several of his conversations with Potugin begin with an accidental meeting 
in the street; Litvinov’s first meeting with Irina at the Old Castle is coincidental, as are two 
later encounters in the streets of Baden. Furthermore, Litvinov finds himself in the company 
of each of the two opposing ideological groups similarly by coincidence. 

This can be regarded as a weakness in the novel’s design, a sign that it lacks structure. 
However, the role of coincidence may also be understood as a device designed to limit the 
logical-causal orientation of the narrative. In the Methodology, I have discussed the role of 
coincidence in Pasternak’s Doctor Živago. There, coincidence determines developments in the 
extreme. The characters meet coincidentally in the most remote areas and under the most 
unlikely circumstances. As B. M. Gasparov has argued, in Doktor Živago those developments 
that appear as coincidental from a logical-causal point of view should be regarded as relying 
on a different, non-contiguous type of connection: one that derives from the musical principle 
of polyphony (Gasparov 1994: 243, see also 1.5). According to this principle, every 
individual’s life develops like a melody that may accord with that of another individual’s 
melody for a while and then develop differently. 

This example can help to define the role of coincidence in Smoke. I think that it has a 
similar function as in Pasternak’s novel: it creates a reduction of logical-causal connections 
and thus hints at the existence of other patterns structuring man’s life. In Turgenev’s poetics, 
it is not the principle of polyphony but the non-logical patterns of cosmic laws that determine 
man’s fate. The unmotivated encounters are part of the presentation of the influence of cosmic 
forces on the lives of human beings. 

As might be expected given the deviant positions of the characters, the plot is also 
different. The basic plot scheme of Turgenev’s novels, as identified by Dale Peterson (see 
1.5), is not applicable to Smoke. According to Peterson’s plot scheme, the hero arrives in an 
established gentrified environment, where he meets the heroine. She is impressed by the 
personality and ideas of the hero, and decides to break away from the milieu in which she has 
been raised (Peterson 1975: 76). In Smoke the situation is totally different. Both the hero and 
the heroine are residing abroad; the action is not centred on the hero’s arrival in a specific 
place; neither does he meet the heroine under the usual circumstances. In this novel, she is 
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Litvinov’s former fiancée, and the plot is mainly concerned with the effects that the renewed 
contact has on him. 

Closely connected to this observation is the difference in setting. In the earlier novels, the 
action takes place in Russia, in the countryside, to which the hero usually travels after a period 
of time spent either abroad or in the city. In Smoke the action is set earlier in the scheme: 
Litvinov is planning to return home after studying in Germany, but before leaving he meets 
Irina, and this gives rise to the development of the rest of the plot. 

The foreign setting in itself reduces any interest we might have had in the possibility of the 
hero’s contributing to the future of Russia. In the previous novels, the arrival of the hero in the 
heart of Russia (the countryside) anticipates the ensuing expectations of him on the part of 
those who are already there. This scheme is not followed in Smoke. The hero does not come to 
Russia (at least not until the end of the novel, when the development of the plot is virtually 
over) and does not enter any establishment as a newcomer. Consequently, the usual reason for 
the other characters to pass judgment on him is lacking, and indeed they do not judge Litvinov 
or discuss his personality. This is largely due to a shift in perspective towards the hero. 

This shift is another important difference between Smoke and the other novels. The point of 
view is much closer to that of the hero. Litvinov observes the others, and the reader sees them 
through his eyes. This reduces the need for the narrator to pass comment on them, and his 
comments on them are accordingly limited to scenes in which Litvinov is not present or 
otherwise able to relate them himself. Such scenes include those in which Irina and her 
husband, and Tat’jana and her aunt, are depicted together. Interestingly, these scenes still lack 
information as to the characters’ thoughts and feelings; only their words, behaviour and 
visible emotions are related. In these instances, the narrator functions as an observer, like 
Litvinov, with limited insight.  

This shift in perspective contributes to the centrality of Litvinov’s position in the novel, 
and also makes it possible to focus on the development of his psychological state. 
Nevertheless, the narrator does at times break into the narrative from his ‘omniscient’ position 
to make the kind of generalizing remark that also characterizes the narrator in Turgenev’s 
other novels. For instance, he compares Litvinov’s feelings when he breaks off the 
engagement with Tat’jana to those of a man who has killed someone (287). Moreover, as I 
mentioned in the previous paragraph, at one instance he steps away from the human 
perspective and views Litvinov’s life from the perspective of the cosmic laws that rule man’s 
existence. The overall perspective is thus not substantially different from that of the other 
novels, but the general closeness to Litvinov’s consciousness does form a special feature that 
makes it possible to concentrate on the psychological effects of the influence of passion on 
Litvinov’s life.  
 
All these considerations show that Smoke differs substantially from the other novels in the 
construction of its plot, the presentation of the characters, its setting and its narrative 
perspective. This extraordinary structure points to a special design, different from the earlier, 
‘Turgenevan’ novels: a ‘poeticized novel’. This is characterized by a reduction in the 
embedding of the hero and the plot development in the social and political milieu of the 
period (a reduction in the interest of the contemporary level). The story of Irina and Litvinov 
can easily be imagined in a different location and at a different time. The presence of 
secondary, ideologically-concrete characters does not change this, since they have no function 
in the plot. This reduction in the interest of the ideological aspect goes together with a shift in 
theme, towards the depiction of a love story that highlights the influence of irrational forces 
on man’s life. Earlier critics have tended to stop at this point, concluding that the ideological 
content has been reduced in favour of the love story, and that Smoke is therefore an 
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unbalanced, unsuccessful variant of the established Turgenevan novel. However, it is crucial 
to understand what the function of the love story is: it is the form in which the influence of 
cosmic patterns on man’s life is presented and discussed. The narration of Litvinov’s renewed 
contact with Irina is not simply a love story; it is the story of the effects of cosmic forces that 
manifest themselves in the form of passion. Within this theme, the focus is on the 
psychological effects of this on Litvinov. Smoke can therefore be classified as a novel that is 
psychological and philosophical in its theme, and accordingly poeticized in its form. The 
word ‘accordingly’ here is intended to apply only to Turgenev; I am not suggesting that a 
philosophically- or psychologically-oriented novel must of necessity take a reduced interest in 
contemporary themes, or make an intensified use of poetic devices. We need only to think of 
Tolstoj’s novels to know that this is not the case. What I am suggesting is that this is a logical 
development within the poetics of Turgenev’s work. The basis of my thesis is that Turgenev’s 
world view is expressed in the novels primarily by means of the specific interaction of the 
mechanisms of verbal art with the level of narrative art. A more explicit philosophical aspect 
is therefore most likely to go together with a more intense poetical structure. 

Both the theme of Smoke and the characteristics of its structure connect it closely to 
Turgenev’s short stories. The theme of destructive love is well-known from Turgenev’s short 
prose, including “First Love”, “Faust” and “Klara Milič”. This last story is especially 
interesting because of its focus on the psychological effect that the confrontation with passion 
has on the hero Aratov. Perhaps even more interesting is the novella “Spring Torrents”.91 Its 
plot develops along the same lines as that of Smoke. The hero Sanin is, like Litvinov, 
confronted by two females, one good-hearted and even-tempered, and the other passionate 
and destructive. Sanin, like Litvinov, cannot escape the influence of passion, and ruins his 
life. In both Smoke and “Spring Torrents” the universal implications of what happens to both 
men is touched upon through the philosophical framework of the texts. In “Spring Torrents”, 
it presents itself at the very beginning of the story in the form of an ominous vision that Sanin 
often sees before him – a vision of evil threatening man’s life. I have discussed this image, 
and its occurrence and implications in other works by Turgenev, in section 4.4. Both this story 
and “Klara Milič” have a perspective close to that of the hero, which highlights the 
psychological interest of these works as it does in the case of Smoke. 

Turgenev’s having chosen to write a novel with a different orientation from usual can be 
connected both to his personal and artistic crisis after the negative reactions to Fathers and 
Sons, and to developments in his philosophical views. In this period he was strongly 
influenced by Schopenhauer’s ideas concerning the futility of life, and he developed a 
heightened interest in the influence of the irrational and supernatural. Between Fathers and 
Sons and Smoke, Turgenev wrote three short stories in which these elements are clearly 
reflected. The highly pessimistic story “Enough” (“Дoвoльнo” - 1864) is often regarded as 
the one with which Turgenev planned to bid his public farewell. It is of greater interest, 
however, as an emotional demonstration of the futility of life. It is widely acknowledged that 
this representation of the evanescence of life and the endless, senseless change of individuals 
leans strongly on Schopenhauer (see McLaughlin 1984: 123). In “Phantoms”, published in the 
same year, the pessimistic tone of “Enough” is combined with a supernatural theme. During 
the nocturnal flights that the first-person narrator makes with the mysterious Ellis, the visions 
of the past, and of places all over the world, represent the endless, senseless repetition of life. 
The overtly supernatural implications of this story are also found in the third story written at 
this time, “The Dog” (“Сoбака” – 1866), in which the first-person narrator tells of his own 
supernatural experience. Both these works were met with fierce criticism by Turgenev’s 
                                                 
91 Richard Peace has included an analysis of “Spring Torrents” in his analyses of Turgenev’s novels (Peace 
2000). However, he does not explain why he chose to treat this novella as a seventh novel.  
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contemporaries, who found it unacceptable that he had left the discussion of social matters to 
busy himself with ‘fantasy’. 

These three stories supply the blueprint for the theme and tone of Smoke. It has the same 
Schopenhauerian notion of the senselessness of life. As Thiergen has noted, the title is an 
image of this inherent futility as much as it is a hint at the lack of substance in contemporary 
Russia, as is generally maintained (Thiergen 1983: 279-282). A special feature of Smoke, as 
compared to the above-mentioned stories from the same period, is the implied connection 
between the futility of life and the influence upon it of the irrational and supernatural. In a 
way, it poses the same question that one of those present during the story of “The Dog” asks: 
“If one allows for the possibility of supernatural events, of their interference with real life, 
then, let me ask you, what is the role of common sense after that?” (“eсли дoпустить 
вoзмoжнoсть свeрхъeстeствeннoгo, вoзмoжнoсть eгo вмeшaтeльствa в дeйствитeльную 
жизнь, тo, пoзвoльтe спрoсить, кaкую рoль пoслe этoгo дoлжeн игрaть здрaвый 
рaссудoк?” – IX, 123). The possibility of the interference of irrational events is exactly what 
Litvinov is confronted with in Baden. In the person of Irina, he faces irrational powers that are 
stronger than his own will. It is through this encounter that Litvinov comes to experience life 
as futile. In other words, in Smoke, the answer to the question is: Once one has to admit that 
the supernatural interferes with real life, even determines it against one’s will, then common 
sense becomes useless and life itself senseless. The influence of the supernatural is thus 
identified, in accordance with Schopenhauer’s ideas, as one of the elements of the supra-
human pattern ruling life and overruling man. 

Smoke presents Turgenev’s pessimistic world view from an angle that is different from that 
found in the previous novels. In them, especially in On the Eve and Fathers and Sons, the 
focus was on the insignificance of man in relation to Nature, and its central emblem was the 
image of the insect. In Smoke, as in the three short stories just mentioned, what is highlighted 
is the idea that life is out of man’s control, guided by immanent, impersonal laws. The 
conclusion, however, remains the same: man’s life is futile. As I have argued, this idea plays a 
more prominent, thematic role in Smoke than did the notions of man’s insignificance in the 
previous novels. 

This brings us to the role of verbal art in this poeticized novel. Owing to the prominence of 
the ‘fate-theme’ on the narrative-art level, the effect of a two-level reading (from the 
individual and the cosmic perspectives), such as we gave to the previous novels, is reduced. 
Smoke does not, like them, present the individual through narrative art and a de-
individualization through associations with animals and human archetypes on the verbal art 
level. The hero’s lack of colouring on the contemporary level, which does not allow for a 
strong individual portrait to develop, already indicates this. Instead, the effects of supra-
human laws on man’s life, and the ensuing clash between Litvinov’s own notions of fate and 
the cosmic fate that undermines his plans, form the theme of the novel. 

Litvinov is only marginally associated with archetypes. The focus is on the archetypal 
nature of his fate. Furthermore, it is specifically through verbal art associations that the 
cosmic fate that he encounters is associated with supernatural powers: passion is linked to 
enchantment, and Irina is associated with evil and death. The lack of a more overtly 
supernatural element can be explained by the realist tone of the novel: the supernatural events 
of “Phantoms” and “The Dog” would be unacceptable in a realist novel. 

Below I shall deal with the image of Litvinov, both at the contemporary and cosmic level, 
in greater detail (paragraph 6.3), followed by the image of Irina and her role in the destruction 
of Litvinov’s life (6.4) and a number of associations related to the element of destructive love 
(6.5 and 6.6). 
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6.3 Litvinov ‘the Russian soul’ 
 
It has already been mentioned that Litvinov lacks a clear-cut ideological profile, and therefore 
differs both from the heroes of the previous novels and from the characters who surround him. 
However, this does not disqualify him as a new contemporary type on the contemporary level 
of the novel. This is not the ‘cultural-heroic’ type (to use the terminology of Pumpjanskij 
2000: 391) represented by Rudin, Lavreckij and Bazarov.92 Such a type is characterized by the 
specific cultural milieu to which he belongs: the romantic-idealistic circles of Rudin; the 
generation of the ‘men of the forties’ of which Lavreckij is part, and the materialist group of 
Bazarov. Litvinov, by contrast, is characterized by attitude rather than by intellectual or 
ideological qualifications. His is an uncomplicated, practical type that is not interested in 
ideology or theory but only in those things that seem to him destined to bring clearly visible 
results. His type does occur in two of Turgenev’s other novels, though not as main 
protagonist: it is represented by Ležnev in Rudin, and Solomin in Virgin Soil. They are the  
complete opposites of the heroes, Rudin and Neždanov, both of whom are hampered by their 
psychologically complex personalities. Ležnev and Solomin, in their practicality, also 
resemble Gončarov’s Stolz, who also fulfills the role of practical opposite to Oblomov. These 
three characters are each able to gain some kind of happiness and moderate success that 
contrasts with the hero’s unsuccessful life. Stolz and Solomin even manage to win the favour 
of the girl with whom the hero is initially involved. This change in her romantic allegiance 
may be seen as pointing symbolically to their shared perspective on the future, which the 
heroes lack.93 

Ležnev, Solomin and Stolz are not the main protagonists of the novels in which they 
appear; the focus of those novels is on the superfluous heroes: Rudin, Neždanov and 
Oblomov. With the introduction of Litvinov, such a non-reflective, practical type finally 
appears as hero.94 It might therefore be expected that he will be the solution to the problem of 
superfluity. However, Litvinov does not develop even as the moderately successful, albeit 
bleak, type that the aforementioned secondary characters represent. He is as superfluous as the 
other Turgenevan heroes. Unlike theirs, however, his failure cannot be explained on the basis 
of his contemporary profile. Concise as it is, it links him to types that are diametrically 
opposed to the superfluous hero. The model of the previous novels is not applicable. As I have 
argued above, Smoke’s orientation differs from that of the earlier novels. It does not involve 
the juxtaposition of two images of the hero, one individual and one archetypal, which entails 
two notions of superfluity: the contemporary and the cosmic. Instead, it deals with the 
destruction of the individual’s notion of fate through the interference of cosmic fate. No 
explanation for these developments can be gleaned from information provided on the 
contemporary level of the text. Litvinov’s practical personality only increases the enormity of 
the clash between his expectations and the actual development of events. It is not logical for a 
practical mind such as Litvinov’s to be susceptible to irrational influences, a point that is 
                                                 
92 Pumpjanskij designates only Rudin and Bazarov as ‘cultural-heroic types’ in the sense of types similar to 
Puškin’s Onegin (Pumpjanskij 2000: 391), but the definition of this type, a hero characterized by the description 
of his intellectualenvironment, including references to what he reads and the influences that have formed him, 
applies to Lavreckij as well.  
93 See my remarks about Rudin’s fruitless life as opposed to the fertile life of Ležnev and his wife in my analysis 
of Rudin. Also, compare the scene in Fathers and Sons in which both generations of the Kirsanov family, 
Nikolaj Petrovič and Arkadij, are gathered, each with a baby son, presenting an image of continuous life that 
stands out against both the debacle of Bazarov’s relationship with Odincova, and his death.  
94 Insarov is also practical, of course, but his portrait is so concise that it can hardly provide the profile of a new 
type of hero. Moreover, he is not a Russian and is not therefore concerned with Russia’s future. 
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explicitly made by the narrator when he says that “positive people” such as Litvinov should 
not be overtaken by passion (287, quoted above). 

Turgenev’s having chosen of this type of hero thus contributes to the effect of ‘revealing 
the device’. The lack of explanation for Litvinov’s superfluity in contemporary terms, and the 
strong stress on the love story, focus attention on the influence of external forces on man’s 
life, and highlight the idea of cosmic superfluity. The narrator’s remark just mentioned places 
this on an even more explicit level, emphasising the complete lack of connection between 
personality and fate. The idea of fate being determined by personality is a human convention 
that bears no relationship to the actual course of one’s life. 

As well as practicality, Litvinov has another trait that might define him by contrast to the 
superfluous man: his truly Russian nature. Two details in the description of his background 
stress this. First, Litvinov is not a part of the intelligentsia, the group generally associated with 
estrangement from Russia. His father is a civil servant (“служак –чиновник” – 148), and 
comes from a family of merchants; it was his wife, a gentlewoman, who changed him into a 
landlord. Second, Litvinov grew up in the countryside, remote from society. The narrator 
stresses the fact that this is exceptional: “He did not grow up in the city, as might have been 
expected, but in the countryside” (“oн вoспитывaлся нe в гoрoдe, кaк слeдoвaлo oжидaть, a 
в дeрeвнe” – ibid.). Furthermore, Litvinov’s long-time friend, Bambaev, introduces him to 
one of his acquaintances as a “straight-forward fellow, a Russian soul” (“рубашка-парень, 
русская душа” – 155). 

A natural bond with Russia is one of the key features that Turgenev’s heroes usually lack. 
They are estranged from their roots. Their cultural and intellectual horizons are determined by 
western influences, a point that is usually stressed by their travelling to Europe. Rudin is 
completely formed by German idealist thought. At the beginning of the novel, he arrives from 
abroad, and at the end of it he is again outside Russia, fighting for a non-Russian cause. 
Lavreckij proves capable of restoring his bond with Russia, though only to an extent, and in 
the portraits of Bazarov and Neždanov an important feature is again their inability to make 
contact with the people. 

The lack of a natural bond with Russia is one of the basic reasons for their superfluity. 
Litvinov, at this point, again seems diametrically opposed to the superfluous man. The 
qualification “a Russian soul”, with which Bambaev introduces him, calls to mind Puškin’s 
most typical female character, Tat’jana, who is described as “Russian in her soul” (“русская 
душою” – Evgenij Onegin, V, 5). She is the first of a group of Russian heroines who are 
characterized by their intuitive bond with Russia. Others include Tolstoj’s Nataša Rostova, 
and the heroines of Turgenev’s own novels. Smoke, then, appears to present a reversal of the 
usual scheme of the Turgenevan novel, in that the hero has the qualities of the heroine. Again, 
this arouses expectations of his being the perfect, new, active type of hero. Unfortunately, the 
reversal also affects the position of the heroine: Irina is not a ‘Turgenev girl’ but rather 
resembles the destructive type easily recognizable from the short stories and the portrait of 
Varvara Pavlovna in A Nest of Gentry. The combination of a practical hero and a destructive 
heroine is no less unfortunate than that of a superfluous contemporary hero and a Turgenev 
girl. 

The point is that, in the verbal art structure, Litvinov’s Russianness is associated with 
vulnerability to evil influences. Although it may appear on the contemporary level as a feature 
of the non-superfluous hero, on the verbal art level it is a feature that defines his cosmic 
superfluity. The associations of Russia are as a place where love is closely connected both to 
enchantment and to destruction. Such associations arise in two instances during the novel. 

The first occurs on the evening before Litvinov meets Irina again. He receives a letter from 
his father, relating how one of his servants had been bewitched by a girl but freed of her 
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influence by the intervention of a priest. (I shall discuss the motif of enchantment in detail in 
paragraph 6.5.1.) After reading the letter, Litvinov is overtaken by an unpleasant feeling. He 
associates the story of the bewitchment with the atmosphere of the Russian countryside where 
the letter came from: “He felt the atmosphere of the remote steppe, the blind darkness of life 
grown mouldy, and it seemed strange to him that he was reading this letter in Baden, of all 
places” (“пoвeялo нa нeгo стeпнoю глушью, слeпым мрaкoм зaплeснeвшeй жизни; и 
чуднo пoкaзaлoсь eму, чтo oн прoчeл этo письмo имeннo в Бaдeнe” – 177). The event is 
thus associated in Litvinov’s mind with the place in which it occurs. His feelings upon reading 
such a story in Baden suggest that he thinks he has escaped this remote and blind place. At 
that very moment, however, Irina’s influence over him has already been initiated: she has seen 
him, and decided to renew the contact. She arranges for flowers to be put into his room, and 
the effect of their pervasive smell reduces him to a delirium. This is an ominous sign of her 
power. 

The second arises from remarks that Potugin makes. He notes that in Russian byliny and 
legends, love always appears as an enchanting force: “Love in them constantly appears as a 
consequence of sorcery, bewitchment” (“любoвь в них пoстoяннo являeтся кaк слeдствиe 
кoлдoвствa, привoрoтa” – 236). Again, the association between love and enchantment is 
placed within a specifically Russian context – not a Russian location this time, but Russian 
folklore. Litvinov is not in Russia, and the time of the byliny seems to lie far behind. 
Nevertheless, he turns out to be in exactly the same situation: he is enchanted through the 
force of passion. Litvinov’s fate thus appears as a manifestation of a recurrent, universal fate. 
Without realizing or wanting it, he is incorporated into a fixed pattern, and becomes an 
archetypal victim of destructive love. In addition to this effect, the association that links what 
is happening in Litvinov’s life to the oldest Russian stories also communicates a specific 
notion of history – not  linear, developing progressively, but a pattern of cyclic repetition. 

A similar representation of Litvinov’s fate arises from his association with a number of 
heroes from Russian byliny. In the same speech, Potugin describes the typical hero of Russian 
byliny, and quotes lines from stories about Dunaj and Čurilo Plenkovič. The folktale of Dunaj 
tells of Dunaj’s trip to Lithuania to bring back a princess for Prince Vladimir. Together with 
her, he also brings back her sister, whom he himself marries. When it turns out that she is 
better at shooting with the bow and arrows than he is himself, he kills her in a rage. Then, as 
an act of remorse, he kills himself also.  

Čurilo Plenkovič belongs to a specific category of Russian heroes, the so-called bogatyr-
dandy (“богатырь-щег оль”). There are several tales in which Čurilo plays a part. ‘The death 
of Čurilo’, the one from which Potugin takes his description of Čurilo’s outward appearance, 
relates how Čurilo commits adultery with beautiful Catherine. A servant girl warns her 
husband. He, upon finding them, kills them both. 

Later, Potugin mentions a third hero from the Russian folk tradition: Vasilij Buslaev. He 
warns Litvinov not to overestimate himself, as Buslaev did. Potugin refers to a story in which 
Buslaev travels to the Holy City. On his way, he climbs a mountain and comes across a skull. 
He kicks it aside, whereupon the skull speaks to Buslaev. It reproaches him for the disrespect 
he has shown, and predicts that Buslaev´s own head will also lie there. At the top of the 
mountain, there is a stone bearing an inscription: anyone who tries to jump over the stone will 
break his neck. Buslaev does not dare to jump. On his way back home after the visit to 
Jerusalem, however, Buslaev sees the mountain again and is reminded of the stone. He once 
more kicks the skull, which again predicts his death. Buslaev now tries to jump over the stone 
and does indeed break his neck. Upon hearing the story, which is unfamiliar to him, Litvinov 
assures Potugin that he will not even try to jump (312). 
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Litvinov’s behaviour resembles that of all three of these folk heroes. Like Dunaj, he makes 
the mistake of falling in love with a woman who can outdo him. Like Čurilo, he begins a 
relationship with a married woman. Although Ratmirov, Irina’s husband, does not try to kill 
him (as beautiful Catherine’s husband did), he is known for violence. We are told of his 
having flogged fifty rebellious farmers to whom he was sent to restore order (221). Later, 
after a conflict with Irina, his true nature shows itself, and the flogging is again referred to: 
“Every spark of elegance had disappeared from his face. This was the expression he must 
have worn when he flogged to death the Belorussian farmers” (“Всякoe пoдoбиe изящeствa 
исчeзлo с eгo лицa. Пoдoбнoe вырaжeниe дoлжнo былo принять oнo, кoгдa oн зaсeкaл 
бeлoрусских мужикoв” – 250). Finally, like Vasilij Buslaev, he overestimates himself and 
renews his contact with Irina even while realizing that it is dangerous to do so. After his first 
visit to her, he reproaches himself: “One must not play with fire…I shall not go to her again” 
(“с oгнeм шутить нe слeдуeт…Мoeй нoги у нee нe будeт” – 223). Nevertheless, he allows 
himself to become her victim. He does not heed Potugin’s warning during their conversation 
in chapter nineteen. Potugin, in his own words, is a “broken, ruined, crushed man” (“чeлoвeк 
рaзбитый, рaзрушeнный, oкoнчaтeльнo уничтoжeнный” – 277), warning Litvinov against 
the danger that destroyed him. In this respect, he resembles the skull, warning Buslaev 
against the mischief that almost certainly killed him. 
 
The three folk heroes are all killed by their own fault, through recklessness, rage or stupidity. 
Potugin cites them as examples of the typical Russian hero; they have great potential, but do 
not achieve anything because they overestimate themselves. Their fates foreshadow the fate 
of Litvinov. His is the archetypal fate of the Russian hero, who has great potential but whose 
fate it is to perish. 

On the subject of Litvinov as Russian hero, I shall mention one more string of associations. 
I have already mentioned the one between Smoke and Evgenij Onegin, through which 
Litvinov’s “Russian soul” was associated with Tat’jana’s being “Russian in her soul”. This is 
just one of a number of associations between these two texts. Chapter I, in which the Russian 
public in Baden is described, contains a semi-quotation from Evgenij Onegin: “In the 
meantime, almost the entire ‘fine fleur’ of our society had gathered there, ‘the entire elite and 
the examples of the fashionable’” (“A междy тем тут была почти вся ‘fine fleur’ нашего 
общества, «вся знать и моды образцы»” (144). In Evgenij Onegin, this is part of the 
description of the ball where Onegin meets the by-now-married Tat’jana: “Here had gathered, 
however, the fine fleur of the capital, and the elite and the examples of the fashionable” (“Тут 
был, однако, цвет столицы, / И знать, и моды образцы,” – 8, ХХIV). Pumpjanskij has 
argued that this semi-quotation makes a connection between the highly-ironical tone taken 
towards high society in Evgenij Onegin and Turgenev’s similarly-ironical descriptions of the 
Russian beau monde in Baden, not only in chapter I but also at Irina’s party (Pumpjanskij 
2000: 469). 

There are two further instances in which a phrase from Smoke calls to mind the wording of 
Puškin in Evgenij Onegin. In addition to these, there are also similarities in plot and 
characterisation between the two texts. An examination of these similarities will show that the 
association of the two works is more than a mere stressing of the ironical tone of the novel. I 
shall begin with the more general similarities. 

Both Evgenij Onegin and Smoke feature the ‘transformation’ of a girl with no prospects 
into a widely admired woman. Puškin’s Tat’jana is taken from the countryside to Moscow, 
where she is introduced to fashionable society. Later, Onegin meets her in Petersburg. 
Turgenev’s Irina is similarly introduced to society in Moscow, and also settles  later in 
Petersburg. Both Tat’jana and Irina cause a furore in high society. Each makes the 
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acquaintance of a man while they are still unimportant, and meets the same man again after 
becoming famous. By this time, both are married. There is a major difference, though. The 
situation in Smoke is complicated by the appearance of a second heroine, aptly called 
Tat’jana. This Tat’jana resembles Puškin’s ‘simple’ Tat’jana, but she retains her country 
innocence throughout the novel. It would thus appear that Puškin’s single heroine, who begins 
as an ordinary country girl but is subsequently transformed into the favourite of the Petersburg 
ballrooms, is divided by Turgenev into two separate characters resembling the two sides of 
Puškin’s heroine: the country lass who remains unspoilt and ends the novel in the countryside 
where she began, and the impoverished Irina who becomes the queen of Petersburg’s high 
society. Where Onegin, having refused the love of the ‘simple’ Tat’jana, is left with nothing 
because the new Tat’jana is faithful to her husband, Litvinov is faced with a choice between 
the two heroines.  

The scheme of Smoke could thus be described as Evgenij Onegin with added 
complications, and the association is highlighted by reminders of Puškin’s text in Turgenev’s 
novel. The ‘fine fleur’ quotation has already been mentioned, but, as I have indicated, there 
are two others (to say nothing of the more general association that the use of the name 
Tat’jana calls forth). The first occurs in the description of a meeting between Irina and 
Litvinov. In chapter eight of Evgenij Onegin, there are two descriptions of Onegin being alone 
with Tat’jana. On the first occasion, she asks him about his life (XXII); on the second, they 
speak about the happiness they could have shared (XL – XLVIII). On both occasions, the 
meetings are brought to an end by Tat’jana’s husband. In Smoke, Irina and Litvinov meet 
several times in her apartment. Two of these encounters are interrupted by the arrival of 
Irina’s husband, and during the first Irina asks her companion about his earlier life, just as 
Puškin’s Tat’jana does in her first meeting with Onegin. 

It is also interesting that, in both cases, the approach of the husband is announced by a 
sound accompanying his footsteps. In Evgenij Onegin, it is his spurs: “The sudden sound of 
spurs was heard / And Tat’jana’s husband appeared” (“Но шпор внезапный звон раздался / 
И муж Татьяны показался” – 8, XLVIII). In Smoke, it is the grating of his patent leather 
boots: “Suddenly, in the neighbouring room, the hasty grating of fine patent leather boots was 
heard and […] Valerian Vladimirovič Ratmirov came in” (“вдруг в соседней комнате 
раздался быстрый скрып тонких лаковых сапогов и, […] вошел Валериан 
Владимирович Ратмиров” – 220). The association between these scenes highlights both the 
resemblances in the respective situations and the one crucial difference: while Tat’jana 
remains faithful to her husband (“Я буду век ему верна”, 8, XLVIII), Irina clearly does not. 

The second reminder of Evgenij Onegin in Smoke lies in the manner in which the narration 
is brought to an end. In both works, the narrator explicitly states that the story has reached its 
end. In the final stanzas of Evgenij Onegin, he ends his narrative with the words: “Reader, at 
this point we will leave my hero, […] It is about time, isn’t it?” (“И здесь героя моего, / […] 
/ Читатель, мы теперь оставим, / […] / Давно б (не правда ли?) пора” – 8, XLVIII). The 
narrator of Smoke parts with his heroes in a similar way. At the point where Litvinov and 
Tat’jana are reunited he seems anxious to leave them alone together: “But it is time to stop; 
and what could be added?  The reader will guess what happened without anyone having to tell 
him” (“Однако пора кончить; да и прибавлять нечего; читатель догадается и сам…” IX, 
326). 

The similarities between Smoke and Evgenij Onegin contribute to the understanding of the 
image of Litvinov as hero. Litvinov is clearly not a dandy like Onegin; neither is he an 
example of that type of superfluous man. On the contrary, Litvinov is a simple man, a male 
variant of simple Tat’jana. Nevertheless, Litvinov gets tied up in the same kind of problem, 
and it arises similarly from his submission to love. Like Onegin, he refuses the simple person 
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who could have made him happy (who, in both cases, is the ‘simple’ Tat’jana) and falls in 
love with an unattainable beauty (the ‘new’ Tat’jana in Onegin’s case; Irina in Litvinov’s). 
The happy ending that Litvinov is granted does not make him a more successful hero; it seems 
rather to underline the hero’s weakness. His final, simple happiness seems to denounce him as 
hero, and the narrator appears immediately to lose interest in him once he is reunited with 
Tat’jana. Perhaps his ‘Puškinian’ proposal to turn away from that happy scene is intended to 
emphasise this. In Puškin’s verse-novel, the breaking off of the story at the point where 
Tat’jana turns down Onegin serves as a climax. In Smoke, the narrator seemingly feels 
uncomfortable with the almost banal, ‘happy ending’ turn of the plot, and hurries on to the 
more tragic fate of Irina. The fact that he does this in words reminiscent of Puškin’s gives the 
scene between Litvinov and his Tat’jana an additional sense of irony. 

Another effect of Smoke’s associations with Evgenij Onegin is similar to that of its 
associations with typical situations in Russian folklore, as discussed earlier; I concluded that 
although Litvinov, as contemporary type, seems to present a new hero, different from the 
superfluous heroes, his eventual fate does not differ from that of the earlier heroes of Russian 
folklore. Evgenij Onegin is generally regarded as the first superfluous hero in Russian 
literature. Smoke’s associations with this novel call into question the idea that Litvinov 
represents a new, non-superfluous hero, and instead highlight the repetition of an ever 
recurring pattern in which the hero fails to lead a successful life owing to his vulnerability to 
the destructive influence of passion. 
 
 
6.4 The destructive heroine 
 
Irina occupies a special place among the heroines of Turgenev’s novels. She has hardly 
anything in common with the so-called ‘Turgenev girls’ of the other novels. Instead, she 
resembles the ‘dangerous’ women of a number of short stories: Ellis (“Phantoms”), Kolibri 
(“The story of Lieutenant Ergunov”) and Klara Milič (“Klara Milič”). Irina shares with them 
her striking appearance, her somewhat enigmatic and unpredictable behavior and, most of all, 
her ability to gain power over the man who falls in love with her. Irina’s power is a mixture of 
attractiveness and evil; in fact, duality is one of her most prominent features. This makes her 
enigmatic and complex. Nevertheless, there are a number of associations that link her to evil, 
to a creature capable of  enchantment, and to ominous forces. 

Irina’s outward appearance is characterized by duality. She is a mixture of light and dark. 
She has  pale skin, almost black eyes (“исчерна-серые” – 180) and blonde hair with dark and 
light strands intertwined (ibid.). Her dresses are mostly black; one of them is described as 
“resembling mourning clothes” (“в свoeй чeрнoй, кaк бы трaурнoй oдeждe” – 251), and the 
colour of another is specified as “feuille morte” (289). Her clothing thus associates her with 
death, and it is noticeable that she wears these black dresses in Baden. Earlier, on the evening 
of her first ball in Moscow, she wears a white dress. At that moment, the evil connotations of 
her character are still under the surface. 

In accordance with this ‘white versus black’ characteristic, Irina is alternately placed in the 
spheres of good and evil. She herself suggests that she belongs to the category of evil when 
she persuades Potugin to tell Litvinov, with reference to the world she is living in, that “the 
devil is not as black as he is painted” (“чeрт нe тaкoй чeрный, кaким eгo изoбрaжaют” – 
212). Later, Potugin assures Litvinov that Irina is “as proud as a demon” (“Гoрдa кaк бeс” – 
238). At the same time, Irina is associated with a goddess. This association arises through the 
description of her outward appearance. By the time she and Litvinov meet again in Baden, 
Irina has grown extremely beautiful. As part of the description of her, we are told that “the 
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outline of her once-slender shoulders now put one in mind of the goddesses appearing on the 
ceilings of old Italian palaces” (“oчeртaния нeкoгдa сжaтых плeч нaпoминaли тeпeрь 
бoгинь, выступaющих нa пoтoлкaх стaринных итaльянских двoрцoв” – 199), and her eyes 
are described as resembling those of an Egyptian goddess (“с поволокой, длинные, как у 
египетских божеств” – 180). 

Litvinov himself compares Irina with an angel. He calls her “my angel” when she says that 
she wants to run away with him (“мoй aнгeл” – 292). However, earlier in the novel he 
repeatedly calls Tat’jana his angel, and the first time that comparison is made is particularly 
interesting in the current context because he is contrasting Tat’jana’s image against that of 
Irina, thereby suggesting that they are like ‘good’ versus ‘evil’. When it happens, he has been 
thinking about Irina, and concluded that, although she now belongs to another circle, she does 
not seem to have become one of them, and is therefore no enemy to him. Then he suddenly 
thinks of Tat’jana: 

 
He thought of his fiancée, his sweet, good, holy Tat’jana, and how pure, noble and just she seemed 
(…) O Tanja, Tanja, only you are my angel, my good genius. I will love only you for the rest of my 
life; I will not go to her [Irina – MO]. (Oн думaл o свoeй нeвeстe, o свoeй милoй, дoбрoй, 
святoй Тaтьянe, и кaк чистa, блaгoрoднa, кaк прaвдивa кaзaлaсь oнa eму! (…) O Тaня, Тaня! 
(…) ты oднa мoй aнгeл, мoй дoбрый гeний, тeбя я oдну люблю и вeк любить буду. A к тoй я 
нe пoйду – 209). 
 

Thus, Litvinov dismisses the image of Irina in favour of that of Tat’jana. Later, Litvinov calls 
Tat’jana his “guardian angel” (“aнгeлю-хрaнитeлю” – 286). Potugin also describes Tat’jana 
as having the soul of an angel, which Litvinov confirms (“ангельская душа” – 275), and so it 
would appear that, up to a point, Litvinov realizes that Tat’jana stands for the ‘good’. In the 
first instance, as we have seen, he decides to stay loyal to her and keep away from Irina. 
However, as Irina’s power over his life increases, he changes his mind, forgets about Tat’jana 
and accepts Irina as his ‘angel’ instead. Almost immediately, his image of Tat’jana changes: 
his “guardian angel” becomes an avenging angel, bearing a flaming sword. The image is 
biblical, and seems to be a composite reference to the angel with a flaming sword who 
prevents man’s re-entry into paradise after the fall, and the angels with swords who are sent to 
earth to carry out God’s judgements. In Smoke, it arises as Litvinov is considering the next 
step in his relationship with Irina: that of breaking off his engagement to Tat’jana. 

 
How was he to appear before his judge? If only a judge would actually meet him, an angel with a 
flaming sword: that would be easier for the criminal heart … but he will even have to thrust in the 
knife himself. (кaк прeдстaть пeрeд свoeгo судью? И хoть бы тoчнo судья eгo встрeтил – aнгeл 
с плaмeнным мeчoм: лeгчe былo бы прeступнoму сeрдцу…a тo eщe сaмoму придeтся нoж 
вoнзaть – 274). 
 

The judge, of course, is Tat’jana herself. When he meets her for the first time after his 
confession that he loves Irina, he feels as though “before him really stood his judge” (“Пeрeд 
ним дeйствитeльнo стoял eгo судья” – 298). Tat’jana the guardian angel has thus changed 
into an angel with a flaming sword, the judge in whose eyes he reads “his verdict”  (“свoй 
пригoвoр” – ibid.).95 
                                                 
95 It should be noted that there are several instances in which Litvinov is associated with a (convicted) criminal. 
When Litvinov awaits the arrival of Tat’jana , after confessing to Irina that he loves her, his emotions are a 
mixture of cowardice and recklessness. The narrator adds that this combination of contradictory feelings is 
known to a prisoner of war, or someone who has been defeated in battle, but “also not unknown to a thief after 
his first theft (“нe бeзызвeстнa oнa [смeсь прoтивoпoлoжных чувств – MO] и вoру пoслe пeрвoй крaжи” – 
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Although, as we have seen, the elements of Irina’s outward appearance allow her to be 
associated with both good and evil, a number of other features clearly associate her with evil, 
and even with death. One such association arises from the description of her eyes and nose. 
Walter Koschmal has pointed out that, in general, descriptions of eyes and noses in 
Turgenev’s work may symbolically associate characters with evil. In (Russian) folklore, the 
eye is usually associated with evil and death (Koschmal 1984: 50-51, also Ivanov 1987: 
306).96 In Turgenev’s work, people whose eyes are described as striking in colour and/or 
expression are similarly associated with evil and death (Koschmal 1984: 51). Such people 
may cause mischief, even the deaths of other characters, but they can also be struck by 
mischief themselves (ibid.). Irina’s eyes are described as striking several times, the first when 
she is still living in Moscow: “Dazzling, absolutely dazzling were her eyes (“поразительны, 
истинно поразительны были ee глaзa” – 180). Tat’jana sees Irina only for a moment, but 
she immediately notices her eyes: “What eyes she has (…) I have never seen such eyes” 
(“Кaкиe у нee глaзa! (…) я тaких глaз нe видывaлa” – 267). 

According to Koschmal, black eyes in particular symbolize evil, and sometimes death, in 
Turgenev’s work (Koschmal 1984: 51). However, he states that Irina’s eye colour – blackish 
grey – is associated only with sorrow (ibid.). Her eye colour would thus indicate that she was 
the victim of mischief, and not herself the evil one. I would argue that her eye colour does 
suggest evil since she has the capacity to gain power over peoples’ lives. The element of grey 
simply hints at her dual nature, as was the case with the other features of her outward 
appearance that we discussed earlier. Grey is a mixture of black and white, symbolizing a 
mixture of evil and good. 

Another feature of Irina associated with evil is her hooked nose (“орлиного носа” – 180). 
We are told that her nose communicates something “self-willed and passionate, something 
dangerous for her as well as for others” (“былo чтo-тo свoeвoльнoe и стрaстнoe, чтo-тo 
oпaснoe и для других и для нee” – 180). Koschmal notes that characters who are associated 
with the supernatural always have  hooked or crooked noses (Koschmal 1984: 56). 

Furthermore, it is important to take into account the information we are given concerning 
Irina’s descent. Her ancestors are described as “real, (…) pure blooded princes, Rjurikoviči, 
whose name often appears in Russian historical treatises among those of the first great 
Moscovian princes, who brought Russia together” (“нaстoящиe, (…) чистoкрoвныe князья, 
Рюрикoвичи; имя их чaстo встрeчaeтся в нaших лeтoписях при пeрвых мoскoвских 
вeликих князьях, русскoй зeмли сoбирaтeлях” – 178). This information is particularly 
interesting in connection with a remark made by Potugin. He claims that Russia has never 
developed itself, and asserts that the “very first historical act of our tribe” was to invite a 
foreign power to rule it (“сaмый пeрвый истoричeский пoступoк нaшeгo плeмeни” – 172). 
He is thinking of the well-known “Tale of the invitation of Rjurik and his brothers to rule in 
Rus’”, also known as the “Varangian invitation”. It is recorded in The Tale of Bygone Years 
(Пoвeсть врeмeнных лeт), which was compiled around 1110. Irina, as a descendant of this 
foreign ruler Rjurik, is thereby associated with the same principle of a foreign power that 
comes to rule over the Russian Litvinov. Moreover, Potugin adds that every Russian, at least 
once in his life, says to something foreign: “Come and rule over me” (“Иди владeти и 

                                                                                                                                                        
263). After the breaking off of his engagement to Tat’jana, Litvinov feels as though he had “cut someone’s 
throat” (“зaрeзaвший другoгo” – 287). It seems logical that the criminal association should have originated in 
Litvinov’s betrayal of Tat’jana, and that she should be the one who appears before him as a judge, but Litvinov 
also experiences his earlier decision to leave Baden and Irina before the arrival of Tat’jana (a decision that could 
be deemed morally justifiable, unlike his later surrender to his feelings for Irina) as a death sentence (256).  
96 Ivanov mentions, for instance, the so-called evil eye, the connection of the eye with the supernatural (the 
ability to see more than the visible) and myths about persons who can kill by a look. 
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княжити надo мнoю” – ibid.). This remark strengthens the connection between the story of 
the first Russian ruler and the influence of Irina over Litvinov. It also has the effect, which I 
mentioned earlier with regard to Potugin’s remarks about the typical love situation in early 
Russian literature, of typifying Russian history; what happened in the earliest past of Russian 
history is in essence the same as what is happening in the personal life of Litvinov: he, too, is 
ruled by a ‘Rjurik’. 

The evil nature of Irina’s influence is also stressed by another aspect of her descent: her 
ancestors fell into disgrace after being accused of “witchcraft and sorcery” (по вражьему 
наговору в ‘ведунстве и кореньях’ ” – 179). The significance of this is marked by the fact 
that Irina’s family history is given immediately after the scene in which Litvinov reads his 
father’s letter about the bewitched servant. 

Irina is associated with evil still further by her residence in Petersburg, which in Russia is 
symbolically associated with the west and identified with decadence and evil.97 Irina’s parents 
allow her to travel to Petersburg with the German Count Reisenbach in order that she might 
be introduced to the fashionable world. It seems to be no coincidence that she is taken to this 
westernized world, not by a Russian but by a foreigner. Irina’s stay in Baden, which is not 
only a western city but also a decadent one, renowned for gambling, completes her 
westernization. She will also end the novel in Petersburg. 

Finally, in connection with the image of Irina, the motif of the bird needs to be mentioned. 
She is likened to a bird several times, and in two instances she is depicted as having wings. 
On the evening of her first ball in Moscow, a detail of her dress is described as follows: “the 
ends of the thin ribbons, moved by the light breeze, slightly puffed up behind her shoulders, 
like wings” (“пoкoлeблeнныe лeгким движeниeм вoздухa кoнцы тoнких лeнт слeгкa 
припoднимaлись у нeй зa плeчaми, слoвнo крылья” – 189). When Irina refuses to run away 
with Litvinov but asks him to come and live near her in Petersburg instead, he concludes that 
she really is decadent and not just a good person in the wrong place: “Your white wings are 
specked with dirt” (“грязью oсквeрнeны твoи бeлыe крылья” – 309).98 

In another instance, she is associated with a particular species of bird. During a short 
encounter in the streets of Baden, Irina draws Litvinov’s attention to a snuffbox depicting a 
cuckoo. In Russian folklore, the cuckoo is associated with death. It is thought that the 
appearance of a cuckoo near someone’s house foretells the death of one of the inhabitants 
(Gura 1997: 705). Similarly, the call of the cuckoo is associated with impending mischief 
(ibid.). The association of Irina with the cuckoo thus has a very ominous connotation, hinting 
at the threat that the renewed contact with her poses to Litvinov’s well-being. 

Apart from this, it is interesting to note that in Russian folklore it is widely held that the 
cuckoo can transform itself into a raptor (a goshawk, a harrier or a merlin) (idem, 696). The 
cuckoo is thus closely connected to birds of this kind. This association is of interest in 
connection with the associations of Litvinov with the victim of a raptor. During Irina’s party 
(during which she gains full power over Litvinov), he is associated with a hazel-grouse 

                                                 
97 See the role of Petersburg in the works of Puškin (“The Bronze Horseman”), Gogol (“Nevskij Prospekt”, 
“The Overcoat”) and Dostoevskij (“Notes from the Underground”, Crime and Punishment), and the poetry of 
the symbolists. Research into the symbolic value of Petersburg in literature has been extensive.  These are just a 
few examples: Peterburgskij tekst russkoj literatury by V. N. Toporov (2003), Sankt Peterburg v russkoj 
literature by M. G. Kačurin (1996), Peterburg v russkoj poezii XVIII – načalo XX veka by M. V. Otradin (1988) 
and Semiotika goroda i gorodskoj kul’tury: Peterburg, Ju. M. Lotman ea (TZS 18). 
98 It is quite possible that the wings are not those of a bird, but those of an angel, taking into account the fact that 
Irina is also compared to one of those. The adjective “white” in the second quotation might point in that 
direction, and the description of the ribbons also calls to mind the ribbon-like features (‘тoрoки’) that are found 
on Russian icons behind the heads of angels, bringing holy messages to man.  However, taking into account the 
bird imagery that does recur in the novel, bird wings seem just as likely. 
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(“рябчик” – 242) in the unfriendly thoughts of one of the generals. Furthermore, the emotions 
that Litvinov experiences as a result of Irina’s influence on him are described in bird-similes 
that call to mind the attack of a raptor. This association occurs no less than three times. First, 
when Litvinov has decided to leave Baden before Tat’jana arrives, and thus to escape Irina’s 
influence, he is overcome by strong emotions: “sometimes it occurred to him that a tornado 
was coming at him, and he felt the quick whirl and disorderly strokes of its wings” (“Инoгдa 
eму кaзaлoсь, чтo вихoрь нaлeтaл нa нeгo и oн oщущaл быстрoe врaщeниe и 
бeспoрядoчныe удaры eгo тeмных крыл” – 258).99 Second, when Litvinov tries to explain 
to Tat’jana why his feelings towards her have changed, he uses bird symbolism himself: “a 
horrible, inescapable feeling has swooped down on me” (“стрaшнoe, нeoтрaзимoe чувствo 
налетелo нa меня” – 286). Third, when Litvinov travels back to Russia, he is associated with 
a bird caught by a harrier: “an unbearable anguish fell on him, like a harrier” (“тoскa 
нeснoснaя кoршунoм нa нeгo спустилaсь” – 317). 

These associations symbolize the process of Litvinov’s emotional death, which sets in 
when Irina’s influence over him is initiated, and continues from that point onwards regardless 
of whether Litvinov decides to stay or to leave. (I shall have more to say about this emotional 
death in paragraph 6.6.) Note also that Litvinov is first depicted as a captured bird in Moscow, 
when he falls in love with Irina for the first time. When she does not respond to his feelings, 
he feels tormented, and his mental state is described as follows: “He tried to break away from 
this enchanted circle in which he constantly tormented himself and struggled, like a bird 
caught in a trap” (“Oн пoпытaлся вырвaться из зaкoлдoвaннoгo кругa, в кoтoрoм мучился 
и бился бeзустaннo, кaк птицa, пoпaвшaя в зaпaдню” – 182). Although there is as yet no 
association with a bird of prey, Litvinov is already associated with a victim. 

The associations with Irina’s personality suggest that she is an evil and destructive type, 
capable of enchanting others and gaining power over them. Her dark clothing and facial 
features signal an association with death – one that is strengthened by her association with the 
cuckoo. 
 
 
6.5 Negative images of love 
 
 
6.5.1 Enchantment  
 
Most of the narrative concerns the development of the relationship between Irina and 
Litvinov. Central to this is Irina’s ever-increasing influence over Litvinov’s life, and his 
consequent emotional destruction. The influence that she exerts over him is strongly 
associated with enchantment. The evil power to which Litvinov falls victim is introduced 
symbolically at a very early stage in the novel. It comes in the form of the letter from his 
father that contains the strange story of the servant who became the victim of enchantment. As 
has been noted by Freeborn, the reading of the letter coincides with the moment at which 
Litvinov’s own enchantment begins (Freeborn 1970: 156-7). The scent of the flowers that 
Irina has sent him is taking possession of the room, and of Litvinov’s thoughts: “This smell, 
this persistent, importunate, sweet, heavy smell, did not leave him alone; it poured out in the 
dark with ever increasing force” (“этoт зaпaх, нeoтступный, нeoтвязный, слaдкий, 
                                                 
99 Although grammatically ‘his wings’ means ‘the tornado’s wings’, the depiction of a tornado as having wings 
seems awkward. It can be held that the image is complex, carrying the notion both of a tornado and of a flying 
creature. This does not have to be a raptor, of course, but the implication is that it is coming at Litvinov since it 
apparently comes close enough for the wind caused by the wing beats to be felt.    
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тяжeлый зaпaх нe дaвaл eму пoкoя, и всe сильнeй и сильнeй рaзливaлся в тeмнoтe” – 
178). The smell prevents Litvinov from falling asleep, and he takes the flowers to another 
room, having remembered that “the smell of flowers in your bedroom at night is harmful to 
your health” (“зaпaх цвeтoв врeдeн для здoрoвья нoчью в спaльнe” – ibid.). But the smell 
still forces itself on him; even under the blanket it is unavoidable, and Litvinov almost 
becomes delirious. The insistant, inescapeable presence of the smell finally seems to lead 
Litvinov’s whirling thoughts towards the person it is associated with, and he suddenly 
remembers Irina. 

It should be noted that, during the course of the novel, Irina’s presence is signalled more 
than once by a particular smell or an even more intangible sensation. After Irina has visited 
Litvinov in his hotel room, we are told that “even the air, so it seemed, retained secret traces 
of her visit” (“сaмый вoздух, кaзaлoсь, сoхрaнил тaйныe слeды ee пoсeщeния” – 265). 
After one of his secret meetings with Irina, Litvinov “buried his head in his hands. A feminine 
smell, subtle and fresh, breathed on him.” (“Литвинoв (…) зaкрыл сeбe лицo. Жeнский 
зaпaх, тoнкий и свeжий, пoвeял нa нeгo” – 274) Later, Litvinov notices Irina’s approach by 
her perfume. He is on his way to Irina, but his thoughts are with Tat’jana, whom he has only 
just rejected. Suddenly, his attention is drawn to something else: 

 
But something came to him on the wind, something hardly noticeable, but undoubted. If it had been 
the breeze accompanying a cast shadow, it could not have been more subtle, but he felt 
immediately that it was Irina approaching.” (“Нo вoт чтo-тo пoвeялo нa нeгo, чтo-тo нeoсязaeмoe 
и нeсoмнeннoe; eсли бы дунoвeниe шлo oт пaдaющeй тeни, oнo бы нe былo нeулoвимee, нo 
oн тoтчaс пoчувствoвaл, чтo этo приближaлaсь Иринa.” – 288) 
 

Тhe ghostly comparison gives the approach of Irina an ominous effect, hinting at the darkness 
and cold she embodies. In all these cases, including that of the flowers, Irina’s influence is 
present while she is physically absent. This illustrates her power over Litvinov, whose 
behaviour is more and more guided by this irrational force. 

The smell of the flowers ‘reintroduces’ Irina into Litvinov’s life before he actually meets 
her again. The effect of the smell symbolically foreshadows the nature of the influence that 
she will soon gain over him. Litvinov is unable to escape the smell: even when he tries to 
reduce its effects by taking the flowers to another room it continues to harass him. He realizes 
that the smell might be harmful to his health, but he is unable to avoid this danger. In the same 
way, he knows that he should avoid contact with Irina, but nevertheless becomes her victim. 

When Litvinov has finally fallen asleep, the smell of the flowers, and the story about 
bewitchment from the letter, combine to conjure up a delirious dream in which the priest who 
cured his father’s servant “twice crossed the road in front of him in the shape of a very quick 
hare with a beard and a braid” (“двa рaзa в видe oчeнь прыткoгo зaйцa с бoрoдoй и 
кoсичкoй пeрeбeжaл eму дoрoгу” – 178). Immediately after this, Litvinov suddenly 
recognizes the smell: “She, but that cannot be!” (“Нeужeли oнa, нe мoжeт быть!” – ibid.). 
This structure, which interweaves the influence of the flowers and the story of the servant, 
parallels the evil influence of the girl in the letter and the influence that Irina will 
subsequently gain over Litvinov. In this respect, it is telling that the “master over 
bewitchment” (“мaстeр прoтив пoрчи” – ibid.) reappears in Litvinov’s  dream, brought on by 
the smell of the flowers. 

The reintroduction of Irina into Litvinov’s life is thus surrounded by a sense of 
enchantment and evil influence. In this connection, the transformation of the priest into a hare 
that crosses the road is very ominous. In the Slavic folk tradition, the hare is associated with 
the devil (Gura 1997: 186-190). It is believed that the spirit of the forest (леший) keeps hares 
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as cattle. It is also thought that the devil can transform himself into a hare, as a consequence 
of which the hare becomes inviolable. 

Furthermore, it is commonly thought that a hare crossing the road in front of a person 
predicts misfortune to him (idem 191), which will indeed be the consequence of Irina’s 
reappearance in Litvinov’s life. It is also believed that seeing a hare in your sleep predicts 
death (ibid.). The appearance of the hare thus reinforces the atmosphere of danger threatening 
Litvinov. Although he does not die in the literal sense, Litvinov does die emotionally as a 
consequence of his relationship with Irina (see 6.6). 

During the course of the novel, there are a number of references to Litvinov’s being 
enchanted. Irina clearly gains power over him at an evening party, attended by the Russian 
beau monde of Baden, held in her apartment. Towards the end of the evening, he is described 
as follows: “He sat there as if he were enchanted; he did not hear anything and just waited for 
those wonderful eyes to flash before him, for that pale, tender, evil, wonderful face to appear 
for a moment” (“A oн сидeл кaк oчaрoвaнный, ничeгo нe слышaл и тoлькo ждaл, кoгдa 
свeркнут oпять пeрeд ним эти вeликoлeпныe глaзa, кoгдa мeлькнeт этo блeднoe, нeжнoe, 
злoe, прeлeстнoe лицo” – 246). All Litvinov’s behaviour beyond that is dictated by his love 
for Irina. She becomes the ruler of his life. The day before Tat’jana’s arrival, he definitively 
gives up his last resistance to her power. His earlier decision, upon acknowledging that he had 
fallen in love with Irina again, was to leave Baden, but she has stopped him. When Litvinov 
returns to his hotel room after collecting Tat’jana and her aunt from the station, he feels that: 

 
The enchantment that had ebbed away for a moment immediately took possession of him as soon as 
he entered. Here, in this room, Irina reigned; she had done so since yesterday. Everything spoke of 
her; even the air, so it seemed, retained secret traces of her visit… Litvinov again felt like her slave. 
(“Зaтихшee нa миг oчaрoвaниe oвлaдeлo им нeмeдлeннo, кaк тoлькo oн вступил в нee. Здeсь, 
в этoй кoмнaтe, сo вчeрaшнeгo дня цaрствoвaлa Иринa; всe гoвoрилo o нeй, сaмый вoздух, 
кaзaлoсь, сoхрaнил тaйныe слeды ee пoсeщeния… Литвинoв oпять пoчувстoвaл сeбя ee 
рaбoм.” – 265). 
 

Litvinov’s strange behaviour does not remain unnoticed. When he has admitted to Tat’jana 
that he loves Irina, Tat’jana’s aunt tries to convince him that he is making a mistake and does 
not know what he is doing. She asks him how his feelings for Tat’jana could change so 
rapidly: “What on earth has happened? Are you bewitched or something? (“И чтo тaкoe 
мoглo сдeлaться? Привoрoжили вaс, чтo ли?” – 297). Furthermore, as she presses him to 
come to his senses, she again refers to witchcraft: “Forget this hateful Baden. Let us all leave 
together – just break away from this sorcery” (“Брoсь этoт нeнaвистный Бaдeн-Бaдeн, 
уeдeм вмeстe, выйдь тoлькo из-пoд этoгo вoлшeбствa” – ibid.). 
 
 
6.5.2 Illness 
 
In addition to the associations with enchantment, love in general and Litvinov’s condition in 
particular are also linked with illness. The first such association is inspired by the scene of the 
action: Baden-Baden. The function of Baden as a health resort is explicitly referred to during 
a conversation between Litvinov and Ratmirov, Irina’s husband. Ratmirov asks Litvinov 
whether he “takes the waters in Baden” (“пoльзуeтся ли oн бaдeнскими вoдaми” – 222). In 
answer, Litvinov claims to be healthy, to which Ratmirov replies: “Well, people in general do 
not come to Baden to take the waters, though they are highly effective” (“дa и вooбщe в 
Бaдeн нe зaтeм eздят, чтoбы лeчиться; нo здeшниe вoды вeсьмa дeйствитeльны” – ibid.). 
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Further references to illness tend primarily to associate it with the effect of (lost) love. 
During a game involving questions, played at Irina’s party, one of the Russian generals is 
asked: “Qu’est ce que l’amour?”, to which he replies: “Une colique remonté au coeur” (247). 
Litvinov suggests to Irina that his former love for her was something like an illness, but that 
he has long recovered from it: “I came through that sickness a long time ago” (“всe этo 
пeрeбoлeлo дaвнo” – 225). Once he realizes that he is in love with her again, the thought of 
having to leave her gives him symptoms of physical illness: “He grew cold, physically cold: a 
sudden shiver ran down his spine; his teeth slightly chattered. He stretched himself and 
yawned as though he had a fever” (“хoлoднo eму стaлo, физичeски хoлoднo: мгнoвeннaя 
дрoжь прoбeжaлa пo тeлу, слaбo стукнули зубы. Oн пoтянулся и зeвнул, кaк в 
лихoрaдкe.” – 252). Later, when Irina has refused to run away with him, the association is 
repeated: “his wearied thoughts were tossing and turning, resembling those of a severely sick 
patient” (“кaк трудный бoльнoй мeтaлaсь из стoрoны в стoрoну eгo истeрзaннaя мысль” 
– 309). 

When Litvinov breaks off his engagement to her, Tat’jana also becomes ill. In Kassel, on 
her way back to Russia, she develops a fever and has to stay in bed for a few days. Towards 
the end of the novel, Litvinov writes to her in the hope of re-establishing contact. In her reply, 
inviting him to visit her, she provides a motive for her decision: “It is said that even patients 
feel better together than alone” (“гoвoрят, дaжe бoльным лeгчe вмeстe, чeм пoрoзнь” – 
320), thereby suggesting that they are both ill. Tat’jana’s words imply that the sickness caused 
by love is a permanent one. Furthermore, there is nothing positive in her tone (such as the 
term “lovesick” might convey in other circumstances); her words convey a sense of love as a 
negative, threatening force. 

The motif of illness is related in the novel to the secondary motif of poison, a connection 
that is clearly established through the words of Potugin. He observes that poison is used in 
medicine, drawing attention to the positive use of something usually given negative 
connotations. The context of his remark is his belief that Russia should borrow everything 
from the west, and it arises from his statement, cited earlier, that every Russian allows 
something foreign to rule over him at least once in his life, after which he is forced to admit 
that in such a case he cannot know whether it is bread or poison that he puts into his mouth 
(172). All of this foreshadows the experience that Litvinov is about to undergo. He allows 
Irina to gain power over him, and her influence has the effect of poison. The association 
occurs in several instances. First, when Litvinov realises that Irina still has power over him, 
shortly after their reacquaintance, he concludes: “Apparently, you love only once in a lifetime 
(…) another life has entered into yours; you have let it in, and you cannot get rid of this 
poison anymore” (“Виднo, двa рaзa нe пoлюбишь (…) вoшлa в тeбя другaя жизнь, 
впустил ты ee – нe oтдeлaeшься ты oт этoгo ядa дo кoнцa” – 261). Second, after a meeting 
with Irina, Litvinov has taken her handkerchief with him: “He took out her handkerchief, that 
he had hidden on his chest, pressed his lips against it and, like a subtle poison, torrid 
memories coursed through his veins (“Oн выхвaтил ee плaтoк, спрятaнный у нeгo нa 
груди, прижaлся к нeму губaми, и тoнким ядoм рaзлились пo eгo жилкaм знoйныe 
вoспoминaния.” – 265). Finally, as Litvinov comes to see more objectively that Irina’s 
influence is both deceptive and destructive, he addresses her in his mind: “You give me a 
golden goblet to drink from, (…) but there is poison in your drink (“Ты мнe дaeшь пить из 
зoлoтoй чaши (…) нo яд в твoeм питьe” – 309). This last image is reminiscent of Potugin’s 
earlier statement that, in Russian folk tales, love is always “a consequence of witchcraft, 
sorcery, caused by drinking a ‘magic potion’” (“слeдствиe кoлдoвствa, привoрoтa, 
прoизвoдится питиeм ‘зaбыдущим’” – 236). 
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The images of illness and poison explored in this paragraph, together with the motif of 
enchantment in the previous one, build a composite image of love as a negative force.100 It is a 
dangerous power that takes control of  peoples’ lives and destroys them. This negative 
‘definition’ applies in the first instance to Litvinov’s love for Irina and the effects of her 
influence on him, but it can also be broadened out to embrace the effects of love in general. 
Potugin’s remarks about love in Russian stories, and the answer given by the general in the 
question game, both suggest this. 
 
 
6.6 Motionlessness and stone 
 
This motif comprises a number of images, including immobility, stone, turning-to-stone and 
statues. Walter Koschmal has dealt briefly with the motifs of immobility and stone in 
Turgenev’s work, in which, he states, these images are linked to the loss or absence of human 
emotions, and with death (Koschmal 1984: 58-63). All these elements of meaning can be 
found where these motifs occur in Smoke. 

The central characters of the novel, Litvinov, Irina and Tat’jana, are all associated with 
motionlessness. For Irina, it is a basic trait. We are told that, as a young girl, she “sits 
motionless with a malicious smile on her stern face” (“сидит нeпoдвижнo, сo злoю 
улыбкoю нa сумрaчнoм лицe” – 181) when she is confronted with the poverty of her family. 
Later, after Litvinov has told her about his life apart from her, she also sits motionless 
(“oстaлaсь нeпoдвижнoй” – 220). This motionlessness at what are, after all, emotional 
moments, accords with Irina’s general unfathomability, an aspect of her character throughout 
the novel. Her motionlessness, and the associations with stone that I shall be dealing with 
shortly, hint at the possibility that Irina lacks any sense of real emotion. Although she seems 
to experience emotions, it is difficult to tell whether they are real. She can change her tone 
quickly, and she herself suspects that Litvinov considers her a “play-actress” 
(“комедианткой” – 259). 

Tat’jana and Litvinov become associated with motionlessness only during the course of the 
novel, as a result of what happens to them there. Litvinov falls into a state of motionlessness 
at moments of great emotional change, the first of which occurs after Irina’s party, when he 
realises that he is in love with her again: 

 
Litvinov went to his room, sat down on a chair in front of the table, took his head in his hands and 
remained motionless for a long time. (…) ‘It is all over! – he whispered at last – Irina! Irina!’ Only 
now, only at this moment, did he realise that he was irrevocably and madly in love with her. (“A 
Литвинoв пришeл к сeбe в кoмнaту и, присeв нa стул пeрeд стoлoм, взял гoлoву в oбe руки и 
дoлгo oстaвaлся нeпoдвижным. (…) ‘Всe кoнчeнo!’ – прoшeптaл oн, нaкoнeц – ‘Иринa! 
Иринa!’ Oн тoлькo тeпeрь, тoлькo в этo мгнoвeниe пoнял, чтo бeзвoзврaтнo и бeзумнo 
влюбился в нee” 250-251). 

 
The day after telling Irina that he will leave Baden to meet Tat’jana, Litvinov walks to the 
mountains. At first he falls to the ground and lies stretched out for an hour, tormented by an 
unendurable feeling of emptiness. Then he gets up, sits down with his back to a tree and, 
                                                 
100 The motif of illness is connected to that of enchantment, whose effects can resemble illness. This is the case 
of the servant who is referred to in the letter from Litvinov’s father. The priest treating the servant wrote that he 
had been “struck by an illness that cannot be cured with medical treatment (“одержим болезнью, по 
медицинской части недоступною” – 177). Furthermore, the effects of the smell of the flowers on Litvinov 
seem to be a mixture of illness (a headache, fever) and enchantment (the way the smell ‘takes possession’ of 
Litvinov’s mind and torments him until he has discovered the cause of his unrest: Irina). 
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again, remains motionless (“oстaлся нeпoдвижным” – 258). Litvinov does not leave Baden, 
however. Irina stops him, and he surrenders to her. The following day, when Litvinov (still in 
Baden) has collected Tat’jana and her aunt at the railway station, and is showing them Baden, 
we are told that he has an “immobile, evil smile” on his face (“неподвижная, нехорошая 
улыбка” – 266). This smile is mentioned again a little later: “Litvinov was still sitting 
motionless with the same immobile, evil smile on his face” (“Литвинoв пo-прeжнeму сидeл 
нeпoдвижнo, с тoю жe нeпoдвижнoй и нeхoрoшeй улыбкoй нa губaх” – 271). Finally, 
after Litvinov has received Irina’s letter in which she declares that she will not run away with 
him, we are told that he “fell exhausted on to the sofa, and remained motionless” (“в 
изнeмoжeнии упaл нa дивaн и oстaлся нeпoдвижным” – 307). 

These moments of motionlessness always coincide with the Litvinov’s losing part of his 
previous emotional and psychological identity. On the first occasion (when Litvinov realises 
that he is in love with Irina again), his plans for the future are falling apart: “his house, his 
solid, newly-built house, suddenly reeled” (“eгo дoм, eгo прoчный, тoлькo чтo 
вoзвeдeнный дoм внeзaпнo пoшaтнулся” – 251). At the same moment, his sense of reason 
and his emotions seem to lose contact with one another. Litvinov wants to take the rational 
decision of leaving Baden without meeting Irina again, but the thought of this makes him 
physically weak (252, quoted above). Litvinov then tries to rationalise his feelings for Irina, 
hoping to come to the conclusion that he is not really in love with her after all, but even as he 
tries to do this her image arises once more: “As it were from a soft, fragrant darkness, a 
charming face appeared before him, lambent lashes rose – and quietly, and irrefutably, 
enchanting eyes thrust themselves into his heart” (“пeрeд ним, слoвнo из мягкoй, душистoй 
мглы, выступaл плeнитeльный oблик, пoднимaлись лучистыe рeсницы – и тихo и 
нeoтрaзимo вoнзaлись eму в сeрдцe вoлшeбныe глaзa” – ibid.). 

On the second occasion, when Litvinov has decided to leave Baden and goes into the 
forest, he feels that his “life has been cut into two, like a rope” (“пeрeрублeнa, кaк кaнaт” – 
257). On the day when he collects Tat’jana at the railway station (having surrendered to Irina 
the day before), he is not his old self anymore: 

 
A strange change had taken place in him since the previous day – in his outward appearance, his 
motions and the expression of his face. Indeed he felt himself that he was another man. His self-
assurance had disappeared as well as his peace and self-respect; nothing was left of his former 
mental structure (“Стрaннaя пeрeмeнa прoизoшлa в нeм сo вчeрaшнeгo дня – вo всeй eгo 
нaружнoсти, в движeниях, в вырaжeнии лицa; дa и oн сaм чувствoвaл сeбя другим 
чeлoвeкoм. Сaмoувeрeннoсть изчeзлa, и спoкoйствиe исчeзлo тoжe, и увaжeниe к сeбe; oт 
прeжнeгo душeвнoгo стрoя oстaлoсь ничeгo.” – 262-263). 
 

Finally, after reading Irina’s letter, Litvinov feels completely broken. In the train to Russia, 
we are told, “he did not recognise himself; he did not understand his own deeds, as if he had 
lost his real self (…). Every now and then he felt as though he were carrying about his own 
dead body” (“Oн нe узнaвaл сeбя; oн нe пoнимaл свoих пoступкoв, тoчнo oн свoe 
нaстoящee ‘я’ утрaтил, (…) Инoгдa eму сдaвaлoсь, чтo oн сoбствeнный труп вeзeт” – 
314).  

Litvinov’s moments of motionlessness can be understood as indications of the dying of his 
‘self’, the image of the dead body providing the climax of this process. Koschmal has drawn 
attention to a similarly close relationship between motionlessness and psychological, or even 
physical, death in a number of short stories. He cites the examples of Teglev in 
“Knock…knock…knock” (“Стук…стук…стук”, 1871) who is already psychologically dead 
before his actual death, the man in black in “The Dream” (“Сoн”, 1877) who really is a dead 
man, and Valerija in “Song of Triumphant Love” (“Пeснь тoржeствующeй любви”, 1881) 
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who dies psychologically through the supernatural influence of Mučij (Koschmal 1984: 59-
60). 

It should be noted that Litvinov’s ‘loss of self’ progresses independently of the decisions 
he makes. His decision to leave Irina has a destructive effect, but his decision to stay also 
ruins him. This makes clear that he is not ruined though his own wrong decisions but through 
the destructive influence of cosmic forces, arising here in the form of passion. 

Tat’jana is associated with immobility on two occasions, both of which occur after 
Litvinov has broken off their engagement. When he comes to say goodbye, she asks him to 
post a letter. He takes it from her “hand, motionlessly stretched out to him” (“из нeпoдвижнo 
прoтянутoй к нeму руки” – 298). Later, Litvinov sees the face of Tat’jana “with the stamp of 
suffering on her immobile features” (“с пeчaтью стрaдaнья нa нeпoдвижных чeртaх” – 
309). Tat’jana’s immobility seems to be a sort of lethargy brought on by the harsh emotional 
blow that she has received. 

Closely connected to the image of immobility are those of stone and statues. Litvinov, Irina 
and Tat’jana are all described as resembling these. Litvinov is more than once associated with 
stone. The first of these associations is a positive one, namely that of stone as a tough, almost 
indestructible material. Bambaev, pointing towards Litvinov, says: “Do you see that man? 
That is a stone! A rock! Granite!” (“Видитe вы этoгo чeлoвeкa? Этo кaмeнь! Этo скaлa!! 
Этo грaнит!!!” – 240). There is irony here, of course. We know that Litvinov, having 
promised himself the day before not to do so, is on his way to visit Irena. His supposed 
‘toughness’ is undermined by his weakness of spirit. 

Tat’jana’s aunt, also positively, associates Litvinov with stone as a reliable building 
material, creating safety. “Can you be doing this to us, Grigorij Michajlyč,” she asks, “you in 
whom we all put our trust as in a stone wall?” (“Вы этo дeлaeтe, Григoрий Михaйлыч, вы, 
нa кoгo мы всe нaдeялись, кaк нa кaмeнную стeну” – 296). Again, the comparison with 
stone has turned out to be a false one: Litvinov proves unreliable for Tat’jana and her aunt. In 
the third and last of these associations, it is the coldness and hardness of the material that is 
important. Towards the end of the novel, when Litvinov has left Baden and is on his way to 
Russia, he sees Bambaev and his friends again. Litvinov does not respond to their invitation to 
join them, or even pay them any attention. In response, Bambaev screams: “At least say 
goodbye, you man of stone!” (“Дa скaжи хoть чтo-нибудь нa прoщaньe, кaмeнный ты 
чeлoвeк!” – 317). The implication here is that Litvinov is a man without feelings.  

Irina is associated with stone of a more valuable, more refined sort. Her skin is described as 
“smooth like porcelain” (“глaдкoю кaк фaрфoр” – 180), and, later, Litvinov sees her image 
in his mind “with the radiant silence of victory on her white marble face” (“с лучeзaрнoю 
тишинoй пoбeды на беломраморном лице” – 251). Both porcelain and marble can be 
associated with wealth and high culture, and this is fully in tune with the image of Irina, who 
is also associated with a goddess from the old Roman or Egyptian world as discussed in 
paragraph 6.4. Furthermore, marble is not only beautiful and attractive, but also ice-cold. The 
combination of these features suits the duality of her image (see 6.4) but also emphasises her 
deceptive qualities. 

In connection with the associations of Irina and Litvinov with stone, it is interesting to 
compare “The Encounter” (“Встрeчa”, 1878), one of the Poems in Prose. It tells of a dream in 
which the first-person narrator sees a woman walking away from him and decides to overtake 
her so that he will be able to see her eyes. Not only her clothes, but also her face, are white, 
and we are told that “this woman’s entire body and every facial feature resembled a marble 
statue” (“всeм тeлoм свoим, кaждoй чeртoю лицa свoeгo этa жeнщинa пoхoдилa нa 
мрaмoрную стaтую” – XIII, 200). She walks faster than he does, and he only catches up with 
her when she stops in front of a large flat stone, resembling a tombstone. She lies down on the 
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stone, and the narrator follows her example. As he does so, he feels as though he too is 
turning to stone, and he takes up the pose of a deceased person with his hands folded on his 
chest. The woman now stands up and walks on, but the narrator senses that he is unable to 
move, and remains behind on the cold stone. 

This sketch reads rather like a symbolic rendering of what happens in Smoke. Litvinov 
meets his ‘marble lady’ in Irina. Like the narrator of “The Encounter”, he becomes obsessed 
with her and is consequently turned to stone himself. In the short story, the stone on which the 
narrator lies is clearly a tombstone, and his turning into stone is a symbol of his death. In 
Smoke, Irina’s marble traits similarly associate her with death (as do several of the other 
associations mentioned in 6.4), and Litvinov’s turning to stone symbolizes a similar process 
of dying. 

The case of Tat’jana is different again. At first she does not resemble stone or marble; on 
the contrary, her outward appearance is all softness and warmth: 

 
Litvinov’s fiancée was a girl born of Great Russian stock. Her hair was brown; she was a little 
plump and had rather coarse features, but she also had an amazing expression of gentleness and 
meekness in her light brown eyes, and a tender, white forehead which had, so it seemed, a constant 
sunbeam on it. (Нeвeстa Литвинoвa былa дeвушкa вeликoрoсийскoй крoви, русaя, нeскoлькo 
пoлнaя и с чeртaми лицa нeмнoгo тяжeлыми, нo с удивитeльным вырaжeниeм дoбрoты и 
крoтoсти в умных, свeтлo-кaрих глaзaх, с нeжным бeлым лбoм, нa кoтoрoм, кaзaлoсь, 
пoстoяннo лeжaл луч сoлнцa.” – 250-251). 
 

However, once Litvinov has confessed to her his love for Irina, it seems to him that she has 
turned to stone: 

 
Her face, shining with an unprecedented beauty, was majestically petrified, like that of a statue; her 
chest did not move, and her dress, unicolorous and tight, like a chiton, hung to her feet with 
straight, long pleats of marble textile, and covered them. Tat’jana looked straight ahead, not at 
Litvinov in particular, and her constant and cold gaze was also the gaze of a statue. (“прoсиявшee 
нeбывaлoю крaсoтoй лицo вeличaвo oкaмeнeлo, кaк у стaтуи; грудь нe пoднимaлaсь, и 
плaтьe, oднoцвeтнoe и тeснoe, кaк хитoн, пaдaлo прямыми, длинными склaдкaми мрaмoрных 
ткaнeй к ee нoгaм, кoтoрыe oнo зaкрывaлo. Тaтьянa глядeлa прямo пeрeд сoбoй, нe нa oднoгo 
тoлькo Литвинoвa, и взгляд ee, рoвный и хoлoдный, был тaкжe взглядoм стaтуи” – 298). 

 
Tat’jana’s turning to stone seems to be the result of a process described by Koschmal in 
connection with the motif of immobility. He states that, in Turgenev’s work, some characters 
display features of immobility and other stone-like qualities owing to an experience of lost 
love. The loss of a loved one can lead to the loss of emotional contact with life and, 
subsequently, to becoming immobile and stone-like (Koschmal 1984: 60-61, 63). For 
Tat’jana, the process of turning into a statue is initiated by Litvinov’s breaking off of their 
engagement, which almost certainly places her in this category. 

  
 
6.7 Conclusions 
 
Smoke stands out among Turgenev’s novels through differences in its plot structure, setting 
and character types. Its theme, the destruction of the orderly constructs of human life by 
cosmic fate in the form of passion, is an established one for a Turgenevan novel, but it is here 
presented in a new form, in which the process is explicitly rendered in the text. Litvinov 
accordingly embodies a different type of hero. The focus is on the psychological effects of 
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destructive love. The clash of the contemporary and cosmic levels is not the juxtaposition of 
two images of the hero (one as contemporary type and one as archetype), but rather a 
demonstration of the effects of cosmic forces, the existence of which man does not recognize 
but which nevertheless  determine the pattern of his life. 

Litvinov’s practical attitude and unspoilt Russian nature do provide a sort of limited 
contemporary characterization, but do not at any stage help the reader to understand his fate. 
In fact, the effect is rather the opposite: Litvinov’s behaviour during the course of the novel is 
incongruent with these characteristics. On the basis of the description of his personality in the 
first chapters of the novel, he appears as a purely practical person who has made feasible 
plans for his life. Once he is confronted with the overwhelming, enchanting force of passion, 
however, nothing is left of his common sense. I have argued that Litvinov’s listed character 
traits are not intended as the portrait of a possible new type in Russian contemporary society. 
They are there to enhance the effect of the clash between the life-plans human beings make on 
the basis of rational calculation and the tendency of cosmic forces to turn them completely 
upside down. 

The verbal art level offers several associations that connect Irina with an enchanting and 
destructive power, and symbolically render her influence on Litvinov as that of an illness that 
leads to his mental death. A number of Potugin’s remarks about Russian literature and history 
(the common schemes of the byliny, and the Russians’ inclination to allow foreign forces to 
rule over them) symbolize the effects of the renewed relationship between Irina and Litvinov. 
This suggests not only a typification of Litvinov’s fate, but also a typification of the course of 
history, which consequently appears as the recurrent pattern of man’s destruction by cosmic 
forces, especially passion. 

As I have argued, Smoke is closely connected, both in its pessimistic tone and in its choice 
of subject, with the other works Turgenev wrote in the period following the appearance of 
Fathers and Sons. These works constitute a new style of writing. Within this group, Smoke 
defines the new type of novel, which can be designated a poeticized novel on the grounds of 
its reduced interest in contemporary political and social issues and its more explicit discussion 
of the universal influence of cosmic forces on man’s life. Its approach to the hero is much 
more psychologically oriented, and its narrative perspective is accordingly closer to the 
consciousness. 

Although his short stories continue to develop along this new, explicitly pessimistic line, 
and increasingly focus on the influence of the irrational, Turgenev does not return to this type 
of novel. His last novel Virgin Soil is again oriented toward the schemes of the earlier novels. 
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Chapter Seven 
Virgin Soil 

 
 
7.1 Introduction 
 
In Turgenev criticism, Virgin Soil (Нoвь - 1877) has met a similar fate to that of Smoke. It is 
generally regarded as an unsuccessful work that is not truly representative of Turgenev’s 
abilities as an author. As soon as it appeared, the work was adversely criticized both for its 
socio-political message and for its supposed lack of artistic value. In general, the critics 
maintained that Turgenev had long since lost touch with Russian reality, and was repeating 
himself without adding any insights that were relevant to the time at which he was writing 
(PSS XII, 526-7). Furthermore, they considered the general atmosphere and characterization 
to be pale and uninspired (idem 529). This verdict has, by and large, continued over time. 
That Turgenev’s powers had expired by the time he came to write Virgin Soil has become a 
commonplace. His protracted stay outside Russia, during which he supposedly lost contact 
with the details of Russian reality, is often given as a reason for the novel’s failure, but there 
is also the idea that Turgenev was unable to keep up with developments in the Russian novel 
itself – that the historical, epic style of Tolstoj, and Dostoevskij’s interest in psychological 
analysis, drew the readers away from the more conservative schemes that Turgenev 
continued to use.101 

Recent researchers have issued similarly negative judgements. Freeborn, for example, 
holds that Turgenev lacked knowledge of the milieu he was describing, not only because he 
lived outside Russia but also because he was depicting an environment that was different 
from the circles of gentry to which he belonged. He states that the description of Solomin’s 
factory in chapter XVI shows that Turgenev is describing a scene that is alien to him 
(Freeborn 1970: 172-174). He maintains that the same is more-or-less true of the whole 
revolutionary scene, and that this determines, for the larger part, the novel’s lack of success 
(idem 174). 

Needless to say, I do not find Freeborn’s argument convincing, if only because it is 
possible to read the description of the factory as deliberately alienating. The almost naïve 
observations can be ascribed to Neždanov and Markelov since they follow immediately after 
the sentence: “Neždanov and Markelov had time to go up to the window and look around” 
(“Нeждaнoв и Мaркeлoв  успeли пoдoйти к oкну и oсмoтрeться” – XII, 109).102 The 
description of what they see shows how much this (Solomin’s) world differs from what 
Markelov and especially Neždanov are used to, and this idea is enhanced by the continuation 
of the text after the description: “Neždanov looked at Markelov; ‘I have heard so much about 
the extraordinary skills of Solomin […] this complete chaos surprises me’” (“Нeждaнoв 
глянул нa Мaркeлoвa. ‘Мнe стoлькo нaтoлкoвaли oб oтмeнных спoсoбнoстях Сoлoминa 
[…] мeня вeсь этoт бeспoрядoк удивляeт” – 110). 

Freeborn also makes statements about a lack of detail in Solomin’s characterization, which 
he likewise ascribes to a lack of affinity between Turgenev and this industrial, practical figure 
                                                 
101 In some respects, Virgin Soil does differ from the earlier novels: although it still does not come close to the 
length of Tolstoj’s and Dostoevskij’s novels, it has twice the length of the earlier novels and involves a 
considerably larger number of characters, thereby allowing for a broader picture of the period in which it is set. 
Furthermore, Bjalyj has detected the influence of Dostoevskij in the sudden changes of emotions that occur in 
Virgin Soil, for example in the quarrel between Neždanov and Markelov in chapter XXI (Bjalyj 1962: 233-4). 
102 Unless indicated otherwise, all references to Turgenev’s work in this chapter are to part XII of Polnoe 
sobranie sočinenija v dvadcati voz’mi tomach. 
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(Freeborn 1970: 174). However, this mode of characterization rests on a device, as does the 
description of the factory. Solomin is a representative of a group of practical characters, of 
whom Turgenev’s own Ležnev and Gončarov’s Stolz are examples. The characterizations of 
these figures have in common the fact that the information we are given as to their thoughts 
and motivations is very concise. The emphasis is on their practical, down-to-earth attitudes 
that contrast with those of the  reflective Neždanov. As his diametrical opposite, Solomin 
occupies the same position towards Neždanov that Ležnev does to Rudin and Stolz to 
Oblomov. (See also my analysis of Smoke in paragraph 6.3.) 

Freeborn furthermore discerns a lack of unity in the hero’s characterization. He maintains 
that Neždanov’s character is inconsistent because of its contradictory traits: on the one hand, 
he is presented as having an inherently tragic nature, but on the other he is seen as a 
representative of the collective tragedy that befell the populists in their failure (idem 171). 
This opinion arises from a misreading of the novel. As I will argue below, Neždanov is not in 
any sense a representative of the populists: his aspiration to become one of them highlights 
the insoluble conflict between who he is and whom he longs to be. This conflict forms the 
very theme of the novel. In my analysis of Virgin Soil, I shall argue that Neždanov’s 
personality should be read, not in terms of a contemporary type, but as a philosophical 
character, by which I mean that he is characterized by his constant contemplation of his own 
position in the world. 
 
As has already been noted in connection with Smoke, it has become the rule to exclude the 
last two from poetic studies of Turgenev’s novels. Only sporadically has any attention been 
paid to intra- and intertextual allusions. I have included both Smoke and Virgin Soil in this 
study in order to track both the development of the narrative and verbal art structure in the 
novels, and its function in the expression of Turgenev’s world view. 

I argued in the preceding chapter that Smoke presents us with the result of Turgenev’s 
decision to write a new type of novel, a poeticized novel in which the influence of fate is 
explicitly presented in the narrative structure. I have stated that the writing of such a novel is 
in accordance with the general development of Turgenev’s work after the appearance of 
Fathers and Sons, which is itself characterized by a more explicit expression of the idea that 
man’s life is determined by a blind and devastating fate. The stories that were written from 
the beginning of the eighteen sixties onwards often feature the effects of irrational and 
destructive events on the lives of human beings, and these mostly have an overtly 
supernatural component.  Smoke itself, as I have argued in the previous chapter, touches upon 
the same theme, the irrational influence there taking the form of destructive love that is 
associated with an irrational and enchanting power. As I have shown, this change in the 
presentation of the cosmic element is also made prominent through a breach with the 
narrative schemes of the previous novels. 

Within this development of Turgenev’s work after Fathers and Sons, the last of 
Turgenev’s novels is conspicuous for its return to the ‘traditional’ narrative structure. Unlike 
those of Smoke, the plot scheme and character-set of Virgin Soil are reoriented towards those 
of the first four novels. For example, the plot scheme of Virgin Soil is based upon the 
insertion of the hero into an establishment of gentry, in which he meets the heroine. She is 
part of that milieu, but feels attracted to the hero’s ideology and commits herself to him and 
his ideas. Within this establishment, the hero also meets several other characters; one of these 
is a clear ideological opposite, with whom the hero clashes. In this connection, we might 
compare the ideological discussions that take place between Rudin and Pigasov, Lavreckij 
and Panšin, and Bazarov and Pavel Kirsanov, with the one between Neždanov and 
Kallomejcev that occurs in chapter XIV. What is more, the heroine is a typical Turgenev girl, 
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totally unlike the ‘predatory’ Irina. Like the heroines of the earlier novels, Marianna is 
mentally superior to the hero and lives by a natural devotion to her convictions, which is a 
quality that the hero lacks. 

As was the case in the first four novels, the contemporary setting is concrete and detailed: 
it focuses on a well-determined social and ideological group, the populists, a collection of 
revolutionary youths who spread across the Russian countryside in the late sixties and early 
seventies, trying to identify with the people and to inspire them to rise in revolt against the 
government – a procedure known as ‘going to the people’ – ‘xoждeниe в нaрoд’). The hero 
himself participates in this movement.103 He does not have the role of a detached observer as 
did Litvinov, surrounded as he was by a number of ideological groups without ever being part 
of one himself. Compared to the ideological make-up of Smoke, in which several 
contemporary socio-political groups are described without bearing any real relation to the 
plot, Virgin Soil has a more consistent ideological theme, as did the first four novels. 

Virgin Soil thus seems to represent a backward step within the general tendency of 
Turgenev’s work towards a more overt display of the influence of cosmic forces. To some 
critics, the socio-political content of Virgin Soil even seems so pervasive that they consider it 
the work’s sole interest. Freeborn uncompromisingly states: “it is […] a novel 
comprehensible only in political terms” (Freeborn 1970: 169). He further presses the point by 
adding that “Virgin Soil is a work curiously lacking in ‘philosophical’ content; everything is 
subordinated to the socio-political function of the novel” (idem, 176). He even maintains that 
the novel breathes the atmosphere of “a work of Socialist Realism” (idem 169), completely 
overlooking the pessimism expressed by Neždanov’s unsuccessful struggle to become a 
revolutionary, and his subsequent suicide. 

Such evaluations are based on a misreading of the novel. I would argue that the novel’s 
‘philosophical content’ takes a prominent place because the hero constantly raises the 
question of why he is who he is and why he cannot change himself. In this sense, I have 
already referred to the hero as a ‘philosophical character’. Owing to his central position in the 
novel, his philosophical problem gains the status of a central theme. 

Bjalyj does note that the novel addresses more than the social-political reality of the time: 
“The sober socio-political discussion of the failure of ‘going to the people’ is considerably 
complicated by fatalistic ideas” (“трeзвoe сoциaльнo-пoлитичeскoe oбъяснeниe нeудaч 
‘хoждeния в нaрoд’ зaмeтнo oслoжнeнo в рoмaнe Тургeнeвa  фaтaлистичeскими 
идeями” – Bjalyj 1962: 224). He adds that Neždanov’s failure as a revolutionary is 
determined by the “psycho-physiological specifics of Neždanov’s character” 
(“психoфизиoлoгичeскиe oсoбeннoсти нaтуры Нeждaнoвa” – ibid.). However, he only 
describes these features in terms of Neždanov’s aestheticism and reflective mind, qualities 
that he would have inherited from his aristocratic father. In other words, he describes 
Neždanov as superfluous on the basis of those aspects of the previous generation that 
supposedly also affected Neždanov’s mind and made him unsuitable as a revolutionary. 
Again, this does not sufficiently recognize the implications of Neždanov’s characterization. 

Neždanov is the embodiment of a still more fundamental phenomenon: the all-determining 
force of the archetype. The novel is fully geared toward a discussion of the determinative 
power of type. It brings to the fore the idea that man cannot live as he chooses, but that his 
life is determined by the fate of the archetype of which he is a representative. Obviously, this 
idea is not new in Turgenev’s work: upon outlining the premises of my research I labelled it 
as a core feature of his world view. What seems unique within the framework of the 
contemporary scene appears from the cosmic perspective only as a manifestation of recurrent 

                                                 
103 Nevertheless this does not make him a representative of the movement, as I will explain in 7.2.   
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patterns. In my analyses of the novels in the previous chapters, such patterns of typification 
repeatedly presented themselves in the form of associations of the characters with different 
kinds of archetype. 

In these novels the patterns of typicality shimmering behind the unique could only be 
recognized through the verbal art level. In Virgin Soil, they take a more prominent place as a 
consequence of the extraordinary position of the hero. He contemplates his own personality 
and position in the world. He himself recognizes that he is the living embodiment of an 
archetype that determines who he is and hinders him from being the person he longs to be.104 
This conflict is the novel’s central concern, and therefore the character of the novel as a 
whole can be identified as philosophical. Contrary to Freeborn’s assertion that it is to be 
understood fully in contemporary, socio-political terms, I consider Virgin Soil to carry an 
extraordinarily explicit philosophical interest. 

Virgin Soil’s philosophical theme displays a new orientation in comparison with the earlier 
novels. In On the Eve and Fathers and Sons, the focus is on man’s insignificance in 
comparison with the whole of nature; in Smoke (as in the short stories of that period), it is on 
the irrational influence of fate that overwhelms man, and in Virgin Soil it is on the 
determining power of archetype. All these themes represent different aspects of Turgenev’s 
world view. It is important to note that, in Virgin Soil, the forms in which cosmic influences 
are expressed in the earlier novels are conspicuous by their absence. There is no suggestion of 
supernatural or irrational influences in the lives of the characters.  Perhaps even more striking 
is the absence of the paradigm of love associated with enchantment and destruction. This is 
remarkable since it not only forms the main theme of many of Turgenev’s later works but 
also appears, albeit in a less overt form through verbal art associations, in earlier short stories 
such as “Faust”, and in A Nest of Gentry, On the Eve and Fathers and Sons. In fact it is one of 
the most fundamental themes of Turgenev’s work. However, in Virgin Soil there is only the 
short-lived influence of Sipjagin’s wife on Neždanov: she impresses him with her coquettish 
behaviour, and he notes that she has remarkable eyes (“What eyes she has” – “Кaкиe у нeй 
глaзa” – 85). Extraordinary eyes in Turgenev’s work are a fixed feature of persons with 
supernatural powers (see 6.4). Thus, at this point, it seems that Virgin Soil will partly re-enact 
the plot of Smoke, but the whole idea of a connection between them quickly fizzles out: 
Marianna convinces Neždanov of Sipjagina’s cold and heartless character, and he 
increasingly becomes involved with Marianna herself. Their relationship is characterized by 
companionship rather than passion; there is no implication in the verbal art structure that love 
is a destructive element in Neždanov’s life, or that Marianna has an enchanting influence 
over him. 

In Virgin Soil, the manifestation of cosmic laws is not by the occurrence of irrational 
events or the element of destructive love; the focus is completely on predestination. The 
characters’ lives are not presented as being influenced by outside forces; instead they are 
completely determined by predestined fates, inherent in the types of people they are. In other 
words, their fates are already determined at their birth. This is the motto of the novel. It is 
alluded to in a curious scene in which Neždanov and his fellow revolutionaries, Solomin and 
Markelov, visit Paklin’s extraordinary relatives. Paklin asks the lady of the house, Fimuška, 
to predict the “fate, character and future” (“Скaжитe нaм нaшу судьбу, хaрaктeр нaш, 
будущee” – 139) of her guests. She takes up the cards, but then suddenly flings them away 
and says: “I do not have to tell fortunes. I know the character of each of you anyway, and as 
                                                 
104 The problem by which Neždanov feels confronted mirrors the element of metamorphosis that characterizes 
‘going to the people’. Neždanov’s struggle to leave behind his Hamletic qualities, and the populists’ attempts at 
identification with the people, both involve the wish to become someone else. In the novel this idea of 
metamorphosis is associated with acting (see 7.4). 
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your character is, so is your fate (” (“И нe нужнo мнe гaдaть! – вoскликнулa oнa – я и тaк 
хaрaктeр кaждoгo из вaс знaю. A кaкoв у кoгo хaрaктeр, тaкoвa и судьбa” – ibid.). 
Fimuška tells Solomin that he is “cold, steady” (“хoлoдный, пoстoянный”), and Markelov 
that he is “sanguine and destructive” (“гoрячий, пoгубитeльный” – ibid.). She labels 
Neždanov “pathetic”(жaлкий – ibid.). And she is right about all of them: Solomin is a 
successful man in every respect; Markelov is heading for a certain downfall – eventually he is 
betrayed by one of the men he trusts most, and is sent to Siberia. Neždanov is doomed (see 
7.2); hence the association with pity, which recurs later in the novel: Marianna pities him 
when he has been plied with liquor by some peasants (246), and Neždanov himself tells 
Marianna that her relationship with him is based not on love, but on pity (“ты жaлeeшь 
мeня” – 281). 

The fate of the characters is thus linked directly to their inherent features. This is 
underlined by an interesting aspect of the narrative structure of the text. In my analysis of 
Smoke, I discussed the role of coincidence as a device for the reduction of the influence of 
causality in the narrative. The lack of causality in the development of the plot suggested the 
determinative influence of irrational (supernatural) forces upon the course of Litvinov’s life 
against his will. In Virgin Soil, a related phenomenon can be detected. Upon reading the 
novel, one senses a lack of connection between the characters. Although they meet and speak 
with one another, and even influence other characters’ lives to some extent, the general 
course of each of their lives develops independently of the others. Let me give a few 
examples. The minor characters Mašurina and Ostrodumov, enthusiastic revolutionaries, 
appear in the novel every now and then without really having any clear connection with the 
other characters. They seem to have no influence whatsoever on any events or any of the 
other characters. They come and go, literally and figuratively, without leaving a trace. 
Markelov’s unhappy life heads for certain tragedy which comes ever closer during the course 
of the novel, but none of the characters, not even he, seems to make any attempt to prevent 
this. The same is true of Neždanov. He goes through a psychological process of self-analysis 
that develops independently of the lives of the others. Although Marianna has committed 
herself to Neždanov, thereby connecting her life to his by her word, in practice she 
progressively moves further away from him. Marianna and Solomin both notice that 
Neždanov is concerned about something, but they never question him or discuss his problem. 

This notion of independence from the influence of others – which amounts to complete 
dependence on fate – is expressed through the narrator’s words in the last moments before 
Neždanov shoots himself: “it was as though everything was deserted, everything had turned 
away from him, had withdrawn, leaving him to the arbitrariness of fate” (“тoчнo всe 
вымeрлo, всe oтвeрнулoсь oт нeгo, удaлилoсь нaвсeгдa, oстaвилo eгo нa прoизвoл 
судьбы” – 285). The atmosphere that is generated is one of a group of individuals with 
individual fates, following their courses independently of the influence of others. The 
importance of the consequences of one’s deeds is overshadowed by a notion of the 
inevitability of fate based on predestination. 

This motto is sustained by the novel’s verbal art structure. It associates the hero with the 
archetype of reflection, Hamlet (7.2.1). Neždanov’s love for poetry also links him to the 
figure of the poet in Nekrasov’s poem “The Poet and the Citizen”, thus presenting the 
opposition in Neždanov’s life as ‘be’ versus ‘want to be’ (7.2.2). Furthermore, I shall explore 
the motif of acting and, in connection with that, discuss the changeability of character in 
Turgenev’s work (7.3). Finally, I will pay attention to the symbolic appearance of fate in the 
form of the wheel of fate (7.4). 
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7.2 The hero as archetype 
 
I have already stated that the denial of a philosophical concern in Virgin Soil fails to take into 
account the position of the hero. He is the focal point of the discussion of the laws of 
predestination that is presented on both the narrative and the verbal art levels of the novel. It 
is his awareness and contemplation of his fate that makes the issue explicit on the narrative 
level. Curiously, it has not generally been taken into account that Neždanov’s position in the 
novel makes him an odd man out on the contemporary scene. He has been discussed as a 
representative of the populist movement, the ideological group that provides the content of 
the contemporary scene, but where Rudin, Lavreckij and Bazarov can be seen as examples of 
the romantic-idealist, the man of the forties and the nihilist respectively, Neždanov is by no 
means a typical populist or revolutionary. The typical representatives of the movement are 
the secondary characters Markelov, Ostrodumov and Mašurina. Neždanov, however, has a 
highly problematic relationship with the populists: he joins them, speaks as they do and acts 
as they do, but he feels that he does not fit in. Although others accept him as a revolutionary, 
he considers himself unfitting. This dilemma forms the main element of the presentation of 
the hero. It is highlighted within the context of the populist movement and his wanting to join 
it, but its roots lie deeper, in the idea of a discrepancy between who one wants to be and who 
one is. It is primarily a personal dilemma, and it is this that marks the position of the hero as 
philosophical and psychological rather than ideological. The underlying philosophical theme 
of predestination is made manifest in Neždanov’s struggle to become a revolutionary, and his 
absolute failure to do so. 

The presentation of the hero marks the philosophical nature of his position in the novel. 
Throughout the novel his contemplation of his own character and position in life form the 
primary element of his characterization. The information provided by the narrator is similarly 
focused on a portrayal of Neždanov’s inner life, especially the conflicting elements of his 
psychology. However, such narrative commentary is limited. Information as to Neždanov’s 
background and character is provided at the point when he is introduced, in chapter IV, and 
even that focuses mainly on the contradictory aspects. Apart from that, the narrator refrains 
from direct qualifications of the hero’s character and psyche; instead, it is Neždanov himself 
who analyses his own position. Chapter XVIII begins with a narrative account of the hero’s 
mood, but after only a few lines his own inner monologue takes over. 

In this respect, Virgin Soil does develop beyond Smoke. I have already noted that in that 
novel there an extraordinary concentration on the consciousness of the hero in relation to the 
earlier ones. It provides a greatly-increased insight into the hero’s psychological state and the 
developments that take place within his psyche. However, the perspective of the narrator is 
almost identifiable with that of the hero, Litvinov; it is through his eyes that the other 
characters are observed and, consequently, the observations are coloured by his perception. In 
Virgin Soil this is not the case; the general perspective is that of the omniscient narrator (as in 
the first four novels). However, the novel does display the same non-judgement of the hero 
on the part of the other characters that was noted in Smoke. In the first four novels, it is the 
rule that the characters discuss the hero and their expectations of him. This contributes 
enormously to the presentation of the hero as socio-political and ideological type: he is 
judged on his capacities as new hero, who might replace the superfluous man. Neždanov’s 
personality is not the subject of discussion among the other characters (apart from a few 
remarks the Sipjagins and Kallomejcev make about his being revolutionary minded), and so 
there is no judgement of the hero’s capacities as new active type. In place of judgements of 
the hero by others (as in the first four novels) and judgements of others by the hero (as in 
Smoke), Virgin Soil presents Neždanov’s judgement of himself.  
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This focus on Neždanov’s inner life defines his position as a philosophical hero. It should 
be noted that, in the previous novels, the characters do not recognize their own positions as 
those of archetypes. In those novels, it was only from the position of narrator that the events 
and characters could be viewed from a perspective that was other than strictly contemporary. 
The interventions of the narrative voice mark such moments of changing perspective: the 
fisherman scene in On the Eve, in which the narrator sets the personal drama of Insarov and 
Elena in the light of the futility of man’s life in general, and the narrator’s remark in Smoke 
that identifies the events in Litvinov’s life as a manifestation of the logic of nature. 
Neždanov, however, is tormented by the knowledge that he lives in the name of an archetype. 
By means of these extraordinary features of the hero, the philosophical theme of the novel is 
externalized on to the narrative art level. Its explicit appearance in the portrait of the central 
character makes Virgin Soil, of all the novels, the most overtly outspoken expression of 
Turgenev’s world view. 

 
 
7.2.1 Hamlet 
 
The archetype in whose image Neždanov lives is the paragon of reflection: Hamlet. During 
the course of the novel, he is repeatedly associated with Hamlet. The first association arises 
as soon as he is introduced. When Neždanov appears in his apartment (where three of his 
friends are awaiting him)105 in chapter II, he is addressed by Paklin, one of the friends, as 
“Russian Hamlet” (“рoссийский Гaмлeт” – 14). Apart from a short description of his 
outward appearance, this ‘name’ provides the first qualification of Neždanov’s personality. 
At a later stage, Neždanov identifies himself with Hamlet in an inner monologue in which he 
analyses his own character. The description he gives of his state of mind comprises 
characteristic features of Hamlet: he calls himself a “cursed aesthetic”, a “sceptic”, and a 
“reflective and melancholy mind” (“эстeтик прoклятый! Скeптик!” “рeфлeктeр и 
мeлaнхoлик” – 121). He reproaches himself for busying himself with poetry and with his 
“own insignificant thoughts and feelings” (“с сoбствeнными мыслишкaми и 
oщущeньицaми”), and for “digging in all sorts of silly psychological contemplations” (“дa 
кoпaйся в рaзных психoлoгичeских сooбрaжeньицaх” – ibid.), instead of being a 
revolutionary. He concludes these thoughts as follows: “O Hamlet, Hamlet, Prince of 
Denmark, how to step out of your shadow? How can I stop imitating you in everything, even 
in the shameful delight of self-castigation? (“O Гaмлeт, Гaмлeт, дaтский принц, кaк выйти 
из твoeй тeни? Кaк пeрeстaть пoдрaжaть тeбe вo всeм, дaжe в пoзoрнoм нaслaждeнии 
сaмoбичeвaния?” – ibid.), at which point he is interrupted by the sudden arrival of Paklin, 
who voices Neždanov’s thoughts by calling out to him: “My friend, Russian Hamlet” (“Друг! 
рoссийский Гaмлeт!” – 122). 

Even if the name of Hamlet had not been mentioned explicitly in this scene, the 
characteristics that Neždanov mentions would clearly have identified him. These are the traits 
that Turgenev himself mentioned as core features of Hamlet in his essay “Hamlet and Don 
Quixote”, where he states that Hamlet is characterised by “analysis” and “egoism” (“aнaлиз 
и эгoизм” – VIII, 174). By his use of the word “egoism”, he does not mean to suggest that 
Hamlet does not care for anyone; Turgenev states that Hamlet hates all evil, but does not take 
action to alter it since he does not believe in the existence of ‘good’ (183). Egoism, as a 
Hamletic trait, is primarily a focus on one’s own personality. He is “constantly busy, not with 
his duty, but with his position” (“oн пoстoяннo зaнят нe свoeй oбязaннoстью, a свoим 
                                                 
105 This situation seems to contrast with the implications of Neždanov’s name: although he is ‘unexpected’, he is 
introduced in a scene in which all present are expecting him. 
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пoлoжeниeм” – VIII, 176). He knows on which points he falls short and reproaches himself 
for them, even enjoys doing so (ibid.). 

Neždanov mentions exactly these traits. Furthermore, like Hamlet, he lacks belief in any 
cause. In one of his letters to his friend Vladimir Silin, he reproaches himself for not really 
believing in the revolution and the activities of the populists: “Where to get belief?” he asks 
in despair (“дa гдe вeры-тo взять?” - 227). As well as these familiar character traits, aspects 
of Neždanov’s outward appearance are also reminiscent of Hamlet. We are told that he has 
aristocratic features: a pale skin, a handsome face and a well-proportioned body. 

There is one major difference between Hamlet and Neždanov. As Turgenev states in the 
essay, Hamlet, no matter how much he hates his position and states that death would free him 
from his problems, is attached to life and does not wish to leave it (VIII, 176). Neždanov, by 
contrast, concludes that there is no place for him in life, and commits suicide in order to free 
himself of the burden of his existence. 

Apart from this difference, Neždanov is the most overt and complete Hamlet of all the 
heroes in the novels. It is a commonplace of Turgenev criticism to suppose that each of the 
heroes in the novels resembles a Hamlet or a Don Quixote.106 However, an in-depth 
evaluation of the heroes shows that this is not easily sustained. Rudin has some Hamletic 
traits – he analyses his environment and ponders the need for action without acting himself – 
but these are not the basic traits of Hamlet as Turgenev describes him in the essay. Rudin 
lacks the deep melancholy of Hamlet, and he certainly does believe in the existence of good 
causes. Moreover, during the course of the novel, he becomes more and more Quixotic, as 
my analysis of Rudin shows. Lavreckij has also been associated with Hamlet, primarily on 
the basis that he was forced to keep a diary when he was a child, but he is much more down-
to-earth and practical in character, and at no point features the paralysing effects of reflection 
or the love of analysis that characterize Hamlet. Insarov is, if anything, Quixotic; Bazarov 
and Litvinov are, in my opinion, not amenable to convincing association with either type. 
Only Neždanov is an overtly Hamletic character. 

Another complicating factor in the characterisation of the hero as one of these two types is 
that Hamlet may be egoistic, but not every egoist has Hamletic traits. The reason is that in 
Turgenev’s work there are two types of ‘egoist’. The first is the ‘natural egoist’, the one who 
displays the natural attitude of the individual whom Turgenev has connected with the image 
of the mosquito. (See in my analysis of On the Eve in paragraph 4.6) Characters who are 
natural egoists live primarily for their own profit. Examples of such characters in the novels 
are Varvara Pavlovna, Šubin, and Sipjagin. It should be noted that these are secondary 
characters; the heroes of Turgenev’s novels can never be classified as natural egoists because 
they are always the victims of tragedy. For a natural egoist, that would almost be a 
contradiction in terms. Turgenev’s heroes can, however, be classified as the other type of 
egoist, the Hamlet. The egoism of Hamlet has nothing to do with the aggressive wish for self-
assurance that drives the natural egoists. Hamletic egoism, as has been noted, comes down to 
a preoccupation with the self which paralyses the capacity for action. These two types of 
egoist are radically different. The natural egoists prosper; the Hamlets are doomed figures. It 
would thus be misleading to label characters Hamletic on the basis of their egoism. That 
would render Bazarov a truly Hamletic character, which he could not possibly be on the basis 
of Hamlet’s core features. 

On the basis of the above considerations, Neždanov is the only purely Hamletic character 
in the novels. I therefore cannot agree with Woodward, who maintains that Neždanov has 
little in common with Hamlet. He argues that Neždanov’s problem lies in “his ‘natural’ self” 

                                                 
106 See, for instance, Levin 1965, Kagan-Kans 1975 and Woodward 1989a 
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rather than in “rational analysis”, and that it is characterized by his irrational delight “in 
beauty in all its manifestations” (Woodward 1989a: 65). Woodward argues along the lines 
that there are two groups of characters, the egoistic and and the altruistic. His ‘egoism’ is 
understood as ‘natural egoism’. He sees love of beauty as an egoistic trait, and argues that 
egoism is in accordance with nature’s laws. Hence, he maintains that Neždanov’s ‘natural 
self’ is egoistic. When Neždanov decides to devote himself to altruistic goals (populism) and 
tries to banish his aestheticism, he consequently falls out of tune with nature. Woodward thus 
concludes that Neždanov’s death should be read as nature’s “customary punishment” for his 
changing himself from egoistic to altruistic (idem 66). 

There is little in the text to support this view. Woodward seems anxious to discover in 
Virgin Soil the same scheme that he has developed in his analyses of On the Eve and Fathers 
and Sons, in which he also designates the hero’s death as punishment by nature (see 
Woodward 1990). I think that, in general, such an interpretation leads to the personification 
of nature’s influence to a degree that is out of step with Turgenev’s notion of nature as an 
indifferent force. Nevertheless, it can be usefully applied to those novels in which the central 
philosophical concern is the question of man’s position within the whole of nature (as is the 
case in On the Eve and Fathers and Sons). As I have argued, the philosophical concern of 
Virgin Soil focuses on the all-determining power of predestination through type. Neždanov’s 
problem is that he was born a Hamlet (an aesthetic mind) and wants to become an altruistic 
Don Quixote, but cannot. This is the opposite of Woodward’s position. He claims that 
Neždanov’s aesthetic traits are ‘natural’ (in accordance with nature’s laws). However, the 
aestheticism is exactly the trait that makes life impossible for Neždanov. It is connected to the 
features of reflection and analysis that render his archetype, Hamlet, a tragic and doomed 
figure.  

Moreover, Woodward’s interpretation implies that Neždanov changes himself and 
perishes as a consequence of this change (because such change is not allowed by nature). 
However, the very theme of the novel, featured in the characterization of the hero, is the 
denial of the possibility of changing oneself. Neždanov is an archetypal Hamlet, and 
therefore cannot change into anything else. His death is a consequence of this very 
unchangeability.107 

Furthermore, as I have shown, Neždanov has a clear and outspoken Hamletic profile. Why 
should the explicit presentation of the hero’s inner conflict, which shows that he struggles to 
change himself but cannot, be neglected and substituted by one that is not supported in the 
text but is simply based upon a notion of what nature’s role in the novels should be according 
to its function in the earlier novels? In Virgin Soil, nature has no role to play, either direct or 
implicit, in the lives of the characters. The interference of a force ‘from outside’, as the 
cosmic forces in On the Eve and Fathers and Sons are presented, would be out of tune with 
Virgin Soil’s focus on a hero who is burdened by the knowledge of inescapable fate. 

Neždanov’s position is rendered more complicated by his wish to be Quixotic. To an 
extent, this makes him akin to Rudin, who is characterized in the first half of the novel by his 
analytical state of mind, and in the second by activities that share with those of Don Quixote 
their rational indefensibility. Rudin and Virgin Soil resemble one another in several respects 
but primarily in aspects of the plot. In both novels, the heroes have  psychological opposites: 
Ležnev and Solomin respectively. These characters are uncomplicated and practical. They are 
devoid of ideology, but do have their own strategies for effecting moderate change. They 
have similar traits: they are not very talkative and can even be downright rude (Ležnev is curt 
                                                 
107 In accordance with this, Neždanov’s death lacks the element of an unexpected and unintelligible force 
breaking off man’s life that is felt in On the Eve and Fathers and Sons. His suicide is the ultimate consequence 
of his awareness of his own typicality. 
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with the landlady Dar’ja Michajlovna; Solomin insults both Sipjagin and his wife by his overt 
unwillingness to observe the rules of courtesy and spend a minute more than necessary in 
their company). They also share a paleness of outward appearance and character. Both are 
blond. At first sight, Marianna finds Solomin “indefinable, without personality” 
(“нeoпрeдeлeнным, бeзличным” – 181). Their rather dull personalities are associated with 
the colour grey: Ležnev wears a grey suit, and Solomin is labelled “grey” by Paklin: “They 
[people like Solomin – MO] are the strong, grey, monochromic men of the people” (“этo – 
крeпкиe, сeрыe, oднoцвeтныe, нaрoдныe люди” – 298). 

Ležnev and Solomin are two of a kind. Both are clearly more successful than their 
corresponding heroes. Rudin and Neždanov are unable to find acceptable positions in life, 
and cannot be worthy partners for the women who fall in love with them, whereas Ležnev 
and Solomin seem naturally successful, act without contemplating their deeds, and reach the 
goals they set themselves. In love, they are similarly more successful than the heroes: Ležnev 
marries the woman he loves whereas Rudin loses Natal’ja to Volyncev; Solomin even 
becomes the hero’s rival with respect to the heroine: even when Marianna is still intending to 
marry Neždanov, she feels attracted to Solomin, and it is he whom she eventually marries. 

There is one important difference between the two novels, however, and it touches upon 
the core of the message of Turgenev’s last novel. Rudin is presented as a Hamletic character 
who changes into a Don Quixote. Although his achievements are limited and his goals even 
ridiculous, he is granted a degree of respect for what he aims at. In Virgin Soil, we are again 
presented with a Hamlet, and one who acknowledges the need to aim for concrete deeds, but 
the core of the message here is that the Hamlet cannot change into a Don Quixote. The 
characters and their fates are fixed, and they will each live in the image of their type no 
matter what they strive to achieve. As far as the characterization of Rudin is concerned, one 
might consider his Hamletism a trait that characterizes the superfluity of his generation: the 
idealists who have lost contact with reality. His idealism is explained in the words of Ležnev 
as a temporary trait that will not hinder later generations. 

Neždanov’s Hamletic character, however, is depicted as the embodiment of a recurrent 
and unchangeable type. It cannot be regarded as a characteristic of his generation: among the 
revolutionaries in whose circles he is staying, he is the odd man out. If he were to 
characterize a generation, such Hamletism could only be a trait of the Romantics, in the vein 
of Onegin and Pečorin. But this is not the substance of the Neždanov’s Hamletism. It does 
not associate him with these figures. He is the paragon of a more fundamental phenomenon: a 
basic psychological make-up, a character to which a fixed fate is unchangeably connected – 
hence the far sharper, psychological characterization of Hamletism in Neždanov’s portrait in 
comparison to that of Rudin. Virgin Soil really is about Hamlet as a psychological type. 

When Rudin and Virgin Soil are thus compared, one can discern an evolution in the 
interests of the novels. Rudin is a novel primarily concerned with the depiction and 
evaluation of a contemporarily-defined type, a romantic-idealistic character whose limited 
contributions to the benefit of Russia are discussed. Rudin is moderately positive in its 
admission that, at least over time, man may move to a less superfluous position. Moreover, as 
I have stated above, Rudin’s Hamletism does not have the same quality as that of Neždanov. 
Rudin is more of an idealist than a Hamlet, and therefore his development into a more 
Quixotic figure is not really surprising: at the core, it is the same enthusiasm, expressed first 
in words and later through deeds. 

Virgin Soil’s interest clearly lies in the depiction of the hero, not as a contemporary type, 
and not as the belated reappearance of such a type from the past, but as a recurring archetype. 
For Neždanov’s characterization, it is crucial that he cannot change. His Hamletism 
determines his destiny. Thus, the messages of the two novels differ substantially. In Rudin, as 
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was established in the analysis of that novel in Chapter Two, the idea of cosmic typicality is 
of only very limited interest. In Virgin Soil, the situation is the opposite: the contemporary 
context is of only limited interest for the understanding of the hero, while the idea of 
predestination is crucial. In this respect, Turgenev’s last novel can be seen as a commentary 
on the first, denying the possibility of moderate change that characterizes Rudin. This re-
evaluation is in accordance with the development of Turgenev’s philosophical outlook, which 
focuses increasingly on the inescapable and all-determining power of cosmic fate. 

 
 
7.2.2 The Poet 
 
The conflicting types of Hamlet and Don Quixote are doubled by a second pair: that of the 
Poet and the Citizen. The relevance of this pair has been suggested by the Russian critic 
Mostovskaja. She discusses it as part of an article on echoes of Nekrasov’s work in Virgin 
Soil. She is not so much interested in direct quotations, but rather in elements reminiscent of 
his poetic vocabulary and themes. Among them, she notes the activation in Virgin Soil of the 
Nekrasovan pair of the Poet and the Citizen, from the poem bearing the same title and dating 
from 1856 (Mostovskaja 1996: 119). This poem presents a dialogue between the Poet and the 
Citizen, who are logically opposed to one another in their view of the world. The Citizen tries 
to encourage the Poet to stop busying himself with his own personality and to devote his 
powers to the general benefit instead, but the Poet refuses; his disappointment in life and a 
lack of belief in his own powers hold him back from devoting himself to any cause. 

Mostovskaja argues that one line from the poem is of particular interest:  “Not to be a poet 
is allowable, But a citizen one must be” (“Пoэтoм мoжeшь ты нe быть, Нo грaждaнинoм 
быть oбязaн” – Nekrasov 1995, XII, 32). She states that this line is echoed in several aspects 
of Neždanov’s characterization in chapter IV, in which we are told that in public he busies 
himself only with political and social questions, but is secretly devoted to art and poetry. He 
even writes poetry, but at the same time considers it a weakness and becomes annoyed if 
anyone mentions it (Mostovskaja 1996:118-9). According to Mostovskaja, Neždanov’s 
struggle with his own contradictory nature and aims re-enacts the discussion between the 
Poet and the Citizen (idem, 121). I find the link between this description and the line from 
Nekrasov’s poem somewhat overstated, but Neždanov’s inner conflict can indeed be phrased 
in terms of a conflict between the attitudes of the Poet and the Citizen. 

Mostovskaja does not explore this idea any further, but I think it is worth considering this 
pair of opposite types in the light of Neždanov’s struggle against his own character. In 
Nekrasov’s poem, the Poet and the Citizen are representatives of two attitudes; the Poet is 
characterized by a concentration on the self, a constant evaluation of one’s own experiences 
and feelings; the Citizen is focused on the well-being of society as a whole. Theirs is a 
conflict that can never be resolved. In Virgin Soil, these opposite types are represented in the 
‘be’ and ‘want to be’ of Neždanov’s life. Neždanov’s personality is identifiable with that of 
the Poet clearly enough. Not only do his love of beauty and his own poetry link him to the 
Poet; more importantly the poet shares his general attitude to life. The Poet, like Hamlet, is 
characterized by reflection and an ensuing lack of belief in the usefulness of his efforts. 
Unlike the Poet in Nekrasov’s poem, Neždanov strives to become a Citizen, to devote himself 
to the common cause and to forget about his poetic side. 

However, Poet and Citizen are incompatible types. In Nekrasov’s poem this results in a 
conflict; in Virgin Soil it leads to tragedy: the conflict of the Poet and the Citizen now rages 
within Neždanov’s life and ruins it. Shortly before he shoots himself, tells Marianna: “There 
are two men in me, and one does not allow the other to live” (“вo мнe сидят двa чeлoвeкa – 
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и oдин нe дaeт жить другoму” – 279). Neždanov is a born Poet, literally and figuratively, 
and he cannot change. The association thus supports the core message of the novel: man 
cannot change himself or his fate. 

In addition, the allusion to the poem provides another way of looking at the subject matter 
of Virgin Soil. The notion of the power of typicality determining one’s fate, a major theme of 
all Turgenev’s novels and throughout his work in general, is complicated in Virgin Soil by the 
hero’s wish to change himself. Neždanov’s portrait is not only that of a type, but of one who 
rebels against his typicality. His death becomes inescapable by the unresolvable conflict 
between the Poet and the Citizen that divides his life and makes it impossible. This may 
account for the important difference that I have noted above between Hamlet and Neždanov: 
Hamlet loves life and would never make and end to it himself; Neždanov kills himself. 
Hamlet continues his life because he, like the Poet, finds some satisfaction in his position. He 
loves and despises himself at one and the same time, and has become used to this bitter-sweet 
mixture of feelings. Neždanov, however, makes his life definitively impossible by urging on 
an inner conflict between two opposites. 
 
The role of the archetype in Virgin Soil stresses the idea of the immutability of life. The 
characters are unable to change their lives. This is not only true of Turgenev’s last novel, but 
forms a constant pattern in all his novels. It presents one of the distinctive ways in which the 
plot schemes of Turgenev’s novels deviate from the general line of the European nineteenth 
century novel, as has been outlined by Lotman. This line provides a plot based on a 
significant change in the hero’s life. In the western European novel, this change is often 
formulated in social terms: during the course of the novel, the hero gains a more favourable 
social position and as a consequence finds the happiness that was formerly out of reach. The 
Russian novel is less inclined towards a change in  the hero’s position than towards a moral 
change of the hero’s personality, for instance the transformation of Raskol’nikov and Gogol’s 
plans for a similar process in Čičikov’s life. As Lotman has argued, this plot derives from the 
mythic duality of the destroyer/saviour, which in Romantic literature most prominently takes 
the form of the hero who combines both features, and in Russian Realism takes the form of a 
hero who is at first evil and then goes though a process of change (Lotman 1992: 97-8). In 
Turgenev’s novels, the possibility of a transformation of the hero’s personality is denied. The 
end of the plot does not feature a changed hero, but is marked by the denial or elimination of 
the possibility of change, in most cases through the hero’s death (idem 104). This determines 
the demythologizing role that Turgenev’s novels play in relation to the nineteenth century 
Russian novel in general (idem 106). 

The impossibility of real change lies at the basis of the plots of all Turgenev’s novels. 
Rudin cannot become the active hero he longs to be; Lavreckij cannot leave behind his past, 
and neither can Litvinov, who finds that Irina still exerts the same power over him as before. 
Insarov and Bazarov are confronted less with the impossibility of changing themselves than 
with the impossibility of determining the courses of their own lives. In Virgin Soil, however, 
the question of whether the personality can change develops into the novel’s basic theme. 
Neždanov’s characterization is centred on his own acknowledgement that he resembles an 
archetype, and features his struggle to change his personality. The possibility of 
transformation is denied. Turgenev’s mythology presents an image of man confined by the 
unavoidable recurrence of his archetypal fate. 

In this connection, Virgin Soil can be seen as a novel with an anti-plot. Generally, the plot 
of a (pre-modernist) novel presents an initial situation, a series of events and a final situation 
that has substantially changed in comparison to the initial situation. In Virgin Soil, however, 
the events do not lead to significant changes, at least in the case of the hero. He is introduced 
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as a man who struggles with his Hamletism. Although his environment and his activities do 
change, these changes do not lead to any change in position. He remains confined by his 
character traits, and even his death cannot free him. That simply serves as a confirmation of 
his unchangeable position. 
 
 
7.3 The motif of acting 
 
The novel’s theme of change of personality (desired and denied) is supported by the motif of 
role-playing. This involves a complex intertwining of one of the characteristic aspects of the 
populist movement – the populists’ dressing up in simple clothes – with the symbolic notion 
behind role-playing: pretending to be someone whom you are not. These associations 
contribute to the idea that Neždanov’s attempts to become a revolutionary place him in a 
false position. 

This element comes into play as early as chapter III, where Neždanov visits the theatre. 
The idea of acting – of playing a role – is implicit in the environment itself, of course, but its 
implications are further narrowed to the element of being placed in a false position by the 
play, that is on stage: Ostrovskij’s “Don’t take another man’s sledges” (“Нe в свoи сaни нe 
сaдись” – 1853).108 Mostovskaja has noted that the title, a Russian saying which means “stick 
to your (social) position”, serves as a direct response to Neždanov’s situation at that moment 
(Mostovskaja 1996: 117): he has bought himself a ticket in the front row, which he did not 
intend to do until the person standing behind him in the queue at the box office insulted him 
by supposing that he wanted to buy a cheaper one. Now, wearing old clothes and unpolished 
boots, he has taken his place among the generals in the front row. In the theatre, Neždanov is 
literally out of place, but the title and message of the play can figuratively be applied to 
Neždanov’s life in general. As Mostovskaja notes, he is out of place in all the situations he 
functions in: as teacher, as populist and as one who is beloved (idem 118). This theme of role 
playing and false position is worth elaborating on. 

The populist movement, and its policy of dressing in the clothes of the local peasantry, 
provide the environment in which the motif of deception is further developed. Dressing in 
simple clothes is associated with all kinds of play acting: when Neždanov and Marianna 
arrive at Solomin’s factory, change their clothes and prepare to mingle with the people, 
Solomin refers to the whole process as a “masquerade” (“мaскaрaд” – 208), and Neždanov 
later calls it a “vaudeville with dressing-up” (“Вoдeвиль с пeрeoдeвaниeм” – 219); when 
trying out some plain language, Neždanov interrupts himself by exclaiming “What play-
acting this is!” (“чтo зa aктeрствo” – 217), and Marianna adds that they seem to be “playing 
a comedy” (“Mы тoчнo кaкую-тo кoмeдию игрaeм” – 220). The very idea of dressing up, 
and trying to speak and act, as simple people do is obviously a form of acting, but it also 
symbolizes the intrinsic falseness of what Neždanov is trying to do: his whole attempt to 
become a revolutionary remains nothing more than an actor’s part. In a letter to his friend 
Silin, Neždanov expresses this idea himself. He complains that he cannot influence the 

                                                 
108 It is worth noting that, in Ostrovskij’s work, play-acting is connected to deception, as is the environment of 
the theatre in general (Rahman 1999: 149). Theatre stands for “the creation of illusory or make-believe worlds” 
(idem, 148). Neždanov’s visit to the theatre conveys a similar symbolism; it initiates his movement into a world 
of deception, principally one of self-deception: in the theatre he meets Sipjagin, who takes him to his estate and 
(unintentionally) to the centre of populist activity.  Within this environment, which is characterized by play-
acting (see my further observations in this paragraph), Neždanov comes to the conclusion that he is deceiving 
himself.  
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people: “I feel, that I am no good at it, like a bad actor in someone else’s role” (Сaм 
чувствую, чтo нe гoжусь. Тoчнo сквeрный aктeр в чужoй рoлe – 226). 

The dressing up has a different meaning for Marianna than for Neždanov. For her, it is a 
step on the way to identification with the people; her changed clothes are an expression of her 
changed personality. For Neždanov, it only results in the discovery that his revolutionary 
activities are unnatural to him. This difference is symbolized by their respective costumes. 
Marianna’s peasant outfit suits her, but Neždanov has been given an odd costume, a sort of 
caftan that makes him look, not like a peasant, but like a “poor imitation of a town dweller” 
(“плoхим гoрoдским мeщaнинoм” – 216). The outfit looks strange on Neždanov, and he 
feels uncomfortable in it. Thus, even his disguise is not convincing. It is the visible 
expression of the fact that Neždanov, as a revolutionary, is intrinsically a misfit. 
The notion of deceiving others, which is inherent in the dressing up, is also, for Neždanov, an 
attempt to deceive himself. Neždanov’s dressing up becomes a symbol of his life: his 
attempts to become someone else only affect his outward appearance; they do not reflect a 
real change. Significantly, before shooting himself, Neždanov changes back into his own 
clothes: “he threw off his ‘masquerade costume’, kicked it into a corner and dressed himself 
in his previous clothes” (“сбрoсил с сeбя свoй ‘мaскaрaдный’ кoстюм, oтпихнул eгo в 
угoл, дoстaл и нaдeл свoe прeжнee плaтьe” – 284). Marianna had changed her clothing as 
sign of her changed life, but for Neždanov it had never been anything more than a temporary 
guise, such as one might wear for a special occasion, always knowing that one’s eventual 
return to reality was inevitable. 
 
 
7.4 Fate 
 
In accordance with Virgin Soil’s theme of predestination, we find a symbolic image of fate 
that stresses its destructive force, constantly moving towards, and inevitably resulting in, 
death. In the earlier novels, the influence of fate was mainly hinted at in one or more of the 
following ways: through the occurrence of  ‘irrational’ events (such as the return of Varvara 
Pavlovna, and the renewed relationship between Litvinov and Irina); in the form of death 
(which, as I have argued in Chapter One, is presented, not as part of life, but as the breaking 
in of an element that is alien to life itself),  and in the form of associations with archetypes 
that speak of predestination (such as the association of Insarov with Tristan). In Smoke, the 
existence and influence of fate (‘nature’s logic’) is made explicit through remarks made by 
the narrator. In Virgin Soil, it takes a symbolic form: that of the Juggernaut, which expands 
into a more generalised imagery of the wheel. 

The Juggernaut ritual is explained at an early stage in the novel. Discussing the tasks of 
the revolutionaries, Paklin warns them that they do not know what they are heading for or 
what they will meet, and he adds: 

 
The Indians throw themselves under the wagon of Juggernaut; […] it crushes them and they die in 
bliss. We have our own Juggernaut; it likewise crushes us, but there is no bliss in it” (“Индийцы 
брoсaются пoд кoлeсницу Джaггeрнaутa, […] oнa их дaвит, и oни умирaют – в блaжeнствe. 
У нaс eсть свoй Джaггeрнaут…Дaвить-тo oн нaс дaвит, нo блaжeнствa нe дoстaвляeт” – 28-
29). 
 

In the context of the discussion, it is implied that the activity of the revolutionaries can be 
compared to the religious ritual of the Indians: it too is a sacrifice, made for a sacred cause, 
which would almost certainly appear senseless to an outsider. As such, it can be seen as a 
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critical commentary on the usefulness or otherwise of the revolutionaries: they are killed, but 
for what good? This implication returns later. When Solomin asks Neždanov whether he is 
prepared to go to the people together with Marianna, Neždanov remembers the image of the 
Juggernaut: “Juggernaut […] there it is, this giant wagon…and I hear the grating and rattling 
of its wheels” (“Джaггeрнaут […] Вoт oнa кaтится, грoмaднaя кoлeсницa … и я слышу 
трeск и грoхoт ee кoлeс” – 188). 

A similar image, carrying a similar meaning, occurs at the point where Marianna is taking 
care of Neždanov after he has been plied with liquor by peasants. In this instance, she is 
confronted by the harsh reality of the world in which she wants to get involved, and it 
frightens her. She asks herself the question: “To what Moloch was she planning to sacrifice 
herself?” (“Кaкoму  Мoлoху сoбирaлaсь oнa принeсти сeбя в жeртву?” – 246). The 
Moloch has the same implications as Juggernaut: both are symbols of cruel and senseless 
sacrifice. 

However, the Juggernaut image has already appeared in Turgenev’s novels but carrying a 
different connotation: not senseless sacrifice, but cosmic fate. On those occasions, the link 
with the Juggernaut is less explicit; the image is of man being crushed by a wheel. It occurs 
in Fathers and Sons and Smoke.109 On both occasions, it represents fate as an unexpected and 
devastating force. In Fathers and Sons, the dying Bazarov describes his own situation as that 
of the victim of a wheel: “I have been run over” (“пoпaл пoд кoлeсo” – VIII, 395). In Smoke, 
fate (“nature’s logic”) is described by the narrator in terms of a wheel: “Nature does not mind 
logic, our human logic; she has a logic of her own, one that we do not understand or 
recognize until it runs over us like a wheel” (“прирoдa нe спрaвляeтся с лoгикoй, с нaшeй 
чeлoвeчeскoй лoгикoй; у нeй eсть свoя, кoтoрую мы нe пoнимaeм и нe признaeм дo тeх 
пoр, пoкa oнa нaс, кaк кoлeсoм, нe пeрeeдeт” – IX, 287-288). 

In this light, the occurrence of the wheel as an image gains a broader and more 
fundamental significance as a symbol of fate. Paklin’s remark and Neždanov’s later thoughts 
about it do more than simply link the revolutionary activities to sacrifice; they invoke the all-
encompassing influence of fate, which brings a senseless and inevitable end to man’s life. 
The element of voluntary sacrifice is completely absent here. This idea is supported by the 
occurrence in Virgin Soil of a literal victim of a wheel, a daughter of the factory worker 
Pavel, whose wife reports that “she has been run over” (пoпaлa пoд кoлeсo” – 213). The 
literal wheel and the figurative wheel of fate mirror one another. 

Throughout the novel, wheels symbolize the drawing nearer of the wheel of fate. Having 
been introduced at its very beginning in the reference to Juggernaut, the sound and presence 
of wheels is an ominous symbol of its inevitable approach, especially in connection with 
Neždanov. 

Neždanov’s arrival at the Sipjagin house is accompanied by two such wheel symbols. 
Neždanov climbs down from the carriage and stops “close to the front wheel” (“oстaнoвился 
близ пeрeднeгo кoлeсa” – 47). Having been taken to his room, he hears, through the open 
windows, the sound of a colony of rooks “resembling the grating of a great number of wagon 
wheels” (“пoдoбный скрипу мнoжeствa тeлeжных кoлeс” – 49). In the light of the 
Juggernaut image, these images imply the approach of annihilation. Indeed, Neždanov’s 
arrival at the house may be regarded as the initiation of his destruction as it is here that he 
will meet Marianna and execute the plan to go to the people. As we saw earlier, his and 

                                                 
109 In A Nest of Gentry the image of a wheel as symbol of fate also occurs, not as a crushing wheel but as the 
wheel of fortune. After the return of Varvara Pavlovna, Lavreckij ponders the sudden change of his fate, and 
concludes: “it is like a lottery – had the wheel turned over just a bit further, a poor beggar would have turned 
into a rich man” (“дa вeдь и в лoтeрee – пoвeрнись кoлeсo eщe нeмнoгo, и бeдняк, пoжaлуй, стaл бы 
бoгaчoм” – VII, 269).   
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Marianna’s decision to leave the house and devote their lives to the people is associated with 
the Juggernaut. Furthermore, the description of the factory of Solomin, which is where the 
plan takes them, also mentions “buzzing wheels” (“кoлeсa жужжaли” – 109). That may be 
considered natural enough as part of the description of a factory, but when Neždanov is on 
the point of shooting himself, and he hesitates, hoping for some human being to appear and 
stop him, “there was only the factory’s muffled pounding and smelling” (“Oднa фaбрикa 
глухo гудeлa и вoнялa” – 285). The reappearance of the working factory at this point does 
more than simply create an image of loneliness in which no human soul is interested in 
Neždanov’s fate; it also stresses the connection between his death and the fate that has been 
following him in the symbolic form of wheels throughout the novel. Each stage in the 
development of Neždanov’s life from the beginning of the novel – his arrival at the Sipjagin 
household, his involvement in the populist cause, his death – is accompanied by wheel 
imagery that associates  it with an inevitable process leading to, and culminating in, his own 
destruction. 

There is a second victim of the wheel of fate in the novel: Markelov. When he has been 
betrayed by his peasants and arrested, we are told that he “had been run over by a wheel” 
(“пoпaл пoд кoлeсo” – 271). In accordance with Fimuška’s prediction, he is predestined to 
lead an unsuccessful life, as is Neždanov. The life of the successful Solomin, by contrast, is 
also associated with a wheel – as an image of the smooth running of his life. Upon his 
returning to his factory after a visit to Sipjagin’s household, we are told that “his life began to 
run again, like a drive wheel” (“и зaвeртeлaсь oпять eгo жизнь, кaк бoльшoe мaхoвoe 
кoлeсo” – 166). 

The notion of the drawing nearer of the wheel of fate in Neždanov’s life is supported by 
colour symbolism. The appearance of such symbolism has a form and function that was not 
encountered in Turgenev’s earlier works. Perhaps for this reason, it has so far escaped the 
attention of critics. In the earlier novels, colour symbolism was encountered only in the 
process of characterization. As we have seen, dress-colour could associate characters with 
good or evil, especially when the colours were black, or white. A similar symbolism attaches 
to eye-colour: black eyes and eyes of unusual colour suggest a character’s evil nature and/or 
association with the supernatural (see Koschmal 1984:51-53).  

In Virgin Soil, however, there is a different type of colour symbolism, similar to that 
which is more readily associated with Dostoevskij. In Crime and Punishment, for example, 
the colour yellow (rooms with yellow wallpaper, yellow clothes and the like) is associated 
with inner feelings of bitterness (see Toporov 1995). In Virgin Soil, the occurrence of the 
colour green develops as a symbol of fate. A discussion of its appearance will illuminate its 
function. 

The walls of Neždanov’s room in Petersburg are painted “pale green” (мутнo-зeлeнoй 
крaскoй – 7). The room that is given to Neždanov at the Sipjagin estate is called “the green 
room” (“зeлeную кoмнaту” – 48). In a letter to his friend Silin, Neždanov explains his 
doubts about his capacities to identify himself with the people by observing that he hates their 
vodka, which he refers to as “green wine” (“зeлeнá винa” – 228). Later, when Neždanov is 
plied with liquor on one of his propaganda trips, he begins to see “green circles” (“зeлeныe 
круги” – 244). Finally, when Neždanov shoots himself, his consciousness is blurred by a 
“pale green whirlwind” (“мутнo-зeлeный вихрь” – 285). 

This colour symbolism forms an image of inescapable fate. Of special interest is the 
presence of this element from the very beginning of the novel: the colour of his room in 
Petersburg is exactly the same as that of the whirlwind that accompanies his death. His 
inevitable death, unsuspected though it is, is already present in the colour of the room. The 
fact that he also sleeps in a green room at the Sipjagin estate again hints at the unchangeable 
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nature of his fate, regardless of his forthcoming attempt to alter the course of his life by 
becoming a populist. 

Referring back to my remarks about Virgin Soil’s deviations from the normal plot 
development (in 7.2.2), it should be noted that the symbols of fate mentioned here create an 
alternative pattern. Instead of signifying progressive developments in the plot, they are used 
to stress the invariability of fate. The wheel and colour symbolism is found at crucial points 
in the plot: the opening (introduction of the hero); Neždanov’s transfer to the Sipjagin estate; 
his coming into contact with the people, and the scene of his suicide. The reader’s 
expectations  (based on general notions of plot-development in the traditional novel) that a 
hero’s change of environment or activity will result in substantive changes to his life, are 
countered by the recurrent appearance of symbols of invariable, destructive fate on the level 
of verbal art. Neždanov’s suicide (motivated by his own conclusion that no real change can 
occur in his life) brings this notion of predetermined fate on to the level of the plot, which 
thereby functions as a kind of anti-plot in relation to the earlier novels. 
 
 
7.5 Conclusions  
 
Virgin Soil appeared ten years after Turgenev’s previous novel, Smoke. It seems logical that 
this should have led to differences in the novel’s structure and theme as compared to the 
earlier novels. I have argued that, on the basis of Peterson’s scheme, the novel’s basic plot 
scheme and set of characters seem oriented towards those of the first four novels. However, 
during the course of the novel it becomes clear that Virgin Soil has an orientation of its own: 
it focuses on predestination, a notion of man’s life and fate determined completely by the 
(arche)type that he represents. The role of the hero is fully adapted to this theme. He is 
characterized as a philosophical and psychological hero rather than as a contemporary 
ideological type. His participation in the populist movement contributes to the development 
of his inner conflict between the person he is (by nature) and the person whom he strives to 
be. He is by no means a typical representative of the populists. On the contrary, he comes to 
understand that he cannot be a populist because his reflective and melancholy character 
hinders him from believing in their cause. 

Neždanov’s superfluity is not definable as a contemporary trait; it is inherent in his 
psychology. The central topic of Virgin Soil is not a depiction of populism but the exploration 
of inherent superfluity: that of the Hamletic character with which Neždanov was born and 
which he cannot change. Neždanov is given the position of someone who is aware of his own 
situation: he analyses his problem in inner monologues and in letters to his friend Silin. As a 
consequence the theme of inherent superfluity is externalized on to the level of narration. As 
a consequence, Virgin Soil is the most explicit of the novels in its presentation of Turgenev’s 
world view. This is further strengthened by the development of the plot into an anti-plot.  

 The motto of the novel is explicated in the words of the curious old lady, Fimuška, who 
claims that “as one’s character is, so is one’s fate” (139).  Indeed the main characters in the 
novel are all predestined by their characters: Neždanov and Markelov are sad, doomed 
characters, destined to perish; Solomin and Marianna are solid and practical, and destined to 
be successful. Another successful type is that of the egoist Sipjagin. 

With regard to the verbal art level, it is interesting to note that the key images of the earlier 
novels are conspicuously absent: the connection of love to destructive power and 
enchantment; the image of the destructive female; the bird imagery, and the division of 
characters into predators and prey on the basis of the animals they are associated with. As I 
have argued above, the absence of these familiar images fits in with the novel’s concentration 
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on predestination: the images of destructive love, enchantment and predators all imply that 
one character has a definitive influence on the life of another, whereas in Virgin Soil the 
theme is rather that man’s life develops according to the fate dictated by his type, without his 
or anyone else’s exerting any influence on it. Fate itself is represented through an adaptation 
of the Juggernaut ritual: it is symbolized as a wheel that inescapably approaches until it 
crushes man. The aspect of voluntary sacrifice that characterizes the Indian ritual is 
completely absent. It is an inescapable fate that will inevitably catch up with man sooner or 
later, however he might try to prevent it. 

The plot development, up to a point, follows the familiar Turgenevan scheme in which a 
supposedly new type enters as a newcomer into a settlement of gentry and gains the love of 
the heroine. So far, the plot also develops according to the schemes of the traditional novel 
that include substantial change in the hero’s position. However, in Virgin Soil real change is 
denied because the hero’s personality cannot change, being governed by predestination. The 
traditional development of the plot ends in an anti-climax, with Neždanov’s suicide. 
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Conclusion 
 
 

This investigation takes as its starting point the cliché notions concerning the place of 
Turgenev’s novels as part of his overall output that have been generally maintained in 
Turgenev criticism over time. The novels are set apart from the rest of Turgenev’s work on 
the basis of their supposedly different concerns. It is generally maintained that, in his novels, 
Turgenev aimed to depict the major social and political currents of his age, thereby 
complying with the demands of Russian Realism. The novels are often especially contrasted 
with the short prose, which touches upon the more universal themes of the significance of 
man’s life and the influence of supernatural powers. In those periods of literary history during 
which, to use Jakobsonian terms, the poetic function of literature was specifically focused on 
(as was the case in the first decades of the twentieth century), there was a particular tendency 
to regard the short prose as more representative of Turgenev’s writing skills than the novels. 

However, such a division misses a fundamental aspect of Turgenev’s work. The many 
similarities between the short prose and the novels, especially with regard to character types, 
plot elements and the use of imagery, hint at a common poetics informing Turgenev’s work 
as a whole. An increasing number of poetic studies of the novels over the past twenty years 
have drawn attention to several aspects of universal themes that can be traced in the novels’ 
poetic structures, thereby already going some way towards invalidating the idea of the 
novels’ purely contemporary orientation. 

Still, poetic reading does not offer a fully satisfactory solution since it fails to formulate 
the place of the novels’ contemporary settings with regard to these poetic structures. Thus, 
poetic reading, although most of the researchers involved do not make the claim explicitly, 
implies that it is only the poetic devices that communicate Turgenev’s world view, ‘from 
under the surface’ of the contemporary scene so to speak. Such an interpretation suggests that 
the novels are something like the products of two unrelated elements: the discussion of 
contemporary questions and the discussion of universal questions. 

What that interpretation neglects is a consideration of the novels’ structures. I have 
developed a model of analysis that is geared to a formulation of how the structures as a whole 
communicate Turgenev’s vision on the world. At its basis lies Jurij Lotman’s theory that 
Turgenev’s novels develop on the basis of multiple ‘levels’ of meaning, creating several 
perspectives on man’s life. I have slightly simplified Lotman’s model into one with only two 
perspectives, contemporary and cosmic, and have tentatively connected their representation 
in the text to the textual mechanisms of narrative and verbal art that have been developed as 
tools for textual analysis by Hansen-Löve and Schmid. This has enabled me to trace how the 
meaning-generating mechanisms of the texts function in the presentation of the philosophical 
messages of the novels. 

It has proved to be a successful instrument for approaching the novels. An analysis of the 
narrative and verbal art mechanisms reveals in each of the novels, with the exception of 
Rudin, a double, contemporary and cosmic, perspective on the hero and his fate. The 
contemporary perspective shows the hero within the framework of his age; the cosmic 
perspective links him to archetypes. The logical-causal orientation of the contemporary level 
connects the hero’s fate to his concrete (psychological, cultural, socio-political) features; the 
non-contiguous, paradigmatic orientation of the cosmic level links his fate to that of recurrent 
types. The contemporary level provides the human perspective on life, presenting man’s 
evaluations and rational models as bases for the interpretation of life. The cosmic level 
counters this view with a supra-personal ‘perspective’. This is not a perspective in the sense 
that it is communicated by an entity in the narrative that can convey perspective, such as the 
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characters, or the narrator. The verbal art mechanisms, on the basis of which the cosmic level 
is conveyed, do not rely on a perspective within the text. Nevertheless, it is possible for the 
narrator or one of the characters to formulate a view of life that can be associated with the 
cosmic perspective. In these cases the cosmic view is made explicit on the narrative level. 
Examples include the narrator’s concluding remarks in On the Eve, and Bazarov’s 
observations on the insignificance of his own life. The rule, however, is that the cosmic level 
presents itself in the text through associations, equivalences, cyclic spatial patterns and 
repetitive elements. It presents life as being ruled by irrational, cosmic laws, submitting the 
individuals’ lives to an endless pattern of creation and destruction. 

In each of the novels, again with the exception of Rudin, there is a clash of some kind 
between the two levels. In A Nest of Gentry, On the Eve and Fathers and Sons, the logical-
causal course of the events presents the reader with motivational gaps. The return of Varvara 
Pavlovna and the deaths of Insarov and Bazarov do not follow logically from the 
development of the events, but rather present a sudden breaking-off of these developments. In 
the cases where the gap is created by the death of the hero, it is connected with the meaning 
of death within the two-perspective model: death is the manifestation of the cosmic level that 
breaks into the contemporary level. It is the annihilator of the human concepts of meaning. 

Motivational gaps are not the only examples of the influence of non-logical-causal 
patterns on the narrative structure of the text. In the analyses, I have examined several cases 
in which characters are grouped on the basis of patterns of similarity and opposition, such as 
the division of the main characters in Fathers and Sons into the pastoral and the anti-pastoral. 
Another example is that of the symbolic connotations of space, such as Lavreckij’s estate 
Vasil’evskoe, which has the quality of an atemporal locus, and the city of Venice, which is a 
symbol of impending death in On the Eve. 

Furthermore, linear developments are countered by cyclic or repetitive patterns. The 
simultaneous marriage of the Kirsanov father and son, their equally simultaneous fatherhood, 
and the fact that Arkadij’s baby is named after Nikolaj, each communicate an image of life as 
a continuous cycle. Also of  interest is the habitual lack of ‘purposeful’ movement in the plots 
of the novels: the hero often travels back and forth, or roams without really going anywhere. 
Rudin, for example, wanders aimlessly through Russia; Lavreckij restlessly moves from one 
place to the other without finding a place where he wants to stay. A variant of this scheme is 
found in On the Eve, in which Insarov, having set himself the goal of travelling to Bulgaria, 
becomes ‘stuck’ in Venice, which is the symbol of his inescapable death and, as such, may be 
deemed his actual destination from the cosmic perspective. 

These examples bear witness to the interweaving of contiguous and non-contiguous 
textual elements that characterizes the structure of Turgenev’s novels and facilitates the 
communication of his world view. 

Within my investigation as a whole, the results of the analyses of Smoke and Virgin Soil 
are of particular interest because they are commonly considered to deviate from Turgenev’s 
manner of writing in the previous novels, and are therefore often omitted from studies of his 
work. I have included them in order to investigate whether the generally-assumed change in 
Turgenev’s novelistic manner is reflected in the use and function of the narrative and verbal 
art mechanisms and in the presentation of his world view. The answer is both yes and no. On 
the one hand, the supposed change in Turgenev’s novelistic approach is countered by a 
continuation as far as the presentation of his world view is concerned. Smoke and Virgin Soil, 
like the previous novels, present a contemporary and cosmic view of the hero’s life by means 
of narrative and verbal art mechanisms. On the other hand, however, the influence of cosmic 
forces is expressed more directly than in the previous novels. The plots of Smoke and Virgin 
Soil explicitly present the heroes’ confrontation with the determinative influence of cosmic 
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laws on their lives. I would therefore maintain that the differences between these novels and 
the previous ones are not absolute and should not be described in qualitative terms; rather, 
they are relative, following from certain developments in the means by which Turgenev has 
chosen to present his world view. 

The analyses have revealed an evolution in Turgenev’s novels as far as the expression of 
his world view is concerned, which we can observe primarily through the increasingly 
explicit expression of the influence of cosmic laws on man’s life. In Rudin, the idea of the 
influence of such forces is virtually absent; the focus is on the portrayal of Rudin as 
contemporary type. The ensuing novels, A Nest of Gentry, On the Eve and Fathers and Sons 
each present a double view of the hero’s life. Each presents motivational gaps in the 
development of the fate of the hero, hinting at the importance of extra-contemporary features 
determining man’s fate. In A Nest of Gentry, the importance of historical factors is countered 
by the suggestion of man’s life being ruled by predetermined patterns of fate. As I have 
argued, the return of Varvara Pavlovna cannot be explained from the development of the 
events, and is understandable only in the light of the associations suggesting that she forms an 
embodiment of fate. 

In On the Eve, there are two motivational gaps: the hero lacks a comprehensible 
contemporary portrait that could conceivably motivate his character and deeds, and his death 
remains unmotivated. This rather strong reduction of motivation on the narrative art level is 
‘compensated’ for, not only by an extraordinarily dense verbal art structure, linking the hero 
to an archetypal victim of destructive love, but also by an explicit philosophical discourse. 
This element is introduced in the opening scene of the novel – the conversation between 
Šubin and Bersene concerning man’s position within creation – and returns at the end of the 
novel in the form of the narrator’s concluding remarks about the insignificance of human life. 
Thus, a philosophical framework is created within which the developments of the plot can be 
interpreted. 

Unlike On the Eve, Fathers and Sons features a hero whose contemporary portrait is very 
detailed. Nevertheless, here too, a motivational lacuna arises in the form of Bazarov’s 
unexpected death. The verbal art structure suggests links between Bazarov and a number of 
heroes from archetypal transgression plots. The elimination of the transgressor in such plots 
suggests a motivation for Bazarov’s death. 

Like On the Eve, Fathers and Sons presents a discussion of the individual’s position 
within the whole of nature in the form of an explicit philosophical discourse between the 
characters. In both scenes, the insect features as a symbol of the relativity of man’s life, 
which is as important in relation to the whole of nature as the insect’s life is in relation to 
man. In particular, the imagery used in On the Eve shows a strong affinity to that which 
Turgenev uses in his philosophical expositions – his Aksakov review, and his essay on 
Hamlet and Don Quixote, dating from 1853 and 1860 respectively. Particularly interesting is 
the concurrence of the philosophical discourses in On the Eve and Fathers and Sons with 
practical changes of perspective that form part of the action in these novels. In On the Eve, 
Šubin looks at the insects as a detached observer, and this explains why he does not value 
their lives. In Fathers and Sons, we find Pavel Kirsanov, as a similarly detached observer, 
looking at infusorians through a microscope. Both images convey a notion of mental distance 
between the observer and the observed. It is exactly this view ‘from outside’, resulting from a 
shift in perspective, that the novels’ contemporary and cosmic levels realize. The 
contemporary level shows human life ‘from within’, as something important and having 
intrinsic meaning. The cosmic perspective shows it ‘from outside’, rendering intrinsic human 
values and concerns irrelevant and inconsequential, just as the individual concerns or 
identities of infusorians and insects are inconceivable to man. 
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The last two novels comprise a development toward the ‘emplotment’ of the influence of 
cosmic laws. The plot of Smoke is initiated and propelled by the influence of irrational forces, 
brought to bear on the hero’s life, that present themselves in the form of destructive passion. 
The absence of a contemporary embedding of the hero – the lack of an ideological profile, 
and the setting outside Russia – are features of the novel’s narrative structure that stress the 
universality of its theme. The focus is on the psychological effects that the events have on 
Litvinov: his initial belief that life can be planned as a series of logical, rational steps is 
totally shattered. 

Virgin Soil externalizes the idea of archetypicality since its hero’s characterization is 
determined by his own acknowledgment that his life is defined by an archetype (Hamlet). His 
characterization is determined largely by his philosophical pondering over the question of 
why he cannot be whom he wants to be. By means of this philosophical characterization of 
the hero, the novel communicates the idea that man is unable to change his life in a 
substantial way. Accordingly, the plot scheme of the novel presents itself as an anti-plot. The 
plot scheme of the traditional nineteenth century novel shows a development from an initial 
situation via a number of events to a changed situation. The position of the hero at the end of 
the novel is substantially different from what it was at the beginning. Virgin Soil initially 
presents such a plot scheme: Neždanov’s encounter with Sipjagin enables him to change his 
environment and brings him into contact with the populists and with Marianna. However, 
these changes do not influence the hero’s personality: he is still the same ‘Hamlet’. Thus, the 
connection between a change of circumstances and a change in the hero’s personality, the 
rule for traditional plot schemes, is broken. There is no possible further development. The 
hero’s suicide cuts off the plot, and thus serves as an anti-climax. From the perspective of 
cosmic laws, however, his death is of no more consequence than the usual denouement would 
have been. 

These qualities of Virgin Soil make it the most overt example of Turgenev’s 
demythologizing of the nineteenth century Russian notion that the hero can be transformed 
from evil to good. Turgenev’s personal ‘myth’ is determined by the confinement that an 
impersonal universe imposes upon any developments in man’s life. The possibility of 
substantial, lasting change is denied and replaced by a scheme of endless repetition of a tragic 
fate, determined by the inescapable annihilation of the individual and his view of life. 
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Samenvatting 
 
 
De receptiegeschiedenis van Turgenevs werk wordt gekenmerkt door een merkwaardige 
tweedeling binnen zijn oeuvre. De romans worden daarbij apart gezet van zijn andere 
prozawerken op basis van hun veronderstelde, afwijkende thematiek. De romans zouden, in 
overeenstemming met de realistische stroming waarbinnen zij ontstonden, de 
maatschappelijke problemen van die tijd centraal stellen, terwijl in de rest van Turgenevs 
werk meer universeel menselijke thema’s  als de vraag naar de zin van het leven en de 
ervaring van ongelukkige liefde naar voren komen. 

De romans zijn in het bijzonder afgezet tegen de korte verhalen. Met name in die periodes 
in de literatuurgeschiedenis waarin sterk de nadruk lag op de esthetische waarde van 
literatuur, in plaats van  op het functionele (maatschappelijke, ideologische – zoals in het 
Realisme), is een sterke tendens ontstaan om het kort proza te beschouwen als 
representatiever voor Turgenevs schrijversschap. Daarbij werden de romans als 
noodzakelijke tegemoetkomingen aan de eisen van de tijd beschreven, terwijl, zo beweerde 
men, juist het korte proza licht zou werpen op Turgenevs visie op het leven.  

Een dergelijke tweedeling vindt echter geen grond in Turgenevs werk. Eerder geldt het 
omgekeerde: de vele overeenkomsten in onder andere plotelementen, karaktertypen en 
symboliek duiden veeleer op het bestaan van een gemeenschappelijke poëtica, die ten 
grondslag ligt aan  Turgenevs werk als geheel. In de afgelopen twee decennia is binnen de 
Turgenev kritiek  een stroming van poëtisch onderzoek ontstaan, die de aandacht heeft 
gevestigd op verschillende aspecten van universele thematiek, die bij een poëtische lezing 
van de romans naar voren komen. Daarmee is de opvatting, dat de romans een zuiver 
contemporaine oriëntatie hebben al gedeeltelijk ontkracht. Echter, hiermee zijn nog niet alle 
problemen weggenomen. De poëtische benadering geeft immers nog geen zicht op de 
verhouding tussen dergelijke universele elementen en de maatschappelijke setting van de 
romans. De aandacht voor de resultaten van poëtsiche lezing zet de contemporaine inhoud op 
het tweede plan, als zou er sprake zijn van een diepere laag die schuilgaat onder de 
oppervlakte van de Realistische weergave van de sociale en politieke werkelijkheid. 

Een dergelijke interpretatie (hoewel niet noodzakelijkerwijs expliciet zo gesteld door de 
betreffende onderzoekers) doet geen recht aan de tekststructuur van de romans.  Om deze te 
kunnen onderzoeken heb ik een model van analyse ontwikkeld, dat het mogelijk maakt om te 
formuleren hoe de tekst als geheel functioneert bij het tot uitdrukking brengen van Turgenevs 
wereldbeeld. De basis  van het model is afkomstig uit Jurij Lotmans theorie aangaande de 
mogelijkheid om  Turgenevs  romans op meerdere betekenisniveaus te lezen, waarbij 
verschillende perspectieven op het leven ontstaan. Het betreft een contemporain perspectief - 
dat een tijdgebonden interpretatie van de gebeurtenissen geeft, een archetypisch perspectief - 
dat suggereert dat het unieke van het contemporaine niveau een representatie van het typische 
is, en een kosmisch perspectief – van waaruit al het individuele van de beide eerste niveaus 
waardeloos lijkt en vernietigd wordt (door de dood).   

Ik heb Lotmans model  aangepast van het oorspronkelijk drielagige naar een tweelagig 
model, dat een contemporain en een kosmisch perspectief onderscheidt. Vervolgens heb ik 
verondersteld dat deze perspectieven in de tekst gerepresenteerd worden door de werking van 
twee verschillende betekenisgevende mechanismen. Deze mechanismen zijn ‘vertelkunst’ 
(Erzählkunst) en ‘woordkunst’ (Wortkunst), die door Aage Hansen-Löve en Wolf Schmid 
zijn afgeleid uit het denken van de Formalisten. 



Vertelkunst omvat alle narratieve elementen van een tekst, alle contigue, logisch-causale 
verbanden. Hierbij valt te denken aan de ontwikkeling van de plot, beschrijving van de 
karakters, presentatie van tijd en plaats en aan het vertelperspectief. Woordkunst omvat alle 
niet-contigue verbanden tussen elementen in de tekst. Het gaat hier om associatieve 
verbanden, die op basis  van equivalenties (of opposities) tussen verschillende elementen 
ontstaan. In tegenstelling tot vertelkunstige verbanden zijn dergelijke associaties niet aan een 
vertelperspectief verbonden. Dit bepaalt ook het impliciete karakter van de associatieve 
verbanden; het betreft altijd mogelijke verbanden die door poëtische lezing gelegd kunnen 
worden. 

In het kader van de analyse van Turgenevs romans heb ik verondersteld dat de beide 
perspectieven op het leven die in de romans tot uitdrukking komen, tekstueel vorm krijgen 
door vertelkunst- en woordkunstmechanismen. Het contemporaine perspectief ontstaat door 
de vertelkunstige elementen. Het volgt de temporele en logisch-causale verbanden van de 
tekst. Het kosmische ‘perspectief’ komt tot stand door de woordkunstmechanismen. Zoals al 
gezegd is er geen sprake van perspectief in die zin dat er een entiteit kan worden aangewezen 
die zo’n perspectief heeft. Het gaat om een fundamenteel andere wijze van 
betekenistoekenning. 

Op deze wijze ontstaan twee visies op de held en zijn bestaan. Door een vertelkunstige 
lezing worden causale verbanden gelegd tussen de persoonlijkheid van de held en diens lot 
enerzijds en de context van zijn tijd anderzijds. Details over zijn uiterlijk, karakter, 
opvoeding, sociale status, enzovoorts werken als informatiebron voor de motivatie van het 
verloop van zijn leven. In dit kader past ook de interpretatie  van overtolligheid als bepaald 
door factoren van tijdelijke aard (met name het sociaal-politieke milieu van die tijd). Het 
contemporaine niveau presenteert de menselijke kijk op het leven, dat wil zeggen de 
menselijke beoordelingsciteria en rationele modellen.  

Een poëtische lezing volgt paradigmatische, niet-causale verbanden, waarbij een netwerk 
van associaties met (arche)typen ontstaat. Ten gevolge daarvan wordt gesuggereerd dat de 
held met zijn lot een representant van een zich telkens herhalend schema van gebeurtenissen 
is. Op een nog algemener niveau is de held een voorbeeld van het eindeloze patroon van leven 
en dood. Dit ‘perspectief’ is per definitie niet het menselijke; het is supra-persoonlijk. 

Deze beide perspectieven kunnen ook worden verbonden met beide beginselen van de 
natuur zoals Turgenev die heeft geformuleerd in zijn recensie van Aksakov’s Jagersverhalen 
(1853)  en in zijn essay “Hamlet en Don Quixote” (1860). Hierin beschrijft hij dat de natuur 
bestaat uit twee tegengestelde krachten, die samen het geheel van de natuur in stand houden. 
De ene is het egoïsme van elk individu. Elk wezen vindt zichzelf en zijn eigen doelen 
belangrijk. Vanuit het geheel van de natuur - de tweede kracht - is geen enkel individu 
belangrijk, maar wordt dat individu opgeofferd om het geheel in stand te houden.  

Op het contemporaine niveau is het perspectief van waaruit de wereld wordt bezien in 
verband te brengen met het individuele, egoïstische, zoals verwoord in genoemde teksten. Het 
is  geredeneerd vanuit het gezichtspunt van de mens, vanuit zijn waardering van datgene wat 
belangrijk is (namelijk zijn eigen bestaan). Het kosmische niveau schetst een beeld van de 
mens vanuit een perspectief waarin die individuele belangen als het ware niet tellen; wat rest 
is dan de mens in een typisch rolpatroon. Uiteindelijk valt een ieder eenzelfde lot ten deel: 
totale annihilatie van het individu door de dood. 
 
Wolf Schmid heeft gesteld, dat de vertelkunstige lezing (de proza-lezing) in principe altijd de 
primaire is bij een prozatekst. De relevantie van een poëtische lezing kan in de tekst 
geïndiceerd zijn door een lacune in de motivering voor de gebeurtenissen, karakters 
enzovoorts. Een dergelijke lacune doet zich in een aantal van Turgenevs romans voor, met 
name in het geval van de dood van de held. Deze kan worden beschouwd als manifestatie van 
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het kosmische niveau in de plot. De dood fungeert als zinvernietiger. De dood vormt als het 
ware geen onderdeel van het bestaan, maar is een ‘indringer’ van buiten de menselijke kaders. 
De dood betekent per definitie het einde van de zin van het leven dat daarvoor lag. Het maakt 
als het ware de individuele invulling van het leven ongedaan en annuleert alles wat de mens 
zelf in petto had. Daarom kan men zeggen dat de dood in Turgenevs werk fungeert als 
visualisatie van het functioneren van de kosmische krachten die het leven ad ultimo bepalen. 
Behalve het voorkomen van dergelijke motivatie lacunes zijn er ook momenten waarop de 
verteller of een van de personages een visie op het leven naar voren brengt die het kosmische 
perspectief  verwoordt. Dit komt onder andere voor in Vaders en Zonen (Oтцы и Дeти – 
1862), waarin de held Bazarov spreekt over zijn nietigheid  in vergelijking met het in tijd en 
ruimte vrijwel onbegrensde universum. Een dergelijke visie creëert een kijk op de mens van 
buitenaf, zonder de menselijke kaders van wat belangrijk is en niet. De mens is gezien in het 
geheel van het universum maar een minuscuul stofje.  

De associatie van personages met archetypes is een van de belangrijkste manieren waarop 
het kosmische perspectief vorm krijgt in de romans. Zo worden zij geassocieerd met Hamlet, 
Don Quixote, Oedipus en Tristan. Hun leven is als het ware te zien en te duiden als een 
herhaling van het lot van deze figuren. Daarnaast bestaan echter ook andere manieren. Zo 
kunnen de personages door middel van een netwerk van associaties gegroepeerd worden op 
basis van bepaalde eigenschappen, bijvoorbeeld hun pastorale of juiste anti-pastorale 
kwaliteiten, zoals in Vaders en Zonen. Op basis van deze indeling kan hun lot worden 
verklaard – de anti-pastorale personages worden uit de pastorale setting van de roman 
verdreven, terwijl de pastorale één gelukkig geheel vormen. Een ander voorbeeld is het 
voorkomen van symbolische locaties. Zo wordt Venetië, waar de held en heldin uit Aan de 
Vooravond (Нaкaнунe – 1860) naartoe reizen, op basis van de literaire cliché-beelden van 
deze stad, tot een symbool van de onafwendbare nadering van de dood.  
 
De analyse van de romans op basis van het hierboven beschreven schema van lagen blijkt een 
bruikbaar handvat te geven voor een betere formulering van de wijze waarop Turgenevs 
wereldbeeld gepresenteerd wordt in zijn romans. De romans zijn noch zuiver maatschappelijk 
geëngageerde werken, noch korte verhalen in een losse schil van maatschappelijke 
aankleding.  De structuur als geheel draagt bij aan het tot stand brengen van twee visies op het 
leven van de personages, één binnen de kaders van het contemporaine,waarin de menselijke 
wijze van zingeving centraal staat  en één in het kader van de kosmische wetmatigheden, die 
elke menselijke zingeving teniet doen. 

Bovendien maakt de analyse het mogelijk om een ontwikkeling aan te wijzen in de 
presentatie van het wereldbeeld in de romans. In algemene termen kan worden gesproken van 
een toenemende rol van het kosmische en een toenemende explicitering van de invloed van 
kosmische wetten op het leven van de mens. In de eerste roman, Rudin (Рудин – 1856) wordt 
de invloed van dergelijke wetten vrijwel niet gesuggereerd. Rudins ‘overtolligheid’ wordt 
door de roman heen expliciet verkaard vanuit zijn opvoeding en romantische visie op het 
leven. De formulering van wie Rudin is als maatschappelijk type en waarom hij zo is, vormt 
de kern van de roman. 

De drie daarop volgende romans presenteren in optima forma een dubbele visie op het 
leven van  de held door middel van woordkunst- en vertelkunstmechanismen. In elk van de 
romans leidt de ‘proza-lezing’ tot een motivatie lacune, waardoor de noodzaak duidelijk 
wordt om bij de betekenisgeving ook poëtische tekstmechanismen te betrekken. In Het 
Adelsnest (Двoрянскoe Гнeздo – 1859) komen (persoonlijke) geschiedenis en het lot naar 
voren als twee mogelijke factoren die het menselijke leven bepalen. Waar de ‘geschiedenis’ 
geen motivatie geeft voor de rampspoed die Lavreckij treft, geeft het lot dat wel. Lavreckij 
behoort weliswaar tot de generatie van de veertigers, de klassieke ‘overtollige mens’, maar 
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deze achtergrond geeft geen verklaring voor de gebeurtenissen. Lavreckij is feitelijk in staat 
om zijn leven te reorganiseren; hij is zich goed bewust van de tekorten in zijn opvoeding en 
zijn praktische karakter stelt hem in staat om een nuttige wending aan zijn leven te geven. Hij 
is dus niet als typische ‘overtollige mens’ te kwalificeren. Hem treft eerder een duister lot 
gepersonifieerd in zijn vrouw. De terugkeer van Varvara Pavlovna, die rampspoed over de 
held brengt, is niet verklaarbaar vanuit de logisch-causale loop van de gebeurtenissen, maar 
kan alleen worden geduid in het licht van associaties die suggereren, dat zij de 
verpersoonlijking van het (nood)lot is. 

In Aan de Vooravond en Vaders en Zonen doet de onverwachte dood van de held een 
gebrek aan motivering op het contemporaine niveau ontstaan. Bovendien is de karakterisering 
van de Insarov, de held uit Aan de Vooravond, dusdanig fragmentarisch op het contemporaine 
niveau dat het niet mogelijk is om zijn persoonlijkheid en gedrag te duiden vanuit zijn psyche 
of persoonlijke achtergrond. Hierover is geen informatie beschikbaar. Door woordkunstige 
verbanden echter, wordt Insarov geassocieerd met een archetypische Tristan figuur. In dat 
kader is zijn dood niet onverwacht, maar onderdeel van het patroon van een ‘Tristan-leven’. 

In Aan de Vooravond wordt het gebrek aan motivatie op het contemporaine niveau 
‘gecompenseerd’ door een voor de romans uitzonderlijk dicht netwerk van woordkunstige 
motieven. Bovendien is de plot als het ware ingebed in een expliciet filosofisch kader aan het 
begin en het eind van de roman. In de openingsscène van de roman bespreken twee 
personages de vraag wat de positie is van de mens binnen het geheel van de natuur. Een van 
hen concludeert dat de mens de ‘koning van de schepping’ is. Aan het eind van de roman 
spreekt de verteller zijn visie op de gebeurtenissen uit. Hij vergelijkt dan de mens met een vis, 
gevangen is door een visser, die een personificatie van de dood is. Het leven van de mens 
wordt vergeleken met de tijd waarin de vis nog onder water zwemt terwijl hij (onwetend van 
zijn lot) al in het net is gevangen. Deze visie zet de gebeurtenissen in het perspectief van de 
kosmische nietigheid van de mens en vormt een tegenbeeld van dat uit de opening, waar de 
mens nog als heerser wordt afgeschilderd. 

In Vaders en Zonen is er geen sprake van een gebrek aan contemporaine inbedding van de 
held. Lev Pumpjanskij heeft de roman in dit verband omschreven als een ‘cultureel-heroïsche 
roman’, waarbij hij duidt op de uitgebreide informatie over de sociaal-culturele achtergrond 
van de held. Echter, juist deze informatie maakt de plotselinge  dood van Bazarov des te 
ongemotiveerder. Een poëtische lezing associeert Bazarov met een aantal archetypen die 
gemeen hebben dat zij de normen van de maatschappij overtreden en als gevolg daarvan 
gedoemd zijn te worden geëlimineerd. Wanneer Bazarov in dit patroon van eliminatie ten 
gevolge van rebellie tegen de ordening van de wereld wordt gezien, lijkt zijn dood eerder 
onvermijdelijk dan onverklaarbaar. 
 
De resultaten  van de analyse van de laatste twee romans zijn bijzonder interessant, omdat er 
binnen de Turgenev kritiek een tendens bestaat om deze romans te beschouwen als afwijkend 
van het stramien van de eerdere romans. In het geval van Rook (Дым – 1867) wordt veelal 
gewezen op de afwezigheid van een duidelijke contemporaine inbedding van de held en van 
het verhaal in het algemeen; het lijkt vooral een liefdesgeschiedenis zoals we die kennen uit 
de korte verhalen. Nieuwe Gronden (Нoвь – 1877) wordt vooral als onsuccesvol van de hand 
gewezen vanwege de weinig geslaagde uitbeelding van het milieu van de nihilisten waar de 
held en heldin deel van uit (gaan) maken. Deze beide laatste romans worden in poëtische 
studies vaak buiten beschouwing gelaten.  

In mijn studie heb ik deze romans juist wel opgenomen om een antwoord te krijgen op de 
vraag of de algemeen aangenomen veranderingen in Turgenevs romanstijl  ook zijn terug te 
vinden in de presentatie van zijn wereldbeeld en in de functie van de vertelkunstige en 
woordkunstige mechanismen. Dit blijkt ten dele het geval. In weerwil van de veronderstelde 
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veranderingen, blijkt het gepresenteerde wereldbeeld hetzelfde te zijn. Beide romans 
presenteren een contemporaine en kosmische visie op de held met behulp van voornoemde 
tekstmechanismen. Echter, de invloed van kosmische wetten komt directer naar voren dan in 
de eerdere romans. De plots van beide romans presenteren expliciet (op het vertelkunstniveau) 
de confrontatie van de held met de beslissende invloed van kosmische wetmatigheden op zijn 
leven. Er kan hier gesproken worden van een proces van ‘emplotment’ van de invloed van het 
kosmische.  De ontwikkelingen in Rook worden in gang gezet en bepaald door de invloed van 
een irrationele, maar alles beheersende, destructieve passie.  Het gebrek aan een duidelijke 
contemporaine karakterisering van de held en de setting buiten Rusland kunnen in dit verband 
worden opgevat als aanwijzingen dat de oriëntatie van de roman niet op contemporaine, maar 
universele vraagstukken is gericht. 

In Nieuwe Gronden, wordt het idee, dat de mens naar een bepaald archetype leeft (hetgeen 
in de eerdere romans alleen in de vorm van woordkunstige associatieve verbanden werd 
gesuggereerd), tot expliciet thema. De held Neždanov is geobsedeerd door het idee dat hij een 
Hamlet is en niet in staat is te veranderen. Zijn Hamlet-inslag verhindert hem om de 
enthousiaste revolutionair te worden die hij verlangt te zijn. De plot wordt bepaald door zijn 
vruchteloze pogingen om zichzelf te veranderen. Deze plot ontwikkelt zich als anti-plot in 
vergelijking met het plot-schema van de traditionele negentiende-eeuwse roman. In zo’n 
roman is er een ontwikkeling vanuit een beginsituatie, via een aantal gebeurtenissen naar een 
veranderde eindsituatie.  De positie van de held is daarbij substantieel veranderd. In de West-
Europese romantraditie is er meestal sprake van een verbetering in de sociale positie van de 
held; in de Russische roman gaat het veeleer om een geestelijke verandering, waarbij de held 
moreel gelouterd wordt. Het lijkt in eerste instantie alsof ook Nieuwe Gronden een dergelijk 
plot-schema volgt. Dankzij Neždanovs ontmoeting met de welgestelde Sipjagin komt hij in 
een andere omgeving terecht waar hij zich kan aansluiten bij de populisten en waar hij de 
heldin ontmoet. Echter, hij blijft dezelfde Hamlet. Zijn veranderende omstandigheden laten 
hemzelf ongemoeid. Zijn positie wordt steeds onmogelijker: hij kan als Hamlet geen 
opofferende populist zijn. Het traditionele plotschema wordt op dit punt als het ware 
geannuleerd.  Er is geen verdere plotontwikkeling. De zelfmoord van de held heeft het effect 
een anti-climax. 

De plotontwikkeling van Nieuwe Gronden maakt het tot het meest expliciete voorbeeld van 
de demythologiserende rol die Turgenevs romans spelen ten opzichte van de in de 
negentiende-eeuwse Russische literatuur geldende mythe van de transformatie van de held 
van moreel slecht naar goed. Turgenev stelt hier een persoonlijke mythe tegenover, waarin het 
onpersoonlijke universum de mens beperkt in zijn mogelijkheden om zich te ontwikkelen en 
substantiële veranderingen teweeg te brengen.  De mogelijkheid van werkelijke verandering 
wordt ontkend  en vervangen door een patroon van eindeloze herhaling van een tragisch lot; 
tragisch door de onafwendbare vernietiging van het individu en diens visie op het leven. 
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